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Dedicated to 

The Founder-Acharya of 

The International Society for Krishna Consciousness  

His Divine Grace AC Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada 

 

 

nama om vishnu-padaya krishna-preshthaya bhu-tale 

srimate bhaktivedanta swamin iti namine 
 

namaste saraswati deve gaura-vani-pracharine 

nirvishesha-shunyavadi pashchatya-desha-tarine 

I offer my respectful obeisances unto His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta 

Swami Prabhupada, who is very dear to Lord Krsna, having taken shelter at His 

lotus feet. 

Our respectful obeisances are unto you, O spiritual master, servant of 

Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati Goswami. You are kindly preaching the message of 

Lord Caitanya and delivering the Western countries, which are filled with 

impersonalism and voidism. 
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Author’s Preface to the Full Edition 

These essays were written around 2018-2019 and were published as articles in the 

Sampradaya Sun whose editor is Rochan dasa. I have wanted to see this collection 

somehow formed into a book, and then distributed to the computer screens of 

devotees who are sincere about Prabhupada’s personalist teachings of Vaishnava 

dharma. Now a couple of very enthusiastic Vaishnavas, a model devotees intent 

upon seeing that Prabhupada’s actual tradition is kept alive in ISKCON and 

elsewhere, have fulfilled my wish. I am very grateful for this opportunity that the 

truth behind the most spurious of pseudo-yoga crap ever, The Journey Home, 

should be told to all the addle-pated sleeping zombies with tilaka who have gone 

somnambulistic whether in their old age or in the New Age. 

The Supreme Personality of Godhead is Krishna, and we—each and every one of 

us—are His eternal servants. This knowledge and realization is the gift of Shrila 

Prabhupada, the Supreme Lord’s pure devotee who is none other than His 

empowered incarnation or shaktyavesha avatara. As stated in Shri Chaitanya 

Charitamrita (Antya.7.11): 

kali-kālera dharma--kṛṣṇa-nāma-saṅkīrtana 

kṛṣṇa-śakti vinā nahe tāra pravartana 

 

“The fundamental religious system in the age of Kali is the chanting of the holy 

name of Kṛṣṇa. Unless empowered by Kṛṣṇa, one cannot propagate the saṅkirtana 

movement.” 

Krishna consciousness is the greatest blessing that anyone can receive ever 

because these teachings comprise the essence of philosophy and the goal of yoga: 

pure love for Krishna. Our relationship with Krishna is eternal. The pure science 

of bhakti was inaugurated in the Gaudiya tradition by Krishna Himself in full His 

avatara-lila as Lord Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. The dance of ecstasy in the 

sankirtana dust of His lotus feet is not only liberating from the endless pangs of 

samsara, but it imparts us fully with understanding eternity, knowledge and bliss 

in the highest sense. And that is the sense of being always sheltered by the 

Supreme Lord Shri Krishna in His eternal domain of Vrindavana. 

 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kali
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sankirtana
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The New Age Mayavadic Invasion 

There is a great need for understanding the dilemma of the New Age Mayavadic 

Invasion into ISKCON. This phenomenon that has seen the rise of the 

motivational guru, the gymnastic yogi, and the pretended yoga master hawking 

his books at the Tantrik Fest. Many imposters have jumped into the forefront from 

the ranks of ISKCON, led by the ghost of a bogus Vrindavana Babaji. Some of 

what is often found on book tables where Prabhupada’s books are distributed is a 

far cry from any sort of genuine spiritual teachings within any sort of genuine 

dharma whatsoever.  

Mayavada comes in many crooked and deceitful packages and incarnations. The 

hobgoblin of impersonalism arrives well dressed in a convenient outfit or 

costume. He may be attired as orange-clad yogi whose focus is humanitarian 

welfare activities—even if they are meant only for the temporary benefits of the 

body. The Mayavadi speaks seductively and appears knowledgeable—and 

destroys all chances for liberation from matter. 

Impersonalists, who are on the path to hell because they think of themselves as 

somehow having become “one with God,” do not immediately reveal their 

misleading notions. They do so delicately, like a spider spinning a web. They 

know how to attract deluded persons to their clutches through sahajiya-like 

presentations, and then lead their followers to regions of daarkness where there 

will be no opportunity to become Krishna conscious. 

Impersonalism is the green light for the syndrome of change disease wherein the 

result is always “kill guru to become guru.” Becoming guru is dead simple these 

days when a “motivational guru” becomes honored for speaking rubbish. Yoga 

exercises are fine in their place, but Prabhupada did not want them taught for 

money in purpose-built sweaty yogashalas next to the temple rooms of Shri Radha 

and Krishna. Neither was ISKCON founded to sanctify homosexual weddings as 

has happened in at least one center. Farms means farming, not a devotee 

Disneyland where Mickey Mouse wears a shikha. 

The spiritual master, always humble at the feet of the Lord, is the extreme opposite 

from the self-absorbed charismatic figure who needs constant worship of crowds 

of followers. There is a difference between the humble bhakta and the slick poser 

guru who hobnobs with the very wealthy on cruise ships, or in helicopter tours; 

and who demand parades of worship at the very birth place of the Supreme Lord. 
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Guru’s validation is not affirmed by the presence of a crowd of weak-minded 

“disciples” who fawn at his every move. Rather the genuine spiritual master is the 

transparent via media to the previous very genuine acharya gurus in the line of 

disciplic succession all the way back to Krishna’s lotus feet. One becomes guru 

through serving the previous guru and, when he is pleased, a new link in the 

sampradaya arises. Guru is not pleased by greenhorns who usurp his position with 

a theatrical performance of saccharine imitations and subtle intimidations. 

Shrila Prabhupada often admonished his disciples that “he has given us 

everything.” As a genuine purport of the Supreme Lord he cautioned that there 

would never be any need to add, to subtract, to modify, to alter, to re-think, to re-

manufacture, or change anything that is embodied within his absolute teachings 

of Krishna consciousness. He taught only the highest and most personal form of 

love of Godhead as embodied in the trachings of the Gaudiya acharyas.  

Since his message is non-different from the perfect message of Shrila Vyasadeva, 

and he is the acharya of the torchlight message of the Bhagavata, his words must 

be left unchanged and as they are—far from the curse of fault-finders who think 

that Shri Guru’s words are composed of mundane sound vibrations or 

grammatical marks of punctuation. 

From the moment of Shrila Prabhupada’s departure in November of 1977 there 

has been a planned programme to usurp the throne of the acharya. To 

accommodate these treasonous efforts, unauthorized editing of the Bhagavad-gita 

As it Is was undertaken to accommodate the eleven “zonals.” Although each of 

these eleven have long since fallen away, the damage remains. With the 1977 

hijacking of the ISKCON movement by a gang of self-designated Divine Graces, 

unauthorized changes in the very words of Krishna appeared. “Surrender to the 

spiritual master” became “Surrender unto them.”   

Consequently, there was a mass exodus of the disciples of Shrila Prabhupada—

even though His Divine Grace had expected each of his initiates to each qualify 

themselves for carrying on the disciplic succession. As the ensuing links in the 

sampradaya from Shrila Prabhupada gradually wore away nnd broke in the face 

of falsification of the Guru-vani, gradually Mayavadi elements creeped into 

ISKCON through the back door.  

While the Governors of Hare Krishna Society were absorbed in misdirecting the 

devotttees via Mayavadic delusions that concern whether usurping the place of 
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the guru can be effected simply by editing his teachings, and the debate raged on, 

from the side door a new menace appeared with The Journey Home. Nowhere has 

the assault on devotion been more pronounced than with the impersonalist drivel 

found in The Journey Home. 

While going over these articles once again in book form, I am still in shock that 

the body of devotees have become so befooled and befuddled by agents of Kali 

who can talk them into wholesale Vaishnava aparadha against their own Founder-

Acharya. It is not only shocking but disgusting that all courage has been lost in 

such weakling “devotees” in a psychological game that the leaders have approved 

but which is nothing but a cheap compromise with the devil himself. 

Due to this change disease that is now afflicting the entire movement like a silent, 

deadly cancer, it may become difficult to say who genuine Vaishnavas are, and 

who are merely the Mayavadis in the dress of Vaishnavas. A cloud of delusion 

has descended upon the community of Krishna consciousness and the 

contamination of Mayavada has spread to Prabhupada’s temples everywhere. 

This collection of articles from the Sampradaya Sun, one of the few very popular 

devotee journals brave enough to present this message as it is, should be read by 

each and every member and friend of the Hare Krishna consciousness movement 

in order to cast out the sinful influence of impersonal and shunyavadi 

degeneration once and for all. For the devotee, learning to discrimninate the 

poisonous influences of the black snake of Mayavada from the pure nectar of 

devotional service means nothing less than saving the soul from perdition. 

I am most grateful to the devotees who kindly collected the articles from the net, 

while they are still around, so that they can be further distributed to the members 

of ISKCON who refulse to roll over and play brain-dead along with the rest of the 

congregation. 

-Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 
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Chapter One 

The Journey Home 

Is the Worst Form of Guru Aparadha 

 

IMAGES: (L) The Journey Home by Radhanatha Swami (R) Portrait of Muktananda by 

Richard Rappaport 

I have read through The Journey Home: Autobiography of an American Swami 

which is celebrated as some sort of revelation throughout the Hare Krishna 

Movement (https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-swamis-book-launched-by-mumbai-

celebrities,1418/). In my opinion honoring this book of pseudo-yoga only reveals 

what neophytes ISKCON leaders are. 

As far as I am concerned, I just can’t imagine why any so-called “devotee” would 

so proudly show off a book that openly contradicts his spiritual master. On page 

after page the reader finds nothing but pretentiously hip-sounding “yoga drivel.” 

To date none of the dozens of GBC members appears to have objected to The 

https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-swamis-book-launched-by-mumbai-celebrities,1418/
https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-swamis-book-launched-by-mumbai-celebrities,1418/
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Journey Home; in fact the author is also on the GBC. Rather, this fantabulous 

yoga drivel has been hailed by so-called leaders of the society to the extent that 

they approve of its sales at ISKCON centers all over the world. Rather than being 

“a journey home” this book is an infestation of mayavada into the ranks of a once-

Vaishnava organization.  

The author Radhanatha Swami is supposedly a disciple of His Divine Grace AC 

Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. Shrila Prabhupada’s avowed mission was to 

supplant mayavada—impersonalism—with the purest and highest form of Shri 

Krishna-bhakti, exactly as taught by Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. Shrila 

Prabhupada condemned with the strongest words the storefront “yogis” who 

invaded America and Europe for material profit and who taught atheism in the 

form of nirvishesha and shunyavada. Shrila Prabhupada wanted his disciples to 

do the same—to defeat materialistic swindlers posing as gurus with the sword of 

shastric wisdom—or even to just “kick them on their faces.”   

Shrila Prabhupada would never have tolerated for an eleventh of a second—a 

lava—any sort of praise from the ISKCON camp for exploiters from India who 

pose in the dresses of yogis and swamis. But The Journey Home is full of such 

praise for persons who Prabhupada aptly identified as cheaters and nonsense 

rascals. 

Here is just one of many shocking examples of the author’s praise for one such 

bogus swami. It is taken from page 171 of The Journey Home (we’ll look at other 

instances in coming parts of this essay). From the book: 

“… I was led to a disciple of Nityananda Baba who was building an ashram 

nearby. Small but rapidly growing, the ashram was located just off the roadside. 

As the door opened, the mantra to Shiva, Om Namo Shivaya reverberated in a 

slow hypnotic chant. Inside a dozen disciples, both from India and the West, were 

chanting in unison … As the chanting faded into silence, everyone spilled out into 

a courtyard. I watched and waited. Then, as his disciples bowed down, their guru 

entered. He was sixty-three years old with dark complexion and deep brown eyes, 

short untrimmed hair and beard, and clothed in saffron robes. In his presence his 

followers lit up with joy. I asked who he was. ‘Swami Muktananda,’ I was told.” 

Next Radhanath goes into the supposed spiritual journey of Swami Muktananda 

from the time he supposedly left home at the age of fifteen. How much of the 
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story is true and how much this liar invented to attract followers is anybody’s 

guess. 

Then we get another episode in the life of Radhanath, which (again) could 

possibly be just as dubious as Swami Muktananda’s version of his own life. After 

all, birds of a feather flock together. Cheaters and Mayavadis enjoy the company 

of one another and naturally gravitate to fellow association.  

“On one occasion as I stood with Swami Muktananda on the roadside, a vicious 

dog howling insanely and bearing its threatening fangs came charging towards us. 

People shrieked and scattered. With a mere stare Swami tamed the creature and it 

meekly bowed its head. Blessing the dog he turned and spoke to me through a 

translator, ‘I have noted you to be a sincere sadhu. If you wish, I will initiate 

you…’” 

Who was Muktananda really? Well, according to William Rodarmor’s article 

“The Secret Life of Muktananda” this Swami who Radhanath is all praise for was 

a serial rapist who had thug disciples intimidate and threaten anyone who spoke 

out against his continuous defiling of young ladies. These same accusations were 

also echoed in one of America’s most established and respected magazines, The 

New Yorker. It can be read here by subscribers only: 

(https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1994/11/14/o-guru-guru-guru)  

But you can read Rodarmor’s description of the depravity and exploitation of this 

so-called Swami here. http://www.leavingsiddhayoga.net/secret.htm. If you are 

not yet convinced that The Journey Home is the most offensive piece of crap to 

ever pose as some sort of spiritual journey, then you’ll be convinced once you 

have compared Radhanath’s schmooze of “Swami” Muktananda with Rodarmor’s 

more knowledgeable explanation of what really went on in his “ashrams.”  

According to Rodarmor, Mukatananda had it made. He would charge exorbitant 

fees for his lessons in “shakti pat” and thus became very rich overnight. In the 

evening he would summon very young lady disciples to his room and reward them 

with a small token, a gold bracelet (which they had paid for with their yoga fees), 

after he seduced them with his “initiations into tantric yoga techniques.” 

Muktananda’s picture is sitting right there between pages 110 and 111 of The 

Journey Home along with Shrila Prabhupada’s and Srila Bhaktisiddhanta 

Saraswati’s likenesses in the same book. To date there has not been even the 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1994/11/14/o-guru-guru-guru
http://www.leavingsiddhayoga.net/secret.htm
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slightest whimper from the GBC—a body of supposed devotees who are entrusted 

to represent the wishes, the teachings and philosophy of the Founder-Acharya, the 

pure devotee of Lord Shri Krishna, Who (as a reminder in case they have 

forgotten) is the Supreme Personality of Godhead. As Prabhupada used to remind 

his students, “Be very careful, you are dealing with Krishna.” Are you listening, 

GBC? Who is more important to you, Lord Krishna or some pretender in your 

midst? 

And this is just one reason why I cannot adequately describe in words my horror, 

shock and disgust that such a horribly offensive book receives tacit promotion 

from inept and incapable personalities within the Hare Krishna Movement. Each 

one of the GBC compro-misers will have to answer to Lord Krishna very, very 

soon—sooner than they would care to admit! 
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Chapter Two 

The Journey Home  

Could Be the Worst Book in the World 

At least in many ways, The Journey Home by Radhanath Swami is the worst book 

I have ever had the great misfortune to lay these poor hands on. After reading it, 

I concluded that this catalogue of concocted yoga bursts with more crap than an 

Alabama outhouse. The Journey Home is to genuine yoga what Cher is to 

womanhood—you could call it yoga that has undergone repeated plastic surgery. 

Divinity with silicone implants. It is like a paper packet of artificial sweetener; 

just add water and stir and—voila—instant saccharine mahatma-ism.  

The Journey Home is a great train ride with a different Mayavadi Babaji or Holy 

Mom sitting in each car of the locomotive. All the while, each one of these 

divinities in human form is putting on their best guru act to score a new disciple 

in the form of the seeker Radhanath, who always genuflects obediently before 

each of them. 

There is a real dichotomy in the Hare Krishna Movement these days. The 

Founder-Acharya of ISKCON, His Divine Grace AC Bhaktivedanta Swami 

Prabhupada, a pure devotee and divine instrument of the Supreme Lord Shri 

Krishna wrote the absolute best and most spiritually potent books in the world. 

And along comes a Mayavadi dressed as a GBC swami and he writes books that 

gush with yoga baloney and—what do you know?—this is the book that the 

authorities at the Bhaktivedanta Manor choose to give to a visiting dignitary. And 

it is sold in ISKCON temples worldwide as a real affront to the entire line of 

Gaudiya acharyas. 

Truth be told, Mayavada and Shunyavada have infected the Hare Krishna 

Movement, and the leaders are simply sitting on their thumbs absorbed in their 

own trances of imagined self-glory. Or maybe they have more important things to 

do than uproot impersonalism …  

After all they are now making films about the mansions they live in; they are 

writing books about health; and making advertisements for flats in Rasamrita 

Kunj. They are busy signing autographs for those who are fortunate enough to 

wash their feet. They are adding new rules to their volumes of Law Books at their 
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frequent GBC meetings. They are holding seminars on why their editing of the 

books of the spiritual master is so necessary. They are getting organ transplants 

and collecting forms from guru wannabees and deciding “who to rubber stamp 

next?”.  

Our GBCs are mostly too busy to create farming communities since, anyway, each 

of the leaders has safely prepared for himself against coming hard times. And 

certainly no GBC could ever think of violating the sacred vow of “I scratch your 

back and you scratch mine,” and thus appear to criticize anything—even 

Mayavada pig dung like The Journey Home—scribed by a fellow GBC. 

 

Ma Ananda Mayi 

In The Journey Home, our hero Radhanatha Swami waxes far out into the cosmos 

with his descriptions of the holy mother Anandamayi Ma. The following slice of 

toast with a bit too much buffalo butter begins on page 131: 

“Wherever I traveled, people spoke reverentially of a woman saint named 

Anandamayi Ma. I myself had read of her extraordinary qualities in the classic 

Autobiography of a Yogi by Paramhamsa Yogananda in the chapter entitled “The 

Joy-Permeated Mother.” On the banks of the Ganges at Deva Prayaga a sadhu 
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informed me that she was living in the Himalayan town of Dehra Dun. ‘Í’m going 

by bus to visit the Holy Mother today,’ he said. ‘You’re welcome to join me.’ 

“Upon arrival I entered a quaint courtyard filled with the mother’s followers. All 

were eager to see her. My companion disappeared. A small crowd gathered 

around me to share stories from their guru’s life. I was told that Anandamayi Ma, 

who was the guru of Prime Minister Indira Ghandi (sic), was born at a small 

village in East Bengal at the dusk of the nineteenth century … As her followers 

spoke to me about her ecstasies, miracles and compassion, I became more 

enthralled than ever. Just then, everyone rose to their feet as a petit lady appeared 

in the assembly wearing a simple white sari. Greeting us with folded palms, her 

eyes glistened with joy and she sat on a chair. Thin and frail, she nonetheless 

emanated an unearthly power … She appeared wise and sober like a universal 

mother, yet she also radiated the exuberance of an innocent little girl. Although 

her demeanor was as soft as the flower she held in her hand, one could feel that 

she possessed an indomitable will power.” 

Next Radhanath waxes eloquently about the Mayavadi 

sermon that this mother of the universe delivered. His 

love for this sort of rancid impersonal stew—that any 

true Vaishnava would have to run out of the room to hurl 

after hearing—is obvious Our hero continues … 

“One day as I sat alone in the courtyard, Anandamayi 

Ma gracefully appeared. To show my reverence, I knelt 

down and touched her feet. Hopping backwards, her face 

tensed with humility. She appeared embarrassed. Guilt 

rushed thorough me like a whirlwind. In her gentle 

presence, attempting to show my reverence and respect, 

I nonetheless felt that I had acted barbarically. What had I done? I understood that, 

though she was an exalted being, she must humbly prefer followers not touch her 

feet.  

“Taking pity on me in my mortification, she sat in a nearby chair. With a childlike 

smile her eyes rolled upwards into her head as her eyelids fluttered and then 

closed. In the silence of the moment she entered into a trance. I felt an aura of 

motherly affection beaming from her motionless form. Mystically, her face shown 

like an angelic child. An intimate silence prevailed as she came out of her trance, 
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smiled and motioned for me to come closer. Her eyes sparkled with affection, yet 

as I looked deeper into them they appeared utterly blank from desires. Silently 

touching a lotus flower to her nose and lips, she placed it in my hand, and then, 

rising from her seat, departed.” 

It gets worse, but the whole episode reminds me of something I saw years ago as 

seen here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUGHGXyuH98  

And now, just what you readers have all been waiting for—a few shining gems 

of Mayavadi wisdom from the Universal Mother Anandamayi Ma (all quoted 

from Wiki):  

“Everyone is right from his own standpoint,”  

“All paths are my paths.” 

“I have no particular path.” 

“As you love your own body, so regard everyone as equal to your own body. When 

the Supreme Experience supervenes, everyone's service is revealed as one's own 

service. Call it a bird, an insect, an animal or a man, call it by any name you please, 

one serves one's own Self in every one of them.” -Anandamayi Ma, Ananda Varta 

Quarterly 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ma Ananda Mayi with Yogananda  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JUGHGXyuH98
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Chapter Three 

The Journey Home  

Is a Flaccid Study in Compromise 

The Journey Home, the adventures of the American Swami and ISKCON guru 

Radhanatha, is a leftover stew of limp noodles mixed with one rancid compromise 

after another. For any genuine Vaishnava such a foul goulash that stinks to high 

heaven is a repulsive repast. 

On page 131 we find our hero promoting a book—one that is similar to his—

insofar as it contains the same homogenized concessions and yogic sell-outs—

Autobiography of a Yogi by “Paramhamsa” Yogananda. Radhanatha has the 

temerity in his text to call that book a “classic,” and his Autobiography of an 

American Swami is suspiciously reminiscent of Yogananda’s tome of self praise. 

The lesson learned is that saints don’t need to write autobiographies to convince 

others of their own saintliness. For anyone with a teaspoon of common sense such 

spiritual grandstanding raises quite a number of red flags. 

But what did Shrila Prabhupada think of this self-designated “supreme swan’s” 

classic nonsense?  

In a letter to Christopher dated 13 July 1968, Shrila Prabhupada mentioned 

Yogananda by name: 

“I can understand that you are mixing with a crowd of hodge-podge men but none 

of them will ever get the real thing by such hodge-podge philosophy. We are 

following a standard philosophy, acknowledged by standard acharyas, namely, 

harer nama harer nama hare namaiva kevalam 

kalau nasty eva nasty eva nasty eva gatir anyatha 

(Cc. Ādi 17.21) 

“The people of this age are of short duration of life, they are very slow in the 

matter of seriously understanding spiritual importance of life, and even some of 

them are inclined, like yourself, by misfortune they associate with hodge-podge 

men like those you have mentioned in your letter—namely, Yogananda, Alan 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/harer
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/nama
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/harer
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/nama
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kevalam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kalau
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/eva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/eva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/eva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/anyatha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/cc/adi/17/21?d=1
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Watts, Maharishi, Leary, etc.—because they are unfortunate and severely 

disturbed in mind on account of various frustrations and desires.” 

In a subsequent letter to Kris, this one dated 13 November 1968, Shrila 

Prabhupada described his own visit to Yogananda’s “ashram” in Los Angeles:  

“Regarding your question about Yogananda, you write to say that you ‘received 

the impression from his autobiography that he was a genuine saint who dedicated 

his life to serving God.’ But the thing is that you do not actually know what is a 

genuine saint, and what can you understand about saintly life from reading his 

autobiography.  

“I may inform you that just recently I visited his so-called asrama retreat, and it 

was simply a hodge-podge of all nonsense. There was a Buddha statue, a Christ 

statue, a Gandhi’s memorium labeled as ‘World Peace Memorium'’—and what 

world peace he has brought? None. And what does Gandhi have to do with 

spiritual realization anyway?  

“Gandhi was simply interested to get the Britishers out of India—what has this to 

do with self-realization, the prime goal of life? And here and there, there were 

signs of all sorts, like ‘Be still and realize I am God’—what is this, by becoming 

silent and still one becomes God?! The stone is silent for millions of years, does 

that mean it has become God? This is all conglomeration of nonsense ideas. 

Practically, this Yogananda has no philosophy or authority, he simply drags in 

Buddha, Jesus Christ, Gandhi, and whoever else he can think to put, so that 

whatever you like it is in his shop. He is just a good shop keeper. 

“Krishna says—Give up all nonsense engagements and come here and surrender 

unto Me!—that is real philosophy. Krishna says that anyone who is worshiping 

any demigod, it is all nonsense, and just give it up and come to me. Our philosophy 

is to worship Radha and Krishna. We don't make any hodge-podge or any 

compromise. If you like you can accept it, and if you are fortunate you will accept, 

and be happy, but this hodge-podge nonsense will never help you.  

“Just like we prescribe certain rules and restrictions for our disciples so that they 

can make real advancement in spiritual life. This Yogananda gives no restrictions 

or regulative principles to his disciples, and thereby collects all nonsense class of 

men. But if you put restrictions then not so many men will come, but sincere ones 

will come, those who are actually sincerely searching after real spiritual life. This 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/asrama
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Yogananda accepts everything as bona fide, because he simply doesn't know what 

is bona fide and what is nonsense. So there is no need to waste your time. 

 

The Mahatma Gandhi World Peace Memorial, Yogananda “Ashram,” Los Angeles 

 “I can understand you are planning to go on world tour, but I think there is no 

need for wasting your time on such world tour. Better you chant Hare Krishna 

sitting in one place, that is far better. What for you want to go on world tour—

people everywhere are doing the same thing, eating, sleeping, mating, and 

defending—each in some slightly different way, but same substance is there. 

There are the same streets, same people, same cars, same trees, etc. everywhere, 

somewhere a hill, somewhere sandy, somewhere some water—but what is the 

profit of seeing so much scenery? It is better if you want to travel, you can travel 

to preach and spread this Krishna Consciousness to the suffering humanity at 

large. You can travel with our Sankirtana party if you like.”  

Shrila Prabhupada confirmed that his technique of dealing with such so-called 

“yogis” was in line with the methodology taught by his own Guru Maharaja, His 

Divine Grace Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Thakura. In a letter to Karandhara 

dated 27 July 1973, Shrila Prabhupada wrote: 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sankirtana
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“You are to be congratulated—you have defeated the rascal scientist Mr. Roger 

Reville from the Big University. Actually, it is not a very difficult task, they have 

no definite ideas, everything they put forward is doubtful, even they say—‘I 

think',’ ‘perhaps,’ ‘it may be’, ‘theoretically speaking,’ and like that. 

Vedic knowledge is definite. Take for example Padma Purāṇa, there it is said 

there are 8,400,000 species of life: two million trees, one million insects, four 

hundred thousand humans. Nowhere do we find about so and so many, but exactly 

the number is given. Or we see the description of Kali Yuga, and we are 

experiencing it. ‘People of this age will keep big bundles of hair and thus think 

themselves very beautiful.’ So this is going on. ‘For want of bathing the 

population of this age will appear like Pisacas’—hippies. Everything is given in 

Vedas exactly. Why should we go to such men for knowledge? They pose 

themselves as big leaders, philosophers. But we have to accept our leader 

according to the standard symptoms—or qualifications. The standard text books 

for civilized administration are Bhagavad-gita and Srimad-Bhagavatam. A leader 

must be peaceful, self-controlled austere, pure, tolerant, honest, wise learned and 

religious.  

“Not like your President Nixon—a rogue and thief—such men cannot do any 

good to society, only those who are trained up in the Ultimate Goal of human life, 

they can lead—because human life is meant for going back to Godhead. Therefore 

our society is serving the whole world by supplying the missing part for perfect 

advancement of human civilization, we are supplying the head. Although all parts, 

such as legs are necessary, the whole thing is useful only when there is a head. 

So, everything is already there but it is now mixed up, we want to bring the whole 

world in to order by giving the right directions to all classes of men. Right 

direction means, to deliver the instructions of Krishna, and because Krishna is 

perfect, if you present this knowledge anywhere it will automatically defeat all 

the existing concocted hodge-podge ideas congesting the feeble brains of so-

called scientist, philosophers or anyone. 

“When my Guru Maharaja was present even big, big scholars were afraid to talk 

with His beginning students. My Guru Maharaja was called a ‘Living 

Encyclopedia,” he could talk with anyone on any subject. He was so learned—so 

we should be like that as far as possible. No compromise—Ramakrishna, avataras, 

yogis, everyone was an enemy to Guru Maharaja—he never compromised. Some 

God-brothers complained that this preaching was chopping technique and it 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/padma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/purana
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would not be successful. But we have seen that those who criticized, they fell 

down. For my part I have taken up the policy of my Guru Maharaja—no 

compromise. All these so called scholars, scientists, philosophers who do not 

accept Krsna are nothing more than rascals, fools lowest of mankind etc. So you 

go on with your work, it is very encouraging to me. Thank you.” 

After the death of Yogananda many whisperings arose within the ranks of his 

followers that he did not exactly follow his own teachings of yoga. The respected 

ladies journal Elle carried one such report by Rebecca Moss dated 15 May 2013 

(https://www.elle.com/culture/career-politics/news/a15245/bikram-choudhury-

sex-scandals-in-yoga/):“Paramahansa Yogananda founded the Self-Realization 

Fellowship (SRF)—a religious organization rooted in yoga, meditation, and 

celibacy—and wrote Autobiography of a Yogi, which is widely considered the 

foremost yogic text in America. For many years, there had been speculation that 

the guru had fathered several children, including Mona Pratt, the daughter of one 

of the most prominent SRF nuns, Tara Mata. Before his death in 1952, Yogananda 

was also accused of holding a harem of young women in a dorm next to his room.”  

Shrila Prabhupada’s admonition to Kris bears repeating: “But the thing is that you 

do not actually know what is a genuine saint, and what can you understand about 

saintly life from reading his autobiography.”   

In other words, if I write a book about what a saint I am, are you the reader so 

stupid that you’ll believe it? 
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Chapter Four 

The Radhanatha Gita:  

With the American Swami on the Battlefield of Life 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The American Swami fighting on the battlefield of life 

In The Journey Home, page 183, Radhanatha Swami describes his visit to 

Kurukshetra. He writes, “The Gita had been spoken on a battlefield because life 

itself is a battle, where evil perpetually attacks good and our sacred ideals are 

destined to be tested … Krishna’s timeless call culminated in the practice of 

selfless devotion, determination and spiritual absorption as a means to access a 

power beyond our own to overcome all fear—the power of God’s love.”  

Well, well, well—that’s all fine and dandy, isn’t it. At least for a spiritually weak 

person at first glance this corny song and dance might sort of fit, as dubious as it 

is. But with that talk of “absorption” some red flags begin to go up. And there’s 

more to come. In fact, this is the sort of deliberately ambiguous explanation of 

Shri Krishna’s message commonly delivered by Mayavadis with their bald-face 

twisting of the truth. By saying, “Krishna’s timeless call culminates in the power 

of God’s love,” it adulterates the mind of the hearer. In the mind it separates the 

Supreme Lord Shri Krishna from actually being God to His speaking about some 
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undefined God who is different from Him and yet who like some vacuum cleaner 

is ready to absorb us into some eternal light. 

Yes indeed, this pious sounding claptrap is Mayavada, pure and simple. Rather 

than establishing devotion to our Lord Shri Krishna, such duplicitous and devious 

“word jugglery”—as Shrila Prabhupada called it—subtly, gradually and 

insidiously erodes the devotee’s Krishna consciousness.  

As the Founder-Acharya of ISKCON repeatedly reminded us, “Lord Caitanya 

Mahāprabhu has warned that no description of the pastimes of the Lord should be 

heard from the Māyāvāda, or impersonalist, school. He has clearly said, 

māyāvādi-bhāṣya śunile haya sarva nāśa: if anyone hears the Māyāvādīs’ 

interpretation of the pastimes of the Lord, or their interpretation of Bhagavad-

gītā, Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam or any other Vedic literature, then he is doomed. Once 

one is associated with impersonalists, he can never understand the personal 

feature of the Lord and His transcendental pastimes.” (Shrimad-Bhagavatam 

3.19.33, Bhaktivedanta Purport) 

This sort of tired and threadbare preaching that we hear from the American Swami 

in Kurukshetra is nothing new—it is extremely common in India. It is not 

necessary to look for it from some self-absorbed American swami. Such pseudo-

wisdom is repeated by every wise-sounding yet clueless Hindu uncle from his 

bedroom rocking chair. Although such contrivances might even sound reasonable 

to a less philosophically-inclined person, upon examining the treachery of the 

double meanings, we can see that this dubious philosophy fits better in the 

Radhanatha Gita than the actual Bhagavad-gita of Bhagavan Lord Shri Krishna.  

For anyone who has lost his direction in the hypnotic lullaby of impersonalism 

due to having been duped into reading The Journey Home and suchlike swami 

literatures, let us remind you again that Lord Shri Krishna is indeed the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead—eternally. The Bhagavad-gita contains His instructions 

to Arjuna and to the world for surrendering unto Him in an attitude of pure and 

loving devotional service. That is the actual message of Bhagavad-gita. There is 

no separation of Krishna and God. Krishna is God. That is why Krishna can tell 

Arjuna—and us: 

“Always think of Me and become My devotee. Worship Me and offer your 

homage unto Me. Thus you will come to Me without fail. I promise you this 

because you are My very dear friend.” (Bg 18.65) 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mahaprabhu
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When we are confronted by the impersonal balderdash of pretentious yogis and 

swamis, there are a few fatal questions we can ask to nail down the Mayavadi 

Questions like, “Well if Krishna is preaching about God’s love, then who is 

Krishna? Is He different from the God whose love he is talking about?” The 

ultimate Hindu-ized version is that Krishna is a manifestation of the One God who 

we all are or ultimately can become, and that Krishna has sort of jumped out of 

the impersonal Brahman to direct us to once again find our position of merging 

back into the silent void of oneness.  

In other words, such preaching that draws a line between a supposed “Krishna” 

and “God” does not specifically articulate that Lord Shri Krishna is the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead Who is One without a second. Anyone who actually 

follows Shrila Prabhupada know that His Divine Grace as a pure devotee of Lord 

Shri Krishna was always clear that the Battle of Kurukshetra was not some staged 

event so that people could realize that their goodness is under attack by some 

fuzzy and obscure evil. If it was simply good versus evil, what was Pitamaha 

Bhishma, one of the twelve mahajans, doing on the side of the Kauravas? 

Understanding Bhagavad-gita As It Is takes the guidance of a genuine spiritual 

master and not a saffron-robed neophyte.  

Such watered down preaching as found in The Journey Home has no place in 

anyone who claims to be in the disciplic succession coming from His Divine 

Grace A C Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. For as Krishna informs Arjuna (Bg 

10.8): 

“I am the source of all spiritual and material worlds. Everything emanates from 

Me. The wise who know this perfectly engage in My devotional service and 

worship Me with all their hearts.” 

But the Radhanatha Gita gets worse. After his fuzzy misinterpretations, the 

American Swami goes on to boast, “…the Bhagavad Gita’s message penetrated 

me so deeply that I felt as if Krishna were (sic) speaking directly to me on each 

page.” Talk about chutzpah! First the Swami wrangles some hackneyed meanings 

out of the Gita, and now he thinks the Supreme Lord is so pleased with his 

Mayavadi bhasya that He has personally comes to speak with him. But, as 

Prabhupada warns us over and again, such delusion is the fate of one who 

deliberately goes to associate with orange-robed snakes. 
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”One who hears the Māyāvādīs’ interpretations is doomed.” 

The actual disciple never tries to approach Lord Shri Krishna directly. The sincere 

servant goes to Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, through the 

transparent via media of the merciful spiritual master. Supposedly Radhanatha 

Swami is an initiate of the Founder-Acharya of the Hare Krishna Movement. 

Therefore, if he really wants to please the Supreme Lord he should not concoct 

his own banal ideas about what he calls (on page 184) “one of the most important 

religions of India … Hindu philosophy.” Rather he should speak Bhagavad-gita 

As It Is—the way Shrila Prabhupada has taught it. 

But perhaps the Bhagavad-gita is far too advanced for those who think that the 

Battle of Kurukshetra was staged because “life itself is a battle, where evil 

perpetually attacks good.” It is not meant for deluded personalities who think they 

can open the Gita and Krishna immediately jumps out to speak to them. 

Radhanath should study the words of Shrila Prabhupada from his own 

Introduction  https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/introduction to Bhagavad-gita As 

It Is: 

“The spirit of Bhagavad-gītā is mentioned in Bhagavad-gītā itself. It is just like 

this: if we want to take a particular medicine, then we have to follow the directions 

written on the label. We cannot take the medicine according to our own whim or 

the direction of a friend. It must be taken according to the directions on the label 

or the directions given by a physician. Similarly, Bhagavad-gītā should be taken 

or accepted as it is directed by the speaker himself. The speaker of Bhagavad-gītā 

is Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa. He is mentioned on every page of Bhagavad-gītā as the 

Supreme Personality of Godhead, Bhagavān. Of course the word bhagavān’ 

sometimes refers to any powerful person or any powerful demigod, and certainly 

here Bhagavān designates Lord Śrī Kṛṣṇa as a great personality, butat the same 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/introduction
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
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time we should know that Lord Śrī Krishna is the Supreme Personality of 

Godhead, as is confirmed by all great acharyas (spiritual masters) like 

Śaṅkarācārya, Rāmānujācārya, Madhvācārya, Nimbārka Svāmī, Śrī Caitanya 

Mahāprabhu and many other authorities of Vedic knowledge in India. The Lord 

Himself also establishes Himself as the Supreme Personality of Godhead in the 

Bhagavad-gītā, and He is accepted as such in the Brahma-saṁhitā and all the 

Purāṇas, especially the Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam, known as the Bhāgavata Purāṇa 

(Kṛṣṇas tu bhagavān svayam). Therefore we should take Bhagavad-gītā as it is 

directed by the Personality of Godhead Himself.” 

The deliberate Mayavada infestation has reached epidemic proportions in 

ISKCON. It is now ruining the society that Shrila Prabhupada gave his every 

breath to create and it must be curtailed. If such impersonal hogwash is allowed 

to fester and grow, then the other GBC members will soon book their own 

carriages on the celebrity train that Radhanatha is riding high on. The GBC 

members are expert at slyly imitating others and stealthily appropriating their 

ideas when, in fact, they are supposed to be leaders. Imitating popular trends, 

many have become vapid motivational gurus on Youtube; they run expensive 

yoga retreats like America’s storefront swamis do; they celebrate Festivals of 

Color; attend break dancing performances at kirtan and even “stage dive;” and 

they are making plot-less films to justify themselves before returning to their 

mansions and GBC meetings. One ISKCON GBC-guru even reportedly stole a 

book written by a Godbrother of Shrila Prabhupada and reprinted it as his own. 

If this Mayavadi author trend is not stomped out of existence, soon we will see 

ISKCON flooded with books like; 

-Autobiography of a GBC Yogi 

- My Divine Revelations at the GBC Meeting  

-How Vaivaswata Manu Directed the GBC Law Book  

-Journey to My Samadhi 

-Holi for Dummies: a GBC Guidebook 

-Let There Be a Palace—And  I Will Live in It 

-The Ecstasy of Having People Serve You  

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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After all, even The Journey Home is not an original title. There are several 

children’s books, a romance novel and even motivational guru handbook by that 

name, (and we wonder which one Radhanatha likes best)? 
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Chapter Five 

The Dalai Lama:  

How Radhanatha Achieved Zero Gravity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sacrificing for others: the Dalai Lama exits a private jet. 

Today we join our guru-hopping American pilgrim on his journey to dilly dally 

with the Dalai Lama—and waddle in the invisible puddle of shunyavada or the 

voidism of zero. Just like every other celebrity holy man in this 

phantasmagorical  fish story, the Dalai Lama, too, was bending over backwards 

to have Radhanatha’s darshan.  

Our hero writes, “One early morning while I was meditating in the temple, a tall 

elderly lama with a shaved head, maroon robes, and a strand of wooden beads 

draped around his neck sat beside me. He said that he had been observing me for 

several days and asked if I would like to ask any questions. We spent a couple of 

hours each day together. On one very special afternoon he invited me to join 

him for a personal audience with the Dalai Lama.” 

Then … 

“Minutes later a door opened and the Dalai Lama glanced toward me, eyes 

sparkling with joy behind his brown-rimmed glasses. His large head was shaven 

and he had a square face, low rounded nose, and draped a maroon robe over a 

bright golden monk’s shirt.  Beaming a contagious smile, he sprinted across the 
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room to greet me. Laughing aloud, he tightly gripped both my hands and shook 

them again and again. His eyes twinkled with glee as he spoke, ‘You have come 

from far away. I welcome you.’” 

“We sat on two chairs across from one another. With a childlike curiosity he asked 

me about my life in America and why I had chosen the life of a sadhu. As I told 

my story he listened to every word with rapt attention and concern. Whenever 

there was a trace of humor in my story, his whole body shook with laughter and 

he clapped his hands together. We spoke for about half an hour when I asked him 

about the condition of his people in Tibet. A wave of introspection then swept 

across his face and tears welled in his eyes …” 

Our hero continues with the Dalai Lama’s glorification of mundane social welfare 

disguised as dharma. Since there is no real philosophy in shunyavada, therefore 

the followers of this imaginary tradition resort to social welfare activities as 

evident in the following conversation. Incidentally, humanitarian activities have 

become a standard with today’s ISKCON Mundane Meal, eye camps and hospital 

in Bombay. 

“’The universal quality of religion,’ he went on, ‘is compassion to other living 

beings. To sacrifice for the good of others is true dharma.’ Seeing the immense 

sacrifice he extended for his people, his words struck my heart. ‘Meditation, study 

and worship,’ he said, ‘give us the inner strength to live as kind and enlightened 

beings.’ His message invoked introspection, and his personality inspired 

reverence, but his affection had made me feel to be his intimate friend.”  

From this description, it would appear that the Dalai Lama stopped just short of 

appointing Radhanatha as his successor. 

The Buddhists are well known shunyavadis and that means, again—if there are 

any devotees out there who might still care—that they consider the hereafter is 

some zero or void. According to them, there is no Vrindavana, no Krishna-lila, no 

loving devotional exchange with the Supreme Personality of Godhead. There is 

only some dark hole of nothingness which swallows the individual entity forever.  

The Dalai Lama is a sort of reformed or modern Buddhist who (according to 

Wiki and a number of sources including this one 

https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2010/10/16/the_dalai_lama_is_a_meateater.html) eats 

meat. He also supports abortion “if the baby will be a burden to the family.” 

https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2010/10/16/the_dalai_lama_is_a_meateater.html
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What does a voidist care for sin or piety when, either way, the goal after this life 

is a void? Of course they can’t exactly explain how the Dalai Lama keeps 

incarnating if he has become a void. But then again, meat eaters don’t exactly 

make the best philosophers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mission of world peace: The Dalai Lama guarded by armed American Secret Service men 

exits a limousine. 

Yet thanks to the GBC’s promotion of this sort of vacuous tripe, The Journey 

Home has become a historical first in the Gaudiya sampradaya. It represents the 

first time in the tradition’s long history that a book profusely gushing with 

shunyavadi detritus has been widely accepted by our lineage’s so-called spiritual 

leaders.  

Either the GBC is: 

(1) Completely absorbed in Maya due to being enamored by their own supposed 

advancement; or they are 

(2)  Too busy with their self-importance and public image to any longer read 

Shrila Prabhupada’s books and try to understand what is in them; or they are 

(3)  Agents from some ungodly region of hell where it’s OK to contradict your 

guru; or they are 

(4)  Just plain stupid. 

 

It would be nice to hear a reasonable-sounding defense from the GBC for their 

love affair with The Journey Home but, as usual, all that we peons of the rank-

and-file can expect from our fearless leaders lounging in their ivory towers is their 
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deafening silence ornamented as it is with their alternating toothy grins and 

tearful, throbbing looks of compassion. 

On the other hand it is natural that an impersonal GBC should adore The Journey 

Home. Radhanatha’s book contains zero philosophy, and glorifies spiritual 

suicide in the form of shunyavada. In the same way, the empty heads on the GBC 

likewise have zero gumption when it comes to keeping Mayavada out of the 

society they are sworn to protect. Birds of a feather merge into the void together, 

and under the hollowness of the GBC leadership the entire ISKCON will be 

absorbed into the non-existence of shunyavada in a very short time. Poof. 

And why should only Radhanatha get all the personal darshans? You can have 

your own darshan of the Dalai Lama here: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GogjFO8GNEo .  

 

 

Shri Dasha-avatara 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GogjFO8GNEo
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Chapter Six 

Does Pretentious Love and Peace  

Make You Angry? 

Yesterday in this ongoing discussion of Radhanatha Swami’s The Journey Home, 

we learned of his intimate exchanges with the Dalai Lama. Today we continue to 

ask whether it is dangerous to introduce Buddhist shunyavadis into ISKCON, or 

is offering the impersonalists a toothy grin and limp handshake simply a good 

practice in GBC public relations?   

Well have you noticed the current trend in ISKCON, the desire of new bhaktas to 

become Youtube celebrities and motivational gurus overnight? Devotees who 

dress up in their karmi finery and then step out into the world often hide their past 

relationship with ISKCON and Shrila Prabhupada. They are careful to whitewash 

any previous experiences with phrases like: “I practiced yoga,” or “I lived in 

ashrams,” or “I was a monk,” or “I studied in India,” or “I immersed myself in 

Vedic culture.”  Anything but Hare Krishna. 

For many such cheap disciples, the words of meat eaters like Mother Teresa or 

the Dalai Lama carry more weight than the 18,000 verses in Shrimad-

Bhagavatam. The downside of this tendency is that the spiritual master, who is 

the source of all benefits in the disciple’s life, is thanklessly deleted from the 

dialogue. Following Radhanatha’s motivational guru lead, here is a video of a 

devotee of sorts who boasts that he was a monk for fifteen years. The star of this 

show is Pandit Dasa, self-proclaimed Mindful Leadership Expert, Keynote 

Speaker, Author, and Urban Monk. Notice that in the following video he only 

quotes the authority of the Dalai Lama—and not Shrila Prabhupada—to back up 

his karmi-saturated dialogue. 

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oSlU5sryRY] 

When it comes to Buddhism, devotees should recall the words of Shrila 

Prabhupada on the subject. The following insights by His Divine Grace the 

Founder-Acharya of ISKCON were written in Delhi, a few years before he sailed 

off the America to uproot shunayavada and  give the world a genuine conception 

of dharma in the form of Krishna consciousness The following verse translation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oSlU5sryRY
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and Bhaktivedanta Purport to Shrimad-Bhagavatam 1.3.24 are just as appropriate 

now as when His Divine Grace scribed them some sixty years ago. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Compassionate Lord Buddha: Shri Buddha-avatara 

tataḥ kalau sampravṛtte sammohāya sura-dviṣām 

buddho nāmnāñjana-sutaḥ kīkaṭeṣu bhaviṣyati 
 

“Then, in the beginning of Kali-yuga, the Lord will appear as Lord Buddha, 

the son of Añjana, in the province of Gayā, just for the purpose of deluding 

those who are envious of the faithful theist.” 

Bhaktivedanta Purport: Lord Buddha, a powerful incarnation of the Personality 

of Godhead, appeared in the province of Gayā (Bihar) as the son of Añjana, and 

he preached his own conception of nonviolence and deprecated even the animal 

sacrifices sanctioned in the Vedas. At the time when Lord Buddha appeared, the 

people in general were atheistic and preferred animal flesh to anything else. On 

the plea of Vedic sacrifice, every place was practically turned into a 

slaughterhouse, and animal killing was indulged in unrestrictedly. Lord Buddha 

preached nonviolence, taking pity on the poor animals. He preached that he did 

not believe in the tenets of the Vedas and stressed the adverse psychological 

effects incurred by animal killing. Less intelligent men of the age of Kali, who 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kali
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yuga
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/anjana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gaya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gaya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/anjana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kali
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had no faith in God, followed his principle, and for the time being they were 

trained in moral discipline and nonviolence, the preliminary steps for proceeding 

further on the path of God realization. He deluded the atheists because such 

atheists who followed his principles did not believe in God, but they kept their 

absolute faith in Lord Buddha, who himself was the incarnation of God. Thus the 

faithless people were made to believe in God in the form of Lord Buddha. That 

was the mercy of Lord Buddha: he made the faithless faithful to him. 

Killing of animals before the advent of Lord Buddha was the most prominent 

feature of the society. People claimed that these were Vedic sacrifices. When the 

Vedas are not accepted through the authoritative disciplic succession, the casual 

readers of the Vedas are misled by the flowery language of that system of 

knowledge. In the Bhagavad-gītā a comment has been made on such foolish 

scholars (avipaścitaḥ). The foolish scholars of Vedic literature who do not care to 

receive the transcendental message through the transcendental realized sources of 

disciplic succession are sure to be bewildered. To them, the ritualistic ceremonies 

are considered to be all in all. They have no depth of knowledge. According to the 

Bhagavad-gītā (15.15), vedaiś ca sarvair aham eva vedyaḥ: the whole system of 

the Vedas is to lead one gradually to the path of the Supreme Lord. The whole 

theme of Vedic literature is to know the Supreme Lord, the individual soul, the 

cosmic situation and the relation between all these items. When the relation is 

known, the relative function begins, and as a result of such a function the ultimate 

goal of life or going back to Godhead takes place in the easiest manner. 

Unfortunately, unauthorized scholars of the Vedas become captivated by the 

purificatory ceremonies only, and natural progress is thereby checked. 

To such bewildered persons of atheistic propensity, Lord Buddha is the emblem 

of theism. He therefore first of all wanted to check the habit of animal killing. The 

animal killers are dangerous elements on the path going back to Godhead. There 

are two types of animal killers. The soul is also sometimes called the "animal" or 

the living being. Therefore, both the slaughterer of animals and those who have 

lost their identity of soul are animal killers. 

Mahārāja Parīkṣit said that only the animal killer cannot relish the transcendental 

message of the Supreme Lord. Therefore if people are to be educated to the path 

of Godhead, they must be taught first and foremost to stop the process of animal 

killing as above mentioned. It is nonsensical to say that animal killing has nothing 

to do with spiritual realization. By this dangerous theory many so-called sannyāsīs 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/avipascitah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/15/15?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ca
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/aham
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/eva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vedyah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/maharaja
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/pariksit
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have sprung up by the grace of Kali-yuga who preach animal killing under the 

garb of the Vedas. The subject matter has already been discussed in the 

conversation between Lord Caitanya and Maulana Chand Kazi Shaheb. The 

animal sacrifice as stated in the Vedas is different from the unrestricted animal 

killing in the slaughterhouse. Because the asuras or the so-called scholars of Vedic 

literatures put forward the evidence of animal killing in the Vedas, Lord Buddha 

superficially denied the authority of the Vedas. This rejection of the Vedas by 

Lord Buddha was adopted in order to save people from the vice of animal killing 

as well as to save the poor animals from the slaughtering process of their big 

brothers who clamor for universal brotherhood, peace, justice and equity. There 

is no justice when there is animal killing. Lord Buddha wanted to stop it 

completely, and therefore his cult of ahiṁsā was propagated not only in India but 

also outside the country. 

Technically Lord Buddha's philosophy is called atheistic because there is no 

acceptance of the Supreme Lord and because that system of philosophy denied 

the authority of the Vedas. But that is an act of camouflage by the Lord. Lord 

Buddha is the incarnation of Godhead. As such, he is the original propounder of 

Vedic knowledge. He therefore cannot reject Vedic philosophy. But he rejected it 

outwardly because the sura-dviṣa, or the demons who are always envious of the 

devotees of Godhead, try to support cow killing or animal killing from the pages 

of the Vedas, and this is now being done by the modernized sannyāsīs. Lord 

Buddha had to reject the authority of the Vedas altogether. This is simply 

technical, and had it not been so he would not have been so accepted as the 

incarnation of Godhead. Nor would he have been worshiped in the transcendental 

songs of the poet Jayadeva, who is a Vaiṣṇava ācārya. Lord Buddha preached the 

preliminary principles of the Vedas in a manner suitable for the time being (and 

so also did Śaṅkarācārya) to establish the authority of the Vedas. Therefore both 

Lord Buddha and Ācārya Śaṅkara paved the path of theism, and Vaiṣṇava ācāryas, 

specifically Lord Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu, led the people on the path towards a 

realization of going back to Godhead. 

We are glad that people are taking interest in the nonviolent movement of Lord 

Buddha. But will they take the matter very seriously and close the animal 

slaughterhouses altogether? If not, there is no meaning to the ahiṁsā cult. 

Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam was composed just prior to the beginning of the age of Kali 

(about five thousand years ago), and Lord Buddha appeared about twenty-six 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kali
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yuga
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ahimsa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sura
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jayadeva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vaisnava
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/acarya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vaisnava
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mahaprabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ahimsa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kali
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
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hundred years ago. Therefore in the Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam Lord Buddha is foretold. 

Such is the authority of this clear scripture. There are many such prophecies, and 

they are being fulfilled one after another. They will indicate the positive standing 

of Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam, which is without trace of mistake, illusion, cheating and 

imperfection, which are the four flaws of all conditioned souls. The liberated souls 

are above these flaws; therefore they can see and foretell things which are to take 

place on distant future dates. End of Bhaktivedanta Purport. 

All glories to Shrila Prabhupada, the savior of the Western World from the 

illusions of Mayavada and Shunyavada. 

 

Shrila Prabhupada preaching among the Mayavadis, London 1973 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/buddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatam
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Chapter Seven 

Get the Picture: Has The Journey Home 

Caused Mass Hysteria in ISKCON? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lord Shri Gopala Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead in Vrindavana 

It is not even necessary to actually read one word of Radhanatha Swami’s The 

Journey Home to see what is tantamount to one of the greatest direct offenses 

imaginable to Lord Shri Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Between 

pages 110 and 111 there is a series of full color pictures. One of these pictures is 

a popular mid-20th century Brijabasi print of Shri Gopala Krishna with a cow. It 

is similar to the one shown below. And just facing this picture of our Lord is a 

photograph of the catacomb tombs in Rome replete with hundreds of ghastly 

human skulls and skeletons. This means when this book is closed—a book that is 

widely promoted by ISKCON leaders, GBC’s and swamis—Lord Shri Krishna’s 

picture is flush and facing a pile of skulls. This shameful display is not an ordinary 

offense; it is nothing less than maha-aparadha at the maximum level. 
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We do not wish to place an offensive photograph of the catacombs of Rome in 

this article. If you are fortunate enough not to own a copy of The Journey Home, 

and you are curious, then you can see that disgusting photo here 

(https://www.viator.com/tours/Rome/Exclusive-Catacombs-After-Closing-and-

Bone-Chapel-Tour/d511-15693P35). Anyone who does not cry bitter tears at 

bearing witness to our Lord Shri Krishna becoming offended by this bizarre 

mixture of impersonal sahajiyaism and dark tantric practices cannot be called a 

Vaishnava. Regrettably, the only purpose of such an offensive display is to 

destroy the devotional sentiment of the unfortunate reader; and that appears to be 

the set purpose of The Journey Home—to undermine ISKCON. 

The members of the GBC who are perched high and mighty in their bountiful 

lifestyles with obsequious servants, luxurious dwellings and global jet-setting 

have become callous to the courage of the genuine devotees who built up the Hare 

Krishna Movement from the beginning. By promoting The Journey Home, this 

grinning band of tyros, neophytes and wannabes has proven that they have lost 

their roots. They have become deluded into thinking that simply by speaking a 

few pithy-sounding instructions to obedient disciples they can rationalize their 

lavish livelihood. Yet they have forgotten where Shrila Prabhupada’s movement 

has come from. They are a ship adrift—a luxury liner sailing to nowhere. 

The very ISKCON movement has grown out of pictures of Krishna because in the 

beginning the sum and substance of worship was directed to sacred portraits. 

Shrila Prabhupada instructed his artists that the pictures of the Supreme Lord are 

“windows to the spiritual world.” He instructed devotees to bow down before 

these pictures, to worship them, to offer food that became prasadam unto them 

and pray before them. This is the faith and these are the seeds from which the 

worldwide Krishna consciousness movement has grown. Early in the movement 

devotees ventured into cities and towns that had never been exposed to Krishna 

consciousness. 

These brave pioneers were armed with only a few pictures of Shri Guru and 

Krishna, some sticks of incense and an indomitable faith in the teachings of Shrila 

Prabhupada. Has that pioneering spirit been forgotten? With the advent of the 

offensive book The Journey Home it evidentially has not only been forgotten by 

the leaders, but has been buried somewhere in the catacombs of Rome. 

https://www.viator.com/tours/Rome/Exclusive-Catacombs-After-Closing-and-Bone-Chapel-Tour/d511-15693P35
https://www.viator.com/tours/Rome/Exclusive-Catacombs-After-Closing-and-Bone-Chapel-Tour/d511-15693P35
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ISKCON’s grinning GBC: Where is their “Journey Home” leading the Society? 

In a letter to Bhurijana Prabhu dated 25 February 1969 Shrila Prabhupada wrote:  

“I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated February 22, 1969, and I was 

so much engladdened to note the contents. I am so pleased with your sincere 

efforts to succeed in this Chapel Hill center program. I think that by now Tosana 

Krishna has already joined you there and I am sending him a set of beads by 

separate post … 

“Regarding Lord Chaitanya's birth date, it is March 4, and you may celebrate it as 

elaborately as is possible for you. Immediately you should contact Brahmananda 

in New York, and ask him to send you a few chapters of Teachings of Lord 

Chaitanya which you will return afterwards. So on this day you may read from 

these chapters. To celebrate you should have a picture of Lord Chaitanya on the 

altar and decorate Him with flowers very nicely. Chanting and lecturing may go 

on. In these lectures you should explain very carefully Lord Chaitanya's teachings 

that we are eternal servitors of Krishna, and it is not that we are ourselves the 

Supreme Lord.” 

By such steady faith that early devotees shared in the divine instructions of Shrila 

Prabhupada, the Supreme Personality of Godhead Krishna appeared through His 

pictures. And from these pictures the Lord has manifested in hundreds of beautiful 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahmananda
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
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temples all over the world in His archa-vigraha form along with Shrimati 

Radharani, Lord Shri Gaura-Nitai, and Their devotees. The entire movement has 

arisen out of these pictures, these divine windows to Vaikuntha—which is why 

Shrila Prabhupada placed such emphasis upon empowering his artists. In a letter 

dated 22 March 1968 Shrila Prabhupada wrote to Shrimati Balai dasi: 

“I am so pleased to hear of the activities of Jadurani and her artist assistants. We 

require this service, as we require so many pictures. Pictures, books, etc., all we 

shall sell on world tour with our Sankirtana party. So we require a lot of pictures 

in stock; and wherever we open our centers, we must have at least Panca-tattva 

picture, Visnu picture, Sankirtana painting, and Spiritual Master's picture, and 

Radha Krishna painting—they are all required. Therefore, Krishna has sent so 

many devotees to work on the painting department, so we have to utilize them 

fully, so their service is fully utilized for advancing in Krishna Consciousness.” 

And for those complacent personalities who are still not convinced, here is another 

stunning example. In a letter dated 29 March 1968 to the legendary grihasta 

couple Nandarani and Dayananda, His Divine Grace wrote:  

“I can understand your feeling the absence of devotees. The best thing will be that 

you practice chanting, both husband and wife together, and Krishna may send 

some friends, who may also take part in the chanting. We have to create the 

atmosphere of Krishna Consciousness, and thus create devotees also. I therefore 

advise you to begin classes as usual, morning and evening, sitting together, 

husband and wife, in the front of Krishna's picture, and chant Hare Krishna and 

read Shrimad-Bhagavatam.” 

All devotees are familiar with how Krishna consciousness became popular in the 

UK, in Europe and throughout the world through the contact of the devotees like 

Shyamasundara, Gurudasa and Yamuna with The Beatles. The Apple hit record 

“Hare Krishna” reached number one on the charts and the group of exalted 

personalities called “The Radha-Krishna Temple” appeared on TV shows as 

celebrities simply by chanting the mahamantra. Much of this was due to the 

influence of Shriman George Harrison whose great love and support for Shrila 

Prabhupada can never be underestimated. Have a look at this instruction from 12 

April, 1970 to Shyamasundara dasa from the Founder-Acharya of the 

International Society for Krishna Consciousness: 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/balai
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dasi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sankirtana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/panca
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tattva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/visnu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sankirtana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/radha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/srimad
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatam
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George Harrison at his home altar worshiping a picture of Lord Krishna as per the 

instructions of Shrila Prabhupada  

 “Regarding how George (Harrison) may continue his meditation, that meditation 

may be done by keeping one picture of Krishna, keeping his mind concentrated 

on the picture of Krishna and softly chanting the Hare Krishna Mahamantra as 

long as he likes. That will complete both his meditation and Krishna 

Consciousness perfectly according to the last verse of the sixth chapter of 

Bhagavad-gita which says, ‘And of all yogis, he always abides in Me with great 

faith, worshiping Me in transcendental loving service, is most intimately united 

with Me in Yoga, and is the highest of all.’ 

“… I think George does not require to become my formal disciple because he is 

already more than my disciple. He has sympathy for my movement and I have 

all blessings for him.”  

In one his last interviews, on French TV, George Harrison said “Sure, it's like 

Swami Bhaktivedanta, who started the Hare Krishna Movement. He once said 

that he was the servant of the servant of the servant of God. So I mean what does 

that make me? I'm the servant of the servant of the servant of the servant of the 

servant.” 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yoga
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Have ISKCON’s leaders forgotten their roots and the genuine devotees who sacrificed 

everything for Shrila Prabhupada’s Movement? 

Yet George Harrison himself had expressed his disillusionment long back with 

ISKCON’s leadership in an interview with The Sunday Tribune dated 18 October 

1987. Expressing his feelings, he stated unequivocally, “I am always a bit 

dubious about organisations … It does seem to be chaotic, with all kinds of guys 

thinking they’re the gurus. To me, it’s not important to be a guru, its more 

important just to be, to learn humility.”’ When we see the supposed “leaders” 

of the Hare Krishna Movement allowing Mayavada to infiltrate the movement 

our opinion is the same.. 

Bhurijana dasa, ISKCON guru, writes in his book My Glorious Master about how 

Shrila Prabhupada shed tears for the sacrifices he and his wife were making to 

spread Krishna consciousness in the Orient. Will the GBC of ISKCON learn such 

empathy and compassion for those who have sacrificed everything to spread 

the message of Krishna consciousness all over the world? Or will they continue 

to ride roughshod over the feelings of the genuine devotees by promoting 

offensive rubbish like the The Journey Home? 
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It’s all one, isn’t it? (Rows 1 to 3 above) Some of the Mayavadi “gurus” who Radhanatha 

met and for whom he is full of praise for in his The Journey Home.  

 

 

 

 

 

Ahmed the dhobi and Mukesh the pan walla. 
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Chapter Eight 

Is it All One? “Whoever Describes Vedic 

Knowledge as Impersonal is a Demon” 

In The Journey Home, Radhanatha Swami’s joyous sojourn into the oneness of 

compromise takes him to dozens of celebrity Mayavadi so-called “gurus.” 

Though a few are somewhat pious, others are crooked, corrupt and despicable. 

Nonetheless, they all get painted with the same brush strokes because, after all, 

“it’s all one,” isn’t it?  

Therefore it is no coincidence that each of these Mayavadis has “realized” that 

everything in the Universe is one. No, there is no difference whatsoever. What 

you see outside your window is a big illusion—and come nightfall when 

everything is submerged into the oneness of darkness, you’ll see the truth (at least 

till the sun rises tomorrow).  

For a seeker, therefore, what is the need for continued guru-hopping? Since all is 

one, it would be just as logical to approach for initiation Mukesh the panwalla 

or Ahmed the dhobi, and consider either one to be a representative of the one 

immortal and dazzling ball of light from which everything has mysteriously 

appeared—and then just leave it at that. Strangely enough, even though each of 

these gurus have realized that “it is all one” they are still very possessive of their 

own ashrams, their supposedly worshipful positions and their disciples—not to 

mention their bank accounts. 

In his Bhaktivedanta Purport to Shri Chaitanya Charitamrita of Shrila 

Krishnadasa Kaviraja Goswami (Madhya-lila 17.104), His Divine Grace A. C. 

Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada explains: 

“Prakāśānanda Sarasvatī used to explain impersonalism, the Absolute Truth, as 

being without hands, legs, mouths or eyes. In this way he used to cheat the people 

by denying the personal form of the Lord. Such a foolish person was 

Prakāśānanda Sarasvatī, whose only business was to sever the limbs of the Lord 

by proving the Lord impersonal. Although the Lord has form, Prakāśānanda 

Sarasvatī was attempting to cut off the hands and legs of the Lord. This is the 

business of demons. The Vedas state that people who do not accept the Lord's 

form are rascals. The form of the Lord is factual, for Kṛṣṇa states in Bhagavad-

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prakasananda
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarasvati
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prakasananda
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarasvati
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prakasananda
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarasvati
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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gītā (15.15): vedaiś ca sarvair aham eva vedyaḥ. When Kṛṣṇa says aham, He says 

‘I am,’ which means ‘I, the person. He adds the word eva, which is used for 

conclusive verification. It is by Vedānta philosophy that one has to know the 

Supreme Person. Whoever describes Vedic knowledge as impersonal is a demon. 

One becomes successful in life by worshiping the form of the Lord. The Māyāvādī 

sannyāsīs deny the form of the Lord, which delivers all fallen souls. Indeed, this 

form is cut to pieces by Māyāvādī demons. 

“The Personality of Godhead is worshiped by exalted demigods like Lord Brahmā 

and Lord Śiva. The original Māyāvādī sannyāsī, Śaṅkarācārya, also accepted the 

fact that the Lord's form is transcendental. Nārāyaṇaḥ paro 'vyaktāt: ‘Nārāyaṇa, 

the Supreme Personality of Godhead, is beyond the avyakta, the unmanifested 

material energy.’ Avyaktād aṇḍa-sambhavaḥ: ‘This material world is a creation 

of that unmanifested material energy.’ However, Nārāyaṇa has His own eternal 

form, which is not created by material energy. Simply by worshiping the form of 

the Lord, one is purified. However, Māyāvādī sannyāsīs are impersonalist 

philosophers, and they describe the form of the Lord as māyā, or false. How can 

one be purified by worshiping something false? Māyāvādī philosophers have no 

sufficient reason for being impersonalists. They blindly follow a principle that 

cannot be supported by reason or argument. This was the situation with 

Prakāśānanda Sarasvatī, the chief Māyāvādī sannyāsī of Benares. He was 

supposed to teach Vedānta philosophy, but he would not accept the form of the 

Lord; therefore he was attacked with leprosy. Nonetheless, he continued to 

commit sins by describing the Absolute Truth as impersonal. The Absolute Truth, 

the Supreme Personality of Godhead, always displays pastimes and activities, but 

Māyāvādī sannyāsīs claim that these activities are false.”  

From this description we can understand that whoever promotes The Journey 

Home along with foolish Mayavadi cheats who try to “sever the limbs of the Lord 

by proving the Lord impersonal” are also complicit. Those who participate in the 

crime of denying form to Shri Krishna the all-beautiful and all-attractive Supreme 

Personality of Godhead cannot be exempt from their crime despite their infectious 

toothy grins and interfaith dialogue.  

Criminals promote other criminals, and sometimes such Mayavadis even become 

leaders within so-called Vaishnava sangas due to flattery or bribery, or merely 

due to a lack of courage on the part of other supposed leaders when they simply 

play along by “going with the flow.”. Time is quickly running out for such 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/15/15?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ca
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/aham
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/eva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vedyah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/aham
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/eva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vedanta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sannyasi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/narayanah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/avyakta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/anda
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sambhavah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/narayana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/maya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prakasananda
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarasvati
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sannyasi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vedanta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
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impersonalistic players, however, and Lord Shri Krishna is carefully watching the 

skullduggery of those who pretend to serve Him for their own sense gratification. 

There is no escape other than confessing one’s sins and completely reforming 

your crooked mentality. Still Krishna is so kind that He allows sinful demons—

even those who are dressed as Vaishnavas—to confess their sins and renounce 

their affiliations with Mayavada literature like The Journey Home. But the clock 

is ticking and this change of heart must come before the killer of the soul draws 

his final breath. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Success of our activities is when we have absorption in God” –Radhanath Swami 

https://www.pinterest.com/harekrishnaquot/radhanath-swami-maharaj-quotes/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/harekrishnaquot/radhanath-swami-maharaj-quotes/
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Chapter Nine 

 “Ek, Ek, Ek”  

The Oneness of Ignorance 

As we have learned in Chapter Eight of this expose, “Whoever describes Vedic 

knowledge as impersonal is a demon.” (Madhya-lila 17.104). Demons are called 

asuras. Despite such admonitions, The Journey Home is an un-Godly utsava of 

oneness, a pathetic parade of Mayavada, and a phantasmagorical festival of 

impersonalism. It is full of demonic discourses of hackneyed and hokey half-

truths. This affront to genuine Vaishnava dharma is nowhere more evident than 

in Radhanatha’s exchanges with the well-known Mayavadi Neem Karoli Baba, 

whom the book describes as a Siddha Purusha—a “perfected being.”  

Neem Karoli Baba, who died at 73 in 1973, lived in Vrindavana During the 60’s 

and early 70’s. He was popular among the hippie American Mayavadi set for the 

simple reason that he required of his “students” neither regulative principles nor 

genuine Vedic understanding. Since “all is one” blind adoration is sufficient for 

one impersonalist after another who repeats 

this formula to capture simpletons in their webs 

of ignorance. 

Legend says that his name Neem Karoli Baba 

came from an incident wherein as a wandering 

sadhu he was kicked off a train at a tiny village 

called Neeb Karori. But then mysteriously the 

train would not move until the Baba was allowed to return to his seat. But he only 

agreed to get back on the train and allow it to run again if the government would 

build a station at that spot. And lo and behold, the Indian railways built the station 

there and everyone lived happily ever after. So that is how he came to be known 

as Neem Karoli.. For India is a land of mythological bunk and legendary 

balderdash that can turn sly, lazy men who want to live off others into avataras, 

incarnations and siddha purushas. At least for the Mayavadis this once spiritual 

oasis has become a land of colorless and contrived hokum; fables that make 

ordinary men into overnight avatara simply to fool others and cheat them. 
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Radhanatha waxes eloquently on page 252 of The Journey Home that a man 

approached him exclaiming that Neem Karoli Baba knew all about him and 

wanted to have his darshan. Next … 

“Seeing me, (Neem Karoli Baba) broke into a contagious smile and welcomed 

me … He seemed to know everything about me and spoke just the words I 

needed to hear. I was both charmed and amazed. …  

“One day (Neem Karoli Baba) turned to me, his eyes seeming to search my soul. 

Then shooting up a single finger, he exclaimed ‘Ek, Ek Ek, God is One.’”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“All religions are the same. They lead to God. God is everybody …” – Neem Karoli Baba 

from Miracle of Love 

The imaginary oneness that Mayavadis like Neem Karoli Baba and other well-

worn philosophers of his ilk pretend to have realized is clearly explained in Shri 

Ishopanishad. Shrila Prabhupada presented Shri Ishopanishad as a very basic 

introduction into the higher texts of Krishna consciousness. It serves as an 

introduction even to Bhagavad-gita As It Is, which is the foundation and basis of 

the Krishna consciousness movement. Shri Ishopanishad is quite simply the book 

that in nineteen mantras takes one out of mere impersonalism into the awakening 

of the understanding that the Supreme Lord has form, features, personality, 

associates, and a supreme identity. 
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Although it is true that “God is One,” the other side of the philosophical jigsaw 

puzzle is that “God is also different.” And when a so-called disciple of Shrila 

Prabhupada and the Gaudiya sampradaya fails to explain in his writings this 

concept of achintya beda-abeda tattwa—simultaneously and inconceivable one 

and different—then he is guilty of misleading the readers. And this means taking 

them down to hell, for as Shri Ishopanishad states right up front in Mantra 

Three: 

asuryā nāma te lokā andhena tamasāvṛtāḥ 

tāṁs te pretyābhigacchanti ye ke cātma-hano janāḥ 

 

“The killer of the soul whoever he may be, must enter into the planets known as 

the worlds of the faithless full of darkness and ignorance.” 

In this verse impersonalists are described as atma-hanah or “killers of the soul.” 

These misguided atma-hanas are condemned after death (“in the preta or subtle 

body”) to enter a place that has been reserved for asuras or demons (asurya). This 

is a region of hell that is andhena or “filled with ignorance” (andha or 

“blindness”) and darkness (tamasa or ignorance). The meaning is very clear, and 

the reasoning of Shri Ishopanishad becomes clearer still as the reader progresses 

through the verses. 

This region of ignorance (andhena tamasāvṛtāḥ) is further described as Andha-

tāmisraḥ in the 5th canto of Shrimad-Bhagavatam, chapter 26 (verse 9), entitled 

“A Description of the Hellish Planets.”   

“The destination of a person who slyly cheats another man and enjoys his wife 

and children is the hell known as Andhatāmisra. There his condition is exactly 

like that of a tree being chopped at its roots. Even before reaching Andhatāmisra, 

the sinful living being is subjected to various extreme miseries. These afflictions 

are so severe that he loses his intelligence and sight. It is for this reason that 

learned sages call this hell Andhatāmisra.” 

The idea of this verse is that it is a place for cheaters. Those who spread ignorance 

so that they can exploit them for money and imaginary position are brought to this 

place of andha—constant blackness. It is said to be like an andha kupa, a dark 

well because due to the punishments suffered on the way to this hell both 

intelligence and sight are lost. One who finds himself stuck for a long period in 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/andha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tamisrah
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this hell called Andhatamisra wanders in pitch darkness aimlessly unaware of 

where he is or where is going. He suffers constantly in that awful place.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/06-14/editorials11840.htm 

Demonic activities of a dishonest poser 

Neem Karoli Baba lived in Vrindavana, the land of Krishna. Yet for his own self-

aggrandizement he had the audacity to attract disciples through preaching of some 

impersonal, demonic concept of an imaginary “God” and not the all-attractive 

Murlidhara. This form of deception is not much appreciated by the Supreme Lord 

anywhere, what to speak of in His own Supreme Abode of Vrindavana. 

Since Mayavadis like to think that “all religions are one,” they may like to know 

that all of them also include hell in their teachings as seen here: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hell. Conviction to the impersonal doctrine 

should mean that that since it is “all one” (or Eke Ek Ek), then the Mayavadi 

should be content just go to hell and live in the oneness of Andhatamishra. 

 

https://harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/06-14/editorials11840.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hell
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Chapter Ten 

Krishna’s Dance on the Heads of Kaliya 

 

 

https://www.azquotes.com/author/14345-Radhanath_Swami?p=7 

Shrila Prabhupada’s International Society for Krishna Consciousness is meant to 

be like a great lake of fresh water that anyone seeking immortal life and eternal 

bliss can drink from. Shrila Prabhupada’s established a society meant to 

encompass a genuine conception of the True Dharma or eternal loving service to 

Lord Shri Krishna, the Supreme personality of Godhead. The nectar-like waters 

of this great lake of bhakti is the fulfillment of the ultimate dreams of all persons 

who wish for freedom from the endless chains of samsara. Shrila Prabhupada has 

appeared as a water-bearer for mankind freely giving the liberating formula to 

quench the thirst of all seekers.  

Yet now The Journey Home by Radhanatha Swami has appeared in the great lake 

of ISKCON as some multi-headed poisonous Kaliya serpent. Just as Kaliya’s 

noxious fumes floated high above the great river-lake and killed any birds that 

flew overhead, similarly those who read The Journey Home could easily succumb 

to the venomous vapors emanating from the Mayavadis glorified in this book of 

fables. As Shrila Prabhupada warded thousands of times, associating with 

impersonalist “swamis,” “babas,” ”bliss-saturated holy mothers,” and “yogis”—

even through their literature—will only bring about the reader’s spiritual death. 

https://www.azquotes.com/author/14345-Radhanath_Swami?p=7
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Shri Krishna Dancing on the Hoods of Kaliya-naga 

It is the eternal duty of the disciple to tread softly in his footsteps of the spiritual 

master. In setting up ISKCON as a place of relief and safety from the falsehoods 

and deception of lewd serpent-like demons who pose as gurus, Shrila Prabhupada 

was uncompromising and unflinching. His Divine Grace took on the wicked and 

twisted illogic of the impersonalist demons who could not fathom that the 

Supreme Lord is a person; He taught us how to defeat them by dancing on the 

allegorical cobra-like hoods and crushing their noxious speculations underfoot. 

As the Jagat Guru and current acharya, His Divine Grace expected nothing less 

of both those who follow him directly or in the generations to come.  

ISKCON’s Governing Body Commission is saddled with lingering issues that are 

results of decades of seriously inept leadership. It is a historical fact that 

immediately after the disappearance of Shrila Prabhupada, the GBC implemented 

impersonal and uncaring dictatorial policies carried out by a chosen body of 

“zonal acharyas.” These conspiratorial imposters sat on thrones right in the 

temples of their spiritual master and demanded worship with flowers, incense and 

money from their own Godbrothers and -sisters. Very quickly the jaundiced ruse 
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saw its very bottom fall out. One by one zonal fraudsters self-destructed in the 

corruption of their own presumed divinity and mental speculation and. Within a 

few years, practically every genuine devotee—who were the true avowed servants 

of the mission—threw in the towel and fled. They ran just as a man flees the 

effects of deadly fumes. The GBC itself was forced to investigate whether the 

Founder-Acharya himself had been poisoned by guru wannabes. 

Soon with a preponderance of inept flatterers dressed as disciples of the new 

acharyas, ISKCON temples became emptied of genuine servants. The chorus of 

bhakti became infiltrated with the tunes sung by many a strange personality. Child 

molestation spread in ISKCON gurukulas resulting in gigantic lawsuits that 

threatened to cripple the mission. Money that had been collected by nickels and 

dimes would be paid out in millions of dollars to lawyers and to victims of 

molestations.  

As this mischief was underway, the books of Shrila Prabhupada were being 

changed to the extent that the wise and wry voice of the Master was becoming 

squeezed out. Editorial changes were being made by unqualified personalities in 

total violation of all scholastic rules that govern posthumous editing. The BBT 

was morphed into a brand new entity called BBT-I. Leaders of the Movement 

began publishing their own books which not only did not emphasize Krishna as 

the Supreme Personality of Godhead but also minimized the spiritual master. All 

the while, the GBC kept adding newer and newer members as if more heads would 

rectify the flaws the body would never admit to. New gurus encouraged break 

dance performances and stage diving at their yoga retreats. The golf-shirt wearing 

founder of the atheistic Krishna West movement, a one-time zonal himself now 

found himself gleefully reinstated to GBC status. Flattering the Hindus in 

exchange for their hard-earned engineering and shop-keeping dollars became the 

mainstay of ISKCON. And with Hindu money supporting the mission, the 

movement itself became Hindu-ized. 

All the problems arose in ISKCON were created by egomaniacal and inept 

leaders. Throughout the turbulence of the two decades that followed the 

disappearance of the Founder-Acharya, not a single attempt was ever made to 

undo the damage that the GBC had caused to the exiled devotee servants of the 

mission. These who had been disdainfully referred to as “their rank and file” were 

now the orphans of ISKCON. In other words, with all this lingering bad karma 

burdening the governing body, with no attempt at rectification, they body is too 
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encumbered to be effective. And this situation will prevail until the GBC looks in 

the mirror and cleans up its own act. 

Conveniently, at such a period in time with the supposed leaders saddled by past 

activities and burdened by their own misdeeds, The Journey Home has appeared 

on the scene like a hundred-headed Kaliya serpent. As ISKCON’s sidewalk 

supervisors—the outcaste rank and file—have by now come to expect, there is no 

Krishna-spirited soul amongst them to tighten his belt and jump into the once-

pure lake of ISKCON. There is not one brave preacher among the leaders who is 

willing to dance on the hundred hoods of Kaliya in the form of Muktananda, 

Maharishi, Baba Ramdass Neem Karoli Baba, J Krishnamurti, Chidadananda, 

Satchidananda, Ananda Mayi, Yogananda and the other poisonous influences. 

Rather than gasping out of grief for the dilemma of the contamination of a once-

pure movement—like Krishna’s gopas and gopis who fainted on the Yamuna’s 

shore—the GBC is more like an philharmonic playing a symphony to celebrate 

The Journey Home as some sort of revelation in their midst. Like greedy heirs at 

a funeral they are celebrating the demise of the society that has given them 

everything. But what do cowards ever give in return? 

When Lord Krishna danced upon his deadly hoods and crushed them underfoot, 

Kaliya Naga quickly became forced to surrender. The giant serpent agreed to be 

exiled, and he obediently swam with his Nagapatnis and his children down the  

Yamuna and out to sea, never to return. Today where is the courage of the GBC 

to banish Mayavadi literature from a once-pure mission? The GBC has welcomed 

the hundred hoods of Kaliya Nag into its midst. Today this poisonous yarn called 

The Journey Home is sold in ISKCON temples all over the world and translated 

into various languages.  

But what is certain is this—Shrila Prabhupada would today be very, very 

displeased with the GBC for their foolish celebration of everything that he stood 

in opposition to. This book must be banished from ISKCON. 

**Instead of poisoning your devotional service by reading The Journey Home, read the 

sixteenth chapter of Krishna, The Supreme Personality of Godhead entitled “Subduing 

Kaliya” here: https://prabhupadabooks.com/kb/1/16 

 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/kb/1/16
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Chapter Eleven 

Glorifying “Rascal Number One” 

 

 

 

 

Maharishi actually taught yoga lessons claiming that the students would be able to levitate. 

The price was $5,000, but not one person levitated. 

Radhanatha Swami writes on page 118 of The Journey Home: “Every evening at 

Sankaracarya Nagar, I spent time with an Australian sadhu named Bevin, a leader 

of the ashram and one of Maharishi’s closest disciples. Together we met in his 

hut where we listened to reel-to-reel tapes of the Maharishi and discussed his 

teachings. I remember the Maharishi saying in his high pitched and often giggling 

voice, ‘Here we make no empty promises of Heaven after death, but the positive 

experience of ‘Heavenly Bliss’ during lifetime. Come, whoever desires it.’” 

And … 
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“Meditating in that sanctified forest and sleeping on mountain tops were priceless 

gifts. On three occasions Maharishi Mahesh Yogi appeared in my dreams.  He sat 

cross-legged holding a flower, his long graying hair and beard merging with his 

flowing white robes. Soft light emitted from his rounded face. Although a 

physically small man, his presence was immense. His soft but penetrating gaze 

seemed to be calling me into a realm of timeless peace. He did not speak but 

simply smiled upon me, closed his eyes then disappeared.” 

Enough already—so give us a break, American Swami. You have written that this 

self-appointed “maha-rishi” makes no promises of “Heaven after death”—so 

what good is he? Of what value is a so-called guru who does not take the disciple 

to the personal and eternal transcendental realm from where he never returns to 

this world of birth and death? Is that deliverance of the disciple by the genuine 

guru not the teaching of Bhagavad-gita? But when this so-called “Maharishi” 

presented his hatchet job version of the Gita, he stopped at the 6th chapter, long 

before Lord Krishna explained to Arjuna in verse 8,21: 

avyakto 'kṣara ity uktas tam āhuḥ paramāṁ gatim 

yaṁ prāpya na nivartante tad dhāma paramaṁ mama\ 

 

“That supreme abode is called unmanifested and infallible, and it is the supreme 

destination. When one goes there, he never comes back. That is My supreme 

abode.” 

Yet in The Journey Home Radhanatha glorifies a very wealthy man who simply 

entertains his pathetic followers with some imaginary sense gratification—which 

he calls “heaven”—and then sends them to hell in the next life. For the genuine 

devotee, this opportunist who became a billionaire by giving the same bija mantra 

to his “disciples” is more of a HaHa-Rishi than a Maharishi.  

What, then, does Shrila Prabhupada say about this mantra salesman? Have a 

read of this interview from 30 December 1968 … 

Journalist: ... I think that an awful lot of our readers, and an awful lot of people 

in the United States are terribly confused with the many people who claim to be 

avatāras and who come from India to this country, one after the other, after the 

other, and they say... 

Prabhupāda: I can declare they are all nonsense. 

Journalist: That's what ... I wanted to ... If you could elaborate on that a little 

more. 
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Prabhupāda: And I can say furthermore they’re all rascals. 

Journalist: The Maharishi for example... 

Prabhupāda: He was rascal number one. I say publicly. 

Journalist: Could you explain that, give me a little background on that and why, 

because our readers are... 

Prabhupāda: I do not know, but from his behavior I can understand he's a 

rascal number one. I do not like to know about him, but what he did ... But the 

wonderful thing is that people in western countries, they’re supposed to be so 

advanced. How they are befooled by these rascals? 

Journalist: Well, I think that people believe what they want to believe. They’re 

looking for something, and he comes along ... 

Prabhupāda: Yes. But they want something very cheap. That is their fault. 

Journalist: Yes. 

Prabhupāda: Now for our disciples, we don’t give anything cheap. Our first 

condition is character, moral character. You see? So unless one is accepting 

moral character, we don’t initiate, don’t allow him in this institution. And this 

Maharishi was, “Oh, you do whatever you like. You simply pay me thirty-five 

dollars and I'll give you some mantra.” You see? So people wanted to be 

cheated, and so many cheaters come. They do not wish to undergo some 

disciplinary action, you see? Anything. They have got money. They think that “I 

shall pay,” and immediately he’ll get the money. 

Journalist: Instant heaven. 

Read the full article here: 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/conversations/1968/dec/press_interview/los_angeles/december/

30/1968 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/conversations/1968/dec/press_interview/los_angeles/december/30/1968
https://prabhupadabooks.com/conversations/1968/dec/press_interview/los_angeles/december/30/1968
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Chapter Twelve 

“Maharishi is the Agent of Maya”  

The GBC Ignores Shrila Prabhupada’s Instructions 

“To meditate, then, is to experience a consciousness beyond the subtle existence of 

the mind and ego, for it is in that liberated state of pure being that we experience the 

eternal self … Although the Maharishi was abroad while I was there (at his ashram) 

I read his books, The Science of Being and The Art of Living and six chapters of the 

Bhagavad Gita.”   -Radhanatha Swami, The Journey Home, page 118 

Yesterday in Chapter Eleven of our series exposing 

Radhanatha’s The Journey Home we read of his 

visions of a glowing Maharishi Mahesha Yogi, the 

fraudster millionaire who charged $35 for a mono-

syllabic bija mantra. Shrila Prabhupada was quite 

outspoken in his disgust for this particular form of 

cheating in the name of yoga. This leaves us 

wondering about how ISKCON’s GBC can ignore 

such plain directions of the Founder-Acharya and 

blatantly ignore what His Divine Grace specifically 

stated about Maharishi. 

Despite the opinions of some, the GBC was not created to accommodate self-

glorifiers who can sit back and praise Mayavadis to high heaven. When imposter 

yogis like Maharishi are eulogized in a book that is enthusiastically supported by the 

GBC it means that they are hammering in the final coffin nails of a Society they are 

supposed to be protecting. When blatant cheaters and Mayavadis are celebrated, the 

only reasonable conclusion is that the GBC has lost its collective mind and has 

tumbled over the edge of sanity.  

ISKCON’s Founder-Acharya’s instructions regarding such Mayavadi swindlers are 

hard and fast. They are as clear as day and as illuminating as sunshine. Has the GBC 

descended into body of rank cowards who are afraid of the bona fide instructions of 

the spiritual master His Divine Grace AC Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada?  By 

ignoring Shrila Prabhupada’s directions the GBC is leading the speeding train of 

ISKCON into a collision course. Either it is “game over” for ISKCON or “game 
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over” for the GBC—unless these moochers renounce their affiliation with The 

Journey Home and send Radhanatha packing. 

May we suggest that the GBC members might stop counting their glories and their 

money for five minutes and make a Google search. Then they might chance upon 

the following quotes about the supposed so-called “maharishi” who Radhanatha 

dreams about in The Journey Home.  

“Maharishi Says Every One of Us is God.” 

Shrila Prabhupada (from a letter to Mahapurusha dated 12 February 1968): 

“Do not bother your head about that rascal 

Maharishi Mahesa. His activities are like the 

waves tossing foam on the ocean. It will stay for 

some time and then vanquish. For the time the 

ocean appears to be all devouring, but in proper 

time it is calm and quiet. Krishna 

Consciousness isn’t like that. It is a great 

science. It requires great spiritual asset to adopt 

the principles. 

“Therefore do not agitate your mind in this way. We are following the footprints 

of Lord Chaitanya. We are not going to become God, as Maharishi says every 

one of us is God. You should be firmly convinced in your own philosophy, 

Bhagavad-gita, otherwise you may be misled. Why don't you try to convince the 

followers of Maharishi that they are following a rascal, a cheat. Because he does 

not follow a standard process. So try to understand the followers of Maharishi, 

how far they have advanced in spiritual consciousness, and get it corroborated 

from the teaching of Bhagavad-gita as you learned. Lord Chaitanya talked with 

Sarvabhauma on the basis of Vedanta Sutra.  

“The Maharishi has no basic principle, he is manufacturing his own way. So it is 

useless to talk with him. He has gathered the not very intelligent class of men, and 

they will not stay. We are teaching Bhagavad-gita as it is, that is called Krishna 

Consciousness. Why don't you try to understand Maharishi from the point of view 

of Bhagavad-gita. 

“To stick to the principles advised by the Spiritual Master and serve Krishna under 

the direction of the Spiritual Master is the only hope of our advancing in Krishna 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mahesa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarvabhauma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vedanta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sutra
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
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Consciousness. The Spiritual Master and Krishna are two parallel lines. You have 

to make your progress on these two parallel lines, you cannot avoid one in 

preference of the other. The train, on two tracks, moves forward. The Spiritual 

Master and Krishna are like these two tracks, they must be served simultaneously. 

Krishna helps one to find bona fide Spiritual Master, and bona fide Spiritual 

Master helps one to understand Krishna. If one does not get bona fide Spiritual 

Master, then how he can ever understand Krishna?  

“You cannot serve Krishna without Spiritual Master, or serve just Spiritual Master 

without serving Krishna. They must be served simultaneously. 

“Enjoy, and Simply You Pay Him $35.00” 

Shrila Prabhupada (from a letter to Sivananda dated 12 February 1968): 

“You want to counteract the activities of 

Maharishi, but you must know 

Maharishi is the agent of Maya. Our 

process of Krishna Consciousness and 

Sankirtana movement is already 

counteracting the spell of Maya, but the 

Maharishi says that you remain under 

the spell of Maya. His preaching is that 

you enjoy, and simply you pay him $35, 

and purchase his mantra.  

“People in general are already under the spell of Maya. That is to say, they want 

sense gratification. If anyone encourages the method of sense gratification, at the 

same time become a yogi, why people will not prefer that method? We say there 

is no illicit sex life, no intoxication, no meat eating, no gambling, so if Maharishi 

says there is no restrictions, naturally large number of people will follow him. 

That means they want to be cheated, and Krishna sends them a cheater. We cannot 

cheat people like him.  

“We must say the truth, as they are prescribed; in the Bhagavad-gita there are 18 

kinds of austerities, 13th chapter. The restrictions which we are following are 

austerities. Without austerity, without celibacy, any amount of nonsense 

meditation will not help. So there is no comparison of our method with 

Maharishi's method. We are not out to counteract any kind of vandalism. We must 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/maya
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present the genuine thing before the public, and if they are intelligent enough they 

will take it up and realize it.  

“The followers of Maharishi are not the intelligent class of men. If you have any 

advancement in the knowledge of Bhagavad-gita, you can test any follower of 

Maharishi, you will find he is nil. 

“Regarding Maharishi: Krishna Sends Cheaters to Bewilder Them” 

Shrila Prabhupada (from a letter to Satswarupa, dated 30 January 1968): 

“Regarding Maharishi Mahesa: I do not know much about his activities, but so 

far I have heard that he has got his particular type of mantra which he sells for 

$35. And there are hundreds of students for being cheated 

by him. Anyone who does not know the science of Krishna 

is a great fool, and if he poses himself as Spiritual Master, 

he must be cheating the public without any doubt. Your 

process of discouraging friends in the matter of their being 

cheated by such misnomer is very good. You know that out 

of many millions of people, somebody tries to be spiritually 

advanced. And out of many millions of spiritually advanced 

men, hardly there is one who understands Krishna 

Consciousness. So, in your country there are many who 

may be spiritually inclined, but because they want to be cheated, Krishna sends 

them many kinds of cheaters to bewilder them.  

“It is understood that Maharishi Mahesa says that one can drink, and at the same 

time make advancement in meditation, is clearly a cheating process. But what can 

be done, your countrymen also wants to be cheated like that. They want to 

continue their illicit sex relationships, intoxication habit, meat eating, and all other 

nonsensical things, and at the same time they want to make spiritual advancement. 

This is clear indication of being cheated; nobody can make any advancement in 

spiritual life keeping himself conditioned by the above sinful activities.  

“So you can judge yourself what is the position of the so-called Maharishi 

Mahesa, and try to help your friends in such a way. There is no need of talking 

with people who are interested in the Maharishi Mahesa, but if you have any 

sympathetic friends, you can let him know how the cheating process is going on. 

I do not think that his disciples claiming advancement in spiritual life is bona fide. 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
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“People Want to Be Cheated” 

Shrila Prabhupada (from a class on Bhagavad-gita As It Is, 18 February 1969) 

“… Just like that Maharishi came in 

your country. He wanted to give some 

private mantra. If that mantra has any 

power, why it should be private? If at 

all the mantra has any, why not it 

should be publicly declared so that 

everyone can take advantage of that 

mantra? That is real. It is cheating, 

you see? So here is no cheating 

process. We say that this mahā-mantra can save you, we are distributing publicly 

… Free, without any charge. But people are so fools, they are not prepared to take 

this. They'll hanker after that mantra, after Maharishi. Pay thirty-five dollars and 

take some private mantra, you see? So people want to be cheated. And here, Hare 

Kṛṣṇa mantra, these people are preaching without any charge, declaring in the 

street, park, everywhere, "Come on, take it." "Oh, this is not good." This is māyā, 

this is called illusion. This is spell of māyā. And if you charge something, if you 

bluff, if you cheat, oh, people will follow. 

“Sacha bole tomare lata ... jagat harai dhana kali-yuga dukha lalge haspai (?). 

This is a Hindi verse by one devotee that this Kali-yuga is so abominable that if 

you speak truth, then people will come with some rod to beat you. But if you cheat 

them, bluff them. they'll be bewildered (?), they'll like it. If I say I'm God, people 

will say, ‘Oh, here is Swamiji, God.’ They won't inquire, that ‘How you have 

become God? What is the symptom of God? Have you got all the symptoms?’ 

Nobody inquires. So these things happen. Unless one is not fixed up in the self, 

unless one does not understand what is real self, unless one does not understand 

what is Superself. So, yoga means to understand this self-realizing process. That 

is yoga.” 
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Chapter Thirteen  

Truth is a Rare Commodity 

“The Day that Maharishi Finally Told the Truth” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Instead of asking him to preach, you preach. He has already enunciated a type of formula, 

and it is very difficult for him to change it.” 

“(The Maharishi’s) method was simple—only fifteen to twenty minutes of ‘effortless’ 

meditation in the morning and evening, and no need for lifestyle changes or religious or 

philosophical adjustments.” – Radhanatha Swami, The Journey Home, page 118 

Satsvarūpa: This boy is Bhakta Doug, and he was a personal secretary of 

Maharishi for two years. 

Prabhupāda: Oh? 

Satsvarūpa: He traveled all over with him. And one day... He was a very good 

student, and one day Maharishi said, “If you really want to know the highest 

truth, it’s Krishna consciousness. And then he left and he came and joined our 

temple ... (laughter) 

Prabhupāda: Maharishi said like that? 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhakta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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Doug: Yes, he did say that. It took me awhile to make the transition, but with 

Krishna’s mercy, I saw the way through to become Krishna ... 

Prabhupāda: When you were with Maharishi? Come here ... 

Doug: I joined the Maharishi in 1969, and at that time I was living in Washington, 

D.C. And his national director came, gave a lecture, and they said that they needed 

some help because they didn’t have a center there. So I organized the movement 

out of my parents’ house. I had the center, and I established lectures at all the 

colleges and started the movement there. And later on, they finally sent some full-

time teachers, and they established a center there. And then I started to be with 

Maharishi and his different courses and doing extensive meditations for long 

periods of time. And then eventually he formed a committee. This was in 1971-

72. He started to form a college called M.I.U., Maharishi International University. 

And he started to invite educators, and he wanted to... And he also had this... 

Prabhupāda: “M.I.U.” means Maharishi ...? 

Doug: Maharishi International University. And so he started to formulate a 

curriculum. He was trying to present Vedic studies in Western terms. And so he 

formed this council of the executive called his executive council. It was called 

The 108. It didn’t have 108 people, but this was what he called us. 

Prabhupāda: One hundred...? 

Doug: The 108. He called it The 108, but the official term was the executive 

council. And that’s what I was with ... 

Prabhupāda: How many students are there? 

Doug: How many students do his meditation? 

Prabhupāda: No, the university? 

Doug: In the university? I haven’t been with them in a year and a half, but they 

recently bought a college, and they have part of a college in Santa Barbara, the 

University of California there. So they’re pretty well established educationally. 

But it’s losing its potency actually. I think it’s actually reached its peak and left, 

because when I was with Maharishi also I noticed that it seemed that a lot of his 

potency seemed to diminish, his charisma, over the years. Seemed to me he’d get 

more and more depressed if people weren’t actually reaching the states that he 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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was talking of. It didn’t seem like he was satisfied with the advancement people 

were making. And certainly he wasn’t answering the questions, because all that 

time I was asking him “What is the highest truth.”And when he talked to God I 

would say, “Who is God?" And we’d ask him, “Who is Krishna?” and “What 

about this Krishna conscious movement?” And it was word jugglery. He’d kind 

of evade our questions and satisfy our elan, but ... those questions kept coming 

up. Somehow he kept us from going into too much detail about it. But eventually 

... I didn’t see him for a few days. This was when I was in the mountains with 

him, some other people. And we were making up these curriculums for this 

college program. And he was doing some transcriptions on the Brahma-sūtras, 

and he came out, and he was in a very solemn mood, and he said ... We asked him 

what he had realized, what truths he had realized from the Brahma-sutras. And 

he said, “Krishna consciousness is the highest state of consciousness.” So I left 

shortly after that. I feel that I could have been chanting all those years, making 

some progress. 

Prabhupāda: What is his age? … 

Doug: His age? He’s sixty-eight. 

Prabhupāda: Old man. 

Tripurāri: He translated Bhagavad-gītā, but only six chapters. 

Doug: Actually, it’s interesting about that, because he finished the whole 

Bhagavad-gītā, and he put out these first six chapters in a really a boggling word 

way—the first six chapters. He was writing in a way that people could still enjoy 

material sense enjoyment and still do his technique of meditation. But I had a 

chance to hear the rest of the Bhagavad-gītā that he had translated. And we asked 

him ... We heard that he had it. We asked him why he didn’t put it out, and he said 

that the people of the Western world weren’t ready to hear what he had to present. 

But actually what he had to say was ... It’s very authentic. What I read was very 

close with what you have to say, Śrīla Prabhupāda, that Krishna says surrender all 

your senses unto Him.  

And I have hopes that maybe someday ... Balavanta suggested the idea that I 

should write him a letter and ask him to have a meeting with you. And maybe 

some conciliation could be made, and maybe he could come to his senses or 

something that he could propagate this Krishna consciousness also, because he 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
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has so many followers. And I think that there must be some sincerity in him, else 

I wouldn’t have spent so long with him. He must have some sincerity. And I think 

that he obviously feels that Krishna is the Supreme Lord, and I noticed that on his 

pūjā table he always had a picture of Krishna protecting the cows. 

Prabhupāda: Instead of asking him to preach, you preach. He has already 

enunciated a type of formula, and it is very difficult for him to change it. He does 

not say that he is Bhagavān? 

Doug: No, he does not say he is God. 

Prabhupāda: That is good. 

Doug: He always talked in terms of higher states of consciousness, in terms of 

cosmic consciousness, which I understand to be Brahman realization. Then he 

talked in terms of, after about the sixth state of consciousness was then God 

consciousness. And then Paramātmā. Then he talked of the highest state of 

consciousness, and he said it’s Bhagavān realization. But he completely steers 

away from putting any type of limitation on people’s sense control at all, and 

this is what I have a hard time understanding. Even though the more I was with 

him he suggested to his close associates to follow the principles of brahmacārī, 

and he made me one of his brahmacārīs, and he told us to read the scriptures 

every day, and we had a lot of association... 

Prabhupāda: What is his personal character? He is observing celibacy or... 

Doug: As far as I’m concerned he’s been celibate for an awful long time. And he 

had, his master ... He comes from the Śaṅkarācārya tradition. His master was the 

last Śaṅkarācārya. And supposedly his master is a life-long celibate. So as far as 

I know, he always practiced that. Some other rumors have come up somewhere. I 

heard that the rumors originally originated with the Beatles when they were in 

India, that there was something going on like that. But as far as I know and 

anybody else who had been involved with him knew that he was very strict about 

that. And he encouraged the, me to meet ... 

Prabhupāda: Celibacy. Does he observe? 

Doug: Yes, as far as I know. 

Read the full discussion here: 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/conversations/1975/mar/with_tripurari/atlanta/march/02/1975 
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When Maharishi can (even once) speak the truth about Krishna 

consciousness—then why can’t ISKCON’s leading voices speak the truth 

about the Mayavadic poison in the The Journey Home? 
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Chapter Fourteen 

The LSD Baba: “It isn’t Gay and it’s Not Not-Gay” 

 “Baba Ram Dass opened the door, morning light beaming on his welcoming face. 

I looked beyond him into his room, which resembled not the residence of a 

distinguished professor, but that of a simple sadhu.” (C’mon Radhanatha, enuff of 

this BS. It’s a temporary, rented room, already.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With these words we learn of Radhanatha’s meeting with Dr Richard Alpert, aka 

“Baba Ram Dass.” This so-called “baba” was famous for his publicizing the mind-

altering (read: “damaging”) drug LSD in the 1960’s along with Dr. Timothy Leary. 

To understand the origin of LSD and how it became popular during that turbulent 

era, a little online research is required. An obvious source is Wikipedia wherein we 

find how the United States government developed the drug: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKUltra. 

There is a world of evidence online that the American government released LSD 

on the public as a mass social experiment and, in order to accomplish this, some 

dignified yet “alternative” personalities were required as spokespersons. Enter Tim 

Leary and Richard Alpert—as you can see here 

https://belhistory.weebly.com/timeline.html.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKUltra
https://belhistory.weebly.com/timeline.html
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Shrila Prabhupada entered the chaos of American 

counterculture at a time when LSD was in epidemic 

proportions. Shrila Prabhupada’s early teachings were to 

immediately stop his followers from seeking nirvana in a 

brain-damaging pill. In The Journey Home Radhanatha 

speaks in glowing terms of how Dr Richard Alpert and Tim 

Leary “had popularized LSD as a means of expanding 

consciousness.” (page 254). He even describes how Alpert 

gave Neem Karoli Baba LSD and found how “his consciousness is beyond LSD.” 

Radhanatha even goes so far as to call Alpert’s Mayavada-saturated book Be Here 

Now a “classic.” 

Whatever happened to Baba Ram Dass? How has relationship with Neem Karoli 

Baba improved his life? Look no farther than Wikipdia which gives Ram Dass’ 

bizarre and mind-boggling quote, “My belief is that I wasn’t born into Judaism by 

accident, and so I needed to find ways to honor that. From a Hindu perspective, you 

are born as what you need to deal with, and if you just try and push it away, whatever 

it is, it’s got you.” 

What enlightenment!—first you leave the religion you were born into and you 

become a Hindu. Then you find out that Hinduism tells you to go back to where you 

started. A more bewildering statement about re-cycling through so-called religions 

would be hard to imagine. And this is coming from an “American guru” whose book 

of bewildered and sentimental pseudo-aphorism Radhanatha—himself an ISKCON 

“guru”—calls a “classic.” 

But such misconceptions are common for Mayavadis who in the oneness of bleak 

ignorance are actually clueless and confused about the simplest elements of 

existence. And Radhanatha realization appears to be no different, as seen from a 

letter to his father that he quotes on page 180 of The Journey Home: 

My beloved father, 

I would like to ask something very dear of you. Much of the compassion that 

you have is reflected from my beloved Grandpa Bill. I believe that the root of 

his compassion was his all-embracing faith in the Hebrew religion. Grandpa 

implanted in you the seed of love for Judaism. Please nourish this seed with 

all sincerity to attain the inspiration of your faith and love for God. I feel that 

the sacred gift of meditation will give you great insight to reach the depths of 
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Judaism. Hebrew as well as the other great religions can bring all of us closer 

to the Lord. Please carry on the inspiration of your father and forefathers. I 

believe this is what you truly want. 

Richard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This guy really takes the cake 

Whether coming from Ram Dass or Radhanatha—Richard Alpert or Richard 

Slavin—the idea is one and the same. Leave everything behind, go to India, 

surrender to some Mayavadi (it does not matter to whom since all are one), and 

meditate until you end up right back where you started from. Shameful imposters 

call such religious reprocessing “enlightenment.” 

 

 

 

 

 

If your stomach is strong and you haven’t had to run out of the room by now to lose 

your breakfast, then here is something which will really test the mettle of your 

digestion: Radhanatha’s syrupy description of his meeting Ram Dass in 

Vrindavana’s Jaipur Dharmsala. 

“After offering me a seat, he too sat cross-legged, spreading out his flowing white 

robes. We faced each other. His graying hair streamed from his balding head and 
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draped onto his back and shoulders. A breeze from the nearby window slightly 

whisked his peppered beard. His large blue eyes glowed and the faint wrinkles on 

their corners creased deeply as he smiled. Speaking no words we simply looked into 

each other’s hearts through the channel of the eyes. Those moments seemed timeless. 

The long gaze we shared affected my vision in such a way that at times he looked 

like an innocent child and at other times like an ancient, stoic sage.” 

“… A sublime peace filled the room. Perhaps half an hour passed in this way before 

Ram Dass took a deep breath, slightly shrugged his shoulders and broke our silence 

with the invocation ‘Om.’”  

“‘Could you tell me something about your spiritual journey?’ I asked him.” 

Yes, Baba Ram Dass does give a few words of enlightenment about his spiritual 

journey right on Wiki: “In the 1990s, Ram Dass discussed his bisexuality while 

avoiding labels. He stated, ‘I’ve started to talk more about being bisexual, being 

involved with men as well as women,’ and added his opinion that being gay ‘isn’t 

gay, and it’s not not-gay, and it’s not anything—it's just awareness.’” 

Ram Dass’ “review” of The Journey Home appears on the book’s rear cover. 
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Chapter Fifteen 

The Company We Keep 

Reviewing Bad Association  

Radhanath has gone out of his way to obtain glowing reviews from Mayavadis for 

his book about Mayavadis. Naturally the Mayavadis love The Journey Home since 

Mayavada avoids conflict and seeks compromise through erasing the Supreme 

Absolute Truth as the Personality of Godhead Shri Krishna. Some of the reviews are 

even heavier B.S. than the book itself. One review says that The American Swami’s 

“spiritual memoir is a model of modesty and candidness.” Wow! Since when are 

braggarts who make up biographies modest?  

Another review stated that Radhanath’s language avoids “ambiguity.” Well there is 

some truth to this one because when “it is all one” then where is the question of 

ambiguity? Case closed.  

David Frawley states in his review that The Journey Home provides “the reader the 

opportunity for a similar transformation.” Actually this is something we should all 

be aware of—because the transformation provided by Mayavadi literature is akin to 

the transformation one faces after being bitten by a cobra. 

There is a review from B.K.S. Iyengar, the late yoga millionaire who many devotees 

think was a Vaishnava. He says that Radhanath’s “quest to reach the spiritual 

kingdom of India is awe-inspiring.” One wonders how India can be described as “a 

spiritual kingdom” when literally millions of Indians are queued up to get Green 

Cards and flee the place like rats from a sinking ship. Each year India boasts tens of 

thousands of “bride burnings” and female infanticides. Abortions and slaughtered 

cows yearly number in the millions and millions. There are “Eve teasers” at every 

chai stall who insult every chaste woman who walks by. Pickpockets lurk on every 

train. Beggars are everywhere ready to thrust their leprous hands in your face. The 

so-called ashrams are full of gurus who claim to purify women by raping them, or 

who encourage men to become celibate by having their testicles amputated. What 

“spiritual kingdom” of India is Shri Iyengar talking about?—apparently the fairy tale 

described in The Journey Home.  

One review inadvertently tells it like it is. Yoga teacher Sharon Gannon writes: 
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Sharon Gannon at the “sannyasa initiation” of her partner David Life, This picture is found 

on her website https://jivamuktiyoga.com/about-sharon-david/about-sharon-david/. They have 

been together ever since. 

 

Bridge yoga and bridge preaching today with Sharon and David: 

“Books like The Journey 

Home provide us with a 

profound opportunity 

to enter into the presence—to 

have satsang— with spiritual 

seekers, saints and holy 

beings through reading about 

their lives. This can cause a 

transformation of our whole 

being because we become like 

the company we keep.”  

Well said, Sharon, you have hit the nail on the head. Association is the key to either 

success or failure in life. This is confirmed in Shrila Prabhupada’s Nectar of 

Devotion: 

“Lord Chaitanya was once asked by one of His householder devotees what the 

general behavior of a Vaiṣhṇava should be. In this connection, Lord Chaitanya 

replied that a Vaiṣhṇava should always give up the company of nondevotees. Then 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
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He explained that there are two kinds of nondevotees: one class is against the 

supremacy of Krishna, and another class is too materialistic. In other words, those 

who are after material enjoyment and those who are against the supremacy of the 

Lord are called avaiṣṇava, and their company should be strictly avoided. 

“In the Kātyāyana-saṁhitā it is stated that even if one is forced to live within a cage 

of iron or in the midst of a blazing fire, he should accept this position rather than live 

with nondevotees who are through and through against the supremacy of the Lord. 

Similarly, in Viṣṇu-rahasya, there is a statement to the effect that one should prefer 

to embrace a snake, a tiger or an alligator rather than associate with persons who are 

worshipers of various demigods and who are impelled by material desire.” 

 

 

 

 

 

Scene from One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest: Collective madness in  ISKCON’s highest 

spiritual authority, its so-called leaders are no different. ISKCON and its leaders are  

promoting Mayavadi literature in the form of The Journey Home. 

But, anyway, when does a Vaishnava sannyasi accept reviews for his book from a 

woman who is partnered to a “sannyasi. 

It is clear that the GBC has fallen off its collective rocker by supporting a book that 

glorifies known rapists and con men posing as swamis. There could be no greater 

disrespect towards the Founder-Acharya of ISKCON than promoting this 

treacherous treatise of half-truths, misinformation and open deceit.  

The Author’s Notes and Acknowledgements at the end of The Journey Home reads 

like a Who’s Who of Mayavadis and/or compromisers in and around ISKCON—

many of whom are either members of the current or past GBC committees, or 

ISKCON gurus. These include Tamal Krishna Goswami, Satswarupa dasa 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/avaisnava
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/samhita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/visnu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rahasya
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Goswami, Niranjana Swami, Bhaktivijnana Swami, Sacinandana Swami, Devamrita 

Swami and Giriraja Swami. 
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Chapter Sixteen 

Shrila Prabhupada:  

Mayavada Is Not Very Good Logic 

In case the first generation of ISKCON devotees in their old age have forgotten the 

difference between Vaishnava sanatana dharma and the dreadful bleak illusion of 

Mayavada, this talk from Shrila Prabhupada (12 April 1969) might jog a few 

sleeping memory cells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“What is the difficulty?” 

Just in Los Angeles airport, one boy was asking .., some person in your country 

is declaring himself as God, Meher Baba. So he asked me, “Whether you accept 

Meher Baba as incarnation?” So I asked him, “What do you mean by 

incarnation?” So he replied that because Kṛṣṇa or God is everyone’s heart, 
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therefore everyone is incarnation. Then he ... I said, “Then what is difficulty? Then 

we are all incarnation. What is the specific quality of Meher Baba?” 

Because īśvaraḥ sarva-bhūtānāṁ hṛd-deśe 'rjuna tiṣṭhati (BG 18.61), the Lord is 

situated in everyone’s heart.  

The Lord is situated in the heart of cats and dogs also. Sarva-bhūtānām. Sarva-

bhūtānām means all living entities. It is not that God is not situated in the cat's 

heart or dog's heart. He is there. Therefore he is also incarnation, if that is the 

formula.  

These impersonalists ... Because ... Just like in Ramakrishna Mission, they say, 

“Because Narayana is in everyone’s heart, therefore everyone is Narayana.” This 

is not very good logic. Even Narayana, or God, He is omnipotent, omnipresent, 

He can be present everywhere, that does not mean everyone is God. This is not 

very good logic.  

Anyway, then when I asked him that “If everyone is incarnation, then what is the 

speciality of Meher Baba?” Then, “He knows more than others.” Then next reply 

is that somebody may be more than Meher Baba. So if you go on searching like 

that, you will find Kṛṣṇa. Nobody is greater than Kṛṣṇa.  

Therefore He is the Supreme. By logic. You go on by logic. If everyone is 

incarnation, and if everyone ..., out of many, one who is still more advanced, he 

is accepted as God, then you have to search more—if there is any other person 

who is greater than that person.  

That has been searched in Vedic literature by Lord Brahmā, and he says, īśvaraḥ 

paramaḥ kṛṣṇaḥ (Bs.5.1)  

“We have searched out all types of gods—all types of gods—but the Supreme 

God is Kṛṣṇa.” “Everyone is God,” that's nice. But there is bigger God and little 

God also. So if you go on searching after bigger God, bigger God, bigger God, 

when you come to Kṛṣṇa you'll find nobody bigger than Him. Īśvaraḥ paramaḥ 

kṛṣṇaḥ (Bs.5.1). Mattaḥ parataraṁ nasti. In the Bhagavad-gītā you’ll find, Kṛṣṇa 

says that “Nobody is greater than Me.”  

And actually when Kṛṣṇa was present on this earth, there was no contemporary 

who was greater than Kṛṣṇa. Neither even at the present moment, there is anyone 

who can claim that “I am greater than Kṛṣṇa.” In opulence ... Greatness in six 

https://vanisource.org/wiki/BG_18.61_(1972)
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kinds of opulences: in richness, in reputation, in strength, in beauty, in wisdom 

and in renunciation. “ 
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Chapter Seventeen 

Sex and the Swami  

Mayavadi Literature Gives Impetus to Illicit Sex Life  

 

Shrila Prabhupada taught in the most practical terms how impersonalism—even 

that form that is claimed to be followed by strictly celibate renunciates—leads to 

sex life. This is a fact, and how this works is easily explained. 

In the material world all living entities are running on the modes of passion and 

ignorance which produce the desire to reproduce. Each one who has been born 

in this miserable place of birth and death has been undergoing this delusion for 

countless lifetimes. Even though sex is the source of all misery and is the chain 

to the infinite cycle of birth and death, still a victim of lust who is caught up in 

the lower modes of material nature considers sex as the highest pleasure.  

Now, the Mayavadi considers himself as one with the Supreme Lord—the all-

encompassing Brahman. Since he considers himself as being on par with God 

Almighty, therefore he mistakes that his position is one of enjoying on par with 

God. It is this misconception that keeps the Mayavadi trapped to material nature, 

and this is the meaning that “one who studies Mayavadi literature becomes 

doomed.” 
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This gross defect is clearly seen in The Journey Home wherein Radhanatha Swami 

describes an uneasy interlude he claims he had with a seductress in Afghanistan. 

From page 77 we read: 

“Trembling I sat down on a lonely roadside, closed my eyes in meditation, lifted 

my harmonica to my lips, and poured out a song from my heart. Sometime later 

when I opened my eyes, a shapely young woman stood in front of me, her dark 

blonde hair flying on the cold wind. She looked upon me with pity. “Aren’t you 

freezing here in the middle of the night without proper clothing? She asked. She 

shivered as she gazed at me with sparkling blue eyes and I told her what had 

happened to me.  

‘I’m from Holland,’ she answered tenderly, ‘but I have been living in Kabul for 

several years. You may come to my home and keep warm tonight.’ Grateful, I 

followed her. From the frigid street outside she escorted me through a door into a 

warm beautiful room. Bedecked with gold and green curtains, it contained a white 

sofa and a fine dining table with chairs. She welcomed me to sit on the soft sofa. 

This was like nothing I had experienced since I had left my family in Highland 

Park, which seemed like ages ago. The Dutch woman invited me to the dinner 

table where she served warm bread with butter, baked vegetables and chocolate 

cake for dessert. I considered that it might have been a hidden blessing that I’d 

missed the bus. 

After some casual discussion she invited me to sleep. ‘You must be terribly tired 

after sitting in the cold for so long.’ She led me across the room where there were 

two beds. ‘Here’s your bed. I’ll sleep in my bedroom.’  

Suddenly from another room, a giant of a man appeared. My hostess introduced 

him, ‘This is my bodyguard. He’s an Afghan warrior obedient to me.’ I looked 

upon this gargantuan figure standing about 6’4” with a body like a mountain, each 

limb bulging muscles like boulders. His long oily hair was as black as coal and an 

unkempt beard covered his face. I sat down on my bed and the Afghan warrior sat 

on the other. Squinting, his pitch black eyes pierced mine. He then stretched his 

fists above his head with a prolonged growling yawn, his body radiating with the 

stench of sweat. My hostess continued, ‘He is my protector. I have seen him crush 

a man’s skull with one blow of his fist. You may now sleep.’ She crossed the room 

to an adjoining room. Before disappearing to an adjoining room through a beaded 

curtain, she switched off the light. ‘I will go to my bedroom now.’ 
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The Afghani warrior was my roommate and oddly enough I felt safe by his side. 

The house was so warm and comfortable that as I lay my weary body in bed I felt 

fortunate. How would I have survived the freezing night if this friendly woman 

had not taken pity on me? Pulling up the soft blanket, I savored the experience as 

I drifted off to sleep. 

Minutes later I awoke to my hostess parting the beaded curtain between our 

rooms. She was wearing only a transparent silk nightgown. Incense burned and 

soft music played. She approached my bed and spoke sweet words into my ear.  

‘You are so young and good.’ Her eyes were glazed with passion. Slipping off her 

gown she presented to me her naked body, and then wrapping her arms around 

me she laid her perfumed body over mine. Bewildered, I struggled to focus on the 

purpose of my journey.  

‘I’m sorry. I don’t want this. Please let me sleep,’ I pleaded, Undaunted, she tried 

to arouse me in various ways. ‘Please leave me alone,’ was all I could say. 

Tormented, I laid there like a cold dead fish.  

In a frenzy of passion, she whispered in my ear, ‘If you don’t satisfy my desire, 

my bodyguard will crush your skull. You can’t escape.’  

Scorned, she cried for his help. The warrior sprang from his bed, bounded across 

the room, and stood over us. ‘Submit. Submit or die,’ he growled. 

My mind was reeling. As my seductress continued her efforts to overcome me I 

lay under her trembling. Meanwhile the Afghani warrior towered over us. He 

yanked my hair and roared, ‘Submit or die. Submit or die.’ The words were like 

bombs exploding in my head. Questions rushed through my mind. Was this a 

nightmare? Must I surrender to her or die? Why was this happening to me?  

In a flash, with all my strength, I heaved the woman off me, grabbed my bag and 

shoes and raced to the door, leaving my sleeping bag behind. She screamed. The 

bodyguard roared and lunged to capture me but I dodged him. With all my might 

I bolted through that door and burst into the street. The warrior was close behind. 

Seething with wrath, he wailed. I ran without once turning back terrorized by the 

thought of his mammoth fist crushing though my fragile skull. I ran and I ran. 

Somehow I escaped.’ 

OK—our hero escaped and that is well and good. That is, if this fantastic event 

actually happened which is unlikely. But this is a description of a lusty interlude 
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with a bare naked woman that is written by a sannyasi guru in ISKCON, in the 

disciplic succession from Shrila Prabhupada and from Lord Shri Chaitanya 

Mahaprabhu. So ask yourself, does this titillating episode seem like appropriate 

subject matter in a book by an author in the fourth order of life? Do sannyasis 

write such material meant for risqué novels, or are they avowed to preach pure 

bhakti? What should any sane Gaudiya reader think if such a description were 

found in the literature of any past acharya of the sampradaya? This form of 

braggadocio is unbefitting a genuine swami. 

 

But, in fact such impetus to sex life is directly related to Mayavada. And this is 

something that we will explore in more detail tomorrow in Part Eighteen … 
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Chapter Eighteen 

Mayavadi Literature: Why it Must Be Avoided and 

How it Destroys Devotional Service   

In fact, it was Lord Shiva who advented himself as Shankaracharya in Kali Yuga 

for preaching Mayavada and thereby speeding up the influences of this Iron Age 

of anger and discord. This is described in the Shri Chaitanya Charitamrita of 

Shrila Krishnadasa Kaviraja Goswami (Adi 7.109-10). In His discussions with the 

Mayavadi sannyasis at Varanasi, Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu told the Mayavadis: 

“Śrīpāda Śaṅkarācārya has described all the Vedic literatures in terms of 

indirect meanings. One who hears such explanations is ruined. Śaṅkarācārya is 

not at fault, for he has thus covered the real purpose of the Vedas under the 

order of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.” 

BHAKTIVEDANTA PURPORT: The Vedic literature is to be considered a 

source of real knowledge, but if one does not take it as it is, one will be misled. 

For example, the Bhagavad-gītā is an important book of Vedic literature that has 

been taught for many years, but because it was commented upon by unscrupulous 

rascals, people derived no benefit from it, and no one came to the conclusion of 

Kṛṣṇa consciousness. Since the purpose of the Bhagavad-gītā is now being 

presented as it is, however, within four or five short years thousands of people all 

over the world have become Kṛṣṇa conscious. That is the difference between 

direct and indirect explanations of the Vedic literature. Therefore Śrī Caitanya 

Mahāprabhu said, mukhya-vṛttye sei artha parama mahattva: "To teach the Vedic 

literature according to its direct meaning, without false commentary, is glorious." 

Unfortunately, Śrī Śaṅkarācārya, by the order of the Supreme Personality of 

Godhead, compromised between atheism and theism in order to cheat the atheists 

and bring them to theism, and to do so he gave up the direct method of Vedic 

knowledge and tried to present a meaning which is indirect. It is with this purpose 

that he wrote his Śārīraka-bhāṣya commentary on the Vedānta-sūtra. 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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Shri Shiva-avatara Shankaracharya 

One should not, therefore, attribute very much importance to the Śārīraka-bhāṣya. 

In order to understand Vedānta philosophy, one must study Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam, 

which begins with the words oṁ namo bhagavate vāsudevāya, janmādy asya yato 

'nvayād itarataś cārtheṣv abhijñaḥ sva-rāṭ: "I offer my obeisances unto Lord Śrī 

Kṛṣṇa, son of Vasudeva, who is the Supreme All-pervading Personality of 

Godhead. I meditate upon Him, the transcendent reality, who is the primeval cause 

of all causes, from whom all manifested universes arise, in whom they dwell and 

by whom they are destroyed. I meditate upon that eternally effulgent Lord who is 

directly and indirectly conscious of all manifestations and yet is fully 

independent." (Bhāg. 1.1.1) Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam is the real commentary on the 

Vedānta-sūtra. Unfortunately, if one is attracted to Śrī Śaṅkarācārya's 

commentary, Śārīraka-bhāṣya, his spiritual life is doomed. 

One may argue that since Śaṅkarācārya is an incarnation of Lord Śiva, how is it 

that he cheated people in this way? The answer is that he did so on the order of 

his master, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. This is confirmed in the Padma 

Purāṇa in the words of Lord Śiva himself: 
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Lord Shiva explained the purpose behind Mayavada philosophy to his beloved Devi. 

māyāvādam asac chāstraṁ 

pracchannaṁ bauddham ucyate 

mayaiva kalpitaṁ devi 

kalau brāhmaṇa-rūpiṇā 

brahmaṇaś cāparaṁ rūpaṁ 

nirguṇaṁ vakṣyate mayā 

sarva-svaṁ jagato'py asya 

mohanārthaṁ kalau yuge 

vedānte tu mahā-śāstre 

māyāvādam avaidikam 

mayaiva vakṣyate devi 

jagatāṁ nāśa-kāraṇāt 

In the Śiva Purāṇa the Supreme Personality of Godhead told Lord Śiva: 

dvāparādau yuge bhūtvā 

kalayā mānuṣādiṣu 

svāgamaiḥ kalpitais tvaṁ ca 

janān mad-vimukhān kuru 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/purana
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“The Māyāvāda philosophy,” Lord Śiva informed his wife Pārvatī, “is impious 

(asac chāstra). It is covered Buddhism. My dear Pārvatī, in the form of a 

brāhmaṇa in the Kali-yuga I teach this imagined Māyāvāda philosophy. In order 

to cheat the atheists, I describe the Supreme Personality of Godhead to be without 

form and without qualities. Similarly, in explaining Vedānta I describe the same 

Māyāvāda philosophy in order to mislead the entire population toward atheism by 

denying the personal form of the Lord.”  

 “In the Kali-yuga, mislead the people in general by propounding imaginary 

meanings for the Vedas to bewilder them.” These are the descriptions of the 

Purāṇas.” 

Śrīla Bhaktisiddhānta Sarasvatī Ṭhākura comments that mukhya-vṛtti (“the direct 

meaning”) is abhidhā-vṛtti, or the meaning that one can understand immediately 

from the statements of dictionaries, whereas gauṇa-vṛtti (“the indirect meaning”) 

is a meaning that one imagines without consulting the dictionary. For example, 

one politician has said that Kurukṣetra refers to the body, but in the dictionary 

there is no such definition. Therefore this imaginary meaning is gauṇa-vṛtti, 

whereas the direct meaning found in the dictionary is mukhya-vṛtti or abhidhā-

vṛtti. This is the distinction between the two. Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu 

recommends that one understand the Vedic literature in terms of abhidhā-vṛtti, 

and the gauṇa-vṛtti He rejects. Sometimes, however, as a matter of necessity, the 

Vedic literature is described in terms of the lakṣaṇā-vṛtti or gauṇa-vṛtti, but one 

should not accept such explanations as permanent truths. 

The purpose of the discussions in the Upaniṣads and Vedānta-sūtra is to 

philosophically establish the personal feature of the Absolute Truth. The 

impersonalists, however, in order to establish their philosophy, accept these 

discussions in terms of lakṣaṇā-vṛtti, or indirect meanings. Thus instead of being 

tattva-vāda, or in search of the Absolute Truth, they become Māyāvāda, or 

illusioned by the material energy. When Śrī Viṣṇusvāmī, one of the four ācaryas 

of the Vaiṣṇava cult, presented his thesis on the subject matter of śuddhādvaita-

vāda, immediately the Māyāvādīs took advantage of this philosophy and tried to 

establish their advaita-vāda or kevalādvaita-vāda. To defeat this kevalādvaita-

vāda, Śrī Rāmānujācārya presented his philosophy as viśiṣṭādvaita-vāda, and Śrī 

Madhvācārya presented his philosophy of tattva-vāda, both of which are 

stumbling blocks to the Māyāvādīs because they defeat their philosophy in 

scrupulous detail. Students of Vedic philosophy know very well how strongly Śrī 
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Rāmānujācārya's viśiṣṭādvaita-vāda and Śrī Madhvācārya's tattva-vāda contest 

the impersonal Māyāvāda philosophy. Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu, however, 

accepted the direct meaning of the Vedānta philosophy and thus defeated the 

Māyāvāda philosophy immediately. He opined in this connection that anyone who 

follows the principles of the Śārīraka-bhāṣya is doomed. This is confirmed in the 

Padma Purāṇa, where Lord Śiva tells Pārvatī: 

śṛṇu devi pravakṣyāmi 

tāmasāni yathā-kramam 

yeṣāṁ śravaṇa-mātreṇa 

pātityaṁ jñāninām api 

apārthaṁ śruti-vākyānāṁ 

darśayaḹ loka-garhitam 

karma-svarūpa-tyājyatvam 

atra ca pratipādyate 

sarva-karma-paribhraṁśān 

naiṣkarmyaṁ tatra cocyate 

parātma-jīvayor aikyaṁ 

mayātra pratipādyate 

“My dear wife, hear my explanations of how I have spread ignorance through 

Māyāvāda philosophy. Simply by hearing it, even an advanced scholar will fall 

down. In this philosophy, which is certainly very inauspicious for people in 

general, I have misrepresented the real meaning of the Vedas and recommended 

that one give up all activities in order to achieve freedom from karma. In this 

Māyāvāda philosophy I have described the jīvātmā and Paramātmā to be one and 

the same.” How the Māyāvāda philosophy was condemned by Śrī Caitanya 

Mahāprabhu and His followers is described in Śrī Caitanya-caritāmṛta, Antya-

līlā, Second Chapter, verses 94 through 99, where Svarūpa-dāmodara Gosvāmī 

says that anyone who is eager to understand the Māyāvāda philosophy must be 

considered insane. This especially applies to a Vaiṣṇava who reads the Śārīraka-

bhāṣya and considers himself to be one with God. The Māyāvādī philosophers 

have presented their arguments in such attractive, flowery language that hearing 

Māyāvāda philosophy may sometimes change the mind of even a mahā-

bhāgavata, or very advanced devotee. An actual Vaiṣṇava cannot tolerate any 

philosophy that claims God and the living being to be one and the same.” 
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https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mahaprabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vedanta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhasya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/padma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/purana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/parvati
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/karma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/paramatma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mahaprabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caritamrta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/antya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/lila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/svarupa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/damodara
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vaisnava
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhasya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/maha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavata
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vaisnava
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Since the leaders of ISKCON not only tolerate but promote The Journey Home, a 

book that is infested with impersonalism and half-truths from cover to cover, we 

must wonder if there are any genuine Vaishnavas left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Radhanatha must be in the crowd somewhere … 

Our undaunted wanderer writes beginning on page 154 of The Journey Home, “From 

Bodh Gaya I traveled north to Sarnath. It was in the Deer Park that Buddha 

inaugurated his preaching mission. There I studied the Bodhi Sattya vow, in which 

one follows in the Buddha’s footsteps by making one’s life a sacrifice of compassion 

for those who are suffering from the illusions of the world …” 

I find this passage particularly humorous. Simply by “studying” this Bodhi Sattya 

vow for a few days, how can one “sacrifice his life for those who are in illusion”? 

The Bodhi Satya is also in illusion. So the illusioned Buddhists, the shunyavadis 

who are so illusioned that they think they have become “void,” are feeling 

compassion for those who have not become so lucky to dissolve into thin air?  

Pardon me?? What sort of ridiculous nonsense imitation “philosophy” is the 

American Swami trying to cram down the throats of his gullible readers anyway? 

Even the Buddha would have a good belly laugh at this one. 

Then the American Swami continues. “While contemplating this virtue, I decided 

to travel to Calcutta to seek the blessings of a selfless soul of whom I’d heard so 

much about, Mother Teresa …”  
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 Note: Incidentally, Dear American Swami, you have misspelled her name. There is no “H” 

in her name, she does not spell it like you Americans. It is spelled “Teresa.” To help you out, 

I shall correct your error throughout Chapter Nineteen. There are also a few other mistakes 

in your book that I’ll include at the bottom here in Part Nineteen, so please read right through 

to the end. Thanks in advance.  

“… I arrived at the convent of Mother Teresa, a simple one storey building where 

a Catholic sister received me with a modest smile. “Welcome to the Missionaries 

of Charity,” she said. “How may I serve you?” 

Joining my palms in respect, I appealed, “Is it possible that I may have the honor 

of meeting Mother Teresa?” 

“Follow me. We’ll see if it’s possible.” She led me into a simple chapel. “This is 

our prayer room. Mother Teresa and the nuns perform worship here.” I knelt down 

and offered a prayer. When I stood up, she led me out of the chapel and down the 

hallway. As we passed a dimly lit room, she exclaimed, “There is Mother 

performing her daily chores.” I looked in and saw Mother Teresa scrubbing a large 

charred cooking pot with her own devoted hands. My heart melted.”  

“Mother,” my guide said, “This is Richard, an American sadhu. He would like to 

meet you.” 

Mother Teresa greeted me with folded palms, “I pray to be forgiven for keeping 

you waiting, but first may I finish my service?”  

“Of course, Mother,” I replied. 
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The sister then led me into a small room, offered me a seat and told me that Mother 

would come after washing the pots. In a few minutes Mother Teresa entered the 

room and sat on a chair a few feet from mine. Although her aging form was 

shrunken and frail, I could feel her indomitable presence. Her face was furrowed 

with wrinkles from a life of austerity, yet her eyes twinkled with childlike 

innocence. From her tender voice emerged the words of her heart …” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo-op: His Holiness Radhanath Swami has emerged as ISKCON’s leading celebrity 

guru collector, But he wasn’t the only one: several other “leaders” have positioned 

themselves alongside Mother Teresa for the right effect. 

Since the departure of Shrila Prabhupada—and strictly against his orders—

ISKCON’s GBC has thrown much of the society, at least in India, into an ongoing 

love affair with mundane services for the poor and the sick. These include 

ISKCON’s Midday Meal Programme, the Bhaktivedanta Hospital at Bombay, a 

hospice in Vrindavana. Even though there are mountains of evidence against 

converting the Hare Krishna into a mundane charity, efforts remain at the highest 

level of ISKCON management to see that mundane activities flourish. After all, 

to raise charitable contributions, the three strong points that should be emphasized 

are poverty, ignorance and disease. 

For those who have any doubts about the actual teachings of His Divine Grace the 

Founder-Acharya, the following conversation of 23 December 1975 in Bombay. 

It is excerpted from A Transcendental Diary (vol. 1) by Shriman Hari Śauri dāsa:  

Prabhupāda asked Saurabha about a dentist interested in opening a clinic in 

the new temple compound. Saurabha explained that the man had seen the 
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floor plan, which includes a room for medical use, and immediately proposed 

that he use it to give free treatment to the devotees. 

Prabhupāda did not approve. “No, there will be no medical service in the 

building.” 

Lokanātha Swami asked if medical facilities 

should be set up on another part of the land. 

Prabhupāda replied, “That we shall do at our 

convenience. It is not very urgent. When there 

is spare room, then. Medical service is to cure 

the material disease, this temporary headache 

and stomachache. There are so many medical 

services for these things, but where is the 

medical service for curing bhava-roga, 

material disease? That is wanted. Medical 

service does not give any guarantee that there 

will be no more disease. Our service is to 

guarantee that there will be no more birth, 

death, old age, and disease. That is the difference.” 

Pausing for a moment, he recalled his recent trip to Africa. “In Mauritius I 

was suffering so much from dental pain. I never went to the dentist; I 

invented my medicine and it cured.” 

Everyone smiled in admiration. Prabhupāda seems to know nearly 

everything. He was referring to his own toothpaste recipe: a combination of 

ground mustard seed, salt, calcium carbonate, eucalyptus oil, camphor, 

menthol, and oil of wintergreen. Many devotees are now eagerly making it 

for themselves, and Prabhupāda asked if they like it. 

He grinned when Harikeśa assured him, “Oh yes! The best!” Lokanātha 

Swami voiced what we all felt, “You are perfect in all respects. You are your 

own doctor.” 

Prabhupāda humbly responded, “I am not doctor, but I created many 

doctors.” 

In his book Renunciation Through Wisdom, which he wrote in the 1940’s in 

Bengali, His Divine Grace Shrila Prabhupada comments: 
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“The mahātmās are always ready to render such service to the Lord with 

great determination. In this regard His Divine Grace Śrīla Bhaktisiddhānta 

Sarasvatī Ṭhākura once made this comment in a lecture, “The neophyte 

Vaiṣṇava devotee ringing the bell even once during worship of the Deity of 

the Supreme Lord is a million times more valuable, spiritually and 

otherwise, than the charitable fruitive workers building many hospitals, 

feeding thousands of the poor, or building homes, or even the empirical 

philosophers' Vedic studies, meditation, austerities, and penances.” 

Read this official ISKCON blurb on Radhanatha (from ISKCON Desire Tree 

dated 2 February 2012) to see if the American Swami is following Shrila 

Prabhupada’s directions given above: 

His Holiness Radhanath Swami Maharaj is one of the world's most 

prominent exponents of Bhakti Yoga and also the author of the best-selling 

book, The Journey Home: Autobiography of an American Swami, which 

traces H.H Radhanath Swami's path from his middle-class Jewish upbringing 

in a Chicago suburb as Richard Slavin; to his participation in the civil rights 

movement in the '60s in USA. It captivates the reader with experiences of 

his apprenticeships with Himalayan yogis, the Dalai Lama, Mother Teresa 

and several other known spiritual masters that he experienced and and finally 

how he developed real spiritual understanding. 

H.H.Radhanath Swami is one of the inspirations behind the Mid-day Meal 

Project, which provides more than 3,00,000 free school lunches a school 

working day in Maharashtra as a way to persuade impoverished parents to 

educate their children. He was instrumental in founding Mumbai's charitable 

"Bhaktivedanta Hospital", which offers free treatment to the underprivileged 

and runs free medical camps, including the Barsana Eye Camp that performs 

about 800 free cataract operations each year. 

When will the leaders take seriously the instructions of Shrila Prabhupada to 

give the full attention of the Society they are supposed to lead to purifying the 

consciousness of the world through the Holy Names of the Lord rather than 

wasting time, money and manpower on mundane charitable activities? 
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Chapter Twenty 

Sahajiyas Dancing on Thin Ice  

Anemic Contentions from the Camp of Oneness 

The Editor of Sampradaya Sun, Shri Rocan dasa Prabhu, has asked me to take a 

look at some comments made by the Radhanath camp that were sent some years 

back to the Sun in reply to arguments leveled by HH Bhakti Vikas Swami about 

Mayavada preaching in The Journey Home. Have a look at those feeble face-

offs here: 

http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/09-12/editorials9035.htm  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only the disciple infected with the poison of Mayavada dares to compare himself with the 

previous acharyas. 

Basically this set of arguments is more sued, screwed, lewd, rude and tattooed 

than the thugs over at Eddiy’s Pool Hall. Reading these arrogant essays can ignite 

flames of anger in any genuine Vaishnava. I would daresay that anyone who has 

put forth such arguments as these does not know his reproductive organ from his 

big toe. And I will prove it. But I am not going to dignify those puerile and pathetic 

polemics by going into explicit detail regarding any examples they have cited 

about previous acharyas. To do so would be to validate that Radhanatha’s pathetic 

http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/09-12/editorials9035.htm
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examples in The Journey Home are somehow on equal footing with those of 

genuine saints. And here’s another reason why the entire foundation of their 

arguments in favor of The Journey Home rest upon a weak charade.  

When Radhanath’s camp compares The Journey Home with certain certain 

activities of past acharyas such as Shrila Jiva Goswami, Shrila Vishwanatha 

Chakravarti, Shrila Baladeva Vidyabhushana, Shrila Bhaktivinoda Thakura, and 

others, this means that these disciples of Radhnatha are comparing their “guru” to 

the actual and bona fide previous sampradaya acharyas. Radhanatha’s book is a 

yoga ego trip; it does no real preaching cover to cover. It is a syrupy manifesto of 

self-aggrandizement wherein the author repeatedly bends his knee before crow-

like men and women in the form of rapists, perverts, con men and beef eaters. It 

has nothing to do with preaching Gaudiya siddhanta but rather achieves the 

opposite effect. 

Does anyone out there recall that in recent memory eleven neophytes dared to 

compare themselves to past acharyas in a very similar way? It occurs to me that 

the collective denouement these brigands suffered (or are suffering) would not 

make good subject matter for one of Radhanatha’s buttery letters to his folks in 

The Journey Home. So let us get real and dispense with the BS that any of 

Radhanatha’s activities in The Journey Home are comparable to the preaching of 

genuine acharyas. Acharyas are not made by their own ambitions. You can’t 

compare Radhanatha’s sitting at the feet of Muktananda, Mother Teresa, 

Maharishi or Baba Ram Dasa to any sampradaya acharya any more than you can 

compare Disneyland to Vaikuntha. Simply stated, the self-praising hero of The 

Journey Home is but a Hollywood Walk of Fame Swami wannabe, and thus he 

should never be spoken of in the same breath as any real torch bearer of Vaishnava 

dharma. 

Secondly, the arguments in favor of Radhanatha’s preaching are that he is simply 

adapting to time, place and circumstances—kala, desha, patra. Now the 

Radhanatha camp blowhards have given the example that Shrila Prabhupada 

criticized Vivekananda to Allen Ginsberg and as a result Ginsberg felt put off and 

never surrendered to Prabhuapda. Now does anyone out there actually think 

Ginsberg, who had no understanding of Vedic culture, would ever have become 

a devotee? Ginsberg argued with Prabhupada against reincarnation. He was an 

avowed active homosexual who wrote disgusting poens about that, he often drank 

alcohol and used drugs. Prabhupada once remarked as he left the room that 
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Gindberg was a “fifth class man.” But then the Chowpatty windbags go on to say 

that when George Harrison mentioned Vivekananda, Shrila Prabhupada—

presumably now wiser from his past experience—remained silent. 

In other words, they are saying that Radhanatha Swami understands perfectly 

kala, desha, patra, but Shrila Prabhupada—a shaktyavesha avatara—does not.  

Sorry, boys—boom—you have shot yourselves in the foot with that unbelievable 

blunder. Case closed. Any argument that the disciple knows more than the guru 

has no place in sampradayic logic. Still, considering the tremendous ego that it 

must have taken to write The Journey Home, nothing surprises me about that book 

any longer. But whenever a so-called member of ISKCON claims to know more 

than the Founder-Acharya, the very old problem of Mayavada raises its deformed 

head again, which you have proven herewith. When the kanistha adhikaris claim 

that Radhanatha is more expert than Prabhupada we can understand how far the 

poison has spread.  

Our suggestion to the disciples of Radhanath is this: give him one last obeisance, 

and then find yourselves a genuine Vaishnava guru in the line from Shrila 

Prabhupada. Be careful! As you have seen there are plenty alligators swimming 

in the sweet water of the lake.  

As for us, we will continue from tomorrow with our series of ripping The Journey 

Home into the little pieces on the floor where it deserves to be. 
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Chapter Twenty-one  

Spreading the Poison to a Center Near You 

The Yogification of ISKCON 

As devotees we have nothing against yoga—rather, we welcome it. And that is 

because yoga simply means “linking,” which implies by its highest definition 

linking with the Supreme Lord, the Yogeshwara Shri Krishna. Krishna is 

described as the Yogeshwara or “Master of all mysticism” in the final verse of 

Bhagavad-gita (18.78). Krishna tells Arjuna the secrets of genuine yoga 

throughout their divine conversation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soon after their discussion becomes serious (in Bg 2.48), Krishna says: 

yoga-sthaḥ kuru karmāṇi saṅgaṁ tyaktvā dhanañjaya 

siddhy-asiddhyoḥ samo bhūtvā samatvaṁ yoga ucyate 

 

Be steadfast in yoga, O Arjuna. Perform your duty and abandon all 

attachment to success or failure. Such evenness of mind is called yoga. 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yoga
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/arjuna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yoga
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The Lord advises his disciple (Bg 8.8) to become yoga-yuktena—or to 

constantly meditate upon the Supreme Lord:: 

abhyāsa-yoga-yuktena cetasā nānya-gāminā 

paramaṁ puruṣaṁ divyaṁ yāti pārthānucintayan 

 

He who meditates on the Supreme Personality of Godhead, his mind 

constantly engaged in remembering Me, undeviated from the path, he, O 

Pārtha (Arjuna), is sure to reach Me. 

Lord Krishna further describes yoga to Arjuna in the chapter entitled “The Yoga 

of the Supreme Person.” In verse 15.11, He shows through the word “yoginaś” 

that the yogi is one who endeavors to become Krishna conscious. 

yatanto yoginaś cainaṁ paśyanty ātmany avasthitam 

yatanto 'py akṛtātmāno nainaṁ paśyanty acetasaḥ 

 

The endeavoring transcendentalist, who is situated in self-realization, can 

see all this clearly. But those who are not situated in self-realization cannot 

see what is taking place, though they may try to. 

There are many more descriptions of genuine yoga in the Bhagavad-gita As It Is. 

We are not so narrow-minded as to dismiss yoga since yoga culminates in bhakti-

yoga, linking in love with the Supreme Lord Shri Krishna through surrendered 

devotional service. We are opposed to the cheap adulteration of yoga by 

profiteers, such as those who are described in The Journey Home. We join with 

all genuine Vaishnavas in opposing anyone who tries to sell a whirlwind fix-all 

course in the form of physical exercises and deceptively call that yoga. 

We all know only too well that whatever is being hawked as “yoga” today in 

storefront yoga schools and “ashrams” is not yoga at all. Twisting the body this 

way and that actually has nothing at all to do with yoga. Exercising the body to 

feel better, eat better, sleep better, relate to others better and enjoy better sex has 

nothing to do with yoga as taught by Lord Krishna Himself.  

Such misleading false yoga propaganda is nowhere no more evident than the 

video testimonials of students on the website of Govardhana Eco-village, 

Radhanatha’s Yoga Paradise one hundred kilometers north of Mumbai. Rather 

than an Eco-village, it has become an Eka- (“oneness”) village due to the 

preponderance of impersonalism there. And from that Eka-village the poison of 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yoga
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yuktena
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/partha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/arjuna
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Mayavada is fast spreading all over ISKCON due to a feeble and incompetent 

GBC. The apparent root cause for this demise in Krishna consciousness is the 

influence of The Journey Home and its proponents on the GBC. 

The Journey Home proves what dreadful effects the written, published word can 

have. Since people tend to believe books, the result of The Journey Home is the 

rapid destruction of Krishna consciousness under the nose of a somnambulistic, 

lazy and self-absorbed GBC that supports Mayavadi rubbish by promoting The 

Journey Home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the yoga page of the Govardhana Eco-village website 

https://www.ecovillage.org.in/yoga/ we are encouraged to “discover our inner 

yoga.” To that end, there is a testimonial by one Janakinath Dasa, who is wearing 

the saffron garb of an ISKCON brahmachari. Go to the page and have a listen to 

his yoga spiel—and see if this is what Krishna taught about yoga in Bhagavad-

gita. Decide for yourself if this sort of preaching is what the Founder-Acharya 

intended for the celibate students of his ISKCON. Does the GBC think that Shrila 

Prabhupada gave up everything—his house, family, career, and society—only to 

embark penniless to a strange and terrible world of Kali Yuga to spread the Holy 

Names of the Supreme Lord and see cheap yoga teacher training courses arise in 

his organization? 

https://www.ecovillage.org.in/yoga/
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From this effervescent Janakinath Das we learn that through the Yoga Teacher 

Training Course at Govardhan Eco-village, he has made an “amazing journey” 

that “teaches higher consciousness to deal with life’s challenges and problems.”  

Life’s hurdles, we learn, can be “turned into a wonderful gift” through “the 

wisdom of the East.” With straight-faced confidence he testifies that the yoga 

course teaches how to “develop a deep and meaningful relationship” with “people 

you meet from all walks of life.” He assures us that this “amazing course” teaches 

in just twenty-eight days how to meet headlong any problem life throws at us. 

And he adds that you also learn “the ability and skill to teach and share with 

others.” … And that is for a nice sum of money, no doubt—because teaching B.S. 

in the name of yoga is a lucrative trillion dollar business worldwide.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Meet Aarti: Only twenty-eight days to eternal enlightenment. Check out her 

“lineage,”folks. 

Nowhere in Bhagavad-gita does Krishna tell Arjuna to do yoga so that he can deal 

with life’s challenges and have meaningful relationships with all sorts of different 

personalities. We would also like to ask Janakinath dasa Prabhu how many 

colleges there are that teach courses on any subject—any subject at all—that in 

just twenty-eight days certify graduates to become teachers. In The Journey Home 

Radhanatha speaks of the Himalayan yogis he encountered on his adventures. 

How many Himalayan sadhus would accept disciples for twenty-eight days, and 

then send them out into the world now reborn as sages qualified to enlighten 

others. 
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But who is doing the teaching of this 28-day yoga course at Govardhana Eco-

village? The site lists Aarti—“an eternal student, a preacher of traditional yoga” 

—as one of the center’s two cheery “Yoga Coaches.”  

The site states that, “Aarti’s first acquaintance with Yoga came at quite a young 

age with Yoga Vidya Gurukul, Nashik (Swami Satyananda lineage-Bihar School 

of Yoga).” Now as devotees in the line from a bona fide spiritual master, we have 

a big problem with this description of “lineage.” That a lineage must be bona fide 

is a founding principle of Krishna consciousness. As we all know, there are four 

genuine disciplic lines, or lineages, and they are the Vaishnava sampradayas. And 

any teachings that fall short of what is presented in the sampradaya lineage must 

be rejected. So is this Swami Satyananda and his “lineage” bona fide?  

According to Wiki, Aarti’s “lineage” from Swami Satyananda descends from 

Swami Sivananda—a Mayavadi of Rishikesh who does not represent any 

sampradaya. Wiki says, “In 1964 (Swami Satyananda) founded the Bihar School 

of Yoga (BSY) at Munger, with the intention that it would act as a centre of 

training for future teachers of yoga as well as offer courses on yoga.” So this is 

the same yoga school and yogi with whom Yoga Coach Aarti’s “lineage” arises. 

Wiki glorifies Swami Satyananda by saying that he “conducted a 12-year 

Rajasooya Yajna which began in 1995 with the first Sat Chandi Maha Yajna, 

invoking the Cosmic Mother through a tantric ceremony.” Now wait a minute. 

Swami Satyananda conducted a Rajasuya Yagna? The Rajasuya Yagna can only 

be performed by a king of the earth after conquering all quarters. Furthermore, the 

Rajasuya Yagna takes more wealth than can be found on the entire earth today. 

And it certainly is not meant as a tantric offering before a horrific and angry form 

of “the Cosmic Mother” like Chandi. So this is another instance of an ambitious 

yogi’s bluffing propaganda, just as we have seen time and again in the ashrams 

of countless swamis, yogis and avataras who write their own legends—and which 

are recounted many times in The Journey Home 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bihar_School_of_Yoga
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bihar_School_of_Yoga
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Goddess Chandni 

But there is more to the “lineage” of Swami Satyananda. Wiki goes on to say, 

“Testimony given to (Australia’s) Royal Commission into Institutional Responses 

to Child Sexual Abuse from 2014 in various ways implicates Swami Satyananda 

and his successors. According to reports of the Commission, Swami Satyananda 

was a violent sexual abuser. The testimony before the Royal Commission 

involved child abuse, rape, gang rape, coercion and physical abuse such as 

beatings and at least in once instance, the knife cutting of a young girl by Swami 

Akhandananda. They involve Swamis deploying spiritual "teachings" to 

manipulate young people into having sex with each other and with adults. The 

testimony points toward a pattern of psychological, physical and sexual abuse, 

carried out by numerous Swami’s against numerous children and young adults. 

Into the abuse inquiry, a female victim stated that yoga guru Satyananda 

Saraswati subjected her to violent sexual acts but she didn’t speak up because 

she would have been branded a criminal.” 

Govardhan Eco-village should be more careful about predators whom they 

describe as having a “lineage.” But when the money is so good, who cares that 

the lines of a serial predator’s “lineage” are being blurred with the genuine lineage 

coming from Shrila Prabhupada and the great Brahma-Madhva-Gaudiya 

sampradaya?  

Perhaps Aarti herself is not aware of the nasty reputation that the head of “her 

lineage” took to his grave. But then, why doesn’t she simply become a follower 

of Shrila Prabhupada and teach genuine yoga, the yoga of Bhagavad-gita As It Is? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Commission_into_Institutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Commission_into_Institutional_Responses_to_Child_Sexual_Abuse
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Or is there no one to convey the original teachings of His Divine Grace A.C. 

Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada over at Govardhana Eco-village? Perhaps they 

are all too busy reading, studying, learning the lineage of The Journey Home. 
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Chapter Twenty-two  

Destruction by Design   

From Krishna-loka to Yogaville  

The personalities sitting on the GBC are supposedly the deputed leading 

representatives of Shrila Prabhupada’s movement. The job of the GBC is to 

represent the sampradaya as it is, without changes, without concoctions, without 

manufacturing anything. The postman does not open the letter and re-write the 

message. He simply hands the sealed envelope over to the address. If somebody 

has changed your cheerful missive from “Your ever well-wisher” to “Go to Hell” 

then something is terribly wrong with the postal service. But that is exactly what 

influence of The Journey Home is doing to the Hare Krishna Movement. 

The sacred duty of the GBC as the Founder-Acharya intended is summarized in 

this prayer to the worshipful Grand Guru Maharaja of the Hare Krishna 

Movement, His Divine Grace Shrila (108) Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Goswami 

Thakura: 

namas te gaura-vani-sri-murtaye dina-tarine 

rupanuga-viruddhapasiddhanta-dhvanta-harine 

namah–obeisances; te–unto you; gaura-vani–teachings of Lord Caitanya; sri-

murtaye–unto the personified; dina–(of) the fallen; tarine–unto the deliverer; 

rupa-anuga–the philosophy which follows the teachings of Srila Rupa Gosvami; 

viruddha–against; apasiddhanta–(of) unauthorized statements; dhvanta–the 

darkness; harine–unto you who are removing. 

“I offer my respectful obeisances unto you, who are the personified 

teachings of Lord Caitanya. You are the deliverer of the fallen souls. You 

do not tolerate any statement which is against the teachings of devotional 

service enunciated by Srila Rupa Gosvami.” 

The Hare Krishna Movement is not the sole property of the GBC—their job 

is to enact the orders of the spiritual master as they were given and without 

change. They are not spoiled princes whose sole duty is to dally in the 

kingdom. ISKCON was not created to prop up a body of pampered princes who 

live the high life at the expense of the other members, and change the sacred 

sampradayic teachings according to their little whims and fancies. To be true to 
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their posts, they must—exactly as stated in the prayer above—never 

“tolerate any statement which is against the teachings of devotional service 

enunciated by Srila Rupa Gosvami.” Without following parampara, there is 

no question of a GBC. Rather due to Mayavadic influences it has become a 

social nuisance. 

 

The sole purpose of the GBC is to serve and keep the Guru-parampara as it is. 

The fact that the GBC not only allows but promotes the Mayvadic rubbish 

of the American Swami’s The Journey Home shows that they are in total 

violation of the parampara, their deviations are displeasing to the previous  

acharyas and they are leading ISKCON into a colossal train wreck. 

One of the many, many foolish Mayavadis glorified by Radhanatha in The 

Journey Home is the watered-down “Yogiraja” Swami Satchidananda (whose all-

knowing grinning countenance appears between pages 110 and 111 in The 

Journey Home. The website for his Yogaville Retreat gives a few of his less-than-

memorable, pseudo-wise quotes. From the Yogaville website 

https://www.yogaville.org/ we find lines that have been constructed by this 

shrewd Indian poser to dupe his gullible Western followers into giving money and 

free work to their assumed “master.” Swami Satchidananda’s asenine and 

philosophically-free aphorisms read like the nectar drops of many self-glorifying 

GBC’s who imitate Radhanath’s self-satisfied and banal platitudes, including 

Swamis Romapada and Sachinandan. (To review ISKCON’s Mayavadi GBC’s 

and their saccharine saying, see Part Fifteen of this series.)  

Here is some of Swami Satchidananda’s New Agey “yoga wisdom” from his 

website (hold down your lunch):  

https://www.yogaville.org/
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“Always remember … immortal Self I am. In all conditions I am Knowledge 

Bliss Absolute.” 

“A sincere prayer that comes from a faithful heart can perform miracles.” 

“The dedicated only enjoy Supreme Peace. Therefore live only to serve.” 

In imitation of Shrila Prabhupada’s work, Swami Satchidananda established his 

Yogaville next door to New Vrindavana in Virginia (https://www.yogaville.org/) 

on 800 acres of land that was donated by singer Carole King. As we shall see later 

in this article, ISKCON is in danger of becoming more like Yogaville than the 

actual spiritual communities as envisioned by His Divine Grace AC 

Bhaktevadanta Swami Prabhupada, the Founder-Acharya, 

One female follower—read: victim—of Swami Satchidananda has written: 

“You may have heard Swami Satchidanda as a spiritual teacher who taught 

obedience, poverty and celibacy. However, for his victims, Swami Satchidananda 

was simply a cult leader who left behind a legacy of personal pain. Like many cult 

figures, Satchidananda drew followers through his personal charisma. IYI and 

Yogaville were largely defined by his personality. Swami Satchidananda taught 

obedience by asking his followers to kiss his feet and bow before him while sitting 

on a throne while forcing others into performing sexual favors. Is this really a 

Holy Man and a celibate Saint? Or was the Swami really a scandalous guru who 

used his authority to deceive and abuse his followers?”  

You can feel this victim’s deep pain and the deception she had to bear from the 

very bogus yogi who is featured in The Journey Home and who taught “divinity 

and enlightenment through service (to him)” here: 

https://culteducation.com/group/1243-yogaville/26480-swami-satchidananda-

integral-yoga-institute-yogaville-a-survivor-s-story.html :  

There are many, many online testimonials regarding the Swami’s peccadilloes 

such as this one from 

http://www.strippingthegurus.com/stgsamplechapters/satchidananda.html:  

“Another follower, nineteen-year-old Sylvia Shapiro, accompanied the swami 

on a worldwide trip. ‘In Manila, he turned [his twice-daily massages from me] 

into oral sex,” Ms. Shapiro said. (Associated Press, 1991).’” 

https://www.yogaville.org/
https://culteducation.com/group/1243-yogaville/26480-swami-satchidananda-integral-yoga-institute-yogaville-a-survivor-s-story.html
https://culteducation.com/group/1243-yogaville/26480-swami-satchidananda-integral-yoga-institute-yogaville-a-survivor-s-story.html
http://www.strippingthegurus.com/stgsamplechapters/satchidananda.html
http://www.culteducation.com/group/1243-yogaville/26496-swami-s-former-followers-say-he-demanded-sexual-favors.html
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It was rumored that this Swami gave sannyasa to married men so that he could 

have their wives to himself. Yes, America was one big desire tree for this lusty 

Indian lout. It is said that a group of his swamis actually confronted him that 

since they were serious about sannyasa, why couldn’t he keep his vows? 

So the unanswered question remains, “What is the picture of a fellatio-addicted 

imitation Indian holy man doing in a book that has pictures of the current acharyas 

of the Gaudiya sampradaya as well as of the Supreme Lord Shri Krishna? Has 

anyone on the GBC noticed—or are they too busy writing their own tales of their 

fantabulous grandeur? 

 

“The man is forced to embrace a red-hot iron form of a woman …” 

Since maybe a dozen ladies came forward to testify about the dirty dealings of 

Swami Sachidananda, there is little doubt as to the veracity of their statements. 

Sachidananda died in in 2002 at the age of 87. The GBC should be reminded that 

according to the Shrimad-Bhagavatam (5.26-8, 9, 12, 15, 20) there are very 

serious and lengthy repercussions for cheating the innocent in the name of the 

cloth. 

 “My dear King, a person who appropriates another’s legitimate wife, children or 

money is arrested at the time of death by the fierce Yamadūtas, who bind him with 

the rope of time and forcibly throw him into the hellish planet known as Tāmisra. 

On this very dark planet, the sinful man is chastised by the Yamadūtas, who beat 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tamisra
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and rebuke him. He is starved, and he is given no water to drink. Thus the wrathful 

assistants of Yamarāja cause him severe suffering, and sometimes he faints from 

their chastisement.” (8) 

“The destination of a person who slyly cheats another man and enjoys his wife 

and children is the hell known as Andhatāmisra. There his condition is exactly 

like that of a tree being chopped at its roots. Even before reaching Andhatāmisra, 

the sinful living being is subjected to various extreme miseries. These afflictions 

are so severe that he loses his intelligence and sight. It is for this reason that 

learned sages call this hell Andhatāmisra.” (9) 

“Punishment in the hell called Mahāraurava is compulsory for a person who 

maintains his own body by hurting others. In this hell, ruru animals known as 

kravyāda torment him and eat his flesh.” (12) 

“If a person deviates from the path of the Vedas in the absence of an emergency, 

the servants of Yamarāja put him into the hell called Asi-patravana, where they 

beat him with whips. When he runs hither and thither, fleeing from the extreme 

pain, on all sides he runs into palm trees with leaves like sharpened swords. Thus 

injured all over his body and fainting at every step, he cries out, “Oh, what shall I 

do now! How shall I be saved!” This is how one suffers who deviates from the 

accepted religious principles.” (15) 

“A man or woman who indulges in sexual intercourse with an unworthy member 

of the opposite sex is punished after death by the assistants of Yamarāja in the 

hell known as Taptasūrmi. There such men and women are beaten with whips. 

The man is forced to embrace a red-hot iron form of a woman, and the woman is 

forced to embrace a similar form of a man. Such is the punishment for illicit sex.” 

(20) 

Although most of what this corrupted Swami “taught” was mere Mayavadic 

concoction, we are certain that now that he is in the hands of Yamaraja’s dutas, 

that he has learned the truth of one of his banal precepts as seen here: 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ruru
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/asi
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Massage time at Yogaville 

As far as ISKCON turning itself into a New Yogaville, we have already seen in 

Part Twenty-one of this series how under Radhanatha’s leadership this is 

becoming a reality. And a few more hints of things to come can be discerned from 

this article https://iskconnews.org/construction-drawings-begin-for-major-new-

columbus-temple,6920/ written by good old Madhava Smullen on that bastion of 

divine propaganda, ISKCON News. Concerning the planned ISKCON Center for 

Columbus, Ohio, the article states, “Meanwhile the yoga studio, bhakti lounge 

and farm to table café are designed to attract a primarily Western audience, and 

interest is already building amongst locals.” 

Well, Duh! Isn’t Columbus, Ohio in the West? So what is this compromising talk 

of “attracting a primarily Western audience” all about? This Movement was 

started in the West and that, too, with no corny Mayavadic, New Agey 

compromises.  

There was no yoga studio or bhakti lounge at 26 2nd Avenue or any subsequent 

temple that was founded under Shrila Prabhupada’s watchful eyes. In the entire 

plans for Hare Krishna Land or the spiritual city at Mayapur, no plans of a yoga 

studio or bhakti lounge were ever considered. It would have been unthinkable. 

https://iskconnews.org/construction-drawings-begin-for-major-new-columbus-temple,6920/
https://iskconnews.org/construction-drawings-begin-for-major-new-columbus-temple,6920/
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Asleep at the controls? ISKCON’s deputed GBC body is leading a Movement they are 

supposed to protect towards an inevitable and disastrous train wreck. 

Truth be told, yoga studios are cash cows for milking the gullible public and 

keeping them in ignorance just as Yogaville and Govardhan Eco-village do to this 

day. But what is a bhakti lounge? Bhakti means activity that is aimed at pleasing 

the Supreme Lord Shri Krishna. So how is the Lord pleased by lazy folks lounging 

all over the temple property when there is service to be performed? This article 

shows how much ISKCON is turning into a New Yogaville thanks to the 

Mayavadic effects of The Journey Home and a dull-witted, sleeping and 

Mayavadic GBC. 

If this infectious Journey Home disease is not forcibly ripped out of ISKCON’s 

leadership very soon, then every Token Tapasvi, Mystic Maharaja and Sadhu 

Hopeful sitting on the GBC will scribe their own tomes of self-glorification that 

their vaporous disciples will be expected to hawk at ISKCON’s New Age Yoga 

Retreats and Gurukuli Fashion Shows.  

The passengers on the ISKCON train should get off at the next station because 

otherwise the train wreck is a-coming and it ain’t none too purty when you offend 

the Lord’s pure devotee. 

END OF PART ONE 
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Preface to Volume Two 

“The Journey Home Pollutes the World” 

The Wiki entry on The Journey Home that tells how, “a young nineteen-year-old 

boy, Richard Slavin” arose to become “one of India's most respected spiritual 

leaders and an ISKCON figure.”  As it is said, “Evil proliferates when the good 

are silent.” In the same way, “Mayavadic poison seeps through the floorboards 

like lethal fumes when Vaishnavas are afraid to preach. ISKCON has assumed a 

very lackadaisical attitude towards impersonalism and its poisonous literature 

since Mayavada rubbish like The Journey Home raised its ugly head. 

Impersonalism has no place in the very personalist society that was created by the 

current Vaishnava acharya, His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami 

Prabhupada. The Journey Home is spreading like a noxious nuclear cloud and has 

been translated into the following languages for distribution by unenlightened cult 

members who think they are serving Shrila Prabhupada’s movement: Chinese, 

German. Russian, Slovakian, Bulgarian, Czech , Slovenian, Hindi, Kannada, 

Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi, Tamil, Malayalam, and Telegu. 

Where Have All the Preachers  Gone? 

Where have all the preachers  gone, long time passing? 

Where have all the preachers gone, long time ago? 

Where have all the preachers gone? 

Gone to New Age, every one! 

When will they ever learn, when will they ever learn? 

Where has the New Age gone, long time passing? 

Where has the New Age gone, long time ago? 

Where has the New Age gone gone? 

Gone to yoga, every one! 

When will they ever learn, when will they ever learn? 

Where have all the yogis gone, long time passing? 

Where have all the yogis gone,, long time ago? 

Where have all the yogis, gone? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISKCON
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Merged with Maya, every one! 

When will they ever learn, when will they ever learn? 

And where have the Mayavadis gone, long time passing? 

Where have the Mayavadis gone, a long time ago? 

Where have the Mayavadis gone? 

To the GBC, every one! 

When will they ever learn, when will they ever learn? 

And where has the GBC gone, long time passing? 

Where where has the GBC gone, long time ago? 

Where where has the GBC gone? 

Gone to New Age every one! 

When will they ever learn, oh when will they ever learn? 

*Based on the song Where Have All the Flowers Gone? By Pete Seeger 
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Chapter Twenty-three 

Sinners in Saffron and Perverts on the Path 

The Journey Home can be rightly called the GBC’s great minimization of the 

genuine guru, ISKCON’s Founder-Acharya His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta 

Swami Prabhupada. As we have seen throughout our ongoing series, a 

preponderance of the so-called “yogis” that Radhanatha props up in his puerile 

attempt at self-adulation were simply lusty dogs in the dress of yogis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Big Brother? Radhanatha’s talks are available for eternity from ISKCON Desire Tree 

One selling point of the modern perversion that is billed as yoga is that it enhances 

sexual enjoyment. Whether that is true or not, we don’t care to know because the 

process of physical exercises nowadays sold wholesale as yoga is tailored to the 

gross shudra class of men. In big cities all over the world, including those in India, 

storefront yoga is marketed to extravagant sense gratifiers who have a doggish 

mentality and who are void of higher consciousness. Many of the so-called “gurus” 

who are glorified in Radhanatha’s The Journey Home should better have been locked 

up behind bars for sexual crimes instead of living like kings off the disciples they 

exploited. 

Straight Outta Yogaville 

The Sampradaya Sun has received a heart-rending letter from a distressed devotee 

of ISKCON whose friend’s son was an unfortunate victim of the malevolent 

practices of a Mayavadi camp founded by Swami Satchitananda. As we have seen 

in Part 22 of this series, the ringleader of this “yoga society”—whose glories are 
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sung in The Journey Home—was accused by many women of being addicted to 

forced oral sex twice a day.  

The devotee’s letter to the Sun describes the “nightmare” endured by the son of an 

ISKCON congregation member at Yogaville. From the letter we learn that this 

unwitting victim of so-called “yoga” was forced to witness and participate in acts of 

sexual perversion. The letter concludes “Sympathizers of these types of demons are 

poisoning Srila Prabhupada's movement.” Are those sympathizers the same 

personalities who are broadly smiling on the GBC? It appears that a body that would 

support such vile minimization of Shrila Prabhupada as The Journey Home, now 

sold in over a dozen different languages at ISKCON centers, has little responsibility 

for the movement or the members they are avowed to protect. 

What Would Bhaktivinoda Do? 

Perhaps the GBC members have forgotten the example of Shrila Bhaktivinoda 

Thakura. Rather than writing books glorifying such demons, he locked behind bars 

one such Mayavadi scoundrel named Bishikishan. Shrila Prabhupada writes about 

this episode right in his Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, chapter 31 

“Description of the Rasa Dance.” Our suggestion to the GBC—whose members 

apparently have not read these words for any number of years now—is that they find 

a way to put down their cherished copies of The Journey Home, and commence 

studying the instructions of the genuine Vaishnava acharya once again. And here 

are Shrila Prabhupada’s very words: 

“We have many experiences in the past of Māyāvādī rascals deluding their 

followers by posing themselves as Krishna in order to enjoy rāsa-līlā. In many 

instances they were checked by the government, arrested and punished. In Orissa, 

Ṭhākur Bhaktivinode also punished a so-called incarnation of Viṣṇu, who was 

imitating rāsa-līlā with young girls. There were many complaints against him. At 

that time, Bhaktivinode Ṭhākur was magistrate, and the government deputed him 

to deal with that rascal, and he punished him very severely. The rāsa-līlā dance 

cannot be imitated by anyone. Śukadeva Gosvāmī warns that one should not even 

think of imitating it. He specifically mentions that if, out of foolishness, one tries 

to imitate Krishna's  rāsa dance, he will be killed, just like a person who wants to 

imitate Lord Śiva's drinking of an ocean of poison. Lord Śiva drank an ocean of 

poison and kept it within his throat. The poison made his throat turn blue; and 

therefore Lord Śiva is called Nīlakaṇṭa. But if any ordinary person tries to imitate 

http://www.vaniquotes.org/wiki/Bhaktivinoda_Thakura_was_magistrate,_and_one_person_in_Orissa,_he_declared_himself_that_
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/lila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/visnu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/lila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/lila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rasa
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Lord Śiva by drinking poison or smoking gañja, he is sure to be vanquished and 

will die within a very short time. Lord Śrī Krishna's dealing with the   gopīs was 

under special circumstances.  

Shrila Prabhupada told the complete story of this Mayavadi devil Bishikishan 

during a lecture at Gorakhpur on February 13, 1971: “One blind man is leading 

many other blind men.” And that is the position. We have got manufactured so 

many incarnation. Still, there are so many, this mother, that father, this, that, so 

many. You know prac ... Yes. All incarnation. All incarnation, they have 

congested together and spoiling the brain of the poor people. Every day—

incarnation! And there are many rascals. He says that “I am Krishna’s incarnation, 

and   rasa-līlā.” You know? Yes. This rascaldom is going on, rasa-līlā. And 

people are so fool that they send their wife and their daughter for performing rasa-

līlā. Things are going on like that. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Om Vishnupada Shrila Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura 

“You know the Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura’s life? A similar rasa-līlā was going on. 

You know that story? Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura was magistrate, and one person in 

Orissa, he declared himself that “I am Viṣṇu,” and in the village he was enticing 

http://www.vaniquotes.org/wiki/Bhaktivinoda_Thakura_was_magistrate,_and_one_person_in_Orissa,_he_declared_himself_that_
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/lila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/lila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/lila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/lila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/visnu
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young women and girls to dance at night. And some of them protested, and they 

lodged complaint to the government that "This person is doing like that." And the 

government commissioner, he knew that Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura, Kedāranātha 

Datta was a very elevated, religious man, and he was magistrate. So the 

commissioner entrusted the inquiry to Kedāranātha Datta at that time. So 

Kedāranātha Datta, Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura, took the matter and went to inquire at 

that, in the village of Orissa, with some constables in plain dress. 

“So when he went there... He had some yogic power, so immediately he could 

say, “Oh, your name is Kedarnatha Datta. I know you are very good man, but 

don’t be after me. You will not be happy. And I shall elevate you to become the 

king of this country. Don't be after me.” 

“Now, if anyone ... He was Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura, a strong devotee. If any other 

person would have been addressed like that, he would be immediately puzzled: 

"How this man is talking about me, that I am Kedāranātha Datta, I am magistrate 

and...?" So he would not do anything. But Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura was so strong, 

he said, "Yes. Thank you very much, that I shall become king. So why don't you 

go to Jagannātha Purī and stay there? That is a nice pilgrimage, and you can stay 

there. Many holy men go there. Why you are in this village?" He wanted to drive 

him away from that village.  

“Oh, what is that Jagannātha? That is wood. I am Viṣṇu.” As soon as he said, 

Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura became fire. “Oh, this rascal is like that.” He immediately 

ordered, “Arrest him. Arrest him.” And he showed some fiery spark coming from 

his jāta. So the constables were hesitating to arrest him, but Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura 

ordered, “Yes, immediately arrest him. Handcuff.” 

So he took him away, arrested. And as soon as he returned home, all the members 

of his family were in fever, high degree fever, and Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura himself 

was in fever. He made some trick, yogic trick. So his wife began to cry: "Oh, you 

have arrested one great yogi. He is Viṣṇu, and therefore we are now going to die. 

We are now ...” (laughter)  

“So Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura: ‘Yes, you die. All die. Still, what I have done is all 

right.’ Then when there is date for appearance in the court, in the court the man 

was brought, and yogi. You see? And Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura asked... 

Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura was suffering still in fever. Still, he attended the court and 

asked the constables that “Cut his jāta.” 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/datta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/datta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/datta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/datta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/datta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jagannatha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/puri
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jagannatha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/visnu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jata
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yogi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/visnu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yogi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jata
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Haṁsadūta: What is jāta? 

Prabhupāda: Jāta is hair. Hair. Jāta. So no barber was available. (laughter) 

Because they knew that Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura, after arresting, he is suffering 

from fever. Whole family is lying down in fever. So nobody came forward to cut 

his jāta. So Bhaktivinoda: "All right, bring one scissor. I shall cut.” So he 

personally cut, and personally cut, and that man became very thin immediately 

after cutting his jata. He had some power in the jāta.  

“And he ordered six months' imprisonment. And in the prison he managed to take 

some poison and died. So devotees are so strong. They can know what is what. 

You see? He was not puzzled that ‘He is Viṣṇu and this...’ No. So we should learn 

from the Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura’s treatment that this jugglery or this so-called 

power is not, no good for advancement in spiritual life. 

“You have to follow the regulative principles as enjoined in the śāstra. Yaḥ śāstra 

vidhim utsṛjya. If you do not follow the injunction of the śāstra, then there is no 

possibility of attaining perfection. Na siddhiṁ sāvapnoti.  

Do Not Mix with Hodge Podge 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada 

So our business is to accept a bona fide spiritual master, being guided by him, to 

follow the rules and regulations. Then advancement is sure. There is no doubt 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jata
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jata
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jata
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jata
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jata
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jata
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/visnu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sastra
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sastra
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vidhim
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/utsrjya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sastra
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/na
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/siddhim
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about it.  And if we become hodgepodge and mix with hodgepodge and do 

hodgepodge, there is no progress. Na siddhim. It is clearly said by Krishna,  

“There is no question of perfection,” na sukham, “neither happiness,” na parāṁ 

gatim, “and what to speak of being promoted to the spiritual world? There is no...” 

Therefore vaidhi-bhakti, as it is enunciated in the Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu, Nectar 

of Devotion, by the Gosvāmīs, we shall try to follow as far as possible. Be sincere 

and hard-working. Then the success is sure. Not to be bewildered, misled by the 

so-called avatāra, incarnation. You see? The so-called avatāras, they are simply 

rascals. Especially in Bengal, every day there is an avatāra. (laughter) … 

Prabhupāda: Now state is secular; therefore this is the condition. Formerly the 

kings and the executive heads were very responsible to protect religion. That is 

the duty of the king, to protect. Just like Parīkṣit Mahārāja, when he was on tour. 

As soon as he saw that one man is trying to kill a cow, immediately he became 

fire: “Oh, in my kingdom there is killing of cow? Who are you? I shall 

immediately kill you.” You know this? The kings were taking. The kings were so 

responsible. But here they have declared... The so-called kings, they are 

themselves debauch, and they do not know what is religion. Therefore, in the Kali-

yuga there is no other alternative than to chant peacefully, Hare Krishna, Hare 

Krishna, Krishna Krishna, Hare Hare... There is no protection. And what does the 

executive heads, the presidents or secretaries? They simply manipulate some 

votes, third-class men.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/na
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/siddhim
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/na
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sukham
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/na
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/param
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gatim
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vaidhi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhakti
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhakti
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rasamrta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sindhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/avatara
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/avatara
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/pariksit
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/maharaja
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kali
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yuga
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
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Chapter Twenty-four 

Another Sexy Swami  

Yogi Radhanatha Meets Swami Rama 

We read in The Journey Home on page 98: “It was at the (World Yoga Conference 

in Delhi) that I first met Swami Rama, who has since become renowned as the 

founder of the Himalayan Institute. A towering man with a regal stride, pristine robes 

and a dignified aura*, he commanded awe. His eyes were deep and dark, and his 

head was framed by silver hair brushed straight back to his shoulders. I was eager to 

learn more about him … I read everything I could get my hands on about his 

background.”   

(*Wow, Radhanatha reads auras, too!) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Unpurified ego is an evil which obstructs one's own progress. But the purified ego is a means 

in discriminating real Self from not-self-real Self from mere self.” –Swami Rama “Living with 

the Himalayan Masters” (Errr thanks, Swamiji, but would you mind translating that?) 

The Journey Home continues on page 99: “I was sincerely impressed with Swami 

Rama. When I appealed for his blessings, he said in a deep voice, ‘The foundation 
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of your success will be to keep the company with holy people.’ He raised his open 

palm to me. “The blessings of the sages will carry you across all obstacles on the 

path.*”  

(*Truthfully, Yogi Radhanatha, the biggest obstacle in your path is your own book, 

The Journey Home. It looks like Swami Rama’s blessings have not manifested yet, 

and this article will contain a few reasons why that might be possible.) 

Later in The Journey Home, on page 130, Yogi Radhanatha again recalls Swami 

Rama: “In New Delhi Swami Rama had given a spellbinding preview of the powers 

of yoga. During my time in the Himalayas, I had practiced pranayama or breathing 

exercises, and asanas, physical postures and silent meditation to better attune my 

mind and body* with the divine force of God. I had seen the incredible effects of 

these practices, the great benefits to health, and the ability of practitioners to 

modulate their physical realities.”  

(*Wait a minute, Yogi Radhnatha. How do you attune your body,  which is dead 

energy, to some divine force?) 

However, according to many victims of Swami Rama, he was not much of a 

renounced yogi at all—and his showbottle yogic antics were aimed at getting plenty 

of free sex American style. In a December 1990 article published in The Yoga 

Journal entitled “The Case against Swami Rama,” the author Katharine Webster has 

given quite a different view that more resembles a cheater and a predator than a 

yog—one with a dignified aura as described in The Journey Home.  

Katharine Webster writes in her well-researched article, “Numerous former students 

say they left the (Himalaya) Institute because they were sexually exploited by Swami 

Rama or knew someone who was. Most of the women who say they were abused by 

Swami Rama express feelings of fear, frustration, and betrayal. When they have 

contacted their friends and former colleagues at the Institute, they have been 

discounted as liars or labeled ‘emotionally disturbed.’ So far, none of their attempts 

to communicate their experiences has been met by official Institute willingness to 

investigate their charges.” 

Swami Rama’s own book of self praise is entitled Living with the Himalayan 

Masters. Like many of the imitation holy men who write their own praises in the 

form of Yoga Biographies-or Yogaphies—Swami Rama’s credentials have faltered 

under scrutiny. Katharine Webster continues, “Swami Rama's claims to this spiritual 
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background have been questioned by some of his former students. Two of the guru's 

most devoted disciples left the Institute three years ago because they had learned 

while in India as part of an Institute tour group that parts of Swami Rama's official 

biography were fabricated. One of them, along with the other women from the tour 

group, attended the wedding of Swami Rama's son, although the guru is officially 

supposed to have been celibate since taking his Swami's vows. Attempts to verify 

Swami Rama's educational background have been unsuccessful, according to 

Vanessa Webber of the Cult Awareness Network.” 

Yogi Radhanatha writes in The Journey Home that the only reason he wrote his 

biography of an American Swami is because he promised His Holiness Bhakti Tirtha 

Swami aka “Krishnapada,” that he would finally divulge his tale (no doubt for the 

sake of enlightening the world). After all, to quote Yogi Radhanatha, when Bhakti 

Tirtha advised him to write his novella—errr—biography, “His voice choked up and 

a tear streamed down his ebony cheek.” Well, who could resist that? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shrila Krishnapada attired in his potentate best 

That advice would not be surprising to anyone who has tried to read Bhakti Tirtha’s 

puerile Spiritual Warrior series. Any reader with a teaspoon of intellect can 

understand that his level of literary development did not venture far beyond the 
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mental speculation of an infant. Nonetheless, Shrila Krishnapada’s counsel to Yogi 

Radhanatha has proven to be very, very bad advice. And that is because true 

Vaishnava sanyasis do not write books glorifying themselves and wherein they place 

the likeness of Lord Krishna next to a pile of skulls. Egomaniacs write about 

themselves while genuine devotees write books that glorify Lord Shri Krishna, the 

Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

But then Bhakti Tirtha was famous for giving bad advice such as the instructions as 

a GBC member he gave the temple of devotees in Liberia to remain there as though 

nothing was happening—when an open revolution was brewing in the streets. As a 

result, all the temple devotees were either abducted or slaughtered wholesale, as you 

may read in articles like the one here (https://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/03-

11/editorials7090.htm), and here (http://harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/03-

11/editorials7080.htm), and here 

(https://rodpush.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/hladini-mataji-killed-by-a-pretender-

guru-in-south-africa-the-fall-of-bhakti-tirtha-swami-by-rosalba-rukmini-ramana-

devi-dasi/). These testimonials are coming from a lady devotee named B. Radha 

Govinda (aka Shrila Prabhpada’s faithful disciple Mahameghavati dasi) who in 

exchange for her untiring service to the late Bhakti Tirtha in Africa became yet 

another countless victim of ISKCON’s GBC elite.  

The fact is that birds of a feather flock together. Therefore it cannot be much of a 

surprise that—considering their track record—ISKCON’s GBC members adore a 

hodge podge book like The Journey Home which simply glorifies one exploiter after 

another—from Muktananda to Satchidananda to Swami Rama—disguised as saints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/03-11/editorials7090.htm
https://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/03-11/editorials7090.htm
http://harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/03-11/editorials7080.htm
http://harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/03-11/editorials7080.htm
https://rodpush.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/hladini-mataji-killed-by-a-pretender-guru-in-south-africa-the-fall-of-bhakti-tirtha-swami-by-rosalba-rukmini-ramana-devi-dasi/
https://rodpush.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/hladini-mataji-killed-by-a-pretender-guru-in-south-africa-the-fall-of-bhakti-tirtha-swami-by-rosalba-rukmini-ramana-devi-dasi/
https://rodpush.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/hladini-mataji-killed-by-a-pretender-guru-in-south-africa-the-fall-of-bhakti-tirtha-swami-by-rosalba-rukmini-ramana-devi-dasi/
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Chapter Twenty-five 

The Son of Radhanath—Lineage of the Love Swami 

(1) How much has the Love Swami Radhanath’s Nectar Drops and Journey Home 

permeated the International Society for Krishna Consciousness? Well, to answer 

that, who has not heard of the Son of the Love Swami, Gaur Gopal Das? Anyone 

who has never experienced the effervescence of this smiley and ebullient saffron 

character, who is always impeccably adorned in Gaudiya Vaishnava finery, is either 

unaware that computers exist or he lives in a cave.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2)  

(3) Like father, like son 

(4) A quick search of Youtube reveals that Gaur Gopal Das glibly proffers 

unlimited advice on all subjects of material happiness (even though none of it 

actually comes from the writings of the Founder-Acharya of the International 

Society for Krishna Consciousness, whom he ostensibly represents). Incredibly, in 

complete opposition to Shrila Prabhupada’s teachings, he even made a video for the 

recent Indian elections https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBXeRqbVu6M about 

the need to vote—so that (believe it or not) “heaven can be achieved all over India.” 

For posers in saffron, Hare Krishna can become Hate Krishna as shown by open 

disobedience to the Lord’s instructions,. As a stunning example, in the video linked 

above Gaur Gopal promotes democracy which Shrila Prabhupada called “demon 

crazy.” 

(5) In that video he says that if every Indian were to vote, it will end poverty, end 

corruption and empower women. It is interesting that in today’s ISKCON that the 

authorities on relationships and women are sannyasis and brahmacharis. If people 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBXeRqbVu6M
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like the disciple of the Love Guru want to see women empowered, they should marry 

one and in that way have a glimpse of how really powerful women are, 

(6) According to his glorious Wiki entry  

(7) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaur_Gopal_Das (which is probably self-

written): 

(8)  “(Gaur Gopal) is now a Bramachari at Radha Gopinath Mandir, ISKCON 

Mumbai. In 2018, he published his own motivational self-help book: Life's Amazing 

Secrets and received an honorary doctorate by Kalinga Institute of Industrial 

Technology. He is one of the best motivational speakers in India.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here’s another amazing secret of life that may not be in the book: “You can fool some of the 

people all of the time. You can fool all of the people some of the time. But you can’t fool all of 

the people all of the time!” Therefore it ceases to amaze when the public is fooled 

Have a watch of Gaur Gopal accepting his “Youth Spiritual Guru Award” here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNUEl5oPmIU—though we suggest you 

wear some sort of protective gear since the BS flies at full speed off the screen. 

Naturally as a “youth spiritual guru” Gaur Gopal received a couple of standing 

ovations from a packed house of Indian students who would love to achieve his 

coveted level of happiness and success. But the formula for such happiness is 

simple: Just speak some mind-boggling gobble-de-gook into a camera, post it on 

YouTube, and receive the adulation of fools. And don’t forget to show off your 

confident toothy grin non-stop from one ear to the other. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaur_Gopal_Das
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kalinga_Institute_of_Industrial_Technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kalinga_Institute_of_Industrial_Technology
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNUEl5oPmIU
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(9) Gaur Gopal’s true mission appears to be lowering the IQ of the world. What 

greater mockery can there be than for someone posing as a devotee than spending 

all his energy imparting non-devotional ideas to the already ignorant public?  

Painting ignorance over stupidity only proves in that in Kali Yuga a man becomes 

great simply by getting his face on the screen or in the newspapers—and not by 

actually being great. When fame is created via self-promotion, chutzpah equals 

achievement in eyes of two-legged animals. But living the lie is as temporary as the 

Maya-sukhaya promoted by self-promoters. Unless cheaters in saffron come clean, 

a very sad end awaits them. While shudras can pose as gurus before other shudras, 

Krishna knows the heart. 

(10) But since the Son of Radhanatha, the Love Swami, is receiving his share of 

youth guru awards, it should be considered that an actual guru is one who teaches 

the science of the eternal soul, which is never old or young. After all, these are the 

teachings of Lord Shri Krishna in the Bhagavad-gita. But when it comes to self-

created fame over at Motivational Chowpatty, the teachings of the Supreme Lord 

have flown out the window. For the person hungry for the adulation of the world, 

the Bhagavad-gita is simply a ploy for attracting the worship of the ignorant masses.  

(11) But instead of ISKCON’S ever alert GBC nipping such nonsense prajalpa in 

the bud, they are following this Boy Wonder’s example and are themselves emerging 

as blabbermouth YouTube motivational gurus. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Big moment: Gaur Gopaal dasa receives his “Youth Spiritual Guru Award”—or is that 

 “The Batman Award” since he looks more like the Caped Crusader. 

(12) The Hare Krishna Movement got off the ground and into the world spotlight 

when teenagers rejected all material designations—even their own “youth”—and 

took to the streets with mridangas, caratals and Shrila Prabhupada’s literature. The 

Youth Movement in ISKCON came later after the doggish zonals chased out all their 
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worthy Godbrothers and Godsisters like territorial stray dogs claim a tree. Because 

some new tactics were suddenly needed to attract members into the now empty 

temples, the ploy of “youth” was hawked to fill vacant halls. In some temples they 

actually defined “youth” as anyone who is under thrity-two. Thirty-two! That would 

have been a very old man or woman back in the early days of ISKCON when the 

average age was around twenty-one.  

(13) But, just in case anyone is listening, here is a very pertinent verse which 

touches on the subject of “youth” from Bhagavad-gita As It Is.(2.20): 
na jayate mriyate va kadacin nayam bhutva bhavita va na bhuyah 

ajo nityah sasvato 'yam purano na hanyate hanyamane sarire 

“For the soul there is never birth nor death. Nor, having once been, does he ever 

cease to be. He is unborn, eternal, ever-existing, undying and primeval. He is not 

slain when the body is slain.” 

But rather than quoting shastra, which the motivational gurus are acting in 

defiance of anyway, perhaps the best commentary on the discourses of this 

talkative cherub is one that was recently posted to his Instagram account in the 

form of the following letter. 

“Hare Krishna Gaura Gopal Prabhu,  

I got a message from a person who loves you and I quote his letter below:  

‘Thank you for helping so many nondevotees to be happy and to find meaning in 

their relationships—and all this without Krishna. When Srila Prabhupada appeared 

and wrote his books, I was indeed afraid. But now a man with tilak and saffron 

dhoti preaches that I can have a happy and meaningful life without Krishna. I'm so 

lucky! Thank you for your service. 

Yours Sincerely,  

Kali” (The Founder of Kali Yuga) 

Incidentally, Gaur Gopal gave this letter a <LIKE>. 

In retrospect, what would you do if Gaura Gopala Das, a real live YouTube 

celebrity, were standing next to you?  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW3XH_MzDHs 

“Yes, yes Gaura Gopala Dasa himself only is the one giving the greatest knowledge itself only 

for the genuine happiness of this life to the youth of today only for their world enlightenment 

and successfulness only.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VW3XH_MzDHs
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Chapter Twenty-six 

Unsuitable for Vaishnavas—H. H. Sri Sri Vishvesha 

Tirtha Swamiji Must Retract His Review 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Udupi  Shri Krishna Who is directly the Supreme Personality of Godhead 

I offer my eternal obeisances unto the Lord of Udupi Shri Krishna, the all-

attractive Supreme Personality of Godhead and Lord of the Universe. He is 

eternally worshiped by the most devoted brahmanas within the sampradaya 

established by Shri Madhva Acharya.  

Lord Shri Udupi Krishna resides  on the coast of the Arabian Sea where the lords 

of the winds, the sun, the moon  and the waters—Shri Vayudeva, Surya-Narayana, 

Soma, and Varunadeva—can partake of His service along with His uncountable 

devotees who spend their days singing His praises. 

I bow always in awe before Udupi Shri Krishna Whose effulgence is spreading 

throughout the world and Whose presence alone is sufficient to utterly root out 

the insidious promulgation of Mayavada. 
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Shri Madhvacharya declaring Dwaita-vada 

I offer my repeated prostrated obeisance unto the divine lotus feet of Shrila 

Madhvacharya who is none other than the wind god Vayudeva for the salvation 

of the world. 

I repeatedly bow before Shri Madhva who in Treta Yuga in his incarnation as 

Hanuman assisted the Personality of Godhead Lord Rama in wiping out the tyrant 

Ravana, and thus restored Queen Sita to Her King of Ayodhya. 

I fall down like a stick before the divine form of Shri Madhva who at the end of 

Dwapara Yuga accepted the incarnation of the powerful Bhima Pandava, and who 

defeated the incarnation of Kali in his form as the wicked Duryodhana. 

I place my head in the dust of the lotus feet of Shri Madhvacharya who through 

his indisputable logic and intelligence defeated the lewd and deceptive false 

canons of Mayavada by establishing that the jiva living entity is an eternal living 

part and parcel of Shri Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and is 

therefore eternally His servant. 

I bow repeatedly before Shri Madhva who great dissertations sent the fearful 

followers of Shankaracharya scattering in all directions. 
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I prostrate before Shri Madhva who, through his mystic control over the winds of 

the Arabian Sea, brought a ship safely to land and found in a giant chunk of tilak 

in the ship’s hold the very same Divine Murti of Shri Krishna Who was 

worshipped by Queen Rukmini at Dwaraka. 

I humbly offer dandavats before Shri Madhvacharya whose teaching of Dwaita-

vada have inspired even Lord Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu—Shri Krishna Himself 

in the mood of His own devotee—to accept initiation into his sampradaya and to 

declare Shri Madhva as the leading acharya of the Shri Brahma sampradaya. 

Without reservations I take the dust of the feet of Shri Madhva upon my head. 

By the touch of his lotus feet Udupi has become a divya tirtha equal to the 

spiritual world of Lord Narayana, and all residents there are Vaikuntha-vasis. 

REVIEW BY PEJAWAR SWAMI 

“This tale will reveal the love of God which is dormant within everyone’s 

heart. The reader is given a chance to change his life in the same way as the 

author.” 

-Pejawar Swami, Pontiff of Madhva Samsta  

(Personal Site: http://www.vishveshavani.com/) (Wiki: http://www.vishveshavani.com/)) 

An Open Letter to H.H. Shri Shri Pejawar Swamiji Vishvesha 

Tirtha Maharaja 

Your Holiness, 

Please accept my dandavats at your lotus feet. I am writing to you about a review 

that ostensibly bears your name in a book entitled The Journey Home by one 

Radhanatha Swami, a GBC member of ISKCON. For a thousand years, your Shri 

Madhva sampradaya has stood as a fortress and bastion against the wicked 

infiltration of impersonalism. This Mayavada—supposed “oneness with God” is 

a false and concocted “philosophy” that is adored by atheistic and demonic 

entities who are envious of the Supreme Personality of Godhead, Shri Krishna. 

The book The Journey Home bears your endorsement and calls it a “tale that will 

reveal the love of God.” However, we do not feel that you have actually read this 

book or how could you have written this. Rather than teach love of God, many of 

the so-called yogis glorified throughout The Journey Home teach that the patently 

http://www.vishveshavani.com/
http://www.vishveshavani.com/
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false doctrine that the living entity can become God. We are sure that once you 

actually look through The Journey Home even briefly, you will unhesitatingly 

withdraw any endorsement or review that bears your name. As Your Holiness is 

well aware, we Vaishnavas are enjoined to never mix up with impersonalists, 

nirvisheshis, shunyavadis or other atheistic followers of Buddha and 

Shankaracharya even if they pose themselves as devotees or yogis. 

There is no worse concept on earth than Mayavada because it utterly destroys 

bhakti and the devotee’s relationship with Shri Krishna. Lord Krishna is declared 

over and again throughout the Bhagavad-gita and Shrimad-Bhagavatam as none 

other than the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The devotee’s life is entirely 

wrapped around his service to Shri Krishna as much as a flowering vine wraps 

itself around a strong tree. This lovely sentiment which is the sum and substance 

of the devotee’s existence, nay—his every breath—is utterly destroyed by 

association with Mayavadis. And that includes association with their false and 

misleading literature. 

The Journey Home is filled front and back with shallow reviews written by 

Mayavadi so-called “yogis.” And the book itself glorifies many such fraudulent 

personalities who sold the privilege of “becoming God” for a price. Several of the 

imitation “swamis” who are spoken highly of in The Journey Home were even 

exposed as sexual predators and rapists of their female followers. These are not 

mere allegations but are shown by dozens of complaints from female disciples 

against these Mayavadi wolves in sheep’s clothing. 

We have written a lengthy series of articles published on the popular Vaishnava 

website Sampradaya Sun (http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/index.htm). In this 

presently ongoing series we have exposed many of these fraud yogis with 

evidence in the form of testimonials from victims. Our series has provided ample 

documentation that these are not mere allegations. This article with this Open 

Letter to Your Holiness is being submitted as Part Thirty of the series. 

It is important to note that many of the imitation yogis and swamis who have 

besmirched the sacredness of the saffron cloth of the true sadhu renunciates (and 

who are glorified in The Journey Home) taught that the living entity can “become 

God.” Many of them even sold the privilege of “becoming God” for a price tag to 

unsuspecting Westerners. A few of our expositions of such sexual deviant “Yoga 

http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/index.htm
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Mayavadis” as they appear in the Sampradaya Sun (with links to evidence) are 

listed as follows: 

1. Part One: The Journey Home is The Worst Form of Guru Aparadha—

Swami Muktananda 

2. Part Twenty-two, The Journey Home: Destruction by Design—From 

Krishna-loka to Yogaville—Swami Satchidananda 

3. Part Twenty-six—The Journey Home: Sinners in Saffron: Perverts on the 

Path 

4. Part Twenty-seven—The Journey Home and Another Sexy Swami: Yogi 

Radhanatha Meets Swami Rama 

 

These articles provide the necessary links to the research by qualified journalists 

on the topic of women who were raped and sexually molested by these predators 

dressed as swamis.  

It is essential for us devotees of Krishna to remain always on guard against the 

lewd and deceptive invasion of Mayavada. In the Vaishnava world no group is 

more steadfast or vigilant in this regard than the holy and worshipful followers of 

Shri Madhva of which you are a recognized and exalted acharya. It is a grave 

misfortune for the International Society for Krishna Consciousness that our 

Governing Body Commission (GBC)—in the absence of the physical presence of 

a qualified acharya (or even anyone on the GBC with a modicum of common 

sense for that matter) is allowing The Journey Home to proliferate all over the 

world. Now The Journey Home has gone into over a dozen languages which 

include your review. 

Needless to say, the Founder-Acharya of the International Society for Krishna 

Consciousness His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada would 

never have approved of The Journey Home or any such book with Mayavadi 

reviews and glorifications. Not only that, but as a genuine Vaishnava acharya, 

Shrila Prabhupada would very likely have disbanded the entire GBC out of disgust 

for their lack of Vaishnava understanding in promoting this misleading literature.  

Furthermore, it is our concern that, with your endorsement in this book, newer 

and innocent members of your community may read The Journey Home and 

become polluted into atheistic Mayavada. Our request once more is that you 

consider retracting your review from The Journey Home for the sake of protecting 

your community and your own status as a stalwart Vaishnava acharya. Your 
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Holiness can mail your retraction for printing in the Sampradaya Sun via 

sun@harekrsna.com. 

Once again, I offer you my sincere dandavats and thank you very much for your 

time and for you concern in reading this letter. Please forgive any offense in my 

letter. 

Begging to remain always at your lotus feet, 

Kaliya Damana dasa Brahmachari 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:sun@harekrsna.com
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Chapter Twenty-seven 

Kali Chelas in the Dress of Vaishnavas— 

“Do Not Become a Victim of Mayavada” 

The following warnings about the dangers of hearing from Mayavadis is taken 

from a talk of His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada 

(Shrimad-Bhagavatam lecture, 7 September 1976 in Vrindavana): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“So you should be very, very careful. Don't go to hear any Māyāvādī. There are many 

Māyāvādīs in the dress of Vaiṣṇavas.” –Shrila Prabhupada 

Pradyumna: “The great sage Vyāsadeva, after compiling the Śrīmad-

Bhāgavatam and revising it, taught it to his own son, Śrī Śukadeva Gosvāmī, who 

was already engaged in self-realization.” 

Shrila Prabhupāda: sa saṁhitāṁ bhāgavatīṁ kṛtvānukramya cātma-jam 

śukam adhyāpayām āsa nivṛtti-nirataṁ muniḥ (SB 1.7.8) 

So this saṁhitā ... Saṁhitā means Vedic literature. There are many rascals, they 

say that “Bhāgavata was not written by Vyāsadeva, it was written by some 

Bopadeva.” They say like that. Māyāvādīs, the Nirīśvaravādī. Because although 

Nirīśvaravādī, or Māyāvādī leader Śaṅkarācārya, he wrote comments on 

Bhagavad-gītā, but he could not touch Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam, because in the 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/pradyumna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/samhitam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatim
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sukam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/adhyapayam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/asa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/nivrtti
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/niratam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/munih
https://prabhupadabooks.com/sb/1/7/8?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/samhita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/samhita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavata
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatam
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Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam the things are so nicely set up, kṛtvānukramya, that it is not 

possible by the Māyāvādīs to prove that God is impersonal. They cannot do it.  

Nowadays they are doing, reading Bhāgavatam in their own way, but that does 

not appeal to any sane man. Sometimes I have seen a big Māyāvādī is explaining 

one verse from Shrīmad-Bhāgavatam, that “Because you are God, therefore if you 

are pleased, then God is pleased.” This is their philosophy. “You do not require 

to please God separately. So if you are pleased by drinking wine, then God is 

pleased.” This is their explanation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why does the sleeping GBC allow the poisonous infiltration of Mayavada to creep into 

ISKCON by their endorsement of Radhanatha Swami’s The Journey Home? 

Therefore Caitanya Mahāprabhu has condemned this Māyāvādī commentary. 

Caitanya Mahāprabhu has said, māyāvādi-bhāṣya śunile haya sarva-nāśa (Cc. 

Madhya 6.169). Māyāvādī kṛṣṇe aparādhī. He has plainly said, “No 

compromise.” The Māyāvādīs, they’re great offender to Krishna. Tān ahaṁ 

dviṣataḥ krūrān (Bg. 16.19), Krishna also says. They're very, very envious to 

Krishna. Krishna is dvi-bhuja-muralīdhara, śyāmasundara, and the Māyāvādī 

explains that "Krishna has no hand, no leg. This is all imagination.” How much 

offensive it is they do not know.  But to warn people like us, Caitanya Mahāprabhu 

has plainly warned that “Don't go to Māyāvādīs." Māyāvādi-bhāṣya śunile haya 

sarva-nāśa. Māyāvādī haya kṛṣṇe aparādhī. This is the statement of Śrī Caitanya 

Mahāprabhu. 

So you should be very, very careful. Don't go to hear any Māyāvādī. There are 

many Māyāvādīs in the dress of Vaiṣṇavas. Shri Bhaktivinoda Ṭhākura has 

explained about them, that ei 'ta eka kali-celā nāke tilaka gale mālā, that “Here is 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mahaprabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mahaprabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhasya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sunile
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/haya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/nasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/madhya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/cc/madhya/6/169?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsne
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/aparadhi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tan
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/aham
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dvisatah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kruran
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/16/19?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dvi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhuja
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavadi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mahaprabhu
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a follower of Kali. Although he has got a tilaka on the nose and neck beads, but 

he’s a kali-chela.” If he's Māyāvādī, sahaja-bhajana kache mama saṅge laya pare 

bala. So these things are there. You have come to Vṛndāvana. Be careful, very 

careful. Māyāvādi-bhāṣya śunile (Cc. Madhya 6.169). There are many Māyāvādīs 

here, many so-called tilaka-mālā, but you do not know what is there inside. But 

great ācāryas, they can find out. 

śruti-smṛti-purāṇādi pañcarātra-vidhiṁ vinā 

aikāntikī harer bhaktir utpātāyaiva kalpate 

(Shri Bhakti-rasamrita Sindhu. 1.2.101) 

They create disturbance only. Therefore we have to follow the Gosvāmīs, 

Gosvāmī literature, especially Bhakti-rasāmṛta-sindhu, which we have translated 

in The Nectar of Devotion, every one of you should very carefully read and make 

progress. Don't be victimized by the Māyāvādī so-called Vaiṣṇava. It is very 

dangerous. 
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Chapter Twenty-eight 

“I’ve Got a Bridge to Sell You” 

Mayavada is “Selling the Brooklyn Bridge” 

 

“Here is a golden opportunity for you …” 

A disciple of Shrila Prabhupada has written, “Radhanatha is probably the biggest 

‘guru’ in ISKCON now—in that he has the wealthiest and the most famous 

followers. Is that success? Maharshi Mahesh Yogi had lots of big famous rich 

folllowers, too. Did that qualify him as guru? How he is always promoting himself 

through his books, his websites, etc, is so alien to the examples of all the 

Goswamis and acharyas that it has become surreal. And how the leaders of 

ISKCON just love it, and how they are all trying to follow his example, makes us 

wonder what they have been hearing for the last fifty years and/or what actual 

vijnana they have acquired?”  

Corrupt demons who propagate Mayavada, such as the flock of bogus “gurus” 

glorified in The Journey Home, were savvy in ways how to seduce their listeners 

into thinking that “becoming One with God” is a very attractive idea. After all, 

God is the Supreme Enjoyer, so why not sell this privilege of become God to a 

foolish, gullible public, get rich and have plenty of sex while doing it? 

A con artist is one who takes another into his confidence and cheats him outright. 

The rapist and drug-possessed Mayavadis in The Journey Home are the most 

despicable form of con artists because after they cheat some some fool, he will be 

forced to join these fraudulent yogis in hell. As they say in America, this con 

business is “selling the Brooklyn Bridge.” The Swamis and Maharishis of The 

Journey Home are even less than any con man who has ever sold the Brooklyn 
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Bridge—they are simply crooked and sly businessmen who were out to rip you 

off. 

We find this description of con men who actually sold New York’s Brooklyn 

Bridge in Wikipedia:  

“References to ‘selling the Brooklyn Bridge’ abound in American culture, 

sometimes as examples of rural gullibility but more often in connection with 

an idea that strains credulity …George C. Parker and William McCloundy 

are two early 20th-century con-men who had successfully perpetrated this 

scam on unwitting tourists. The 1949 Bugs Bunny cartoon ‘Bowery Bugs’ 

(https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3hvogd) is also a joking reference to 

Bugs ‘selling’ a story of the Brooklyn Bridge to a naive tourist.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Blessings on you, my son” 

Wiki writes: “George C. Parker (1860–1936) was an American con man 

best known for his surprisingly successful attempts to ‘sell’ the Brooklyn 

Bridge. He made his living conducting illegal sales of property he did not 

own, often New York's public landmarks, to unwary immigrants. The 

Brooklyn Bridge was the subject of several of his transactions, predicated on 

the notion of the buyer controlling access to the bridge. Police removed 

several of his victims from the bridge as they tried to erect toll booths … 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_C._Parker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_McCloundy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bugs_Bunny
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bowery_Bugs
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3hvogd
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confidence_trick
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brooklyn_Bridge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brooklyn_Bridge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toll_booths
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“Parker was convicted of fraud three times. After one arrest, around 1908, 

he escaped the courthouse by calmly walking out after donning a sheriff's hat 

and coat that had been set down by a sheriff who had walked in from the cold 

outdoors. After his third conviction on December 17, 1928, he was sentenced 

to a mandatory life term at Sing Sing Prison by Judge Alonzo G. McLaughlin 

in the Kings County Court. He spent the last eight years of his life 

incarcerated there and was popular among guards and fellow inmates who 

enjoyed hearing of his exploits. Parker is remembered as one of the most 

successful con men in the history of the United States, as well as one of 

history's most talented hoaxers. His methods have passed into popular 

culture, giving rise to phrases such as ‘and if you believe that, I have a bridge 

to sell you,’ a popular way of expressing a belief that someone is gullible.” 

“William McCloundy (born 1859 or 1860), also known as I.O.U. O'Brien, 

was an early 20th-century confidence trickster, from Asbury Park, New 

Jersey, who served a two-and-a-half-year prison term in Sing Sing for selling 

the Brooklyn Bridge to a tourist in 1901.” 

Mayavadi yogi con artists who sell the dubious privilege of “beoming God” are 

nothing more than cheaters, rascals and demons—just as Shrila Prabhupada 

taught. His Divine Grace never minced words when describing these repulsive 

scoundrels. Rapists and con artist yogis who are glorified in The Journey Home 

have no place in a book that is sold at the temples founded by the current 

Vaishnava acharya Shrila Prabhupada, whose example was always spotless and 

praiseworthy. Therefore the words of Shrila Prabhupada’s disciple at the start of 

this article about a blind and ignorant GBC that allows Mayavadi filth to 

proliferate in the holy abode of Shrila Prabhupada bear repeating: “It makes us 

wonder what (the GBC) has been hearing for the last fifty years, and what actual 

vijnana they have acquired?” 

The GBC should start thinking about it. Even Bugs Bunny could do better. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sing_Sing_Prison
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brooklyn_Bridge
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Chapter Twenty-nine 

Protecting the Creeper of Devotion from the  

Mad Elephant Offense 

A well known example among the devotees who actually believe in the tenets and 

teachings of the Krishna consciousness movement is the “creeper of devotion” or 

bhakti-lata. The impetus to serve the Supreme Lord Shri Krishna through the 

kindness and grace of the spiritual master grows slowly and delicately like a 

flowering creeper. The creeper needs a tree to wrap itself around, and that is the 

allegorical tree of Krishna, the shelter of all devotees Such creepers, the neophyte 

devotees should always associate with each other and associate with the spiritual 

master through reading his instructions daily. Then the creeper will grow through 

the water of devotion. But in order to protect the creeper from wild animals who 

might nibble it into oblivion in its early stages, a fence must be built around the 

garden. 

Apart from the fence, the aspiring devotee must be like a gardener who is vigilant 

to pull out the weeds that will choke and suffocate the creeper. Now with the 

advent of The Journey Home, the surrealistic scenario is something like the 

entrusted gardeners, the GBC, have been sold a truck load of seeds of poisonous 

plants and weeds, and in the frenzy of Maya they are actively planting these weeds 

which can only guarantee the end of Krishna consciousness. The bogus yogis and 

criminal rapist Mayavadis glorified in The Journey Home are the wild animals 

like rabbits and rodents who have sneaked through a hole in the fence and are 

eating the creepers in the garden. The sum and substance of the entire scenario 

equals a “mad elephant offence.” Just as there is no stopping a mad elephant, it is 

sometimes seen that a devotee become infected with Maya and goes on a rampage 

which causes irreparable harm to his devotional aptitude and effectively puts an 

end to his life as a devotee. 

His Divine Grace, the Founder-Acharya of ISKCON, writes in Shrimad-

Bhagavatam 2.2.30: “When we speak of hearing and chanting, it means that not 

only should one chant and hear of the holy name of the Lord as Rāma, Krishna 

(or systematically the sixteen names Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna, Krishna 

Krishna, Hare Hare/ Hare Rāma, Hare Rāma, Rāma Rāma, Hare Hare), but one 

should also read and hear the Bhagavad-gītā and Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam in the 

association of devotees. The primary practice of bhakti-yoga will cause the seed 

already sowed in heart to sprout, and by a regular watering process, as mentioned 

above, the bhakti-yoga creeper will begin to grow.  
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The creeper of devotion, the bhakti-lata, requires an able gardener who cultivates it with 

the water of devotion, and who makes sure that the fence is strong. 

By systematic nurturing, the creeper will grow to such an extent that it will 

penetrate the coverings of the universe, as we have heard in the previous verses, 

reach the effulgent sky, the brahmajyoti, and go farther and farther and reach the 

spiritual sky, where there are innumerable spiritual planets called Vaikuṇṭhalokas. 

Above all of them is Krishnaloka, or Goloka Vṛndāvana, wherein the growing 

creeper enters and takes repose at the lotus feet of Lord Śrī Krishna, the original 

Personality of Godhead. When one reaches the lotus feet of Lord Krishna at 

Goloka Vṛndāvana, the watering process of hearing and reading, as also chanting 

of the holy name in the pure devotional stage, fructifies, and the fruits grown there 

in the form of love of God are tangibly tasted by the devotee, even though he is 

here in this material world. The ripe fruits of love of God are relished only by the 

devotees constantly engaged in the watering process as described above. But the 

working devotee must always be mindful so that the creeper which has so grown 

will not be cut off. Therefore he should be mindful of the following 

considerations:  

(1) Offense by one at the feet of a pure devotee may be likened to the mad elephant 

who devastates a very good garden if it enters.  

(2) One must be very careful to guard himself against such offenses at the feet of 

pure devotees, just as one protects a creeper by all-around fencing.  

(3) It so happens that by the watering process some weeds are also grown, and 

unless such weeds are uprooted, the nurturing of the main creeper, or the creeper 

of bhakti-yoga, may be hampered.  

(4) Actually these weeds are material enjoyment, merging of the self in the 

Absolute without separate individuality, and many other desires in the field of 

religion, economic development, sense enjoyment and emancipation.  
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(5) There are many other weeds, like disobedience to the tenets of the revered 

scriptures, unnecessary engagements, killing animals, and hankering after 

material gain, prestige and adoration.  

(6) If sufficient care is not taken, then the watering process may only help to breed 

the weeds, stunting the healthy growth of the main creeper and resulting in no 

fructification of the ultimate requirement: love of God.  

(7) The devotee must therefore be very careful to uproot the different weeds in 

the very beginning. Only then will the healthy growth of the main creeper not be 

stunted.  

(8) And by so doing, the devotee is able to relish the fruit of love of God and thus 

live practically with Lord Krishna, even in this life, and be able to see the Lord in 

every step.  

The highest perfection of life is to enjoy life constantly in the association of the 

Lord, and one who can relish this does not aspire after any temporary enjoyment 

of the material world via other media.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Journey Home glorifies Mayavadi rapists and demons, and keeps a picture of Lord 

Shri Krishna next to a pile of skulls. This is nothing less than a mad elephant offence. Is 

this what innocent and trusting devotees should expect from their GBC? 

Any reader who does not get the importance of what “mad elephant offence” 

means, can go to Google Videos and enter < mad elephant India>. Or just click 

here: < https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F97RZ-IYWcU>  There are many 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F97RZ-IYWcU
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such videos which might give some thoughtful persons an idea of what The 

Journey Home is bringing to ISKCON due to a idle GBC. Generally male 

elephants go mad when they are undergoing must, or seasonal sex desire. And it 

was sex desire—the need to be worshiped and glorified—that caused the rapist 

yogis and imitation gurus glorified in The Journey Home to pose as swamis for 

the sake of getting free sex from their obsequious students. Remember the pure 

devotee has transcended sex desire, and it is the duty of the GBC to point the 

society in that direction rather into the storm of violent passions. 

Shrila Prabhupada writes in his translation of Shri Upadeshamrita (3), Shrila 

Rupa Goswami’s Nectar of Instruction:  

“There are six principles favorable to the execution of pure devotional service: (1) 

being enthusiastic, (2) endeavoring with confidence, (3) being patient, (4) acting 

according to regulative principles (such as śravaṇaṁ kīrtanaṁ viṣṇoḥ smaraṇam 

[SB 7.5.23]—hearing, chanting and remembering Krishna], (5) abandoning the 

association of nondevotees, and (6) following in the footsteps of the previous 

ācāryas. These six principles undoubtedly assure the complete success of pure 

devotional service.” 

Along these lines, the following instructive paragraphs are excerpted from His 

Divine Grace’s Bhaktivedanta Purport to that verse: 

“Devotional service is not a matter of sentimental speculation or 

imaginative ecstasy. Its substance is practical activity … 

Bhakti is a sort of cultivation. As soon as we say “cultivation,” we must refer 

to activity. Cultivation of spirituality does not mean sitting down idly for 

meditation, as some pseudo-yogīs teach. Such idle meditation may be good 

for those who have no information of devotional service, and for this reason 

it is sometimes recommended as a way to check distracting materialistic 

activities. Meditation means stopping all nonsensical activities, at least for 

the time being. Devotional service, however, not only puts an end to all 

nonsensical mundane activities, but also engages one in meaningful 

devotional activities.  

Śrī Prahlāda Mahārāja recommends (SB 7.5.23): 

śravaṇaṁ kīrtanaṁ viṣṇoḥ smaraṇaṁ pāda-sevanam 

arcanaṁ vandanaṁ dāsyaṁ sakhyam ātma-nivedanam 
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The nine processes of devotional service are as follows: 

1. hearing the name and glories of the Supreme Personality of Godhead 

2. chanting His glories 

3. remembering the Lord 

4. serving the Lord’s feet 

5. worshiping the Deity 

6. offering obeisances unto the Lord 

7. acting as the Lord’s servant 

8. making friends with the Lord 

9. surrendering oneself fully to the Lord 

Śravaṇam, or hearing, is the first step in acquiring transcendental knowledge. 

One should not give aural reception to unauthorized persons, but should 

approach the proper person, as recommended in Bhagavad-gītā (4.34): 

tad viddhi praṇipātena paripraśnena sevayā 

upadekṣyanti te jñānaṁ jñāninas tattva-darśinaḥ 

“Just try to learn the truth by approaching a spiritual master. Inquire from 

him submissively and render service unto him. The self-realized soul can 

impart knowledge unto you because he has seen the truth.” 

It is further recommended in the Muṇḍaka Upaniṣad, tad-vijñānārthaṁ sa 

gurum evābhigacchet: (MU 1.2.12) “To understand that transcendental 

science, one must approach a bona fide spiritual master.” Thus this method 

of submissively receiving transcendental confidential knowledge is not 

merely based on mental speculation.  

In this regard, Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu told Rūpa Gosvāmī: 

brahmāṇḍa bhramite kona bhāgyavān jīva 

guru-Krishna-prasāde pāya bhakti-latā-bīja 

“In the course of traversing the universal creation of Brahmā, some fortunate 

soul may receive the seed of bhakti-latā, the creeper of devotional service. 

This is all by the grace of guru and Krishna.” (Caitanya-caritāmṛta, Madhya 

19.151) The material world is a place of confinement for the living entities 

who are by nature ānandamaya, pleasure-seeking. They actually want to be 

free from the confinement of this world of conditional happiness, but not 
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knowing the process of liberation, they are bound to transmigrate from one 

species of life to another and from one planet to another. In this way the 

living entities are wandering throughout the material universe. When by 

good fortune one comes in contact with a pure devotee and hears from him 

patiently, one begins to follow the path of devotional service. Such an 

opportunity is offered to a person who is sincere.  

The International Society for Krishna Consciousness is giving such a chance 

to humanity at large. If by fortune one takes advantage of this opportunity to 

engage in devotional service, the path of liberation immediately opens … 

One should accept this opportunity to return home, back to Godhead, very 

enthusiastically. Without enthusiasm, one cannot be successful. Even in the 

material world one has to be very enthusiastic in his particular field of 

activity in order to become successful. A student, businessman, artist or 

anyone else who wants success in his line must be enthusiastic. Similarly, 

one has to be very enthusiastic in devotional service. Enthusiasm means 

action, but action for whom? The answer is that one should always act for 

Krishna … 

A devotee must be very enthusiastic about following these principles. If he 

becomes slack in following any of them, his progress will certainly be 

checked. Śrīla Rūpa Gosvāmī therefore recommends, tat-tat-karma-

pravartanāt: “One must strictly follow the regulative principles of vaidhī 

bhakti.” In addition to these four prohibitions (yama), there are positive 

regulative principles (niyama), such as the daily chanting of sixteen rounds 

on japa-mālā beads. These regulative activities must be faithfully performed 

with enthusiasm. This is called tat-tat-karma-pravartana, or varied 

engagement in devotional service … 

Furthermore, in order to be successful in devotional service one must give 

up the association of undesirable people. This includes karmīs, jñānīs, yogīs 

and other nondevotees. Once Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu was asked by one of 

His householder devotees about the general principles of Vaiṣṇavism, as well 

as the general routine activities of the Vaiṣṇava, and Śrī Caitanya 

Mahāprabhu immediately replied, asat-saṅga-tyāga,—ei vaiṣṇava-ācāra: 

“Characteristically, a Vaiṣṇava is one who gives up the association of 

worldly people, or nondevotees.” 
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Therefore a devotee should be confident about his engagement and should 

not be very interested in the activities of the karmīs, jñānīs and yogīs. 

There are certainly many good qualities among fruitive actors, philosophical 

speculators and mystic yogīs, but all good qualities automatically develop in 

the character of a devotee. No extraneous endeavor is needed…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“O son of Pṛthā, those who are not deluded, the great souls, are under the protection 

of the divine nature. They are fully engaged in devotional service because they know 

Me as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, original and inexhaustible.”… 

However, one who engages in mundane activity—be he a so-called jñānī, 

yogī, karmī, philanthropist, nationalist, or whatever—cannot attain the 

higher stage of mahātmā. He remains a durātmā, or cripple-minded person. 

According to Bhagavad-gītā (9.13): 

mahātmānas tu māṁ pārtha daivīṁ prakṛtim āśritāḥ 

bhajanty ananya-manaso jñātvā bhūtādim avyayam 

“O son of Pṛthā, those who are not deluded, the great souls, are under the 

protection of the divine nature. They are fully engaged in devotional service 

because they know Me as the Supreme Personality of Godhead, original and 

inexhaustible.”… 

Since all the devotees of the Lord are under the protection of His supreme 

potency, they should not deviate from the path of devotional service and take 

to the path of the karmī, jñānī or yogī. This is called utsāhān niścayād 
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dhairyāt tat-tat-karma-pravartanāt, enthusiastically executing the regulative 

activities of devotional service with patience and confidence. In this way one 

can advance in devotional service without hindrance. 
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Chapter Thirty 

Shrila Shakespeare-ananda— 

Something is Rotten in Mayapura 

 

 

 

 

Something is rotten in Mayapura 

Enter HAMLET, HORATIO, and MARCELLUS 

MARCELLUS: Something is rotten in Mayapura. 

HORATIO: I fear my lord that the GBC hath fallen into the shadow of Maya, for 

that which is not can in no way be that which is. And having forgone the 

instructions of the very one they are avowed to serve, they have together one and 

all grasp firmly the tail of the devil and are now propagating Mayavada—for that 

is the sum and substance of that vilest of imitation shastras The Journey Home. 

HAMLET:  Indeed ‘tis true that Mayavada does not actually even exist for what 

is this fabrication of impersonalism but a figment of the imagination of the lord 

of tama-guna, Shiva Shankara himself. 

MARCELLUS: Indeed, ‘twas Lord Chandrashekhara himself ornamented with 

the glow of moonlight and a garland of cobras who descended in Kali Yuga for to 

trick the conditioned living entities into thinking that the atomic fractional particle 

can somehow equal to the Supreme Whole. 
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HORATIO: Yes, and a thousand times yes, my lord, for when he appeared as 

Shankaracharya under the order of Lord Narayana to speed up the effects of Kali 

Yuga it became the easy way out for any pretender who could recite “it is all one.” 

And leave it at that, I fear.  

MARCELLUS: Indeed, ‘twas the four-handed Lord Himself who ordered His 

devotee Lord Shiva to take the form of a sannyasi in Kali Yuga and boggle them 

one and all. Such is the power of tama-guna that the weak minds of confounded 

sense gratifiers became convinced that this world—a temporary existence haunted 

by continual birth and death—is a mere pleasure garden wherein the delights of 

eternal enjoyment are theirs, and their alone. And such stupid men with intellects 

befitting donkeys pose as yogis, even as a silent GBC celebrates their ignorance. 

HAMLET: Very true, Marcellus, listen to many, yet speak to a few. For what 

greater or crasser stupidity on the part of the living entity can there be for one who 

figures himself qualified to stand and walk on equal footing with the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead Himself? His journey home is a skate upon thin ice and 

only the direst of consequences await any ignoramus who poses as the all-

knowing Godhead. Such is the verdict of the Ishopanishad for I have read it there.  

HORATIO: The breath of the Supreme Lord Shri Krishna in the form of the 

Vedas casts sweet scents in the direction of His elects who shelter continually at 

His lotus feet. Yet for those Mayavadis who attempt to usurp His position through 

a deluded claim of oneness, that same breeze becomes as a blazing hurricane that 

burns as the fire from the terrible mouths of the Vishwarupa—the very Universal 

Form that Arjuna witnessed at Kurukshetra destroying his combatants. One may 

doubt the stars are fire, or that the sun doth move; or truth to be a liar. But one 

must never doubt the Lord Krishna’s love for His pure devotees. 

MARCELLUS: In such a way Shankaracharya’s spurious and false doctrine 

most foul, call it either impersonalism or Mayavada, became popular amongst 

the atheistic and demonic classes—hell bent as they were on the gratification of 

their own senses. For it is well known that one may smile, and smile, and be a 

villain. 

HAMLET: When the mystified living entity who is nothing more than an 

insignificant atomic particle, albeit an eternally personal one, considers his 

position to be equal to He Who controls the cosmos, then such a bewildered 

wretch can be said to have utterly wasted his human form of life—and nothing 
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else can be said in his favour. While the Supreme Lord does Himself work 

tirelessly for the maintenance of every atom of the universe, self-indulgent living 

entities who have fallen under the deluding sway of Mayavada smugly pose as 

having taken the position of God. Thus they speak the same ghostly litter to one 

another—claiming a sort of mythological oneness or the like—and beckon their 

followers unto the darkest regions of damnation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Hath the GBC no fear of near-eternal damnation that they should in slyness promote a 

picture our beloved Lord Gopala Krishna beside a pile of human skulls?  Is there no end to 

such impertinence from within their ivory tower?” 

HORATIO: Indeed I might add, my lord, if thou shalt permit me, that Mayavada 

appeals only to the least intelligent of pretentious spiritualists—those very 

ignorant souls who wish to cloak their repulsive and pig-like pleasures of the 

temporary form of the body as some medallion denoting spiritual advancement. 

Words without thoughts never to heaven go. And when sorrows come, they come 

not single spies. But in battalions. 

MARCELLUS: Yea, and verily it be so, for cheap learning of cheaper 

philosophies merit only economical results. The Mayavadis dub their pretended 

enjoyment of this dead corpse of a body as being a sort of yoga, and thus they 

imagine that they have sanctified and made proper their illicit sex while in fact 

the net result of sin is unwanted population. Thus we see all over the earth 

worthless and fallen individuals due to this deadly influence of Mayavada. I have 

even heard tell that many of the yogis promoted in this darling of the GBC, The 

Journey Home, are actually rapists and violators of the sacred thrones of their 
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female followers. God hath given them one face, and yet they have made for 

themselves another. If we are true to ourselves, we can not be false to anyone. 

HORATIO: And since the GBC in their blindness hath certified genuine 

Mayavadi literature nonsense under the title of The Journey Home, this most 

pompous treatise of likely fabrications scribed by one American Swami is 

hawked in centers of our Founder-Acharya in a dozen languages throughout the 

world. When those who are meant to pour sweet water upon the roots become 

complicit in discharging poison at the base of the tree, then there shall be only 

the bitterest of fruits for their feast. 

HAMLET: This above all to thine own self be true, and it must follow, as the 

night the day, thou canst not then be false to any man, what to speak of to Shri 

Guru. For, there are more things in Heaven and Earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of 

in your philosophy. Yet when the leaders follow falsity ignoring the natural cycle 

and heir avowed service to Guru and God, then what can be said of the 

congregation? What do we read then in The Journey Home? Merely words, words, 

and more words. Not even the ladies on the GBC doth protest, methinks. 

MARCELLUS: Verily the lawbook for mankind written by our guide Manu doth 

state that the violator or women should be sentenced to death, and the act must be 

carried out swiftly. And let the deed be witnessed by the public. Those who violate 

women while attired in the saffron cloth of the priest should be stripped naked, 

painted black and marched to the gallows on public streets upon the backs of 

donkeys.  

HORATIO: Yet nowadays the snake oil yogis who are glorified in The Journey 

Home are celebrated in their samadhi tombs by posthumous followers while living 

victims were left in dysfunction to nurse their wounds. Is it proper to invite such 

despicable personalities into the family of the genuine acharya simply because 

the GBC has become a body of castrated eunuchs?  

HAMLET: Let such a verdict as ordained by Manu stand firm as a message to 

others who would claim to be God for the sake of exploiting the most innocent of 

the land. As I stand here today, my ire has been tweaked for within the pages of 

this Mayavadi fairy tale hath they shown our sweet Lord Shri Krishna posed 

alongside a mountain of skulls of impious Romans. Furthermore, The Journey 

Home glorifies men the level of vicious canines, men of fangs whose desires are 

hidden behind robes of saffron and who call themselves “swamis.” The GBC 
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should come to their senses for celebrating the reputations of sadistic dog-like 

men dressed as holy monks is not without dreadful punishments—and the clock 

is ticking on those who print, translate, distribute or in other ways facilitate the 

distribution of The Journey Home. 

MARCELLUS: Do none of these pretenders to glory sitting upon the GBC 

believe in the fifth canto of the Bhagavata? For therein I have read of the horrors 

of the Naraka regions that are described for our benefit in great detail. ‘Tis not a 

mere fiction or work of a sage’s imagination; rather the Bhagavata speaks of a 

very real and disastrous fate that awaits both the malefactor and the reprobate. 

HAMLET: If thou minds not, dear Marcellus, kindly recount what you have 

read in that holiest of all scriptures. 

MARCELLUS: The horrors that await the impious are dreadful; verily such 

detestable destinations also await their followers as well as any reader who 

celebrates such roguish men. An assemblage of ghastly creatures known as the 

Yamadutas violently seizes the subtle bodies of corrupt exploiters at death. 

Nothing less than this has awaited the Mayavadi rapists who though praised to 

high heavens above in The Journey Home are the basest of demons. The ranks of 

Yamadutas drag the unwilling scoundrels now in their forms as pretas with a 

subtle rope along a protracted and very hot and dry road deep into the southern 

side of the Universe. There they queue up for King Yama on his throne and wait 

for him to cast his verdict. The Dharmaraja’s secretary Chitragupta doth hold in 

his hands the very akashic records denoting the innumerable sins of each offender. 

Once having read the transgressions aloud to the King of Dharma, the lord of the 

dead then speaks his inalterable verdict once and for all. Thus commanded, the 

Yamadutas drag the pretas from the court since now the impious offender must 

undergo a very long series of unimaginable tortures within the twenty-eight 

hellish worlds of Naraka. There, my lord, the pain is incredible and beyond my 

description. Even so, it is an irony that death in the kingdom of the lord of death 

is not an option. And that is because the subtle body once “killed” simply returns 

to life again and again for what seems like infinity of cyclic misery.  

HORATIO:  Yea, verily it is so, Marcellus. For I have heard from our scriptural 

authorities that those regions of suffering have been designed for the deviants who 

willfully misuse this human form of life and decry acts of devotion unto the 

Supreme Lord. There in Yama-loka scoundrels who did not follow scriptural 
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injunctions, but who wasted their lives by acting whimsically—are placed into the 

hell known as Asi-patravana while along with them go the followers of these 

rascals. This Asi-patravana is a great forest of trees with fronds and giant leaves 

as unyielding and as sharp as swords. The Yamadutas drag the offenders and their 

unwise followers through this dense thicket of razor-sharp blades causing gallons 

of blood to flow. Still, no death awaits—simply the prospect of more pain and 

suffering in payment for their sins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Though they are by now entombed in their samadhis, the rapists in saffron described in 

The Journey Home have found themselves a new home along with their followers. 

HAMLET: And what of the officers of the law, verily those who are empowered 

to scribe the very laws they expect others to follow yet care not a fig for their own 

injunctions?—the GBC, for example. For is not the GBC the law-making body of 

the Hare Krishna Movement deemed by the faithful as the genuine world religion? 

It is unto them that the millions of members have placed their trust and guidance—

though, verily, with their propagation of The Journey Home it appears as though 

they have degraded into a body of Mayavadi-worshipers. 

MARCELLUS: Sadly it does appear so, my lord. Such abusers of position are 

mercilessly dragged repeatedly through yet another hellish region that is even 
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more fearful than Asi-patrvana. For, as Sage Vyasa decrees in the holy 

Bhagavata: “A government official who poorly administers justice, or who 

punishes an innocent man, is taken by the assistants of Yamaraja to the hell known 

as Sukaramukha, where he is mercilessly beaten.” The very name Sukaramukha 

itself implies “the hell that is as fearful as the impious mouth of a gigantic boar.” 

There, as stated in the Bhagavata, “In Sukaramukha the most powerful assistants 

of Yamarāja crush the person who has misused his position exactly as one crushes 

sugarcane to squeeze out the juice. The sinful living entity cries very pitiably and 

faints, just like an innocent man undergoing punishments.” 

HAMLET: And such is the pitiable condition of this weak governance that 

collectively is lacking in even a pinch of wisdom. Those who would fain to 

commit such an aparadha either in their undying arrogance or endless ignorance 

by releasing Mayavada upon a gullible public have only created a contemptible 

following for themselves. Never are the swans ever seen to flock amongst the 

crows. 

MARCELLUS: Fie upon the lot of them, and a thousand times fie! But please, 

O Horatio, who might these rapist scoundrels be by name? For I have never heard 

that such treachery and impiety could exist even within the order of life that since 

time immemorial was set aside for renunciation. 

HORATIO: Innocent Marcellus, hath thou not heard the names of Swamis 

Satchidananda, Swami Rama and Swami Muktananda? For dozens of ladies who 

offered their services to them as students were raped and violated and left by the 

wayside. ‘Tis no joke when our mothers, sisters, and daughters are defiled. Just 

view the tragedy that nowadays in Vaishnava circles even the sightless eyes of the 

leaders are turned away from the direction of plighted women. 

MARCELLUS: O, the crime! Let a great curse fall upon these defilers of the 

cloth and let them remain in the regions of Naraka until Lord Vishnu with His 

inhalation and Anantadeva with his fire of anger put to a finish once and for all in 

the final moments of this universe. 

HAMLET: Indeed it should be so, for according to Shri Ishopanishad whosoever 

doth pose as God Almighty for the sake of exploiting and cheating a foolish public 

doth drag his lame following to hell with him. And those who support and glorify 

such fiends in the guise of saints are likewise taken asunder along with each of 

their victims. 
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MARCELLUS: My lord, it is correct what you say. Whosoever accompanies the 

Mayavadi, rides along in the same horse-drawn carriage. 

HAMLET: Exactly that is the issue just as I am speaking it, dear Marcellus. 

Though this be madness, yet there is method in't. For the naga-pasha ropes of the 

Yamadutas, and danda staff of the the lord of the dead—Yamaraja—are 

impossible to escape when the pretas of unrepentient Mayavadis are drawn out. 

Indeed, something is very rotten in Mayapura. For … 

To oppose Mayavada, or not: that is the question: 

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer a corrupt GBC 

The slings and arrows the outrageous fortune  

Of opposing Shrila Prabhupada’s teachings, 

Or to take up the pen against a sea of impersonalism, 

And by opposing The Journey Home, to end them?  

To die: to sleep; 

No more; and by a sleep to say we end 

The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks  

Of the leadership of cowards. 

That Mayavadi’s are heir to, 'tis a consummation 

Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, to sleep; 

To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there's the rub; 

For in that sleep of death what dreams may come 

When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, 

Then which direction shall we take? 

Must give us pause:  

Where's the respect for servants of the Lord? 

Or shall the calamities of a life misused be overlooked; 

For who would bear the whips and scorns of the Yamadutas, 

The wrongs of an oppressive GBC, the proud leader's contumely, 

The pangs of despised love, the law's delay, 

The insolence of the GBC office and the spurns 

That patient merit of the unworthy takes, 

When he himself might his quietus make 

With a bare bodkin? who would fardels bear, 
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To grunt and sweat under a weary life of Mayavadic delusion, 

But that the dread of something after death, the regions of Yamaraja, 

The undiscover'd country from whose bourn 

No traveller returns after reading The Journey Home,  

It puzzles the will 

And makes us rather bear those ills of Mayavada we have 

Than fly to others that we know not of? 

Thus conscience does make cowards of us all; 

So be that as it may, let us continue  

To fearlessly preach as did Shrila Prabhupada. 

    Hare Krishna, Prabhus. 
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Chapter Thirty-one 

Who Will Listen: Open Letter to His Holiness  

Shripad Bhakti Bichar Bishnu Maharaja  

H.H. Shripad Bhakti Bichar Bishnu, Acharya 

International Sri Krishna Chaitanya Mission 

Oriya Math, Sridham Mayapur, West Bengal, India 741313 

bvbishnu@gmail.com 

https://www.ikcm.org/bishnu 

Your Holiness: 

I beg you to kindly accept my dandabats at your lotus feet. All glories to Shri 

Guru and Gauranga. My dear Maharaja, I am writing to inform you that a great 

offence is being committed to the Brahma-Madhva-Gaudiya sampradaya by the 

Governing Body Commission (GBC) of ISKCON. They are propagating a book 

entitled The Journey Home by a member of their GBC council and an appointed 

ISKCON Guru named Radhanatha Swami. This offensive book has numerous 

stories and episodes of Radhanatha Swami’s pre-sannyasa days—which a 

sannyasi should never write about. In The Journey Home there are countless 

glorifications of his meetings with many Mayavadis and false so-called 

“swamis”—many of whom were actually accused of serious crimes against their 

followers. These offensive personalities posing as Swamis have been exposed in 

my series on the subject in the online Vaishnava journal Sampradaya Sun and this 

letter to you will appear as Part Forty of that series. 

Naturally it would be wrong to expect Your Holiness to become involved in the 

affairs of ISKCON and its GBC. As the old saying goes, “They made their bed so 

they can now sleep in it.” However, in this most odious book there are 

photographs of not only His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami 

Prabhupada, but also the Founder-Acharya of Gaudiya Math, Om Vishnupada 

(108) Shri Shrimad Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Thakura. These pictures of recent 

Gaudiya acharyas are presented in an equal way alongside many Mayavadi so-

called Swamis. Therefore it would be proper for any leading member of the the 

Gaudiya Math and its extended missions to inform ISKCON’s GBC that offences 

mailto:bvbishnu@gmail.com
https://www.ikcm.org/bishnu?fbclid=IwAR1qxt1DR9VLgYnnfiqSc1sLgvWNYpWNhjXN7QVsKzBCE8bEpwKZ0vjDbWo
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against the Founder-Acharya of Gaudiya Math—even those that may have been 

committed in ignorance—should be immediately removed. To make things 

worse, this book, The Journey Home has near page 110 a Brijabasi print of Lord 

Shri Krishna as Murlidhara standing next to a pile of skulls on the page opposite 

Him. How the GBC has sunk to this low level of offending the Gaudiya 

sampradaya and the Supreme Lord Shri Krishna is anybody’s guess, but the 

bottom line is that they are in no way representing Lord Shri Chaitanya 

Mahaprabhu’s Sankirtana Movement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the photograph of His Divine Grace Shri Shrimad Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati 

Thakura that appears near page 239 in The Journey Home. 

This book has already been translated into around a dozen languages with more 

translations in the process. A letter of guidance from any leading members of 

Gaudiya Math and its divisions explaining that offences to their Parama Gurudeva 

are aparadhas and will carry karmic reactions to the mission of ISKCON might 

put to rest the GBC’s ugly offences in the form of this despicable book The 

Journey Home. 
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His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada was purely devoted to 

the message of his spiritual master to the extent that he gladly risked life and limb 

to spread the glories of sankirtana and the Holy Names of the Supreme Lord Shri 

Krishna all over the world. History records that he was the pioneer of the 

Sankirtana Movement in the Western world. He preached strongly and boldly 

against Mayavada and pointed out time and again that impersonalism is a 

symptom of envying the Supreme Lord Shri Krishna. Naturally, His Divine Grace 

would in no way ever approve of such a book as The Journey Home that 

minimizes his Guru Maharaja and the entire Gaudiya Sampradaya in such ugly 

and offensive ways. 

I beg Your Holiness to kindly forgive me for involving you in this problem, but 

the book is so offensive to the message of Mahaprabhu and His pure 

representatives that I fear oly the worst as a reaction to this maha-Vaishnava-

aparadha in the form of The Journey Home. Shrila Prabhupada’s work has 

suffered enough in the past due to the arrogance, impudence and callousness of 

an immature GBC, and they are courting the Society’s doom with this book The 

Journey Home. 

If Your Holiness would like to see a copy for your self, I am sure that they are on 

sale at ISKCON Mayapura as this offensive pseudo-litersture is heavily 

publicized throughout ISKCON. Otherwise it is widely available online  

<https://www.amazon.in/JOURNEY-HOME-AUTOBIOGRAPHY-

AMERICAN-SWAMI/dp/9381283095>.  

I offer you my humble apologies for writing this letter to you. This is my offense. 

But in such times as these, when the work of ISKCON’s Founder-Acharya is 

teetering in the balance, if the genuine saints of the Gaudiya sampradaya do not 

come forward to offer their guidance to the neophytes on the GBC, then who will? 

Thank you for reading this. 

I beg to remain, 

Yours in the service of the great Gaudiya sampradaya, 

Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary  

 

 

https://www.amazon.in/JOURNEY-HOME-AUTOBIOGRAPHY-AMERICAN-SWAMI/dp/9381283095
https://www.amazon.in/JOURNEY-HOME-AUTOBIOGRAPHY-AMERICAN-SWAMI/dp/9381283095
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Chapter Thirty-two 

Open Letter to Prahladananda Swami  

“A Dangerous Trend among ISKCON Sannyasis” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: http://www.prahladanandaswami.com/index.php/page/236/ 

http://www.prahladanandaswami.com/index.php/page/236/
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Source (video grab): https://lastingimpression.info/plidenta_swami/ 

Dear Prahladananda Swami, 

Please accept my obeisances. All glories to the Founder-Acharya of the 

International Society for Krishna Consciousness His Divine Grace A.C. 

Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. 

I am writing to you as you are the Sannyasa Minister for ISKCON 

(http://iskconsannyasa.com/). I have seen the articles on ISKCON News that your 

Ministry is asking for feedback (https://iskconnews.org/iskcons-sannyasa-

ministry-asking-for-feedback,3448/), so I felt I should comply. However, I am not 

writing to discuss newly qualified candidates, but rather a member of your elite 

group who is not actually following what it means to be a sannyasi. 

 I am writing to discuss The Journey Home by ISKCON sannyasi and your fellow 

GBC member and guru Radhanatha Swami. It is well known among all circles of 

Vedic culture, including the various branches of our Gaudiya sampradaya, that 

sannyasis are proscribed and prohibited from writing mundane books about their 

pre-sannyasa days. By taking the vow of sannyasa all the past activities of this 

and every other previous lifetime are put to rest. Therefore, it is time for these 

principles of sannyasa ashram to be taken seriously within ISKCON because The 

https://lastingimpression.info/plidenta_swami/
http://iskconsannyasa.com/
https://iskconnews.org/iskcons-sannyasa-ministry-asking-for-feedback,3448/
https://iskconnews.org/iskcons-sannyasa-ministry-asking-for-feedback,3448/
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Journey Home sets a very bad example. And it is only a matter of time before 

other sannyasis follow suit thereby further degrading the entire Society into 

deeper ignorance.  

It is also my concern that sannyasis of the other sampradayas will naturally lose 

respect for the institution of the fourth order within ISKCON, as the popularity of 

this mundane literature in the form of The Journey Home spreads. In a word The 

Journey Home is making a farce and a laughing stock out of ISKCON sannyasis. 

The Journey Home is only concerned with Radhanatha Swami’s pre-initiation 

days. His sannyasa initiation is not even mentioned. The reader is regaled with 

stories about his parents, his Jewish upbringing in Chicago, his admiration for 

“Hinduism,” and his adoration for various Mayavadi so-called “yogis” that he met 

along the way. Incidentally, three of these “swamis” who are highly praised in 

The Journey Home were accused of being serial rapists by dozens of female 

followers. These are some of the phony “yogis” who were rejected by your Guru 

Maharaja as cheaters, rascals and pretenders to the saffron cloth. The Journey 

Home also discusses the author’s tryst with a seductive woman and other mundane 

topics that no sannyasi should be found repeating. 

Radhanatha Swami, (and in pursuit of his example, now Shivarama Swami) and 

some of the Chowpatty brahmacharis are also becoming YouTube personalities 

who freely offers mundane advice—like voting in elections or being more sincere 

human beings. There is a dangerous trend to leave behind what it means to be 

Vaishnava gurus and become “motivational gurus” or “relationship gurus.” It is 

well known among the four genuine sampradayas and all followers of sanatana 

dharma that such motivational gurus are not gurus at all—in fact they are only 

mockeries of what a spiritual master is supposed to be. Since YouTube is now 

filled with motivational harangues by ISKCON so-called “leaders,” it would be 

fair to ask whether a new batch of “swami autobiographies” in pursuance of 

Radhanatha’s example is on the way? By the way, are you writing yours—and if 

so what will it be called? 

Radhanatha Swami has entire websites that were created the sole purpose of 

presenting his altruistic feel-good quotes about becoming better human beings 

(http://www.radhanathswamiquotes.com/tag/service/). There are long essays 

about his saintliness (https://www.thesacredconnect.com/radhanathswami) 

wherein he is described as “a towering spiritual figure of our time.” Radhanatha’s 

http://www.radhanathswamiquotes.com/tag/service/
https://www.thesacredconnect.com/radhanathswami
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mundane quotes are the central focus of his book Nectar Drops which is sold in 

ISKCON centers along with his other Mayavadi literature. These are all outrages 

to the sannyasa ashram which you are supposed to lay the ground rules for 

following by ISKCON sannyasis. 

It would appear that ISKCON’s Sannyasa Ministry, of which you are the leader, 

is involved with strictly regulating candidates during their pre-sannyasa 

initiations. But it seems as though you are silent and tolerant of offences to the 

fourth ashram once the vows have been taken. Many are wondering—why is 

Radhanatha Swami allowed to violate the sacred rules of sannyasa in this way? Is 

it due to cronyism, or some other symptom of hypocricy?   

In this book, The Journey Home, there are pictures of not only the Founder-

Acharya of ISKCON but the spiritual master of His Divine Grace, Shrila Shri Om 

Vishnupada (108) Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Thakura. Now can you imagine 

what the result would have been if during the manifest presence of your Grand 

Guru Maharaja that a disciple of Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati would have 

printed a mundane autobiography with pictures of the Founder-Acharya of 

Gaudiya Math and other acharyas of the Gaudiya disciplic succession alongside 

well-known Mayavadis of the day like Ram Mohun Roy, Vivekananda, or 

Ramakrishna? It is unthinkable, but have you even paused for a moment to 

consider what would have been the result of such blasphemy? There would have 

been a enormous outcry, and it is very unlikely any author of such Mayavadi 

rubbish would ever have been allowed to remain within the ranks of Gaudiya 

Math. Furthermore, can you imagine also what action would have been taken by 

responsible members of the Gaudiya Math if our Lord Shri Gopala Krishna, the 

Supreme Personality of Godhead, were depicted alongside a mountain of human 

skulls as seen in this highly offensive The Journey Home?  

We are curious to know why you, as a leader of ISKCON, are allowing these 

offences to the sannyasa ashram to continue throughout the temples of the Hare 

Krishna Movement. The Journey Home has been translated into around a dozen 

world languages and ISKCON is all praise for this Mayavadi literature. Why do 

you as the leader of a Vaishnava sannyasa ministry allow this outrage? 

If you are unable to put an end to these offences, then you should immediately 

step down from your post as Minister of Sannyasis within ISKCON and allow 

another more qualified member of ISKCON’s renounced order to properly carry 
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out the duties. And that is a job which means putting an end to these offences to 

the order of sannyasa ashram in the form of mundane literature, mundane 

autobiographies, self-glorifying websites, and YouTube videos by ISKCON so-

called swamis and their followers. 

We feel that this is a very dangerous trend, especially since Radhanatha Swami 

enjoys what appears to be greater clout among ISKCON gurus, sannyasis and the 

general membership than any other leader in the Society. How many self-

glorifying biographies are in the making by other ISKCON swamis? How many 

ISKCON swamis likewise feel the need to reveal their past “journeys”—their old 

religious affiliations, their parental guidance, their trysts in exotic places, their 

meetings with unqualified pretenders to the saffron cloth?  

An end must be put to this outrageous and offensive behavior once and for all. 

The Journey Home is an offence to the fourth ashram which you are supposed to 

represent. This book is highly offensive to the Founder-Acharya and all other 

acharyas in the Shri Brahma-Madhva-Gaudiya sampradaya, as well as to Lord 

Shri Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself. If you cannot put an 

end to this book, then you have not done your job. 

Thank you for reading this. 

Your servant in Prabhupada, 

Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 
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Chapter Thirty-three 

How the Past Becomes the Present 

What Does the Future Hold for ISKCON? 

“That which is in book form lives as long as the book is read.” –Unknown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Renowned Yoga Master Sri Sri Radhanatha fights for truth, justice and the yoga way at a 

2012 International Yoga Conference. According to ISKCON News, the conference included 

“renowned masters from various Yoga schools—including ISKCON’s Yadunandana 

Swami and Radhanath Swami” 

PHOTO COURTESY: https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-swamis-meet-with-yoga-

leaders-to-plan-world-yoga-day,3107/ 

The Journey Home is ostensibly presented as though Sri Sri Richard Slavin’s 

meetings with each yoga pretender, one after another in a huge chain of bogus 

Mayavadi gurus, were a step towards “home.” It appears that this premise—or 

ruse—has fooled many readers who think that the gospels of the Mayavadis have 

been left behind in a search for and discovery of Krishna consciousness. 

Unfortunately this is not a fact. Mayavada is still very much alive and well in 

ISKCON today. 

Although practically all of Sri Sri Richard’s old Mayavadi yoga friends have now 

gone to their own journeys home (to the Kingdom of Yamaraja), still their reeking 

influences remain. In fact, it is our unequivocal opinion that this odious and 

impersonal affiliation was the express purpose of introducing all those pseudo-

https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-swamis-meet-with-yoga-leaders-to-plan-world-yoga-day,3107/
https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-swamis-meet-with-yoga-leaders-to-plan-world-yoga-day,3107/
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wise and envious members of a Mayavadi Rogue’s Gallery into ISKCON. Though 

many of the carriers of the plague of impersonalism have entered their own 

dubious samadhis, the plague they carried continues to fester. 

As evidence for this, one merely has to see today’s growing stench of Mayavadic 

concepts has entered ISKCON. Witness the many manufactured and invented 

programmes now functioning within the temples of Shri Radha and Krishna that 

are claimed to be bona fide Krishna consciousness. His Divine Grace the Founder-

Acharya would never have approved of manufactured programmes in his temples 

that nowadays include … 

-Yoga exercises for health,  

-Sannyasis and brahmacharis becoming YouTube relationship counselors with 

expressly with karmi appeal;  

-Fashion shows and Gurukuli Melas;  

-Festivals of color;  

-Government-supported “gurukulas”; 

-Free food programmes that are not specifically identified as Shri Krishna 

prasadam but merely as a “midday meal”; 

-Hinduization of the congregation;  

-Salaries for the “devotee servants;”  

-Claims of striving toward world peace; 

-Mumbling heartwarming yet meaningless truisms as though they are shlokas of 

divine revelations; 

.. and many other bald-faced deviations.  

Make no mistake about it, Prabhus—all these deviations are by the explicit design 

of the GBC. Mayavada is alive and well in ISKCON, and that is due to the GBC’s 

very poor leadership on one hand; and somewhere a purposeful desire to mislead 

Shrila Prabhupada’s society on the other. 
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All Glories to the Assembled Hindus 

In America, from whence this Movement got its great beginnings in 1966, 

ISKCON’s temples are nowadays accepted as Hindu meeting halls wherein week-

end devotees who maintain their gurus like adopted pets meet to socialize and 

fraternize. Yet—where are the ISKCON gurus in any of these once-great centers 

to implore the Indians seeking shelter to preach? Where are ISKCON’s gurus 

speaking strongly and giving emphatic instructions to the socializers. Where are 

the gallant words that are so pleasing to Shrila Prabhupada? Do any ISKCON 

gurus have the heart, the guts and the courage to stand before the assembled 

Hindus and say … 

“Go out and preach Krishna consciousness. It was the desire of the Supreme Lord 

Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu that anyone born in India should rise to become 

guru and teach the world pure love of Shri Krishna! Go out into the world and 

follow the example of Shrila Prabhupada. Turn to that mleccha next to you at 

work and interest him or her in Bhagavad-gita As It Is. Krishna consciousness is 

not Hinduism, and neither are ISKCON’s temples meant to be centers where self-

appointed princes simply collect tithes from your hard earned salaries. You are 

meant to preach sanatana dharma in its purest and highest form by the order of 

Mahaprabhu.  

“ISKCON is meant to train preachers to follow the example of His Divine Grace 

A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, He gave up everything to preach the 

message of Krishna consciousness fearlessly and without adulteration. If we as 

Gaudiyas do not follow his example, how then can we claim to be followers of 

Shrila Prabhupada? If you have not become bona fide preachers of the message 

of Shri Chaitainya Mahaprabhu, then you are all failures and your teachers are 

also failures. You will become successful in this mission not by gathering to give 

money and socialize, but only when you learn to spread Krishna consciousness 

by speaking without compromise.” 

If you do not believe that this is the sort of preaching that the Founder-Acharya 

wanted—no, ordered—then have a read of this very pertinent letter from 1968: 

My Dear Gurudasa,  

Please accept my blessings. I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter 

dated 9/23/68, and thank you very much for it. Now, because you are on 
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the field work, you have to meet so many opposite elements. And you have 

to satisfy them or fight with them with conclusive statements from 

Bhagavad-gita, and Srimad-Bhagavatam, and as such, it is needed that you 

should be thoroughly conversant with the truth.  

Regarding the Hindu community: Don't expect anything very wonderful 

from them, as we have got experience in Montreal—they have come in the 

foreign countries to earn money. As such, you cannot expect any cultural 

contribution. So you will tactfully deal with them, and whenever possible, 

vehemently protest against their foolish ideas. But you should try to 

support your statements on the strength of Bhagavatam and Bhagavad-

gita. Best thing will be to avoid them as far as possible. I am concerned to 

preach this gospel amongst the Europeans and Americans, and I am not 

at all interested to preach amongst the Indians, because they have now 

become hodge-podge, due to so many years of subjugation by foreigners, 

and having lost their own culture.  

Hope you are well with your good wife, and please offer Yamuna devi my 

blessings.  

Your ever well-wisher, 

 

A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami  

But instead of preaching boldly, the attention of the GBC has been turned to many 

novel, experimental and manufactured processes that the revered Founder-

Acharya would never have approved of in a hundred years of Brahma. Hence the 

plague of Mayavada association so neatly chalked out in The Journey Home 

continues to hover over ISKCON like the stench from a garbage pile. The past 

has become the present. 

In this series we have tried to show the dangers of Mayavadi association. Past 

experiences of rubbing elbows with these bogus rascals, who are all envious 

demons at heart, is a poisonous influence that continues to infect exponentially 

like some rampant computer virus. Of the many examples of how the past has 

morphed into the present, nothing is more obvious than ISKCON’s official news 

source with its raves about ISKCON’s “leader” Sri Sri Radhanatha having a tête-

à-tête with Sri Sri Ravi Shankar to plan an international yoga festivities. Does 

planning a World Yoga Day with pretentious rascals sound like something Shrila 

Prabhupada was much concerned with? <https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-swamis-

meet-with-yoga-leaders-to-plan-world-yoga-day,3107/>.   

https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-swamis-meet-with-yoga-leaders-to-plan-world-yoga-day,3107/
https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-swamis-meet-with-yoga-leaders-to-plan-world-yoga-day,3107/
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Here is another gem from ISKCON News <https://iskconnews.org/all-india-

conference-honors-mahaprabhu,1049/> with Sri Sri Radhanatha again sidling up 

alongside his buddy Sri Sri Ravi Shankar. This was supposed to be a festival 

honoring Lord Chaitanya. But, No, ISKCON Watery News did not speak of 

Mahaprabhu as the Supreme Personality of Godhead in the mood of His dearmost 

devotee Shri Radha, but as a historical figure, as (to quote the article) “India’s 16th 

Century saint and avatara.”  

Sri Sri Ravi Shankar is famous for his countless mundane motivational videos of 

building meaningful relationships and becoming a better human being. He calls 

the The Art of Living. Rather than preaching strongly against swamis teaching 

only mundane materialistic values, ISKCON’s swamis are tagging along. Many 

have become clones of the latest crop of motivational Swamis getting rich by 

muttering empty platitudes and posing as all-knowing saints in the process. Here 

is Sri Sri Ravi Shankar entering into the a “samadhi trance” that resembles 

someone sitting in an electric chair. It appears on YouTube not as The Art of 

Living, but as The Art of Fooling.” 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AEb1rstcbI> 

In fact, it was Shrila Prabhupada who sent all those Mayavadi wolves in sheep’s 

clothing running in the 1970’s because the bogus gurus were all afraid of his 

command of speaking the Absolute Truth. After the sword of Shrila Prabhupada 

chased the wolves away from the flock, the Mayavadis morphed to create new 

images of themselves as professional counselors dressed in suits and ties, but 

speaking the same old hackneyed rubbish of becoming one with the great 

impersonal nothingness. But today, with the absence of strong preaching in 

ISKCON, orange-robed imitation holy men have once again reappeared while 

many ISKCON gurus blithely and obediently tag along in their hollow footsteps. 

But this is the trend in today’s ISKCON when the past has become the present. 

Much of it, but certainly not all of it, is due to the influence of The Journey Home. 

Just as the GBC uses Radhanatha to rationalize their needs to manufacture new 

changes that have nothing to do with Krishna consciousness, so Sri Sri 

Radhanatha is using the GBC for his own ends. One political hand washes the 

other. The so-called “bridge preaching” that was ostensibly meant to attract 

karmis, is now the official version that is preached to devotees. And that is because 

https://iskconnews.org/all-india-conference-honors-mahaprabhu,1049/
https://iskconnews.org/all-india-conference-honors-mahaprabhu,1049/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AEb1rstcbI
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today’s weak flock of ISKCON sheep want to stay demi-karmis while accepting 

a week-end “religion of convenience.”  

The Radhanathification and Mayavadification of ISKCON is a clever design to 

pull out the rug from under the feet of the Society. Under the Mayavadi 

management of a weak GBC the entire society has its legs in two different boats 

in the middle of the Lake of Confusion, and drowning in a sea of “heartfelt and 

feel-good oneness” can be the only result for a Society that was meant to be so 

much more. 

Here is another example of many of how the Mayavada past has become the 

Mayavada present. Here is Yoga Master Sri Sri Radhanatha with Yoga Master Sri 

Sri Sharon Gannon: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When Yoga Masters meet: Sri Sri Radhanatha with Sri Sri Sharon Gannon 

Photo courtesy https://lastingimpression.info/radhanath-swami-joins-

prabhupadas-enemies/ 

And here is the sort of “yoga” that Sri Sri Sharon Gannon practices (danger: not 

meant for brahmacharis or any other pious persons for that matter). 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDHbokA11v4>  

But what can be done when this is the dawning of a new age of ISKCON with its 

newly-invented Sri Shri Yoga Masters. Perhaps this is what temple visitors will 

get an eye full of instead of Deity darshan in the ISKCON of the future because 

this is “bridge preaching, Prabhus.” 

 

https://lastingimpression.info/radhanath-swami-joins-prabhupadas-enemies/
https://lastingimpression.info/radhanath-swami-joins-prabhupadas-enemies/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDHbokA11v4
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Sharon, these are musicians, not gynecologists! ISKCON’s yoga fad has turned the Society 

Topsy turvy. 

Instead of preaching against Mayavada, as Shrila Prabhupada did, we find Sri Sri 

Radhanatha in a Mayavadi music video  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10154799835882164>.  

We see him attending Mayavadi retreats,  

<https://www.sivanandabahamas.org/radhanath-swami-final-bahamas-talk/blog-

radanath-swami/>  

He is entertaining crowds with his blues harmonica  

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G58_L_I1vZw>.  

Here <https://www.thesacredconnect.com/radhanathswami> is a “brief 

biography” (of nearly 5,000 words!) of Radhanatha’s stunning achievements as 

“a towering spiritual figure of our time,” whose “singularly important factor is his 

own pure saintliness.”  It states that Sri Sri “Radhanatha’s teachings are a breath 

of fresh air”—as though what Shrila Prabhupada gift of eternal service to the 

Supreme Lord Shri Krishna wasn’t “fresh” enough for the followers of 

Radhanatha. In carefully coded words this pompous article claims that 

Radhanatha is “harmonizing tradition and modernity.” The actual bottom line of 

that coded “harmonizing message” is that the author of The Journey Home is 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10154799835882164
https://www.sivanandabahamas.org/radhanath-swami-final-bahamas-talk/blog-radanath-swami/
https://www.sivanandabahamas.org/radhanath-swami-final-bahamas-talk/blog-radanath-swami/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G58_L_I1vZw
https://www.thesacredconnect.com/radhanathswami
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selling out Shrila Prabhupada’s movement by “harmonica-izing” ISKCON into a 

farcical modern hodgepodge. 

Think about it, Prabhus. The mission of Shrila Prabhupada has been hijacked by 

a “new Mayavadic zonalism” that is far worse than the amateurish failed attempt 

of post-1978. It could only be the worst nightmare of the Founder-Acharya that 

his trusted servants would inject Mayavada into the sampradaya. If there are 

among you any genuinely stalwart devotees left, then you must stand boldly 

against this commandeering of a once-great movement by rogue members of the 

GBC. Thanks to a conspiracy to water down Krishna consciousness from the very 

top, the movement will be soon under water unless you speak up. 

Your home is what you make of it. Do these stunning revelations of Mayavada 

within ISKCON give you some idea of what the actual destination of The Journey 

Home is?  Then welcome home, Prabhus. 
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Chapter Thirty-four 

Kali’s Sinful Fingerprints—   

When the God of Sin Divides and Conquers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When King Parikshit discovered Kali, the lord of sin was playing his mischief out in the 

open. Now he hides in the shadows, in his tower, and behind closed doors. 

All over the world we can see the work of Kali during this, his dark yuga. He plots 

through his little tricks of dividing and conquering. Wherever you see nations 

divided, it means that Kali has personally sent in his representatives to split things 

apart and create enemies out of those who once lived like neighbors and brothers. 

When you see a Northern Ireland and a Republic of Ireland with brothers fighting, 

know that Kali was there. When on the map you see India, Pakistan and 

Bangladesh think back to the days when the followers of Mohamed and the 

Hindus lived peacefully side by side, before Kali came and interfered. The same 

is true of what was North and South Viet Nam, and what is now North and South 

Korea. To exploit the natural resources the African continent has likewise seen its 

nations cut into pieces one after another. 

Kali’s government-funded schools teach the obedient students who is “bad” and 

who is “good,” and which side they should be on and who he needs to hate. Entire 
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countries are taught to despise other entire countries—when the dispute has been 

merely manufactured for the convenience of a few nasty politicians and their 

banking overlords who serve Kali as his emissaries.  

Kali, though secret and lurking in the shadows, is known by his fingerprints. 

Krishna consciousness and the worldwide sankirtana movement—which was 

founded by the current sampradaya acharya, His Divine Grace A.C. 

Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada—was created with a strong and unbreakable 

foundation. That foundation is the Supreme Absolute Truth Personified. Shrila 

Prabhupada stated that the movement was unnbreakable due to the protection of 

none other than the Supreme Personality of Godhead Shri Krishna Himself.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“It is also our business, to kill all undesirable men, so-called swamis, yogis, avatäras.” 

The only weakness, he advised his disciples, would be if demonic elements do 

their dirty work from within. He gave the example of a woodsman with an ax with 

a broken handle. The woodsman simply breaks off a branch of a tree, fashions it 

into an ax handle, and then chops down the very tree that provided the handle. 

And that is how Kali operates—from the inside. The Founder-Acharya of the Hare 

Krishna Movement pulled no punches whenever he explained who or what the 

enemy in the camp was. That enemy is Mayavada. While Mayavadi is the worst 

enemy, it is also the best representative of Kali. Mayavada represents Kali because 

the lord of sin destroys from the ground up. He undermines a new devotee’s ability 

to realize a loving, personal and reciprocal exchange with the Supreme Lord Shri 

Krishna. Kali substitutes fads, bogus books like The Journey Home and pseudo-

wisdom for genuine Krishna consciousness. It is impossible to hear the weeds 
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grow, but when they have silently choked the flower-bearing creeper to death, that 

vine can never come back to life again. 

Therefore Mayavada must be energetically and forcefully rooted out of the life of 

the devotee and the institution he loves. Mayavada is a poison that spreads deeply 

and destroys whatever it touches. As history verifies, Mayavadic attempts to 

hijack ISKCON from the inside worked through the divide and conquer tactic of 

the evil Mr Kali. The Mayavadi zonal acharyas heartlessly and relentlessly broke 

ISKCON into pieces and laughed as it became divided it into many factions. Some 

members regrouped as “ritviks” or joined the Gaudiya Math. Others returned to 

their former religions or became part of some new cult. Many disciples of Shrila 

Prabhupada just went off and died lonely deaths—some by committing suicide. 

Dividing and conquering was the planned design for breaking up the family by 

the agents of Kali.  

Whenever there is an issue that breaks and divides the Hare Krishna Movement, 

issues that turn brothers and sisters against each other, the Krishna conscious 

approach of a genuinely compassionate leader would be to simply drop the issue. 

For example, the zonals wanted their own big thrones and the worship of their 

peers and even elders, but if they had simply listened to Pradyumna Pandit and 

dropped the idea of becoming pseudo-acharyas, the movement would not have 

been so devastated. 

It is the same situation with, say, editing the books which has become another 

gigantic issue of divisiveness. Still another issue is the publication of watered 

down “shastra” by Shrila Prabhupada’s BBT such as Vanity Karma by Jayadwaita 

Swami. The GBC’s rabid promotion of The Journey Home is yet another huge 

divide-and-conquer issue. If any member of the Governing Body Commission had 

the good intentions of the members of the Society at heart—even if he found 

something to like about The Journey Home—still he would vote to banish it 

simply because it is an instrument of division. Protecting ISKCON from division 

and keeping the Society strongly united is far more important than worrying about 

the hurt little ego of some self-promoting swami who wants everyone to read what 

a swell life he has had dreaming about Maharishi, drinking tea with the Dalai 

Lama, touching the feet of Anandamayi Ma, or gazing into the eyes of Baba Ram 

Dass. 

As an example of how ISKCON has alienated its original members, the following 

quote was spotted online today. It was written by an early direct disciple of Shrila 

Prabhupada and it speaks for how thousands of original disciples (and many later 

members, too) feel about the GBC. 
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“I just do not want to look upon (the members of the GBC), or hear them, or be 

around them. They do nothing to assist their peers in advancing in Krishna 

consciousness … One thing that drove me from the religion I was born into was 

seeing the hypocrisy of the members. We’d hear the teaching of the Lord, and 

then see total hypocrisy. ISKCON’s leaders are becoming even worse. For 

example sannyasis are supposedly the perfection of renunciation, but within 

ISKCON they are the supreme enjoyers. 

“When we joined our leaders like Vishnujana Swami and Jayananda would 

ALWAYS be the leaders in working, serving, and EATING LAST, serving every 

single insignificant or new devotee before they took care of themselves. They 

slept less, and in the most simple fashion and worked harder than anyone. And 

that is why we tried to emulate them!” 

Here are a few hints that are about as subtle as a sledgehammer from the Founder-

Acharya of ISKCON himself: 

Prabhupäda: Very good. This kind of meeting should be arranged. Hare 

Krishna. [break] It is also our business, to kill all undesirable men so-called 

swamis, yogis, avatäras. What is that? Krishna... 

Giriräja: (reading) "Krishna, who advented Himself just to kill all undesirable 

elements in the world..." 

Prabhupäda: Yes. Similarly, this movement is advented to kill all the so-called 

yogis, swamis, avatäras, rascals, philosophers, commentators. We have to kill. 

Kill means... Where is your tilaka? You did not have tilaka in the morning? 

Devotee: (indistinct) 

Prabhupäda: Ah. So this is our one of the items, to vanquish all these rascals, so-

called swamis. They say that "Why you criticize others also?" Because we have 

to vanquish them. Now these people cannot rise. When there is sunrise, there is 

no use of these glowworms. So this Krishna consciousness movement is Krishna 

Himself. Therefore they must be finished, all over the world. So-called 

religionists, so-called philosophers, so-called avatäras, swamis, yogis—finished. 

Our program should be like that. [break] ...all these rascals, anymore to flourish. 

That is one of our program. (2 May1974 Bombay, morning walk on Juhu Beach) 
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So what sounds better to you, Prabhus—Shrila Prabhupada’s bold statements or 

watered down feel-good platitudes from today’s GBC about being a better human 

being? 
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Chapter Thirty-five 

The Boy from Chicago Meets the Boy Wonder in Delhi 

Is Guru Maharajji God? Duh … 

“The entire world is now full of many asuras in the guise of politicians, gurus, 

sādhus, yogīs and incarnations, and they are misleading the general public 

away from Krishna consciousness, which can offer true benefit to human 

society.”(Shrimad-Bhagavatam 10.3.21 Bhaktivedanta Purport) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Incredibly, there are several pages of The Journey Home dedicated to Radhanatha’s 

meeting with this fraud Lord of the Universe. 

It is said that a missed opportunity is a thorn in the side, and that is the nicest thing 

that can be said of Swami Radhanatha’s The Journey Home. If the American 

Swami actually did meet all these counterfeit incarnations he waxes so eloquently 

about, then in his tedious yarns about his get-togethers with each mental 

speculator, he should at the very least have overturned their hackneyed 

philosophies. It is the duty of the Vaishnava to present Gaudiya arguments and 

utterly defeat the puerile speculations of any sham avatara who imagine himself 

into Divinity. 
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Tearing up false beliefs of becoming one with God and sending the phonies who 

preach such baloney running is the duty of the Vaishnava preacher. That is what 

The Journey Home should have been about. A Vaishnava cannot tolerate any 

philosophy that is offensive to the Supreme Personality of Godhead Shri Krishna 

and therefore he bristles and defeats it. Establishing the genuine darshan of the 

Absolute Truth is the duty of a true servant of the Supreme Lord. To the eyes of 

a devotee one does not become exalted by being a “Mayavadi collector” but he 

only degrades himself and anyone with whom he associates. For the devotee there 

is no room for a nano-second’s association with impersonalists.In life talking 

about the one you love is natural. Devotees love Krishna and enjoy discussing His 

pastimes Therefore the devotee reader of The Journey Home is left to wonder why 

after each meeting there is a feeling of being short-changed. Why are Krishna’s 

pastimes like lifting Govardhan Hill or killing innumerable demons not given as 

examples to utterly defeat the God posers?  The reader is left cheated by the limp 

handshake of compromise since nowhere in the book does Radhanatha establish 

the Vaishnava version by defeating the circus of Mayavadis he encountered.  

The Supreme Absolute Truth defeats all demonic speculations of Mayavada, and 

since this element of preaching Krishna consciousness purely is only visible by 

its absence, each of Radhanatha’s meetings become excuses for mere swami 

braggadocio rather than philosophical elucidation. The book itself should have 

ripped these asuric Mayavadis to shreds. But since The Journey Home falls flat 

in that category, it is a grand failure and a disaster that leaves the reader hanging 

in some impersonal void. For many stalwart faithfuls in the Krishna consciousness 

movement, this appears to be nothing less than a deliberate subterfuge to entirely 

mislead the reader and Prabhupada’s Hare Krishna movement.   

On page 186 Radhanatha begins his brainless narrative about his meeting with 

absolutely the most bogus, pretentious, and phoney “incarnation” that India has 

ever regurgitated to exploit the world: Prem Rawat aka Guru Maharajji. Incredibly 

to meet this imitation Krishna, Radhanatha took a bus all the way from Kulu 

Valley to Delhi.  

From the book:  

“Back in New Delhi hundreds of Guru Maharajji’s disciples crowded the ashram 

grounds waiting for a glimpse of him. I sat in a corner and watched. An elderly 

disciple struck up a conversation with me and then introduced me to a group of 
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mahatmas, a title for those empowered to bestow Guru Maharajji’s “knowledge.” 

The mahatmas decided that I must meet Sri Mataji, the holy mother of their Lord. 

She sat on a cushion surrounded by admirers who whisked her with yak tail fans 

and listened to her every word. To my surprise she decided that I must have a 

private darshan with her son before he departed, so a mahatma escorted me to his 

room. Guru Maharajji was a boy of only thirteen years, slightly pudgy with hair 

neatly parted on the side. He introduced himself as Prem Rawat and explained 

that he was the successor to his father Sri Hansaji Maharaja. From amid the bustle 

of disciples Guru Maharajji brought me to a rooftop for a private meeting. There, 

away from the crowd, we paced together back and forth while he asked me many 

questions about my life …”  

Naturally out of thousands of adoring fans Radhanatha as usual was the one who 

was invited for the private darshan. There the Boy Guru encouraged Radhanatha 

to “take knowledge”—a process whereby this youthful fraud would simply touch 

the forehead of a follower and in one second transmit the divine knowledge that 

he was God. And that would be the sum and substance of the efforts of the 

“premmie.” Take knowledge and give money. Taking knowledge was their 

tapasya, sadhana, puja—everything and for all time. Radhanatha, as per his usual 

ruse, naturally declined Prem’s generous offer, but that was basically so he could 

go on and meet the next incarnation on his journey. Because if he had accepted—

then the book would have ended then and there.  

Radhanatha continues … 

“I was grateful for his attention and believed he could be an accomplished yogi, 

perhaps from a past life, but when I looked at myself there was no inclination to 

accept him as Krishna, the Supreme Lord of the universe.’Who is God,’ I thought 

is a serious subject not to be taken lightly.” 

In the very next paragraph Radhanatha describes that he has been carrying a copy 

of Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead that was given to him by Shrila 

Prabhupada in Bombay. He describes his attachment to his books, including 

several Mayavadi texts, and how he could never part with them. Yet somehow the 

American Swami missed the following words from the Krishna Book:  

“The Māyāvada conception of the perfection of the Absolute Truth without 

potency is due to insufficient knowledge.” (from vol.1, ch.31, “Songs by the 

Gopis”) 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavada
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“The highest blunder committed by the impersonalist is to think that when the 

incarnation of God comes, He accepts the form of matter in the modes of 

goodness. Actually the form of Krishna or Nārāyaṇa is transcendental to any 

material idea. Even the greatest impersonalist, Śaṅkarācārya, has admitted that 

nārāyaṇaḥ paro ’vyaktāt: the material creation is caused by the avyakta 

impersonal manifestation of matter or the nonphenomenal total reservation of 

matter, and Krishna is transcendental to that material conception.” (from vol,1 

ch.2, “Prayers by the Demigods”) 

“The concoction of the impersonalist, that one can become God by meditation or 

by some artificial material activities, is herewith declared false. God is always 

God in any condition or status, and the living entities are always the parts and 

parcels of the Supreme Lord. They can never be equal to the inconceivable 

supernatural power of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.” (from vol,1 ch.7, 

“Salvation of Trinavarta”) 

 “… it is recommended that one should hear, but not from the impersonalist 

rascals. If one hears from the right sources with right understanding, then his 

situation will be different.” (from vol,1 ch.32, “Description  of the Rasa Dance”) 

“"From the subject matter under discussion, we can gain a clear understanding of 

the difference between the impersonalists and the personalists. The impersonal 

conception recommends merging in the existence of the Supreme, and the voidist 

philosophy recommends making all material varieties void. Both these 

philosophies are known as Māyāvāda. Certainly the cosmic manifestation comes 

to a close and becomes void when the living entities merge into the body of 

Nārāyaṇa to rest until another creation, and this may be called an impersonal 

condition, but these conditions are never eternal. The cessation of the 

variegatedness of the material world and the merging of the living entities into the 

body of the Supreme are not permanent because the creation will take place again, 

and the living entities who merge into the body of the Supreme without having 

developed their Krishna consciousness will again appear in this material world 

when there is another creation. The Bhagavad-gītā confirms the fact that this 

material world is created and annihilated. This is going on perpetually, and 

conditioned souls who are without Krishna consciousness come back again and 

again whenever the material creation is manifest.” (from vol.2 ch.32, “Prayers of 

the Personified Vedas”) 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/narayana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/narayanah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/avyakta
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mayavada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/narayana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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Again, a missed opportunity is a thorn in the side—and it appears that Radhanatha 

should actually have read the Krishna Book rather than simply carrying it along 

with his Mayavadi literature from one bogus ashram to another. 

Somehow—and right on cue—Radhanatha had met Guru Maharajji just as he was 

making his first trip to America to make bigger fools out the gullible crowds there. 

During the ensuing years and over the course of his chequered career Guru 

Maharajji would fall in love with and marry his American secretary who was 

nearly twice his age. He kindly allowed his followers to kiss her feet at the 

wedding.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here’s mud in your eye, Lord of the Universe 

But Sri Mata became incensed that her precious incarnation had married a low 

caste American. After all, Americans are only useful as followers and for giving 

away their money freely—not for getting married to.  So Sri Mata natrally forbade 

her Little Prem from being God any longer, She went to court to replace him with 

his elder brothers—who were actually the Trimurti, don’t ya know. She explained 

to the court that in reality his elder brother was the actual God, but she had made 

the thirteen year old into the Supreme Lord since he was cuter. It became the 

judge’s job to decide which brother was the actual God.  

There was a famous incident wherein a curious premmie tossed a shaving cream 

pie into Guru Maharajji’s face. It has been alleged that the Boy Wonder himself 

ordered this disciple’s take down. He was soon attacked by two thuggish 
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premmies who beat him so badly over the head they cracked his skull. To save his 

life the doctors had to insert a permanent plate in his cranium.  

Shrila Prabhupada once wrote to a rogue “devotee” who fell under the cheap 

influence of Guru Maharajji that his new “God” had been found smuggling 

watches into the Delhi airport and his passport had been seized. Prabhupada curtly 

dismissed this useless disciple with the words. “Do whatever you want.”  Shrila 

Prabhupada had no time for such glow worms or their cheap admirers when the 

Golden Full Moon of Lord Shri Chaitanya was coming up on the horizon. 

It is unbelievable that any serious Gaudiya Vaishnava could write that he met a 

teenager dressed as Krishna and pondered for even a nano-second whether this 

lad might be the Supreme Lord. Shrila Prabhupada would be livid with rage if he 

ever saw such a nonsense book distributed in his ISKCON centers. And just 

imagine if a Tridandi Swami in the heyday of the Gaudiya Math had written such 

things about nonsense swamis and avataras during that time period. The Lion 

Guru who founded the Gaudiya Math would have ripped him to shreds. But this 

is the sort of Mayavadi rubbish that The Journey Home promotes—a book that is 

celebrated by a tongue-tied and feeble GBC and sold in temples worldwide. There 

are no more bold preachers in the Hare Krishna Movement since feel-good grins 

have replaced hard truth. 

For more on the saga of the Boy Guru, see this: http://premrawat-

maharaji.info/indexea25.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://premrawat-maharaji.info/indexea25.html
http://premrawat-maharaji.info/indexea25.html
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Chapter Thirty-six 

Have Some GBC Members become Shudras? 

New Age “Spiritual Practices” and “Motivational Guru” 

Videos are Shudra Pastimes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“…Yamarāja is a GBC, but he made a little mistake. He was punished to become a śūdra. 

So those who are GBC's, they should be very, very careful to administer the business of 

ISKCON. Otherwise they will be punished. As the post is very great, similarly, the 

punishment is also very great.’ 

The following class by Shrila Prabhupada discusses how the supposedly 

brahminical body of GBC members could become shudras. It is ironic that the 

demigod in charge of punishing sinners himself  became punished by the curse of 

a sage he had wronged.  

Has it already happened that the GBC has courted punishment? Well, just see the 

track record of past members of dozens of GBC members who deviated because 

they were puffed and thought of themselves as being above the law.  When GBC 

members and their clones are making motivational videos that have strictly shudra 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sudra
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appeal—like “get out and vote” it is quite obvious that the GBC organization is 

slipping into shudra consciousness.   

The Journey Home is another stunning and shocking example of GBC shudra 

consciousness. That is because The Journey Home publicizes shudra exploiters 

dressed as swamis. Its pages indiscriminately mix the photos of such vile shudras 

with those of the revered acharyas of the Gaudiya sampradaya, including Shrila 

Prabhupada himself. So this is their shudra mentality and the proof that the GBC 

has become shudra. Shudras are generally known as very dull and crass 

indivituals who listen only when they are threatened. And that is the basis of Shrila 

Prabhupada’s class that is presented in his article. The words of His Divine Grace 

are like the danda of Yamaraja over the GBC body—and if they know what is 

good for them they will listen to the voice of reason. 

Here is another example of the shudra mentality that is coming down from the 

GBC and permeating ISKCON like a poisonous gas. A very elder disciple of 

Shrila Prabhupada, Kisori dasi who used to cook for His Divine Grace, has been 

banned from the New Mayapura Hare Krishna temple in France for speaking the 

truth about the tragic suicide of a woman devotee there. While the 76-year old 

Mother Kisori dasi is no longer allowed at the temple, despite her volumes and 

volumes of past service to Shrila Prabhupada, the temple authorized a typically 

New Age (read: shudra) healing session to counteract the effects of this poor lady 

devotee’s violent suicide. During this assembly the devotees sat in a circle and 

gazed into each other’s eyes while holding hands. Listen to the memories of 

Shrimati Mother Kisori dasi and consider whether this is the sort of person the 

GBC should be banning from the Hare Krishna Movement: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZQa9byTYk4  

Such is the blatant evidence of ISKCON turning to shudra practices while chasing 

away the brahminical bearers of the Supreme Absolute Truth. Learn about the 

tragic saga of Shrimati Kishori’s in her struggle to serve the lotus feet of her 

spiritual master Shrila Prabhupada. And see what ISKCON’s so-called “leaders,” 

who have sold out to shudra practices, have responded with. 

http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/04-19/editorials16837.htm. Just listen 

to the plight of this worshipable elder, and decide  for yourselves, Prabhus, who 

is the shudra and who is the brahmana. Now here is the lecture we promised you:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZQa9byTYk4
http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/04-19/editorials16837.htm
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Kisori dasi: banned from ISKCON New Mayapura. When brahminical truth is banned, 

shudra ideas in the form of New Age rush in. 

 “GBCs Will Be Punished to become Shudras”  

Lecture Delivered by Shrila Prabhupada, June 4, 1974, Geneva) 

Nitāi: “As long as Vidura played the part of a śūdra, being cursed by Maṇḍūka 

Muni, Aryamā officiated at the post of Yamarāja to punish those who committed 

sinful acts.” 

Prabhupāda:   

abibhrad aryamā daṇḍaṁ yathāvad agha-kāriṣu 

                      yāvad dadhāra śūdratvaṁ śāpād varṣa-śataṁ yamaḥ (SB 1.13.15 

So Vidura is Yamarāja, the superintendent of death. After our death, we are 

brought before the justice Yamarāja, what kind of next birth I may have. So 

Yamarāja is not śūdra. He is devotee of Lord Krishna, although he has the duty 

to punish the criminals. Just like a magistrate is always punishing the criminals. 

That is his business, but he is not criminal. He is giving judgment to the criminals. 

Similarly, Yamarāja is the appointed magistrate, superintendent. After death, one 

has to go before him and take the judgment of his next life. This is the process. 

So Vidura was cursed by Maṇḍūka Muni, Maṇḍūka Muni. He was a great sage, 

but sometimes in his āśrama, some thieves were caught, so police arrested both 

the Maṇḍūka Muni and the thieves, and later on Maṇḍūka Muni was chastised to 
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be punished by śūla. There was a system of punishment. I do not whether (it is) 

still existing. The śūla means one lance, lancer. Lancer, it is called? 

Devotee: Yes. 

Shula punisnment of Manduka Muni 

Prabhupāda: It was to be pierced through the rectum and it will go through the 

head and the man will die. The pierce was standing, and he was to sit down. 

What is this punishment? Is there any mention? 

Puṣṭa-Krishna: I never heard of anything. 

Guru-gaurāṅga: Arabians have this. It is called pala(?). 

Prabhupāda: Śūla punishment. So when he was condemned to the śūla 

punishment, then the king heard that "Maṇḍūka Muni, the great sage, he is 

punished like that?" Immediately he stopped. "What is this nonsense that 

Maṇḍūka Muni has been punished? He is a great sage." So the king stopped the 

punishment and immediately came to see what has happened. Then he was 

immediately released. But he was very sorry, that "Why the judge Yamarāja 

punished him like that?" So he asked Yamarāja, "Why you have punished me 

like this?" "Now, in your childhood you pierced the rectum of an ant with a...," 

what is called? 

Devotees: Pin, straw. 

Prabhupāda: No, not straw. Prick, pricking? 
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Devotee: Pin. 

Prabhupāda: Kāṇṭā, kāṇṭā. We say kāṇṭā, that pricks. What is called? 

Devotees: Thorn. 

Prabhupāda: Ah, thorn, yes. So therefore he was punished. Now just see. In his 

childhood he was playing with an ant, piercing the rectum with a thorn. That is 

also taken account, "All right. You will be punished." Just see how finer laws 

are there in nature. So the Maṇḍūka Muni did that. Therefore it was recorded he 

should be punished like that. 

This is our position. Anything... If you are walking on the street, if you kill an ant 

by walking, you will be punished. This is nature's law. We are in such a dangerous 

position. In every movement there is punishment. Now, if you believe the śāstras, 

that is different thing. If you don't believe, then do anything you like. But from 

śāstra we can understand the laws of nature, or God, is very, very strict, very, very 

strict. So Maṇḍūka Muni also chastised Yamarāja, that “In my childhood, without 

any knowledge I did something and for which you have given me so great 

punishment. So you are not fit for becoming a brāhmaṇa or kṣatriya. You become 

śūdra.” So he was cursed to become śūdra. Therefore Yamarāja took his birth as 

Vidura and was born in the womb of a śūdra mother.  

This is the history of Vidura's birth. 

So in his absence, Aryamā, one of the demigods, he officiated Yamarāja. 

Therefore it is said, abibhrad aryamā daṇḍam. The office must go on, the 

magistrate post cannot be vacant. Somebody must come and act. So Aryamā was 

acting. Yathāvad agha-kāriṣu. Agha-kāriṣu. Agha-kāri means... Agha means 

sinful activities, and kāriṣu. Kāriṣu means those who commit sinful acts. And 

yathāvat. Yathāvat means exactly to the point, how he should be punished. 

Yathāvad agha-kāriṣu. Yāvad dadhāra śūdratvam. So long Yamarāja continued 

as a śūdra, Aryamā was officiating in his place as Yamarāja.  

This is the purport. (reads purport:) “Vidura, born in the womb of a śūdra mother, 

was forbidden even to be a party of royal heritage along with his brothers 

Dhṛtarāṣṭra and Pāṇḍu. Then how could he occupy the post of a preacher to 

instruct such learned ...? Answer is that even though it is accepted that he was a 

śūdra by birth, because he renounced the world for spiritual enlightenment by the 

authority of Ṛṣi Maitreya and was thoroughly educated by him in transcendental 
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knowledge, he was quite competent to occupy the post of an ācārya or spiritual 

preceptor.”  

Vidura was a śūdra, born śūdra. Then how he became a preacher? 

So the reason is... “According to Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu, anyone who is 

conversant in the transcendental knowledge or the science of Godhead, be he a 

brāhmaṇa or śūdra, a householder or a sannyāsī, is eligible to become a spiritual 

master.” Not that because he was born a śūdra, he cannot preach, he cannot take 

the post of ācārya or spiritual master. That is not Caitanya philosophy. Caitanya 

philosophy has nothing to do with this body, external body. Caitanya philosophy 

is concerned with the soul. This movement is the movement of elevating the soul, 

saving the soul from degradation. Therefore people sometimes are surprised. The 

bodily concept of life, the same activities will be karma. And on the platform of 

spiritual life, the same karma will be bhakti. Same karma will be bhakti. So bhakti 

is not inactivity. Bhakti is all active. Yat karoṣi yaj juhoṣi yad aśnāsi yat tapasyasi 

kuruṣva tad mad-arpaṇam (Bg. 9.27. This is bhakti, bhakti-yoga. Krishna says to 

everyone, "If you cannot give up your karma, then that's all right. But the result 

of your karma, give to Me. Then it will be bhakti." 

“As the post is very great, similarly, the punishment is also very great” 

So Vidura was Yamarāja. Not only he was Yamarāja, ordinary, but he is one of 

the great authorities. There are twelve authorities mentioned in the śāstra. One 

of them is Yamarāja. Balir vaiyāsakir vayam. This is stated in the Śrīmad-

Bhāgavatam. Yamarāja is one of the GBC of Krishna. Yes. As we have got 

twelve GBC's, similarly Krishna has got GBC's. Now, 

svayambhūr nāradaḥ śambhuḥ kumāraḥ kapilo manuḥ 

prahlādo janako bhīṣmo balir vaiyāsakir vayam (SB 6.3.20 

That twelve men are authorized to preach Krishna consciousness. So we have to 

follow. Mahājano yena gataḥ sa panthāḥ (Cc. Madhya 17.186. Therefore we have 

created these GBC. So they should be very responsible men. Otherwise, they will 

be punished. They will be punished to become a śūdra. Although Yamarāja is a 

GBC, but he made a little mistake. He was punished to become a śūdra. So those 

who are GBC's, they should be very, very careful to administer the business of 

ISKCON. Otherwise they will be punished. As the post is very great, similarly, 

the punishment is also very great. That is the difficulty. You can see from this 
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example, Vidura. He was immediately punished. He did little mistake at 

Maṇḍūka... Because the ṛṣis, the munis, they will curse. Dealing is very... Even 

Yamarāja is not taking. 

(reads:) "He was to play the part of so-called śūdra for years, being cursed by 

Maṇḍūka Muni. He was the incarnation of Yamarāja, one of the twelve 

mahājanas, on the level with such exalted personalities as Bhīṣma, Nārada, 

Brahmā, Nārada, Śiva, Kapila, Bhīṣma, Prahlāda, etc. Being a mahājana, it is the 

duty of Yamarāja to preach the cult of devotion to the people of the world as 

Nārada, Brahmā and other mahājanas do. But Yamarāja is always busy in his 

plutonic kingdom, punishing the doers of sinful acts. Yamarāja is deputed by the 

Lord to a particular planet some hundreds of thousands of miles away from this 

planet." That is mentioned. He has got a different planet, where the criminals are 

taken away after death, and he gives the judgment, what kind of body he will have. 

And not like the theosophists' thinking, "Now I have got human body. It is 

permanent settlement." No, that is not permanent settlement. According to one's 

work... Work means all sinful acts. Without Krishna consciousness, anyone who 

acts, he acts sinfully. There is no doubt of it. Because he is acting for sense 

gratification, and sense gratification means almost 99.9% all sinful activities. 

Duṣkṛtinaḥ. It is very risky job. Unless you act in Krishna consciousness... 

Yajñārthe karmaṇo 'nyatra loko 'yaṁ karma-bandhanaḥ (Bg. 3.9. This is the 

stringent law of the nature, that you have to act only for Yajña, for satisfaction of 

Krishna or Viṣṇu. Otherwise, you will be entangled. And who is serving Krishna? 

Nobody is serving Krishna. So everyone is being entangled. This is the material 

world. 

(reads:) “Yamarāja is deputed by the Lord to a particular planet, some hundreds 

of thousands of miles away from the planet of earth, to take away the corrupt souls 

after death and convict them in accordance with their respective sinful activities. 

Thus, Yamarāja has very little time to take leave from his responsible office of 

punishing the wrongdoers. There are more wrongdoers than righteous men. 

Therefore Yamarāja has to do (more) work than other demigods who are also 

authorized agents of the Supreme Lord. But he wanted to preach the glories of the 

Lord, and therefore, by the will of the Lord, he was cursed by Maṇḍūka Muni to 

come into the world in the incarnation of Vidura and work very hard as a great 

devotee.” 
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The punishment was also reward. Those who are servants of Krishna, even they 

are so-called punished, there is some motive behind this. Just like Jaya and Vijaya. 

They were also punished to come down and..., just to become enemy of Krishna. 

Krishna, when they were very much perturbed that "We are going to the material 

world from Vaikuṇṭha. So what will be our fate, Sir? There is some little mistake 

on our part. What we shall do?” So Krishna gave him that "If you become My 

enemy, then you will be relieved in three births, and if you become My friend, 

then seven births.” So the Jaya and Vijaya agreed, "Sir, we shall become Your 

enemy.” So what is the purport? Krishna wanted some enemy to fight. Just like 

we sometimes want to fight. So this desire is there, Krishna. Otherwise, where we 

get this desire? So actually, it was Krishna's service, this Jaya and Vijaya. Krishna 

wanted to have some fight. In the spiritual world there cannot be fight. There is 

no fight. There is only service. Therefore some of His devotees, this Jaya and 

Vijaya, agreed to become His enemy, come to this material world and to..., 

Krishna fought with the Jaya and Vijaya. As Rāmacandra, He fought with Rāvaṇa, 

and as Nṛsiṁhadeva, He fought with Hiraṇyakaśipu, and as Krishna, He fought 

with Yamarā..., er, Kaṁsa. 

So similarly, Vidura also, he thought that “I am always busy in this magisterial 

work, simply to punish. I have no chance to preach.” So Krishna is very kind to 

His devotee. So He gave the chance to preach. So this was the arrangement, that 

he was cursed by Maṇḍūka Muni, came down to this material world. That is also 

material. Yamarāja's planet is also in the material world. Therefore he was given 

the chance of preaching. (reads:) "He is transcendental to such divisions of 

mundane society, just as the Personality of Godhead assumes His incarnation as 

a hog, but He is not hog." If somebody thinks that He has come as a hog, playing 

the part of a hog, that is not the fact. Even though assumes the... (reads:) "The 

Lord and His different authorized devotees sometimes have to play the role of 

many lower creatures to claim the conditioned souls, but both the Lord and His 

pure devotees are always in the transcendental position." Etad īśanam īśasya. That 

is the authority of God, that even though He accepts some lower position, He is 

never in the lower position. He is always in the transcendental position. I have 

given the example yesterday. Just like the sun is sometimes evaporating the urine. 

This is not very good business. But still, sun is sun. He is never polluted. Similarly, 

Krishna or His devotee, if sometimes apparently does something which is not 

befitting their position, still, they are in their position. This is the conclusion. 

Krishna has given this concession to His devotee. 
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It is stated in the Bhagavad-gītā (Bg. 9.30) 

api cet su-durācāro bhajate mām ananya-bhāk 

sādhur eva sa mantavyaḥsamyag vyavasito hi saḥ 

Even sometimes, not by willing, sometimes accidentally, a devotee ... Just like the 

other day in the meeting, somebody was giving the example, “Lord Christ, he ate 

fish.” So he can do that. There was some necessity. But you cannot do that. So 

even though it is sometimes done, abominable, but still they are in exalted 

position. This is to be understood. Tejīyasāṁ na doṣāya (SB 10.33.29. Tejīyasām, 

those who are very, very powerful, anything abominable done by them, it does 

not contaminate. This is to be understood. But you cannot do that. You cannot 

imitate. 

(reads:) “When Yamarāja thus incarnated himself as Vidura, his post was 

officiated by Aryamā, one of the many sons of Kaśyapa and Aditi, the Ādityas, or 

sons of Aditi, and there are twelve Ādityas. Aryamā is one of the twelve Ādityas, 

and therefore it was quite possible for him to take charge of the office of Yamarāja 

during his one hundred years' absence in the form of Vidura. The conclusion is 

that Vidura was never a śūdra, but was greater than the purest type of brāhmaṇa.” 

Now, have kīrtana. (end) 

Link to this page: 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/classes/sb/1/13/15/geneva/june/04/1974 
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Chapter Thirty-seven 

Does Your GBC Love You? 

Disobedience Means that You Have No Love 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“But if you don’t mind, I can say that the Christians are not obeying the orders of God. Do 

you agree or not?” 

It was Shrila Prabhupada, and none other, who introduced bhakti-yoga to the 

Western world. Despite the fact that swamis (and so-called “swamis”) had been 

coming to America and europe for over half a century, very persons few had even 

heard the world bhakti before Prabhupada’s advent. Today thanks to his founding 

the Hare Krishna movement bhakti-yoga is a household term.  

At first, some might have objected by declaring that yoga means twisting the body 

this way and that. But Shrila Prabhupada would respond that bhakti, or pure 

devotional service to God, is the yoga of love. Hence bhakti alone is the genuine 

goal of yoga because without the element of loving reciprocation; all forms of 

yoga, tapasya, cultivation of jnana, study of shastras are absolutely useless.  

Shrila Prabhupada always made each of his disciples feel loved, even those who 

had never spoken with him or even may have never sat in a darshan. And his 

devotees were pleased to lovingly reciprocate. For the genuine servants of Shri 
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Guru nothing else was or is more important than this loving relationship between 

guru and disciple. And because the disciple is kept on the path of sanatana 

dharma by this strong bond of love, therefore devotees lovingly carried out the 

perfect orders of the spiritual master. 

Unfortunately, that all changed when Shrila Prabhupada departed and entered into 

mahasamadhi. Soon a grand tug of war ensued between those who had all along 

pretended to love Shrila Prabhupada (but who actually cared little for his 

instructions and never really loved him) and the sincere disciples. Those whose 

love was for their own positions, wealth and power they could have for themselves 

attempted to usurp the acharya’s crown. In a most egregious and offensive way 

they declared themselves to be “zonal acharyas,” and demanded worship in each 

of the temples of the spiritual master—even accepting flowers at their feet from 

their own Godbrothers and God–sisters.  

Since this greedy “zonal acharya-ism” had been directly mandated by a rogue 

GBC, and since it was in direct violation of the orders of the spiritual master, it is 

understood that those persons who had used the spiritual master for their own 

supposed glory could not really have loved him. It seems apparent that they had 

been kept close to the Founder-Acharya because he recognized their unbridled 

ambitions and he had kept them near during his manifest lila so that they could be 

closely watched. 

Even so, in the great post-samadhi tug of war between the self-appointed acharyas 

on one hand and the sincere servants of Shrila Prabhupada on the other, the 

ambitious personalities eventually won the contest. They did this by appointing 

their own sycophant disciples above the heads of tried and true disciples of His 

Divine Grace, and chasing the real devotees out the door. ISKCON was turned 

into a veritable samudra-manthan, except in this particular struggle the demons 

won the battle and enjoyed the spoils of victory though only for a very short 

period.  

But with the appearance of The Journey Home we see that the tug of war is once 

again underway. In fact it could be argued that there has never been a more 

egregious example of disobedience to the will of Shrila Prabhupada than The 

Journey Home. It is a treatise of bluster and braggadocio with its veneration for 

bogus Mayavadi duplicate-gurus proving this sordid book to be the antithesis of 

love or bhakti.. And when the spiritual master and the Supreme Lord are unloved 
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by a heartless GBC that promotes The Journey Home—a book that has that placed 

the lovely picture of Lord Krishna alongside a decadent pile of skulls—how can 

any member of ISKCON expect even an ounce of genuine love coming down 

from its GBC?  

Rather than feeling love for the Supreme Lord, the Mayavadi asura hates Him 

and seeks to dismember him in order to usurp His position. Love is a choice. It is 

a privilege to love and to serve the Supreme Lord through the grace of the loving 

bona fide spiritual master. Considering the karmic reactions to the zonal era which 

sent dozens of “pada-ified gurus” running, dying or winding up behind bars—and 

with ISKCON forking over millions in lawsuits—we wonder why an unloving 

GBC has not yet learned its lesson. Is it so difficult for them to love the spiritual 

master who gave his very life so that we could be saved from samsara? As 

Prabhupada teaches, love is demonstrated by obedience, and a lack of obedience 

reveals contempt. As Shrila Prabhupada states in the following discussion with a 

Christian monk in Germany, “If you disobey me, that love is not real love.” 

“No Obedience to God—This is the Position” 

Conversation with Father Emanuel Jungclaussen 

at Schloss Rettershof, Germany June 22, 1974 

Prabhupāda: (Krishna) is Para-brahman. Para-brahman. Brahman is realized in 

three angles of vision—impersonal Brahman ... 

Pater Emmanuel: Internalized Brahman. Yes, I see 

Prabhupāda: ...and localized Brahman, Paramātmā in the heart, and personal 

Brahman. Krishna is the Supreme Brahman, because ultimately God is person. 

Yes. Brahmeti paramātmeti bhagavān iti śabdyate. The exact Sanskrit word is 

vadanti tat tattva-vidas tattvam (SB 1.2.11). The Absolute Truth is described by 

the person who knows the Absolute Truth in three ways—brahmeti, the 

impersonal Brahman; paramātmeti, the localized Paramātmā; and Bhagavān, the 

Supreme Personality of Godhead. The Supreme Personality of Godhead is the 

ultimate feature of God, full with all six opulences—the richest, the strongest, the 

most famous, the most wise, the most renounced and most beautiful. These are 

the six features of the Personality of Godhead. 

Pater Emmanuel: That’s very good. 
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Prabhupāda: And His being Absolute, His name is not different from Him. The 

name and the form and the quality of God, they are all Absolute. Therefore 

chanting His name means associating with God. So when one associates with 

God, gradually He becomes godly. And when he is fully purified, then he become 

associate of God. 

Pater Emmanuel: (German) 

German devotee: (translating for Pater Emmanuel) But we can understand the 

name of God only in a negative way. 

Prabhupāda: No. God has unlimited potencies, and therefore He has got 

unlimited names. 

Pater Emmanuel: Yes, but we are limited. 

Prabhupāda: We are limited, but God is not limited. Unlimited. And because He 

is unlimited, therefore He has got unlimited names---not one or two, but unlimited 

names. There is a Sanskrit book, Aṣṭottara-sahasra. There are 1,008 names of 

God. So 1,008 is also limited, but because we are limited, the God’s names are 

given to us as far as we can understand. Otherwise, He has got unlimited 

potencies, unlimited names. And each and every name is God because He is 

absolute. 

Pater Emmanuel: (German with devotee) Allow you a question? You know that 

we Christians are also preaching the love of God, and we seek to fulfill the love 

of God and to serve God with all our heart and soul. And what different from your 

movement who will the same? And why do you send your disciples in these 

Christian countries to preach the love of God when the gospel of Jesus Christ is 

also preaching the love of God, God’s love? 

Prabhupāda: But if you don’t mind, I can say that the Christians are not 

obeying the orders of God. Do you agree or not? 

Pater Emmanuel: I agree. 

Prabhupāda: Then where is love? If you disobey the orders of God, then where 

is your love? Therefore we have come here to teach them to love God. (devotees 

arranging chair for a guest in the background) If you love me, you cannot disobey 

me. And if you disobey me, that love is not real love. 
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Pater Emmanuel: Will that mean that Christianity has to change their customs 

or the Christianity, Roman Catholic or Protestant, must return to the source? 

Prabhupāda: (aside:) You can sit on the chair if you like. 

Guest: No, I like to sit, thank you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Not only Christianity, everywhere, the people now do not love God, but they love dog” 

Prabhupāda: Not only Christianity, everywhere, the people now do not love 

God, but they love dog. 

Pater Emmanuel: Yes, I see. 

Prabhupāda: Yes. Therefore this movement is required, awakening of God 

consciousness. Not the Christians they are only to be accused, but Hindus, 

Muslims, everyone. They are simply stamped, but no obedience to God. This is 

the position. 

Pater Emmanuel: Can you say exactly the point where Christians are not 

obedient? Do you see any points here by your visit to the Christian countries and 

you like to say for us? It is a help for us to say exactly the point. 
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Prabhupāda: Yes. The first point is that your commandment is, “Thou shall not 

kill,” and you are maintaining regularly slaughterhouse. The first commandment 

is disobeyed. Do you agree or not? 

Pater Emmanuel: Um... 

Prabhupāda: Or in my front the animals are being kept for being killed. 

Pater Emmanuel: I personally agree. 

Prabhupāda: That’s it. 

Pater Emmanuel: I personally agree. 

Prabhupāda: Therefore, actually, if Christians are lover, they must stop 

immediately this animal killing. 

Pater Emmanuel: And you think it’s a principal point, the top point. 

Prabhupāda: But if you miss one point, if you commit mistake in calculation in 

one point, the more you make calculation, add and subtract, it is all mistake. Just 

like in the bank they daily make a trial balance, and if there is one mistake 

anywhere, the trial balance does not come. 

Pater Emmanuel: I understand. 

Prabhupāda: This is called ardha-kukkuṭī-nyāya (Cc. Ādi 5.176). If you... I will 

explain. Ardha-kukkuṭī-nyāya means there is a logic of accepting half of the 

chicken---the chicken or what is called, cock, that? 

Haṁsadūta: Oh, the rooster, hens. 

Prabhupāda: Hens, rooster, rooster. No, the female is called hen? 

Haṁsadūta: Hen. 

Prabhupāda: Hen. The hen is giving egg and, by the backside, by the rectum, 

and eating by the mouth. So one man is considering that “This mouthpiece is 

expensive, because I have to give to eat. Better cut it.” So if the mouth is cut, then 

there will be no egg because a dead body. So this is not good logic, (laughing) 

that the expensive portion may be cut and the profitable portion may be kept. This 

kind of interpretation will not be helpful. If you accept the whole—-this side and 

that side—hen business will go on. 
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Pater Emmanuel: (German with devotees) In the Christian tradition... 

(German) 

Prabhupāda: (aside:) Water. The first commandment is, “Thou shall not kill.” 

But they are killing. The first point is disobedient. Then where is love of God? 

Pater Emmanuel: (German) It is in the relation of man. “Don’t kill,” it says ..., 

the Christianity understands... 

Prabhupāda: Why they understand like that? That means that Lord Christ was 

not sufficiently educated to use the right word, “murder”? Does it mean so? There 

are two words, “killing” and “murder.”Murder is especially meant for the human 

being. So do you think that Christ was not learned enough to use the word 

“murder” instead of “killing”? “Killing” means any kind of killing, especially 

animal killing. Otherwise you should have frankly, openly used the word, “Thou 

shall not murder.”Even if it is meant like that, so does it mean that he was 

preaching amongst the murderers? They are very first-class men? They are all 

murderers? Therefore the injunction. This kind of interpretation does not appeal 

to us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pater Emmanuel: (German) 

German devotee: He said, Śrīla Prabhupāda, that this commandment, “Thou 

shall not kill,” is found in the Old Testament, and when Jesus was talking ... 
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Prabhupāda: I do not know many testament, but I see in the Ten Commandments 

these words are there. If you want to support it by many testaments, that is, of 

course, your business, but we take the direct meaning, “Thou shall not kill,” the 

Christians should not kill. Interpretation you can give in your own way to support 

your business, but we see openly. If we can understand openly, there is no need 

of interpretation. 

Pater Emmanuel: (German) No, I understand. 

Prabhupāda: Why should we interpret? Interpretation is required when the 

things are not clear. Here it is clear—“Thou shall not kill,” plainly advised. Why 

should we interpret? 

Pater Emmanuel: (German) 

German devotee: (translating) To eat plants, is it not killing? To eat vegetables, 

is it not killing? Plants? 

Prabhupāda: Then vegetable killing and animal killing is the same? 

Pater Emmanuel: It’s not the same. Not the same. But human killing and 

animal killing is also not the same. 

Prabhupāda: So we are not killing. Our Vaiṣṇava philosophy, we do not kill 

even vegetable, because our Krishna says ... (aside:) Find out this verse. Patraṁ 

puṣpaṁ phalaṁ toyaṁ yo me bhaktyā prayacchati (Bg. 9.26). 

German devotee: Should I read this in Sanskrit, Śrīla Prabhupāda? 

Prabhupāda: Patraṁ puṣpaṁ phalaṁ toyaṁ yo me bhaktyā prayacchati, tad 

aham aśnāmi bhakty-upahṛtam. 

German devotee: (reads translation in German) 

Prabhupāda: So we offer Krishna. Krishna wants, “Give Me this foodstuff,” so 

we offer the foodstuff to Krishna, and we take it. Therefore, if for killing this 

patraṁ puṣpam there is sin, that is Krishna’s sin, not my sin. But Krishna, God, 

apāpa-viddham: sinful reaction cannot take place to Him. Apāpa-viddham. Pāpa 

means sinful. Just like the sun is powerful. It can absorb urine. But you cannot 

drink urine. So the injunction is, tejīyasāṁ na doṣāya (SB 10.33.29). One who is 

very powerful ... Just like a king. He orders, “Kill this man. Murder.” He commits 

murder regularly, chopped up. But he is not under the law, being hanged, because 
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he is very powerful. But an ordinary man, if he commits murder, he will be 

hanged. When there is fight, the commander-in-chief says, “You kill them,” and 

the soldier kills and he gets gold medal. But the same soldier, when he kills a 

single person at home, he is hanged. Therefore this injunction, patraṁ puṣpaṁ 

phalaṁ toyam (Bg. 9.26), “This vegetables give Me. I shall eat, and you take the 

prasādam.” So we are not sinful. 

Pater Emmanuel: And Krishna cannot give the same permission for the 

animals? 

Prabhupāda: Heh? 

Pater Emmanuel: Krishna cannot give the same permission for the animals? 

Prabhupāda: Yes, the animal kingdom, in the nature’s way ...  Just like the grass 

is the food of the cow, and the cow is the food for man, but not for civilized man, 

religious man. The crude man. (break) (indistinct) The perfect human being is 

described—śamo damas titikṣā ārjavam. (aside:) Find out.(break)  ... killing of 

animals and child, Christ’s name. Then it will be perfect. I have not come to teach 

you, but to request you that your Christian religion prohibit this and encourages 

chanting of name of the Lord. So you kindly do it, that’s all. 

Pater Emmanuel: Thank you. Prabhupāda: Hare Krishna. We are also 

chanting “Christ” or “Krishna,” the same thing. So let us join to together and 

chant. If you have got objection to chant “Krishna,” you chant “Christ” or  

“Christo.”Caitanya Mahāprabhu says, nāmnām akāri bahudhā nija-sarva-śaktis 

tatrārpitā niyamitaḥ smaraṇe na kālaḥ (Śikṣāṣṭaka 2). He says that God has got 

many, multi names. Any one of them you chant, because each and every name 

has the same potency as God the person, because His name and He, there is no 

difference. 

And if we become designatedless---if we give up these titles, “I am Hindu,” “I am 

Muslim,” “I am Christian," and simply chant God’s name---then we become on 

the spiritual platform immediately, without any discrimination that "Here is 

Hindu,” “Here is Muslim,” ”Here is Christian,”“Here is white,” “Here is black,” 

that. We are preaching that human form of life is meant for God realization, or to 

learn how to love God. That is real business of human being. So either do it as a 

Christian or as a Muslim or as a Hindu, it doesn’t matter. But do this business. 

Pater Emmanuel: I agree. 
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Prabhupāda: And we are practically doing that. Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna---

this is our business. We always keep the chanting beads, just like you are keeping. 

Yes. Chant, that’s all. Everyone should do. Where is the harm? If everyone takes 

this chanting... You are Christian; you have taken. Why not other Christians? 

They also can take. Chant. There is no loss. By chanting there is no loss, but there 

is good gain, so why should we miss this opportunity of chanting? The cats and 

dogs, they cannot chant. But we have got human tongue; we can chant. There is 

no loss, but there is great gain. Now, these young boys, they are always chanting. 

It is only practice. It is training. These young boys and girls, they could go and 

act so many things frivolously, but now they have given up everything. They don’t 

eat meat, egg, fish; no intoxication up to drinking tea or smoking; no gambling; 

no illicit sex; and chanting. (pause) If you can cooperate, then we go to the church 

and chant, “Christ, Christ, Christo, Christo, Christo,”or “Christo, Christo.” Is 

there any objection? 

Pater Emmanuel: No. Prabhupāda: Then we should be allowed. Instead of 

keeping the churches locked up... 

Pater Emmanuel: On my part, but I... 

Prabhupāda: No, no, we are talking with you. You are a representative of 

Christian kind. So instead of keeping the churches locked up, why not give it us? 

We shall chant twenty-four hours. (priest laughs) Actually, this is fact. Many 

places we have purchased churches. And before our purchasing, the church was 

practically locked up. Nobody was going. And because nobody was going, 

therefore it was available for purchase. In London I have seen, hundreds and 

thousands of churches are locked up, or they are being used for different purpose. 

There are many hundreds and thousand churches, but they are not going on. So 

this experience... In Los Angeles we purchased one church. So it was sold because 

people were not coming. Now you go to the same church, and the same men, they 

are coming by thousands. And one Christian priest in Boston, he issued one leaflet 

that "These boys are our boys. Before accepting this movement, they were never 

coming to the church. They never inquired about God. And now they are mad 

after God. How it has happened?" Yesterday the inquiry was, “Why the 

Americans and the Germans are taking to this path?” 

Haṁsadūta: “How come it has expanded so quickly?” 

Pater Emmanuel: What was your answer to this? 
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Prabhupāda: Answer? What the answer? 

Umāpati: Prabhupāda didn’t understand, accepting him in German. 

Prabhupāda: No, no. The answer I gave, you do not remember? 

Umāpati: "Because they are intelligent." 

Prabhupāda: Yes. Any intelligent man will understand what is religion, what is 

God, in five minutes. It doesn’t require even five hours. In five minutes. 

Pater Emmanuel: Yes, I understand. 

Prabhupāda: But we do not want to understand. That is the difficulty. Yes? 

German guest: (German) German devotee: He believes that to understand 

God is not a question of intelligence, but it is a question of humility. 

Prabhupāda: Yes. “The humble and meek shall go to the kingdom of God.” Is 

it not? It is Bible statement? 

Haṁsadūta: “The humble and meek shall inherit the earth.” 

Prabhupāda: So nowadays the rascal philosophy has spread that everyone is 

God, and therefore nobody is humble and meek. If everyone thinks that he is God, 

then why he should be humble and meek? So they are being educated how to 

become humble and meek. In the temple, to God, or to the spiritual master, the 

God’s representative, they offer always respect by offering obeisances. That is 

humble and meek. They are doing very easily progress, you see, only on account 

of this humbleness and meekness. Even on the road if they see me, they 

immediately fall down flat, never mind there is dust. This very qualification is 

pushing them towards spiritual realization. In the Vedic scripture (Śvetāśvatara 

Upaniṣad  6.23) it is said, 

yasya deve parā bhaktir yathā deve tathā gurau 

tasyaite kathitā hy arthāḥ prakāśante mahātmanaḥ 

Yasya... “Anyone who has got unflinching faith in God and His representative, 

the spiritual master, to him only, the purport of the scriptures become revealed. 

Full transcript and audio here:here: https://prabhupadavani.org/transcriptions/740622r1ger/  

 

https://prabhupadavani.org/transcriptions/740622r1ger/
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Chapter Thirty-eight 

Real Yoga and Cheating Yoga 

Identifying Sinful Swamis and Lusty Babas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shrila Prabhupada convinced the hippies of chastity and restraint during a degraded era of 

casual sex and “free love.” 

It is significant that the large majority bhogi yogis featured and praised in The 

Journey Home—as documented throughout this series—were repeatedly accused 

of sex crimes upto and including serial rape. By allowing, and indeed welcoming, 

the glorification of such sinful curs in saffron into the temples of Shrila 

Prabhupada, the GBC has opened the door for a new low in ashram standards.  

ISKCON has many times undergone the “It can’t happen here …” stage of denial, 

and every time with miserable results. The many problems that ISKCON has 

faced, and which have torn the society asunder over and over again, have all been 

caused by a short-sighted, inept and feeble GBC that is unqualified to lead a 

genuine spiritual organization. Judging by their blind support of The Journey 

Home, the lot of them have become shudras. Any thoughtful leader who has 

understood what the ramifications will be of encouraging a book like The Journey 

Home that glorifies sexy scoundrels in the dress of swamis and avataras into the 

hallowed halls of ISKCON is only opening the door to future degradation of its 

members of every level.  
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When the members of the Indernational Socoiety for Krishna Consciousness already have 

the final words on the meaning of yoga, what is the use of supporting Mayavadic books 

about seductive swamis and bi-sexual babas like The Journey Home? 

“Yoga” for better sex has already been enthusiastically invited into ISKCON with 

the approval of the GBC and their fondness for The Journey Home’s Mayavidic 

drivel. While the definition of “bhakti” is becoming changed into something that 

is more suitable to, say, the attendees at the Mayavadi-ridden Bhakti Fest; so the 

seeds of the slippery slope into hell have been duly planted into a fertile GBC soil 

of tolerance towards serial rapists dressed as imitation holy men. It will not be 

surprising when the regulative principle “No illicit sex” becomes conveniently 

distorted by ISKCON leaders into something that the public finds more 

acceptable. What else can be expected from a body of men and women riddled 

with partisanship and favoritism; and who are more concerned with their own 

positions and personal enjoyment than the state of the Society they are supposed 

to be protecting?  

For anyone who cares to listen, here are the very instructions of Shrila Prabhupada 

on the true function of sex and the need for sexual restraint. 

Real Yoga and Cheating Yoga 

“Thus, refraining from sex enables one to be very determined and powerful. It is 

not necessary to do anything else. This is a secret people are not aware of. If you 

want to do something with determination, you have to refrain from sex. 

Regardless of the process—be it haṭha-yoga, bhakti-yoga, jñāna-yoga, or 
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whatever—sex indulgence is not allowed. Sex is allowed only for householders 

who want to beget good children and raise them in Krishna consciousness. Sex is 

not meant for sense enjoyment, although enjoyment is there by nature. Unless 

there is some enjoyment, why should one assume the responsibility of begetting 

children? That is the secret of nature’s gift, but we should not take advantage of 

it. These are the secrets of life. By taking advantage and indulging in sex life, we 

are simply wasting our time. If one 

tells you that you can indulge in sex 

as much as you like and at the same 

time become a yogī, he is cheating 

you. If some so-called guru tells you 

to give him money in exchange for 

some mantra and that you can go on 

and engage in all kinds of nonsense, 

he is just cheating you.  

Because we want something sublime 

and yet want it cheaply, we put 

ourselves in a position to be cheated. 

This means that we actually want to 

be cheated. If we want something 

valuable, we must pay for it. We 

cannot expect to walk into a jewelry 

store and demand the most valuable 

jewel for a mere ten cents. No, we must pay a great deal. Similarly, if we want 

perfection in yoga, we have to pay by abstaining from sex. Perfection in yoga is 

not something childish, and Bhagavad-gītā instructs us that if we try to make yoga 

into something childish, we will be cheated. There are many cheaters awaiting us, 

waiting to take our money, giving us nothing, and then leaving. But according to 

Śrī Krishna’s authoritative statement in Bhagavad-gītā, one must be “completely 

free from sex life.” Being free from sex, one should “meditate upon Me within 

the heart and make Me the ultimate goal of life.” This is real meditation.” 

From Path of Perfection (page 44) by His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta 

Swami Prabhupada. 
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Chapter Thirty-nine 

Annihilation of Mayavada  

 “This Hare Krishna Movement Is the Only Hope” 

“The entire world is now full of many asuras in the guise of politicians, gurus, 

sādhus, yogīs and incarnations, and they are misleading the general public 

away from Krishna consciousness, which can offer true benefit to human 

society.”-Shrila Prabhupada 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pure example of the Vaishnava acharya: Shrila Prabhupada spoke the purports to the 10th 

canto of Srimad-Bhagavatam during his final days in Vrindavana assisted by Pradyumna 

Panditji. 

There is an extremely urgent need to utterly wipe out and destroy Mayavada all 

over the world. That is because impersonalism spells death to the public at large 

and sends them one and all to hell. Destruction of Mayavada can only be achieved 

through preaching genuine Krishna consciousness in its pure form exactly as 

Shrila Prabhupada taught. Wiping impersonalism off the face of the earth will not 

come about by making convenient adjustments to the words of the spiritual master 

just to please the ignorant public at large. Not only is impersonalism a direct 

offense against the Supreme Lord Who is always a person, but to deny the 

transcendental form of the Lord is also the worst form of ingratitude.  

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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Krishna, God, is giving everything—yet the individual who is deluded by 

impersonalism thinks that all such benefits he enjoys are automatically supplied 

for his sense pleasure. With no appreciation or thankfulness he sees no need to 

recognize from where and from whom, as the Christians say, “all blessings flow.”  

In this world of conditioned entities there is no sin equal to ingratitude. The only 

way to teach genuine thankfulness for the kindness shown by the Supreme Lord 

is through this personalist philosophy of Krishna consciousness. Keep in mind 

that only Shrila Prabhupada and none other gave this understanding of an 

unadulterated path that can deliver the entire world. This is not fanaticism, but 

rather verified historical fact. 

Yet, with the advent of The Journey Home into the temples of Shrila Prabhupada, 

a GBC of loose cannons has now turned the Krishna consciousness movement 

180 degrees away from the intended direction established by the Founder-

Acharya. The GBC’s open door policy to Mayavadi cheaters and scoundrels who 

pose as yogis and avataras (but who are actually wholesalers of sense gratification 

in the guise of spiritual practices) is an oblique deviation from the teachings that 

they are avowed to uphold. The GBC has refused to wake up because—as Shrila 

Prabhupada stated many times—you cannot awaken a man who is pretending to 

be asleep. In other words, even though they know better, these pretentious 

“elders” act as if that Radhanatha’s The Journey Home is some new form of 

advancement in preaching Krishna consciousness that has now become acceptable 

to a rising generation. Rather than maintaining the steady and secure course of the 

eternal disciplic succession, they have offensively instituted “out with the old and 

in with the new.” They have compromised and watered down the teachings of the 

Founder-Acharya to the extent that, as Krishna told Arjuna, “the message has been 

lost.”  

Such forms of deviousness—willful divergence from the standard practices and 

principles of parampara on the part of ISKCON’s GBC—are the most serious of 

all offences. Let us give as the example of the “three-time loser,” a criminal who 

stands convicted of a crime for the third time. In a court of law, the “three-time 

loser” or repeat offender is given the maximum sentence under the law. Such a 

dull-witted deviant should have learned his lesson if not the first time in court, 

then surely during his second appearance before the judge. In the same way, those 

who know better but who refuse to do better are considered incorrigible and are 

handed the stiffest sentences. Similarly, this is the law of material nature, the law 

of karma. Certainly a severe sentence will be the fate of the all those “devotees” 
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who are involved with distributing The Journey Home. Not only the author and 

the GBC who promote it (including those GBCs who sit silently on the sidelines 

and do not speak up against this outrage to the Founder-Acharya) but every other 

devotee who is involved in the distribution of this Mayavadic so-called literature. 

This means that all the so-called devotees who translate, type, print, and distribute 

Radhanath’s anti-devotional nonsense in the form of The Journey Home must 

someday pay the consequences for straying from the prescribed path into the dark 

wilderness where lurk the dangerous beasts. 

Shrila Prabhupada reserved his strongest language for the Mayavadis because the 

message of these demonic bums is found at the root of all sins. In his final words 

to his disciples and to the world, His Divine Grace spoke the translations and 

Bhaktivedanta Purports to the tenth canto (chapters 1 to 13) of Srimad-

Bhagavatam.  

Shrila Prabhupada’s final words, spoken from his bed in Vrindavana, were the 

essence of his teachings. Gasping for breath and struggling to speak, the Founder-

Acharya of the Hare Krishna Movement repeated once more his message of 

utterly overcoming all impediments to pure devotional service in the form of the 

deadly Mayavada infection through establishing the worship of Shri Krishna as 

the Supreme Personality of Godhead. 

Prabhus, does it not touch your heart to see His Divine Grace struggling in his 

final moments just to speak the words that would be his last? How can the GBC 

in a shameless display that reveals a heartless lack of compassion dismiss what 

their Guru Maharaja has ordered and blithely carry on promoting The Journey 

Home pretending that they are servants of the mission?  

For a true devotee, the spiritual master’s words are his life and soul, and it is 

unthinkable that he could ever separate himself from those teachings. How could 

any so-called “disciple” stoop to such utter callousness that Shrila Prabhupada’s 

final words spoken during his last days and for the sake of saving the world can 

be ignored? 
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Devaki and Vasudeva in the prison cell of Kamsa receive Lord Krishna with their prayers. 

(Sri Vasudeva uvaca:) “O my Lord, proprietor of all creation, You have now 

appeared in my house, desiring to protect this world. I am sure that You will kill 

all the armies that are moving all over the world under the leadership of politicians 

who are dressed as kṣatriya rulers but who are factually demons. They must be 

killed by You for the protection of the innocent public.” (Srimad-Bhagavatam 

10.3.21) 

Bhaktivedanta Purport: Krishna appears in this world for two purposes, 

paritrāṇāya sādhūnāṁ vināśāya ca duṣkṛtām: (Bg. 4.8) to protect the innocent, 

religious devotees of the Lord and to annihilate all the uneducated, uncultured 

asuras, who unnecessarily bark like dogs and fight among themselves for political 

power. It is said, kali-kāle nāma-rūpe Krishna avatāra. The Hare Krishna 

movement is also an incarnation of Krishna in the form of the holy name (nāma-

rūpe). Every one of us who is actually afraid of the asuric rulers and politicians 

must welcome this incarnation of Krishna:  

Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna, Krishna Krishna, Hare Hare 

Hare Rāma, Hare Rāma, Rāma Rāma, Hare Hare. 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ksatriya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/paritranaya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sadhunam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vinasaya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ca
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/duskrtam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/4/8?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kali
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kale
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/nama
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rupe
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/avatara
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/nama
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rupe
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rama
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rama
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/rama
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
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Then we will surely be protected from the harassment of asuric rulers. At the 

present moment these rulers are so powerful that by hook or by crook they capture 

the highest posts in government and harass countless numbers of people on the 

plea of national security or some emergency. Then again, one asura defeats 

another asura, but the public continues to suffer. Therefore the entire world is in 

a precarious condition, and the only hope is this Hare Krishna movement. Lord 

Nṛsiṁhadeva appeared when Prahlāda was excessively harassed by his asuric 

father. Because of such asuric fathers—that is, the ruling politicians—it is very 

difficult to press forward the Hare Krishna movement, but because Krishna has 

now appeared in His holy name through this movement, we can hope that these 

asuric fathers will be annihilated and the kingdom of God established all over the 

world. The entire world is now full of many asuras in the guise of politicians, 

gurus, sādhus, yogīs and incarnations, and they are misleading the general public 

away from Krishna consciousness, which can offer true benefit to human society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/asura
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/asura
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prahlada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hare
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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Chapter Forty 

If the GBC Was Honest And Believed in Their Own Yoga 

Deviations… 

Would They Dare to Write Such a Letter? 

Would the GBC actually be brave enough to face the Founder-Acharya of the 

International Society for Krishna Consciousness—His Divine Grace A.C. 

Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada—with a description of the slippery slope 

created by their promotion of the American Swami’s The Journey Home?  If they 

think their deviations are bona fide and are pleasing to the parampara, then they 

would have no problem writing a letter like this one that we have penned on their 

behalf … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://iskconnews.org/gbc-organizational-development-meetings-continue-in-tirupati,4639/ 

Dear Shrila Prabhupada, 

Please accept our humble obeisances.  

Now Radhanatha Swami’s The Journey Home, which glorifies many Mayavadi 

yogis, swamis. avataras and other perverted posers, has been widely accepted 

throughout your movement. Under our GBC leadership, The Journey Home is 

being actively promoted in temples all over the world in a dozen languages. 

Naturally, as your loyal servants on the GBC we have had our share of struggles 

promoting The Journey Home. It is hard to for us believe that there are still some 

backward Neanderthals among our Godbrothers and Godsisters who have advised 

https://iskconnews.org/gbc-organizational-development-meetings-continue-in-tirupati,4639/
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us to take The Journey Home in all its dozen languages and cram it where the sun 

doesn’t shine! But we have remained steadfast and undaunted in the face of such 

envious fault finders who have nothing better to do than to criticize us. 

We are quite pleased with our progress towards universal social inclusiveness. 

We are working hard to actively make Krishna consciousness acceptable to the 

world we live in. As the Hare Krishna Movement grows into a religion like other 

faiths around the globe, we are continuing to acclimatize ourselves in becoming 

whatever people expect of us. Certain changes have proven necessary for 

ISKCON to grow, adapt, adjust and conform to the times at hand. As your loyal 

GBC representatives, we have always shown our willingness to spend millions of 

dollars of your funds on lawsuits to defend the changes we need to make to keep 

the world pleased with our image. 

To continue with our progress of conforming with the people that we share the 

earth with, the greatest need of the hour is for more yoga exercises in your 

movement. Nowadays yoga asanas are popular (and lucrative) at Hare Krishna 

Temples all over the world. Yoga is taught at: 

-Bhaktivedanta Manor in England https://iskconnews.org/bhaktivedanta-college-

announces-new-yoga-teachertraining-course,6354/,  

-Radha Desh in Belgium, https://www.radhadesh.com/en/yoga-2/  

-Simhachalam in Germany,  https://simhachalam.de/courses/#articles  

-Hare Krishna Center of Culture and Spirituality in Cape Town, SA 

http://www.iskconcape.org.za/yoga.aspx,  

-Krishna Eco-Village in Australia https://krishnavillage-retreat.com/yoga-

courses/,  

-Atma Lounge in Kent, UK, http://www.atmalounge.com/  

-Vrajabhumi in Brazil https://voltaaosupremo.com/artigos/artigos/25-years-of-

vrajabhumi-a-piece-of-the-spiritual-sky-in-brazil/. 

And at Hare Krishna centers in India, too. 

Here is a video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHTTRST5MoU about a 

meeting of ISKCON Yoga Teachers hosted by Yoga Master Yadunandan Swami. 

https://iskconnews.org/bhaktivedanta-college-announces-new-yoga-teachertraining-course,6354/
https://iskconnews.org/bhaktivedanta-college-announces-new-yoga-teachertraining-course,6354/
https://www.radhadesh.com/en/yoga-2/
https://simhachalam.de/courses/#articles
http://www.iskconcape.org.za/yoga.aspx
https://krishnavillage-retreat.com/yoga-courses/
https://krishnavillage-retreat.com/yoga-courses/
http://www.atmalounge.com/
https://voltaaosupremo.com/artigos/artigos/25-years-of-vrajabhumi-a-piece-of-the-spiritual-sky-in-brazil/
https://voltaaosupremo.com/artigos/artigos/25-years-of-vrajabhumi-a-piece-of-the-spiritual-sky-in-brazil/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHTTRST5MoU
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The video also hints that Your Divine Grace supported such yoga exercises—so 

we are assured that our efforts are bona fide! 

For those centers that are behind the times and do not have a purpose-built Yoga 

Ashram, we invite the karmis to come in and stretch their sweaty bodies right in 

the temple room in front of your Vyasa Asana.  

You will be pleased that we have now settled upon a genuine Yoga Acharya in 

the person of Ira Trivedi. Yes, that is how she is actually described on her 

Wikipedia: page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ira_Trivedi. And since it’s on 

Wiki, it must be true!  Since Radhanatha has been described as a Yoga Master in 

ISKCON News, it was natural that he would invite a Yoga Acharya to Govardhan 

Eco-Village to give classes. 

Ira the Yoga Acharya is also the author of some really progressive literature—

including her bestselling Love: Marriage and Sexuality in the 21st Century. 

According to Wiki, this book is about “India’s new social revolution in marriage 

and sexuality. It describes the major social changes that Indian society is going 

through today.” With a population in excess of one billion people,, most of whom 

stand around at the tea stalls all day, a book on sex like this one by Yoga Acharya 

Ira is really useful for the growth of the world’s largest democracy. 

Not to stop there, Yoga Acharya Ira recently came out with a spiritually-focused 

shastra entitled Om the Yoga Dog, which was released on the International Yoga 

Day, 21 June 2016. Indeed, this invaluable addition to the world of yoga literature 

is a perfect companion volume to Yoga Master Radhanatha’s The Journey Home. 

Yoga Acharya Ira is also the innovator of Hair Yoga which blooped brahmacharis 

will be happy to know about. And believe us, with sexy Yoga Seminars like this 

one in ISKCON temples, there are going to be a lot of blooped brahmacharis out 

there. So her Hair Yoga course is really valuable, and we are celebrating it with 

chanting Hair Bol.  

There is so much more to learn about Hair Yoga with Ira, so please see her 

enlightened video presentation: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmZIVQMaBeM. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ira_Trivedi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NmZIVQMaBeM
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“Hair Bol” with Ira- Now at Govardhana Eco-Village 

We have made a nice poster to advertise Ira the Yoga Acharya and her “Voyage 

of Self-Discovery.” Her course is perfect for those who wish to discover the 

wisdom that they are not only their bodies, but their hair. We are eagerly awaiting 

Ira’s courses on fingernail and toenail yoga too!  

Yes, the Hare Krishna Movement continues to make wonderful progress into the 

beauty of yoga under our astute GBC leadership, much of which has come to 

pass since the publication of The Journey Home. 

Your humble servants on the GBC* 

Letter written by Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 
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From the poster: “A 5-Day voyage of self discovery through Yoga with Ira.Hosted at the 

Govardhan Eco Village, the 5-Day Self Discovery Yoga Workshop with Ira Trivedi takes 

you on a journey to rekindle the connection between you and your spiritual being./ Click 

here to know more  https//irayoga.ecovillage.org.in/” 
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Chapter Forty-one 

Death on the Highway—To Relax or Resign? 

 

 

She did the right thing—we ask that the GBC members consider her example. 

On Friday June 21, 2019 in Randolph, New Hampshire, a pickup truck driven by 

Ukrainian national Volodymyr Zhukovskyy plowed into a formation of 

motorcyclists on their way to a charity event. Investigators concluded that the 23-

year old was driving erratically when he crossed headlong into the bikers’ lane of 

traffic. Seven riders were killed in the collision and several others were seriously 

injured. All were members or supporters of the JarHeads M/C, a Harley-Davidson 

club comprised mostly of retired Marine Corps veterans and their wives.  

As the details of the accident emerged, it turned out Zhukovskyy was a habitual 

offender whose license had been suspended several times for drunken driving, 

accidents and a National Driver Registration violation. In February of this year 

cops found a crack pipe on his person. And just weeks before the inevitable 

carnage, he had flipped an 18-wheeler loaded with cars down in Texas. According 

to his record, he was deemed an “immediate threat.” Zhukovskyy has been taken 

into custody and has entered a plea of not guilty. 

No, we are not blaming Zhukovskyy’s deadly road manners on The Journey 

Home. But just try to follow our logic. A week following the notorious run-in with 

the Jarheads, the Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicle director Erin Deveney 

tendered her resignation from her cushy $143,000+ per year job 
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https://www.foxnews.com/us/massachusetts-motor-vehicle-chief-resigns-143k-

new-hampshire-biker-crash. Apparently either she or someone in her department 

had ignored recommendations to pull the Ukrainian’s license and Ms Deveney 

has assumed responsibility. That is the duty of a leader—if you fail then you step 

aside. And this happens to be our plain and clear message to the GBC. 

ISKCON’s GBC was never meant to become a free-lunch-for-life infrastructure 

enjoyed by an exclusive bunch of elitists. Today ISKCON’s GBC has become a 

corrupt and privileged coterie of smiling sycophants who can do no wrong 

because they run on the principle of “scratch my back and I’ll scratch yours.” As 

shown in Shrila Prabhupada’s Direction of Management paper that was hidden 

away for years, and only came to light in the ‘90s, the post of GBC was meant to 

be a revolving position of capable and trusted managers who were democratically 

elected by the Temple Presidents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Love means to serve, and to serve means to love” and blah, blah, blah. 

Radhanatha photo here:<<https://gbc.iskcon.org/unity-in-diversity/>> 

So our question is this: if there are any upright members left on the GBC—if any 

of its members are still faithful to Shrila Prabhupada—then why have they not 

followed the example of Erin Deveney and resigned? After all, the karmic pay 

back for crossing a pure devotee and reversing his teachings 180 degrees is far 

worse than, say, failing to pull a dangerous driver’s license. Do we need to point 

out again some of the horrendous things that have happened in the past to deviates 

who sat on the GBC? The eyes of the Supreme Lord are everywhere, and He never 

sleeps. Lord Shri Krishna is not amused when His pure devotee is betrayed. Is it 

https://www.foxnews.com/us/massachusetts-motor-vehicle-chief-resigns-143k-new-hampshire-biker-crash
https://www.foxnews.com/us/massachusetts-motor-vehicle-chief-resigns-143k-new-hampshire-biker-crash
https://gbc.iskcon.org/unity-in-diversity/
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news that ISKCON belongs to the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and not to 

the GBC? 

Within weeks after the disappearance of the Founder-Acharya of the International 

Society for Krishna Conscsiousness, conspirators on the GBC plotted to destroy 

the movement by declaring neophyte members as successor “zonal acharyas.” 

Within a few years a mass exodus of genuine devotees began, as the GBC’s 

outright dereliction of duty practically destroyed Shrila Prabhupada’s movement 

from its roots. Next, unqualified and unethical paramhamsa posers collaborated 

to change the writings of the Founder-Acharya by editing his voice out of his 

spoken shastras. Soon a weakened infrastructure within the Movement led to 

thousands of unchecked instances of child molestations in ISKCON gurukulas 

that in turn led to losses of millions of dollars in Society funds in legal fees and 

payouts.  

As a result of the GBC’s leading the break-up the organization, counter or rival 

groups sprang up, such as those that embraced the Gaudiya Math or the so-called 

“ritvik philosophy.” Next millions of ISKCON dollars were poured into lawsuits 

against the Bangalore ritviks. Later—as insane as it sounds—millions were 

poured into defending their very poor and callous editing of the writings of the 

paramhamsa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The GBC is not authorized to whimsically change the teachings of the Founder-Acharya. 

Rather their duty is seeing that his instructions are followed to the letter. 
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It was inevitable that next Mayavada would come creeping into the movement 

which blossomed full scale like a poisonous weed with the advent of The Journey 

Home. Layer by layer, changes begot more changes. Despite their self-assured 

grins in company photographs, the GBC began to appear more like a group that 

had stumbled onto a quagmire of quicksand. 

With such a pathetic and dismal track record, any honest GBC member should 

follow the example of Massachussetts RMV director Erin Deveney and resign. 

After all, the GBC is supposed to be a brahminical council of spiritual guides.  

When the GBC validates inviting so-called “yoga teachers” into ISKCON 

centers—teachers who themselves are nothing more than base shudras—to teach 

their Shudra Yoga for sense gratification, then it is time to rise to the occasion 

and take action. An honest GBC member should either speak out in protest of 

the deviations, or just flat out walk away. Brahmanas do not like sitting among 

ignorant shudras any more than swans find pleasure in hanging out with crows 

at the garbage dumps. And the GBC has become a shudra organization mired in 

shudra bureaucracy with shudra ideas and goals. This means that GBC is now 

an unfit place for any genuine brahmana. So either reform or resign. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the carnage: Whimsically changing the rules of the road can be deadl— and when 

duty is betrayed the leaders must take responsibility.Whimsically introducing shudra 

Mayavadi “yogis” is no different. It is nothing less than a form of death to the members of 

the Hare Krishna Movement. 

But the policy in ISKCON nowadays is to never criticize; never speak up; do not 

make waves while you sit there silently trying to offend no one. With such rules, 
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the bearers of truth and honesty have been effectively silenced in a swamp mired 

in the rising waters of purposeful conspiracy. It appears that offending ISKCON’s 

pure devotee Founder-Acharya is not something that the GBC and its ISKCON 

Law Book have spent much time mulling over.  

Heavens forbid—they are more afraid of creating a Radhanatha-aparadha. 

 

END OF PART TWO 
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The Journey Home Debunked: 

Exposing Mayavadic Infiltration into Shrila 

Prabhupada’s Family 

 

 

 

Essays by  

Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 

 

 

PART THREE 
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Preface to Volume Three 

Mayavada: Your Ticket to Hypocrisy 

We remain hopeful that the research funds that has been poured into this project 

by the Rocky Feller’s Foundation has been worthwhile. For example, it took over 

fifteen seconds of man hours to discover the numerous sexual allegations against 

a large number of imitation swamis featured in The Journey Home. Shrila 

Prabhupada personally condemned these impostors who preached their own 

hackneyed forms of pseudo-Mayavada in the 60s to some of the world’s dumbest 

and most gullible people—something Americans are famous all over the world 

for.  But in ISKCON today if a swami presents a book filled with Mayavadi 

criminals, government agents and rapists the neophyte disciples and cult members 

shamefully drink it down like Jonestown Kool-Aid. 

As one reader of these pages commented in a correspondence, “Since it is so dead 

easy to uncover what insincere cutthroat scoundrels so many of these teeny tiney 

Ravanas are, it is a wonder that the leading ladies of ISKCON have not spoken 

out about this fraud. Many of these men kept prostitutes or raped girls who were 

practically children. Naturally it is very nice whenever ladies should feel the need 

to stand up for their rights. I think that they will all agree thatit is the God-given 

right that young girls should not be raped by scoundrel yogis who are glorified in 

today’s New ISKCON Movement. But why is there no voice raised by the usually 

outspoken “Vaishnavi Ministry Women” of ISKCON, a few leaders of which are 

on the Giverning Body Commission. Has the GBC no shame at all, that this 

horrible outrage of glorifying rapists—unthinkable during the advent of His 

Divine Grace—is allowed today?  

Since the women’s lobbies and feministics throughout worldwide ISKCON are 

naturally in favour of ladies’ rights as their number one priority, why then are the 

higher echelon ladies not speaking up? They are very verbal on subjects on why 

they should be guru, but when a bogus guru appears they become his lap dog and 

sing his praises while he pours the poison of Mayavada down their throats. Some 

of them are the first to point a bony index finger and accuse anyone of latent 

misogyny who has the audacity to ask such women the definition of “guru.” 

Many of these so-called “leaders” in ISKCON who are super-feminists and are 

first-class swami-supporters—are also associated with The Journey Home. 
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Mothers, is there not somehing greatly hypocritical when such super-shrill 

feminists so gratuitously support selling a book with pictures of multiple rapists 

in it—and within the very sactuary of Shrila Prabhupada. Such hypocrisy is truly 

shameful and offensive and needs a strong dose of prayaschitta from all who have 

had the unmitigated chutzpah to support this outrageous invasioun of Mayavada 

into Shrila Prabhupada’s ISKCON. Any reader of Radhanatha’s yoga klassik can 

see that the American Swami’s “Thank You” section at the end of his fantasy tales 

reads like a Who’s Who of prestigious inmates at the Change Disease ward.  

Where is the <As It Is> spirit of Arjuna? Are there no Vaishnava men sitting any 

longer on the GBC or only another set of plotters? Are the leaders of ISKCON 

men, or are they brazen eunuchs? Any so-called “man” should be outraged that 

the stories of rapists who have exploited countless women and girls are sold in 

ISKCON. Did notn the so-called “Vaishnavas” on the GBC learn anything from 

shelling out millions of the spiritual master’s dollars in legal payments when 

many of the teachers they had screened and supported turned out to be first-class, 

long-term child molesters? So how have these pictures of rapists been allowed to 

circulate in the thirteen languages in which The Journey Home has been printed 

and distributed worldwide under thenose of the Council of Eunuchs? It appears 

that in many ISKCON so-called “ashrams” nowadays while money talks, yoga 

dollars and motivational rupees scream when the soul is sold for a few million 

likes on Youtube. 

So where are your gender rights and New Age spirit when ISKCON performs 

lesbian weddings?  What will be next for ISKCON when it is already selling 

against the express orders of the spiritual master pictures of scoundrels who are 

serial rapists of young girls?  Or when ruining the lives of women in other ways—

such as Swamis alluring “female secretaries” with promises of future love? Or 

ladies espousing either Vagina Yoga or Hair Yoga, and performing their Dances 

of the Seven Lungis at ISKCON centers? Or professional kirtaniyas posing as 

Vaishnavas because they have rubber stamped approval to go and sing their bogus 

Mayavadi bhajans worldwide. 

 

All these are also violence against women, you Fat Hypocrites. Or do you believe 

that when Ravana shows up on the temple doorstep you should make him a Life 

Coach (because he is popular on Youtube) and it’s all Ek Ek Ek, anyway?  You 
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are all failures because you have failed to properly serve your spiritual master 

Shrila Prabhupada who as Founder-Acharya empowered the GBC to follow his 

direction—and not that of Neem Karoli Baba and a slew of other Mayavada 

vermin. 

So … one more time; what is the meaning of women’s rights anyway? Because 

according to Shrila Prabhupada the women who have truly fulfilled their rights 

are the pure devotee ladies whose right it is to love Krishna as their eternal 

husband. And to join Him in His abode as His servant in that sacred forest beyond 

even the Vaikuntha of Lord Lakshmi-Narayana; or to even venture past the forest 

where Goddess Shri serves penance. 

The real rights of devotees—to be encouraged to use this life for going back to 

Godhead and not Neem Karoli-head—are being violated big time by some 

seriously crooked misleaders. If the yoga exercises you shopkeepers sell on the 

internet can be utilized to strengthen the spine, then I am all for it. I am all for it 

because you are one bunch of spineless failures to have allowed this horrible 

demonstration of your absolute inabilities to lead have spread throughout 

ISKCON “silent like a cancer grown.” You are in no way brahminical spiritual 

masters. You are all dwija-bandhus and sell-outs to the gutter hype of a filthy 

American sewer. You must all either speak up and apologize to the world of 

Vaishnavas for your propensities to cheat, or simply resign and go far, far away 

and perform bhajan away from your cell phone cameras, suckers. 

Devotees must take action now more than ever. Speak up to uproot the evils of 

Mayavada infiltration into Shrila Prabhupada’s family. 

-Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 
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Chapter Forty-two 

 

Are They Really that Stupid? 

 

How Did the “Leaders” Allow this to 

Happen? 

“All of the programs at Krishna Village are designed to relax your body and 

soul. Our yoga and meditation sessions are a good place to start but 

additionally, you can also enjoy massages, long walks, visiting the temple or 

book a life coaching session to help you manage and reduce stress.” 

-From the website of ISKCON’s Krishna Village Eco Yoga Community 

https://krishnavillage-retreat.com/#read-more 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep reaching higher and soon you’ll get to Vaikuntha: Yoga classes at ISKCON Brazil 
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It was early in the days of the fledgling Hare Krishna Movement on the Lower 

East Side of Manhattan. A small crowd consisting of both the curious and a few 

seekers had gathered downtown to hear the Swami from India speak. Hardly a 

handful of initiates sat among them. After his morning talk to the gathering of 

disenfranchised beatniks, coffee shop philosophers and hippies coming down 

from their acid trips, a thoughtful young man asked a question. “Swami,” he began 

slowly, “What is the actual goal of life?” 

The wise guru replied, “Simply perform several hours of yoga exercises each 

morning. First begin with Surya Namaskara and then twist your body into a 

pretzel and walk on your fingers.” 

Later one of the initiates privately inquired of his guru, “Swamiji, why did you 

preach about hatha yoga today instead of your usual lecture on Bhagavad-gita?” 

The Swami replied, “I have decided that we must keep the essence of the truth 

away from these awful people. They are not ready to understand Krishna 

consciousness because, after all, they are mere Westerners and they can never be 

saved. We need to adapt to the modern times and adjust our preaching 

accordingly. Since they can never rise to comprehend Vedic civilization, we must 

make a few compromises with a form of ‘bridge preaching’ and come down to 

their level. If we can sell them yoga lessons, we’ll make some money and 

eventually they will come to the truth because yoga is sort of Vedic.” 

This did not happen so excuse me, Prabhus … are any of you so dimwitted and 

shortsighted that you believe such a fabrication could have ever happened? Any 

airhead who might think that such bunk took place is permanently deranged. 

When did Shrila Prabhupada ever compromise or waste time by beating around 

the bush to institute yoga exercises into his ashrams? Since it did not happen then, 

why are fools in the dress of leaders foisting in on the movement today? To think 

that the Founder-Acharya ever approved yoga lessons in his ashrams means that 

there is no understanding of Krishna consciousness. Selling yoga in ISKCON 

centers is deviation pure and simple. Yet today this BS is being shoveled 

wholesale from the very top, from the staunch Mayavadis in GBC as though this 

is the new direction in so-called Gaudiya Vaishnava theology. 

His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, the Founder-Acharya 

of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness, never failed to give the 

true essence of Krishna consciousness in each and every situation. But now that 
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ISKCON’s leaders have submerged themselves into karma, vikarma and 

outright Mayavada—they want us to believe that we need to soften 

Prabhupada’s divine message of the Absolute Truth so that more people will 

become attracted to some vague ideas that even they (the leaders) are no longer 

capable of defining.  

False leaders who are destroying ISKCON want to attract the gullible public, even 

though they do not reveal to the suckers they attract exactly what it is that they 

are being allured into paying for. Is there some sort of master plan—a 

conspiracy—to fill Shrila Prabhupada’sashrams with spiritual dimwits to hammer 

in the final death knell of ISKCON?  In other words, shifting the emphasis to a 

fuzzy line that is “sort of Vedic” is nothing less than cheating the public out of the 

most precious gift imaginable—the golden opportunity to become Krishna 

conscious that Shrila Prabhupada gave the world. Not only is this yoga emphasis 

cheating the public, it is also cheating the genuine devotees. And—worst of all—

this false yoga rubbish in ISKCON is directly cheating the pure devotee spiritual 

master Shrila Prabhupada, who is none other than Lord Shri Krishna’s directly 

empowered representative.  

By filling the Hare Krishna temples with amateurish and incompetent Mayavadi 

so-called “yogis” who are actually Kali’s representatives in the dress of 

Vaishnavas—the GBC is simply continuing with its devious programme of 

chasing the real devotees away from the Hare Krishna Movement. 

* * * * 

The young Gaudiya Vaishnava ascetic known as Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta 

Saraswati emerged after years of tapasya from his Mayapura straw hut wherein 

he had chanted one billion divine names of the Supreme Lord, the Hare Krishna 

mahamantra. Now the ascetic pure devotee would engage his energies in 

founding the Gaudiya Math, the parent organization that would in time sweep the 

entire world with a new and elevated consciousness of sanatana dharma. Some 

inquisitive persons drew near him to learn of his plans and to understand his 

realizations. Did he instruct them, “Every morning get up and put on your yoga 

clothes for performing yoga asanas for four hours. There is no other way to take 

care of your spiritual aspirations.” 

Again who is there anyone out there who so stupid to believe that such a 

conversation could ever have taken place with the founder-acharya of Gaudiya 
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Math? Did Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Thakura ever build a yoga room in 

any Gaudiya Math temple? Since no such enterprise was ever authorized by the 

Guru Maharaja of Shrila Prabhupada, why this is yoga being enthusiastically 

promoted in today’s ISKCON? Is ISKCON more advanced than the spiritual 

organization that was conceived by the spiritual master of Shrila Prabhupada? Has 

the GBC transcended their Grand Guru Maharaja? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the ISKCON London site https://twitter.com/iskconlondon  which reads 

“Experience a relaxing evening of #yoga & #meditation to relieve #stress and kick start 

your week feeling refreshed! Incorporate a simple & easy yoga regime in your daily 

routine. http://iskcon.london/lcvs/yogasc  #spirituality #fitness #healthylifestyle 

#mindfulness #mantra #wisdom #detox” 

Yoga exercises are spreading like the plague in ISKCON while the GBC hums a 

lullaby of ignorance. Though what passes as “yoga” is profitable, it is merely a 

bald face lie that the GBC is ramming down the throats of the world at large. 

ISKCON’s Governing Body is merchandising a spurious bill of goods like a 

smuggler falsifying his contraband with forged labels. Only some absolute moron 

would think that yoga exercizes were ever a part of the Gaudiya parampara at any 

stage. But apparently it takes such lamebrains to lead today’s Krishna 

consciousness movement because bhogi yogis in the form of sexy shudra sense 

gratifiers have invaded ISKCON centers all over the world 

* * * * 

The Puri magistrate had taken an early retirement to settle in Nabadwip. He knew 

he had been empowered to re-establish the Gaudiya sampradaya in its intended 

form by chasing out the influx of sahajiyas and Mayavadis. He had left his career 

https://twitter.com/iskconlondon
https://twitter.com/hashtag/yoga?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/meditation?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/stress?src=hash
https://t.co/WUB91giSTz#_blank
https://twitter.com/hashtag/spirituality?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/fitness?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/healthylifestyle?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/mindfulness?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/mantra?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/wisdom?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/detox?src=hash
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to now explain the true meaning of Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu’s divine teaching 

to the world. To do this he knew that he would need to write songs of devotion 

and popularize them among the devotees. This emphasis on bhajan and kirtan 

would eventually result in a resurgence of awakened consciousness for the coming 

Golden Age of sankirtana. The Thakura took out his pen and a sheet of paper and 

began writing, “O brothers and sisters, relieve stress through standing on your 

heads.” 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learn anatomy at Australia ISKCON’s Krishna Village. From the site: 

https://krishnavillage-retreat.com/yoga-instructor-training-courses  “Full 

immersion program that spans 6 weeks, living in a fascinating, vibrant 

community of about 75 yogis, travellers and spiritual seekers on an eco farm 

between Byron Bay and the Gold Coast in Northern NSW, Australia. Nourish your 

soul with Yoga Teacher Training (Vinyasa style) that addresses the science of yoga 

holistically including postures and philosophy as well as Ayurveda, Kirtan, anatomy 

and physiology, nutrition, meditation and mindfulness.” 

Wha-a-a-at? Is there any dolt out there in Krishna-land who could ever believe 

such a farce? Krishna consciousness is based upon glorifying the Supreme Lord 

Shri Krishna through public chanting of His holy names and worship of His Deity,  

and not by twisting the body into strange positions. Why then is the GBC 

fraudulently imposing this baloney upon the public to whom they are really 

obligated to preach the truth? These frauds are cheating not only the Founder-

Acharya of ISKCON but the entire disciplic succession by making a grand farce 

out of Krishna consciousness 

https://krishnavillage-retreat.com/yoga-instructor-training-courses
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* * * * 

The Gaudiya sampradaya had been criticized by other sampradayas because the 

followers of Mahaprabhu had no strict commentary on the Vedanta Sutra. The 

duty of composing the commentary fell upon the shoulders of Shrila Vishvanatha 

Chakravarti's disciple Shrila Baladeva Vidyabhushana, but how could he do it? 

He simply surrendered himself before the Deity of Shri Govindaji at Jaipur, the 

very Shri Krishna Deity of Shrila Rupa Goswami. And lo and behold the Deity 

Himself spoke Govinda Bhashya to Acharya Baladeva. Govindaji said, “Simply 

write about bending the body this way and that way so that people can become 

wholistic. When they are relaxed, they will be able to face life’s challenges with 

a newfound sense of inner joy. What else is required?” 

Is there any blockhead who would accept such nonsense? Surely not you—unless 

maybe you happen to be one of the current so-called “leaders” of Shrila 

Prabhupada’s Krishna consciousness movement. Where has performing yoga 

exercises ever been a part of the teachings of the literature of Gaudiya Vaishnava 

theology? Have any other sampradayas demanded that the Gaudiyas re-invent 

themselves to become bona fide? No, because the silly yoga that is taught in 

ISKCON centers today has never been part of any bona fide Vaishnava lineage. 

Yet today in ISKCON yoga baloney is presented as though the previous acharyas 

accepted physical exercises as “Vedic,” Prabhus, the leaders of the Hare Krishna 

Movement are lying to you. They are trying to destroy Prabhupada’s movement 

by poisoning it with Mayavada and false mundane doctrines dressed as “yoga.”  

* * * * 

Lord Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu sat before the vastly learned Shri Sarvabhauma 

Bhattacharya who was explaining his views on the Vedanta Sutra. The Lord 

replied, “My dear Sir, the real goal of all learning including athāto brahma jijñāsā 

is hatha-yoga. Only by finding your yogi tribe and nourishing your soul through 

finding your inner yogi can you understand the Absolute Truth.” 

What fool or rascal would think such blasphemy ever happened? Such ideas are 

ludicrous and there is no need for a devotee to take to extraneous yoga exercises.  

There was never any instance whatsoever wherein Lord Shri Chaitanya 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jijnasa
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Mahaprabhu injected yoga exercises into the sampradaya that has originated from 

Him.  

Why then has the GBC encouraged ISKCON temple presidents all over the world 

to introduce this Rascal Yoga into the temples of Shrila Prabhupada where Lord 

Chaitanya Mahaprabhu is supposed to be worshiped?  Genuine submission to the 

divine will of the Supreme Personality of Godhead and His subsequent acharyas 

means to follow their examples—not to re-invent, concoct and change the 

teaching to suit your whims.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And the Yoga Course at ISKCON’s “Krishna Village Eco Yoga Community” is Yoga 

Alliance accredited. Yes, the new ISKCON needs to seek its accreditations from karmis. 

Photo credit https://krishnavillage-retreat.com/yoga-instructor-training-courses 

Contaminating Shrila Prabhupada’s movement with things that do not belong 

there including hatha yoga in his ISKCON centers is a deviation as much as any 

of the spurious speculations recited above. Teaching hatha yoga in ISKCON 

centers is a deviation on par equal to the false acharyas demanding divine 

worship within the very ashrams of the Founder-Acharya; or appointing child 

molesters as teachers in ISKCON Gurukulas; or tossing away millions of the 

Society’s dollars on lawsuits to defend illegally changed books—all of which 

has chased away Shrila Prabhupada’s sincere disciples  

Shrila Prabhupada gave the same message as each of his successor acharyas: all 

you need to perfect yourself is the highest form of yoga which is bhakti. Perhaps 

the members of the GBC have become old and have forgotten these essential 

points of Krishna consciousness. Therefore, we will take this opportunity to 

https://krishnavillage-retreat.com/yoga-instructor-training-courses
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remind those of you on the GBC who are not yet completely senile that loving 

devotional service to the Supreme Personality of Godhead Shri Krishna through 

the blessings of the pure devotee spiritual master is the perfectional stage of all 

forms of yoga, tapasya, yagna and dharma.  

As long as the devotees are being misled by mundane imitation yoga tripe as 

propagated in The Journey Home; as long as this deplorable Mayavadic influence 

looms over ISKCON, then Krishna consciousness and the centers will be filled 

with New Age Mayavadis. And that is the situation in today’s Hare Krishna 

centers … because maybe it was planned to be that way. 

 

A meeting of ISKCON’s GBC Yoga Masters—masters of turning Prabhupada’s message of 

pure devotion into Maavadic mundane physical exercises. “And from the other side of the 

room a loud voice was raised saying, “Hey Radhanatha, your damned book is bogus.” 

(Well, that was heard only in my dreams) 

<https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-sannyasis-gurus-gbcs-and-bbt-leaders-meet-in-

india,6868/>  

 

 

 

 

 

https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-sannyasis-gurus-gbcs-and-bbt-leaders-meet-in-india,6868/
https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-sannyasis-gurus-gbcs-and-bbt-leaders-meet-in-india,6868/
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Chapter Forty-three 

Read it and Weep 

 

Disgraceful Results of Yoga Preaching  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subtle sense gratification has nothing to do with genuine yoga. 

Photo: https://retreat.guru/events/26533/200hr-yoga-teacher-training-5  

Since the publication of Swami Radhanatha’s The Journey Home, Mayavadi yoga 

has swept over ISKCON like a swarm of locusts during a drought. Devotees are 

being sold wholesale a form of bamboozlement that claims yoga bridge preaching 

attracts karmis and magically turns them into devotees.  

Here is an example of the deception that is being conjured by ISKCON’s leaders 

in the form of an always optimistic report from the omnipresent Gaur Gopal Das. 

It is his cheerful thoughts on the recently-invented International Yoga Day 

celebration. This always-cherubic Gaur Gopal Das is a disciple of The Journey 

Home author Radhanatha and he overflows with some truly remarkable yoga 

whoppers. According to another video of his, “Yoga philosophy addresses gender 

inequality and global warming.” Thanks to the poisonous influence of The 

https://retreat.guru/events/26533/200hr-yoga-teacher-training-5
https://www.thesaurus.com/browse/bamboozlement
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Journey Home in today’s ISKCON confusion abounds and the demarcation 

between the genuine and the fake has become completely blurred. Have a look 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eN8OrRA0NhA . 

Yoga Village or Yoga Pillage? 

Regarding the yoga-obsessed state of today’s ISKCON, I happened upon some 

reviews of Australia’s Krishna Village Eco Yoga Community on the Trip Advisor 

website 

<<https://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g7335483-d7295023-

r474362392-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-

Eungella_New_South_Wales.html >> 

In fact most of the reviews were actually friendly enough, even though all of them 

were centered around feelings of higher sense gratification and spending a few 

days in a fantasy yoga paradise. But what is the necessity for Hare Krishna 

devotees to pose as teachers of simply another form of sense gratification? What 

is next for ISKCON—kama sutra lessons? 

Not one review mentioned that by visiting the ashram the “yogi” had become 

devotionally inclined or that he had taken to chanting Hare Krishna earnestly. So 

even from that point of view—even if a review of some ISKCON yoga trip was 

favorable—still the essence of what Shrila Prabhupada founded Krishna 

consciousness to produce has been missed.  

More importantly, what some of the disgruntled reviewers had to say about their 

experiences at the Krishna Village Eco Yoga Community are worth considering by 

any ISKCON temple president who is thinking of turning his Hare Krishna 

Temple into a vague quasi-yoga retreat. Krishna looks after he needs of His 

devotees and they do not need to con he public to attract wealth. For the following 

refugees from imitation yoga, it appears that their own Journey Home—getting 

away from the Krishna Village—might have been the best part of their trip. 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eN8OrRA0NhA
https://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g7335483-d7295023-r474362392-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
https://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g7335483-d7295023-r474362392-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
https://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g7335483-d7295023-r474362392-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g7335483-d7295023-Reviews-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
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 “Arjuna said, O Madhusūdana, the system of yoga which you have summarized appears 

impractical and unendurable to me, for the mind is restless and unsteady.” (Bg. 6.33) 

Not what it seems 

Review of Krishna Village Eco Yoga Community 

Reviewed April 10, 2017 

Not at all what it seems. The website and Instagram page make this place look 

like a true yogi haven. It's not! The first and most misleading thing is that this 

place is run by Hare Krishnas, which is not evident anywhere on the website. 

 

I attended as a retreat guest for one week. 

 

THE ‘YOGA’ CLASSES: Basic. The teachers do not have experience. Most had 

just graduated from the YTT the week prior. Although they were nice, I should 

not be the one to correct them. One class was so bad, the teacher so unprepared, 

as if he was making the sequence up on the spot, that several people just left.  

 

THE ROOMS: Rooms are clean enough, though the walls have zero 

soundproofing. I could hear the neighbours unzipping their suitcases. Just 

imagine how loud it was when they snored!  

 

THE ACTIVITIES: There's nothing to do. Unless you have a car, there's 

nowhere to go. It’s located literally in the middle of nowhere with no transit, no 

shuttle service, nothing. The program boasts "Vedic Philosophy Classes", 

"Kirtan" and a "Library".... they are ALL ABOUT KRISHNA.  

 

THE FOOD: Breakfast and dinner are served at the Hare Krishna temple, where 

men can wear what they want but women have to cover up. Before being able to 

eat, they do a song and prayer to Krishna, where you are peer-pressured into 

participating.  

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/madhusudana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yoga
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/6/33?d=1
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g7335483-d7295023-Reviews-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
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The food itself consists of carbs. Every variety of carb. Porridge, rice, potatoes... 

some carby soup thing. Sometimes there's a tiny bit of fruit or some lettuce, but 

that goes in the first 10 people. I'm a vegan, so I'm happy not to have meat, but 

come on! People need variety and at least some protein.  

 

Lunch is the only decent meal (the one you see on the website and instagram 

page).  

 

I would NEVER go back. 

End of review 

Here is a review from another dissatisfied guest … 

RETREAT NOT AS IT SEEMS 

Before you read my horrible review I will stress that this place is perfect for 

backpackers! 

 

WARNING!   

Pictures are not reflective of this place. 

 

Just so you know, I am in my 20's, have been a student for a long time and know 

what it's like to 'live rough'. It took me a long time to save up for this place and I 

was sadly incredibly disappointed. It's fantastic if you're a backpacker wanting a 

place to stay. Terrible if you're paying for a retreat and want to engage in good 

yoga & meditation classes.  

 

Firstly, there are only 8 private rooms here. EVERYONE ELSE is volunteering 

on the 'farm'' (it's actually a garden). This means there is a huge amount of young 

backpackers (who will happily steal your food and Blundstone boots).  

 

YOGA CLASSES: The teachers change each week. They are all graduates from 

the previous weeks yoga teacher training and classes generally have more than 30 

people in them. There is NO WAY a graduate can make sure no one is going to 

hurt themselves with such big classes. For example, I would explain my neck 

issues at the beginning of each class, once i left (2 weeks instead of 3 weeks later) 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/ShowUserReviews-g7335483-d7295023-r505280087-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
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I couldn't move my arm and have been seeing a physio twice a week since to try 

and repair the damage. 

ACCOMODATION: The private rooms are in a 40ft shipping container. They 

have managed to divide this into 4 rooms. There is a lovely deck off the front of 

the container, however, they are poorly positioned over a swamp and during the 

night they become EXTREMELY DAMP. I stayed during June/ July and woke 

up every morning to water dropping off the windows and a WET FLOOR (which 

consequently broke my laptop). The most disappointing thing about the room is 

the lack of light and plastic instead of wooden furnishings (as pictured on their 

website). The sheets were filthy when I arrived and I had to wait until the next 

day to wash them and hope they would dry in time on the washing line.  

 

FOOD: Oh dear. What a bad reflection of usually delicious Hare Krishna food. I 

cannot believe I paid $650 for a week here and was presented with such terrible 

accomodation and food. All the plates are stacked on a rack and washed by 

whoever has just eaten off it. Naturally, you'd want to wash it yourself before 

eating (there's nothing to dry it with). Then the red buckets filled with different 

foods come around and are slopped onto your plate. There could be up to 6 

different curries and porridges (all sloppy) on your plate. Have fun keeping the 

sweet & savoury foods a part. I guess the WORST part is, there is never any fresh 

food served.. it's all very cooked. The lunches are a lot better..  

 

The best part for me was sitting by myself near the cows at the 'lake' (which is a 

filthy dam with no proper access besides a strip next to the road). So much for 

being able to 'hang out' with the beautiful cows, they won't let you in the gates 

AND when I got up at 4:30 to help milk the cows I wasn't allowed. There is SO 

MUCH false advertising on this website it's disgusting. 

 

SHARED FACILITIES: the bathroom is filthy. It is a concrete slab with a 

curved corrugated iron roof over it. The concrete has never been properly washed 

so it really smells inside. Once again, very dark and mouldy. Outdoor kitchen has 

most things you need (oven not working, no microwave). DO NOT leave any food 

here as it will be stolen or half will be eaten by the next day.  

 

Basically, this place is perfect for WOOFERS who would like to do a bit of yoga 

before & after work, eat for free and use a 'real shower'. However, if you're 

looking for peace & quiet, a nice clean setting with a beautiful garden (the garden 
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is SO SMALL), with experienced yoga teachers and meditation classes- THIS IS 

NOT THE PLACE FOR YOU. 

Unfortunately some very simple changes could make this place fantastic but they 

won't happen due to how tight the village is with their money. 

 

I had booked for 3.5 weeks with a four day break after two weeks (they couldn't 

fit me in a room). I emailed at the beginning of my break requesting cancellation 

and a refund for the last week. Their policy states that they accept a refund if you 

cancel a week in advance. As it was four days before I asked for the refund for a 

week, not the full 10 days I'd paid for. They took 3 days to respond, and after a 

few emails back and fourth they kept quoting their refund policy. I advised that I 

had made a request 4 days earlier for a $650 refund (a full week, not 10 days). Of 

course, this was denied and I was only refunded $250 !!!! This matter is now with 

consumer affairs along with all the other bits of misinformation provided on their 

website. 

It's really disappointing when good website design and deceiving wide angle 

photography gets the best of you. I hope this review provides you with the 

necessary warnings to make sure you don't make the same mistake that I did. 

End of review. 

Another one … 

It is not a yoga rereat!!! it is a farm! 

Review of Krishna Village Eco Yoga Community 

Reviewed March 2, 2017  

I arrived to Krishna Village as a yoga retreat guest after I booked and payed for a 

spot for a campervan, yoga lessons and meals. My powered campervan spot was 

just a place at the parking that was used by everyone. There was no shade at all 

so we were cooking ourselves in the car. In front of I had a huge garbage and 

workshop that was super noisy from 6 am. Every area of this village we were 

sharing with about 60 people volunteering as workers on the farm. Unfortunatelly 

they were coming for breakfast straight after few hours work in the fields - so they 

were stinky, dirty, all in mud. We were served a breakfast together sitting on the 

floor in the tample. Yoga level there is very poor. most of my lessons were run by 

voluteers that didnt have much idea about what it should look like. One of them 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g7335483-d7295023-Reviews-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
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even made a lesson wearing jeans! We even had lessons with people doing yoga 

teacher training ( I was shocked to see such a beginners doing teacher training ). 

Classes at 6am were hard to go through as all the tractors were already working 

in the field just next to yoga hall. It was super noisy. Dinners are also served in 

tample where everyone prays and sings songs that have nothing to do with 

spirituality. After hearing all speches about how quaiet and full of love we should 

be I was being waken by tractors working in front of my camper. When I wanted 

to do my own yoga in the hall ( using in silance 2 square meters of floor ) I was 

said I have to leave the room as the teacher training is taking part there. 

People from the retreat were not more than 5 and we were droped to the group of 

at least 60 farming volunteers. 

So I cant call it a retreat at all. It is silly to call it that way. place is beautifull and 

could be organized in the right way that everyone will have its own space. 

Unfortunatelly I felt like somebody just want to earn easy money by selling this 

as yoga retreat. 

 I was suppose to stay 5 days but I left after two being very dissapointed. 

Date of stay: February 2017 

End of review. 

Yet another … 

Review of Krishna Village Eco Yoga Community 

Reviewed February 13, 2017 

I am surprised to see so many positive reviews here. Out of the 7 people in my 

'retreat', only 2 people enjoyed their stay (with 3 people leaving early). The 

website is unclear and misleading. The website does not clearly state that this is a 

Hare Krishna community- with a strong focus on Hare Krishna philosophy, 

culture and tradition. Upon my immediate arrival I was taken to the hare krishna 

temple. Furthermore, breakfast and dinner were both conducted at the temple, 

where we were to chant Hare krishna hymns before all meals. This revealed that 

there was definitely a strong focus on the HARE KRISHNA philosophy, not on 

my own 'spiritual awakening'. This, along with being 'invited' into the temple and 

other ceremonies several times made me feel extremely uncomfortable. Outside 

of the 3 yoga classes per day, one of which was led by a volunteer and one of 

which was led by Yoga Teacher Training students, there was little focus on yoga. 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g7335483-d7295023-Reviews-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
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The yoga philosophy classes which were offered, were a part of the Yoga teacher 

training, and were largely irrelevant to retreat guests. Outside meals, and the yoga 

classes there was nothing for retreat guests to do - there was no where comfortable 

to sit and 'retreat'- no structure, or program. The only meditation was Hare Krishna 

chanting. he only meditation was Hare Krishna chanting.  

Upon my realisation that this was not the same retreat that had been advertised, 

or what I needed - as I was becoming more and more distressed, I decided that I 

wanted to go home and spend time with my family, as my father had just received 

his final treatment of chemotherapy and I felt as though that is where I needed to 

be. I discussed this with Henrike, the business manager, over the phone, and I 

requested a partial refund (from the $560 that I had already paid) for the remaining 

days of my stay. Henrike's response was extremely abrupt, rude and insensitive - 

refusing my request and suggesting that the only way she would consider offering 

me a refund were if I had told her that my father was dying. This response was 

quite shocking to me and went completely against the 'Hare Krishna' philosophy 

of love and kindness that had apparently been endorsed. 

Date of stay: January 2017 

End of review. 

They call it retreat????? 

Review of Krishna Village Eco Yoga Community 

Reviewed January 31, 2017 via mobile  

Well ppl there are nice 

But nice is not only  

We drive few hours to get to a retreat if yoga  

Which was a big working camp 

For lots of backpackers 

Who camp in tent and work for food and accom.... 

We pay for power campsite  

Which was in big messy car park  

In front work shed ...tools yard 

Tractor and big yellow ugly bin!!! 

Yes we did got 1/2 of refund 

Big misleading advertised 

Just trying to make $$$ 

From nothing but big mess 

Claiming for eco retreat ??? 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g7335483-d7295023-Reviews-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
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Yes u eat vegan on the floor 

With 100 working ppl 

That smell and look like that 

End of review. 

Melbourne, Victoria, Australia 

On first glance it appears to be heaven on earth..then the reality 

hits 

Review of Krishna Village Eco Yoga Community 

Reviewed September 12, 2015  

I have stayed for 2 weeks on 2 separate occasions. The first impression is a 

beautiful and very cheap place to stay. Most of the woofers (farm workers) live in 

tents in exchange for work or for $250 per week you can get a room in a shipping 

container. The real issues with this place dont surface until you start to look 

closely. It appears that a few older and somewhat sleazy men run this place with 

many young women and guys at their mercy. I witnessed some very dodgy work 

safe practices and saw someone brake their foot. The response from managing 

staff was appalling and non existent. The whole farm is an accident waiting to 

happen and if it does they do not have the appropriate safety measures in place. 

Whats more there seems to be some nasty bugs floating around and as everything 

is shared, suffering mouth ulcers and the like that gets passed around is the norm 

here. The cleaning of temple dishes and cutlery is lax perpetuating the spread. 

Then there are the very aggressive and often rude devotees that seem to think they 

are better than the paying guests and assert their authority over petty issues at 

every turn. It is a meat free and intoxication free environment but what is not said 

until you pay your money is they reserve the right to kick you out should you 

smoke, drink or gamble off the property while you are staying there. All in all its 

a strange and scary place, if not very pretty. 

Date of stay: August 2015 

End of review. 

Shrila Prabhupada knew how to “target his market” and attract sincere seekers, 

not watered-down aspirants of a more sattwic form of sense pleasure. Since 

today’s yoga fad in ISKCON is destined to failure, it would be better to banish 

Mayavadi books and pseudo yoga influences now before impersonalism rots the 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g7335483-d7295023-Reviews-Krishna_Village_Eco_Yoga_Community-Eungella_New_South_Wales.html
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Hare Krishna Movement from the very foundation and destroys Shrila 

Prabhupada’s movement once and for all. 
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Chapter Forty-four 

You Know Better 

Open Letter to Mother Malati  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shrila Prabhupada once said of Mother Malati (to his own Godbrothers), “She would cut 

her throat for me.” 

My dear Mother Malati devi, 

Please accept my humble obeisances at your feet All glories to Shrila Prabhupada! 

I address you as Mother with the greatest feelings of respect. Who is more worthy 

of reverence than the Mother—from whom all gifts in our lives have originated?  

Indeed, you are truly a Mother in the Hare Krishna Movement because there may 

not be even a handful of senior devotees around nowadays who are elder to you. 

Your position is unique. You are very forthcoming about your road in devotional 

service, so there is no need to go into your past details—other than to mention that 

your contributions have been legendary and Shrila Prabhupada has showered you 

with a very special waterfall of divine mercy. 

Today you sit on the GBC panel of ISKCON which is a huge responsibility. But 

since you are the elder there, the responsibility on your shoulders is even greater 

than that of your dozens of juniors there. To you the other members—including 

each and every one of the swamis—must look like youngsters, which necessarily 
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includes The Journey Home author Radhanatha Swami Your second fiddle 

fellows sitting on the GBC should all read your husband (or ex-husband) Shriman 

Shyamasundar Prabhu’s exciting Chasing Rhinos with the Swami to understand 

your role in the Hare Krishna Movement almost since its inception.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mother Malati is on the far left, Shayamasundara Prabhu is on the far right. George is on 

the caratals. 

 

Judging by the GBC’s activities in ISKCON today, and seeing their very poor and 

obvious one-sided “leadership,” these less experienced members could learn a lot 

from your husband’s book and example. Let them toss the Mayavadic myth The 

Journey Home aside, and read a genuine glorification of the Founder-Acharya of 

ISKCON. Shrila Prabhupada is the spiritual master of the Hare Krishna 

Movement and his post must not be minimized in favor of serial rapists and 

perverts dressed as Swamis, which is the basis of The Journey Home. Let your 

GBC juniors finally do their duty and banish impersonal nonsense in the form of 

deviant yogis and imitation yoga from Shrila Prabhupada’s movement once and 

for all. Is it too much for you to ask your younger men there to get on with the 
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real task of teaching and preaching personal Vaishnava theology—Krishna 

consciousness—by keeping Shrila Prabhupada in the center? 

And speaking of Chasing Rhinos with the Swami I would like to cite a few words 

that will undoubtedly jolt your memory since you were there in London 1969—

you were one of Shrila Prabhupada’s “six married sannyasis” who was so 

instrumental in ISKCON’s London Miracle. As a genuine disciple.of a genuine 

guru, Shriman Shyamasundar has wisely included in his book an episode that 

underscores the need for devotees to keep Mayavada far, far from of the sacred 

halls of Prabhupada’s movement. Thanks to your fellow members on the GBC 

today’s preaching with its wobbly willingness to compromise with the Mayavadis 

is watered-down, anemic and flimsy by comparison. 

The episode, which is discussed on pages 413-416 of Chasing Rhinos with the 

Swami. focuses on Shrila Prabhupada’s request that George Harrison might write 

an introduction to his Krishna Book, for which George Harrison had donated 

$19,000 to cover the first printing. After some debate with Shyamasundar, George 

offered the following words which became his Preface. 

Everybody is looking for Krishna. 

Some don’t realize that they are, but they are. 

KṚṢṆA is GOD, the source of all that exists, the Cause of all that is, was, 

or ever will be. 

As GOD is unlimited, HE has many Names. 

 

Allah-Buddha-Jehova-Rama: ALL are KṚṢṆA, all are ONE. 

God is not abstract; He has both the impersonal and the personal aspects to 

His personality, which is SUPREME, ETERNAL, BLISSFUL, and full of 

KNOWLEDGE. As a single drop of water has the same qualities as an 

ocean of water, so has our consciousness the qualities of GOD’S 

consciousness ... but through our identification and attachment with 

material energy (physical body, sense pleasures, material possessions, ego, 

etc.) our true TRANSCENDENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS has been 

polluted, and like a dirty mirror it is unable to reflect a pure image. 
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With many lives our association with the TEMPORARY has grown. This 

impermanent body, a bag of bones and flesh, is mistaken for our true self, 

and we have accepted this temporay condition to be final. 

Through all ages, great SAINTS have remained as living proof that this 

non-temporary, permanent state of GOD CONSCIOUSNESS can be 

revived in all living Souls. Each soul is potentially divine. 

Krishna says in Bhagavad Gita: “Steady in the Self, being freed from all 

material contamination, the yogi achieves the highest perfectional stage of 

happiness in touch with the Supreme Consciousness.” (VI, 28) 

YOGA (a scientific method for GOD (SELF) realization) is the process by 

which we purify our consciousness, stop further pollution, and arrive at the 

state of Perfection, full KNOWLEDGE, full BLISS. 

If there’s a God, I want to see Him. It’s pointless to believe in something 

without proof, and Krishna Consciousness and meditation are methods 

where you can actually obtain GOD perception. You can actually see God, 

and hear Him, play with Him. It might sound crazy, but He is actually 

there, actually with you. 

There are many yogic Paths—Raja, Jnana, Hatha, Kriya, Karma, Bhakti-

which are all acclaimed by the MASTERS of each method. 

SWAMI BHAKTIVEDANTA is as his title says, a BHAKTI Yogi 

following the path of DEVOTION. By serving GOD through each thought, 

word and DEED, and by chanting HIS Holy Names, the devotee quickly 

develops God-consciousness. By chanting 

Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna  

Krishna Krishna, Hare Hare 

Hare Rama, Hare Rama 

Rama Rama, Hare Hare 

One inevitably arrives at KRISHNA Consciousness. (The proof of the 

pudding is in the eating!) 

I request that you take advantage of this book KṚṢṆA, and enter into its 

understanding. I also request that you make an appointment to meet your 

http://sanskritdictionary.org/raja
http://sanskritdictionary.org/jnana
http://sanskritdictionary.org/hatha
http://sanskritdictionary.org/kriya
http://sanskritdictionary.org/karma
http://sanskritdictionary.org/bhakti
http://sanskritdictionary.org/hare
http://sanskritdictionary.org/krsna
http://sanskritdictionary.org/hare
http://sanskritdictionary.org/krsna
http://sanskritdictionary.org/krsna
http://sanskritdictionary.org/krsna
http://sanskritdictionary.org/hare
http://sanskritdictionary.org/hare
http://sanskritdictionary.org/rama
http://sanskritdictionary.org/hare
http://sanskritdictionary.org/rama
http://sanskritdictionary.org/rama
http://sanskritdictionary.org/rama
http://sanskritdictionary.org/hare
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God now, through the self liberating process of YOGA (UNION) and 

GIVE PEACE A CHANCE.)  

 

Apple Corps Ltd. 

3, Savile Row London W1 

Shrila Prabhupada immediately sent his thanks to George via Shyamasundar. 

However a bit of drama ensued. Shyamasundar writes: 

“But then George tells me that he wants to change something. He wants to add a 

quote from Swami Vivekananda: ‘What right has a man to say he has a soul if he 

does not feel it, or if there is a God if he cannot see Him?’ So I write Prabhupada 

again on April 11 about this proposed change: 

It hurts me to see this change, quoting Vivekananda, but this is what George 

wants and, as we have had several arguments lately over spiritual questions, 

I’m afraid that if we do not include this change it will seriously affect our 

relationship. He still thinks there is “God” beyond Krishna; that “God” 

having a body denotes impurity, and still he is unwilling to accept Bhagavad-

gita as the Supreme Authority. He has been hurt by so many bogies that he 

is very much confused so that when I say that I speak from authority 

(meaning yourself), he is still doubting. I’m not sure I can ever convince him 

of Krishna’s supremacy, but if you can help by presenting some capsule 

proof in your letter as to how there can be nothing beyond the embodied 

Krishna, perhaps this would convince him … Anyway, I am trying by 

Krishna’s grace. Your ignorant servant, Shyamasundaradasa 

“On April 15 Prabhupada replies, ‘Regarding your further statement in the matter 

of George’s introduction, I think as he is not settled up in his conclusion, he wants 

to change it, either we may wait for his final decision or it may not be added. For 

the time being I am holding its publication.’ 

“Now it gets complex. Most of my waking moments are consumed by thinking 

how to get this intro completed by George without Vivekananda. We argue back 

and forth. Finally I use the example, “Well if it were your book, George, would 
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you like to have Paul McCartney glorified in this way?” Yeah, he got it, and said 

OK leave it out, so I write again to Prabhupada on April 20 that I have talked with 

George and there will be no further changes, no statement by Swami 

Vivekananda…” 

Prabhupada replies on April 24 

… We cannot add any quotation from Swami Vivekananda … This man 

(Vivekananda) has no understanding either of the soul or of God and still 

he posed himself as a Swami to mislead so many innocent persons.  

You cannot learn music from a carpenter. If you want to learn music you 

have to approach an expert musician. So how he can learn about God from 

persons like Vivekananda who had no preliminary knowledge of the soul, 

even? George’s foreword as it was originally sent can be published with 

little editorial changes, but in no case can the quotation from Swami 

Vivekananda be placed in my book … 

The foreword was published as originally sent without Vivekananda.” 

End of quote from Chasing Rhinos with the Swami 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep ‘em honest, Malati— pure and simple preaching,, the way it always was 
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Mother, considering Shrila Prabhupada’s objections to Vivekananda as seen in 

your husband’s (or ex-husband’s) book, what do you think His Divine Grace 

would feel about  the widespread sale of The Journey Home in his ISKCON 

centers? Radhanatha’s book speaks highly of bald-faced Mayavadis including 

Yogananda, Muktananda, Maharishi Mahesh, Ma Ananda Mayi, Baba Ram Dass, 

Sachidananda, Neem Karoli Baba, Mother Teresa and the Dalai Lama. Do you 

think your Guru Maharaja, ISKCON’s Founder-Acharya, would approve of this 

book being sold in his centers, or that His Divine Grace would appreciate seeing 

Mayavadis teaching yoga exercises in his Radha-Krishna Temples?  Please 

answer that honestly, Malati. Listen to your heart and then speak out the truth to 

the ignorant neophytes who are making a mockery of what the GBC is supposed 

to be doing—the duty of the GBC is to see to the spreading the pure teachings of 

Bhagavad-gita As It Is. 

If you will be so kind to answer this, Mother Malati, please keep to the point of 

our letter and do not change the subject in order to eulogize any GBC activities 

that you feel are laudable. As long as they are being disobedient, there is no 

question of of calling any one of them as advanced. An advanced member would 

have resigned. Their disastrous record over the years speaks for itself and reveals 

their lack of understanding of Krishna consciousness. Our position in writing this 

series of many articles, including this letter to you, is that Mayavadi literature in 

the form of The Journey Home must no longer be sold or distributed in ISKCON 

centers. The Journey Home must be banished wholesale by the GBC. Following 

the example of Shyamasundara Prabhu as seen above, we would like you to speak 

up in opposition of the Mayavadic poison now working from the inside to destroy 

ISKCON.  

ISKCON’s sincere and innocent devotees of Lord Krishna must no longer be 

fooled into translating or distributing this vile book which from start to finish 

exalts so many direct representatives of Kali himself posing as gurus. This is the 

subject of this letter which needs addressing, so please do not sidestep the real 

issue at hand with a list of presumed glories of your GBC juniors because we can 

state instance for instance to the contrary and there are countless recorded 

historical examples.  

When one has swallowed poison, what is the use of taking a healthy walk in the 

woods? One who has drunk poison needs to get to a physician pronto and that is 

the situation right now in ISKCON, a society of which you are supposed to be a 
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leader, an elder, a guide—and a mother. And Shrila Prabhupada always said that 

the Vedas are compared to a mother because the mother always tells the truth. 

Please do the right thing and raise your voice against Mayavadi rubbish now 

hawked in Prabhupada’s temples. 

Thanks to The Journey Home influencing ISKCON to invite shudras and 

Mayavadis to teach physical yoga exercises within Prabhupada’s temples, the 

movement under the current GBC leadership is beginning to look more like 

the sort of thing that Prabhupada spent so much energy preaching against. 

There is little time left. By speaking up now and preaching pure Krishna 

consciousness to the GBC men, you can do the most valuable service to Shrila 

Prabhupada and SAVE HIS MOVEMENT FROM DESTRUCTION WITHIN. 

We close now with a few words of wisdom from the genuine master, the real yogi 

and the bona fide pure devotee, Shrila Prabhupada: 

“The word yoginaḥ is significant in this connection. In the present day there are 

many so-called yogīs, and there are many so-called associations of yogīs, but they 

are actually blind in the matter of self-realization.  

“They are simply addicted to some sort of gymnastic exercise and are satisfied if 

the body is well-built and healthy. They have no other information. They are 

called yatanto 'py akṛtātmānaḥ. Even though they are endeavoring in a so-called 

yoga system, they are not self-realized. Such people cannot understand the process 

of the transmigration of the soul.” (Bhagavad Gita As it Is 15.11 

Thank you very much for reading this. 

Your humble and unworthy servant, 

Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 
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Chapter Forty-five 

Do You Live in an ISKCON Ashram? 

Ask Your Leaders the Hard Questions!  

Have you given up your life—sacrificed everything—to serve the mission of 

Shrila Prabhupada by living in one of his ashrams? Then you have the right to 

speak up and talk things over with your temple president. In other words, ask him 

the hard questions. Shrila Prabhupada instituted once-a-week meetings called 

Ishtagoshtis wherein all temple members could express themselves. Shrila 

Prabhupada was very democratic in that way and he liked to see every devotee 

feeling satisfied with the presentation of pure and unadulterated Krishna 

consciousness—bhakti-yoga. Ask your temple President to begin this programme 

of Ishtagoshtis once again so the voice of everyone who contributes their very 

life, heart and soul to serving the great cause of Krishna consciousness can be 

allowed to speak up. 

During Ishtagoshti discuss what sort of service pleases Shrila Prabhupada and 

which ones are manufactured “mental speculations.” Devotees need to discuss the 

various deviations that have been given a big boost since the publication of The 

Journey Home, and which are being pawned off as bona fide in ISKCON centers 

worldwide. Specifically teaching yoga exercises in the Prabhupada’s ashrams is 

an obvious digression from the teachings of ISKCON’s Founder-Acharya. 

If you have any doubts think over this quote from Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta 

Saraswati’s Sajjana Tosani (18.2.13-14) to objectively consider the situation in 

today’s ISKCON: 

“After the time of Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu, those faithful to Him kept apart from 

nondevotees, to avoid contamination. Seeing this, the personality of Kali sent his 

representatives in disguise to pollute the Vaisnava sampradaya. Posing as 

Vaisnavas, they spread their wicked doctrines, and appeared so intelligent and 

devoted that only pure devotees could detect their real identity. Most devotees—

not only the most neophyte—were enchanted by their tricks. In this way Kali's 

agents expertly introduced karma, jnana, and anyābhilāṣa in the Vaisnava 

sampradaya and caused suddha-bhakti to vanish from the world.” 
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Regarding anyābhilāsa (or material desires) Shrila Prabhupada explains, “If you 

have got a pinch of anyābhilāṣa, then you cannot become a pure devotee. That is 

not possible. Then Kṛṣṇa will give you chance to fulfill your anyābhilāṣa, not 

Kṛṣṇa bhakti. He can give you even mukti, but He will not give you bhakti. This 

is Kṛṣṇa's principle. Bhakti can be awarded to a person who is fully surrendering, 

one who does not know anything but Kṛṣṇa. This is the way.” (Lecture on Shri 

Chaitanya Charitamrita, Adi 7.91-2, Vrindavana, 13 March 1974) 

Think these things over and then discuss these points among yourselves in the 

ashram. Put these questions before your temple President. After all, as a devotee 

in the ashram, you must follow the rules as laid down by the GBC and temple 

President. Therefore, should they not also follow their authority, Shrila 

Prabhupada and the previous acharyas of our Shri Gaudiya sampradaya? The 

Founder-Acharya never authorized that elevated rank and position in ISKCON 

should grant any select individuals the permission to violate the Gaudiya 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhakti
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mukti
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhakti
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhakti
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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principles and become blatant hypocrites while posing as Vaishnavas. Rather, the 

leaders are supposed to be the best examples and never change the rules to suit 

their little whims and fancies.  

When discussing these points and asking these questions, you are likely to be told 

that you should not be concerned with things that do not directly affect your 

particular service. This typical condescension from the “leaders” to the so-called 

“rank and file” is tantamount to saying “just shut up and get back to work because 

who are you to have an opinion, anyway?” It is a way of saying that your ideas 

and feelings towards the Society that you have dedicated everything—your very 

life and existence—have no real value. It is a way of saying that you are essentially 

disposable.  

ISKCON ashrams were never intended to be boot camps for new draftees or 

greenhorn recruits who are ordered onto battlefields to die for some cause they 

are not allowed to understand. The ashram is meant for elevating all residents of 

the temple to the post of sadhus, not blind and dumb followers who are basically 

useless as preachers. With hundreds of thousands of devotees and only a handful 

of GBC members, a simple reality check reveals where the real value in ISKCON 

membership lies. 

To get the dialogue going with your GBC, temple President and other 

“authorities,” I have given some suggested conversation starters below. 

Below are a few questions you might consider presenting before your fellow 

Prabhus, your temple President, your GBC and visiting sannyasis … 

-There are so many divine lilas of the Supreme Lord to learn about in Shrila 

Prabhupada’s Shrimad-Bhagavatam and Shri Chaitanya Charitamrita. Why then 

are we being distracted by the pre-devotee adventures of Richard Slavin aka 

Radhanatha? And why does Radhanatha have GBC approval to institute 

programmes that violate the instructions of the Founder-Acharya? 

-As we have seen in our Bhagavad-gita As It Is classes, the system of hatha yoga 

is basically useless in Kali Yuga. Besides, what is being taught in ISKCON’s yoga 

classes is not really yoga. Yoga ultimately means to link with Krishna. Teaching 

mere yoga postures is a form of cheating the gullible public. Substituting physical 

exercises and deceptively calling that yoga is only depriving potential candidates 

for bhakti the true meaning of Krishna consciousness. Therefore, why is the public 
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being swindled with mundane yoga exercises now taught in ISKCON temples 

when the Founder-Acharya neither sanctioned nor approved of this? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To end stress, find new joy in life and realize spiritual peace you do not need foolish yoga 

exercises. You need bhakti-yoga and sankirtana. Do you long for those days, Prabhus, 

when there was no yoga, no “improvements” and no book like The Journey Home? 

-The Krishna consciousness movement was created to save fallen souls from the 

hellish situation of Maya—from repeated birth and death, all the while suffering 

in this material world. How are souls being saved by teaching them to lower their 

stress level, or to improve their physical health and sex life, or to find their own 

“yoga tribe” as advertised in ISKCON today? 

-Shrila Prabhupada directly identified many of the so-called swamis, avataras and 

incarnations featured in Radhanatha’s The Journey Home as rascals, cheaters, 

demons and fools. Why are ISKCON devotees selling a book that has pictures of 

many of the phony gurus—especially when many of them have been identified as 

criminal serial rapists dressed in saffron to exploit the public?  

 

-Why are we expected to glorify as spiritual leaders the Dalai Lama and Mother 

Teresa—as seen in The Journey Home—who were cow eaters? 
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-The Dalai Lama is a shunyavadi Buddhist and Shrila Prabhupada came to wipe 

out shunyavada. His popularity is not based upon spiritual assets, but upon being 

an asset to the government. Did you know that the Dalai Lama has been reported 

in the mainstream news media such as the LA Times as a CIA asset? 

https://geopolitics.co/2016/12/19/mainstream-media-confirm-dalai-lama-is-a-cia-

asset/?fbclid=IwAR3h7macg13EA0bTJwUviqkfFJSzudxJYFjkPRnFQAvteQqVWgh_vYP653k  

-And why is ISKCON avidly promoting a book—The Journey Home—that 

glorifies one of the greatest 1960’s proponents of LSD, Dr Richard Alpert, the so-

called Baba Ram Dass? Shrila Prabhupada came to get the public to stop taking 

LSD and other drugs. Yet Radhanatha writes about this “LSD guru” very 

affectionately in many pages of his book, and this imposter’s review appears on 

the rear cover. Did you know that in fact this so called “Ram Dass” was likely 

another US government operative who assisted in a mass social experiement? 

https://belhistory.weebly.com/timeline.html  

-How is it that the rules of sannyasa ashram forbid renunciates from writing books 

about their pre-sannyasa days, but when Radhanatha Swami writes his memoirs 

his version is accepted as shastra in ISKCON and distributed by devotees in over 

a dozen languages? 

-Why is The Journey Home being sold worldwide when street distribution of Back 

to Godhead has been stopped?  

-The Krishna Consciousness Society pays for its sannyasis to travel and preach 

the Supreme Absolute Truth, so why are the ISKCON swamis merely toeing the 

party line instead of revealing the essence of Krishna consciousness? Why are the 

preachers not speaking out against this blasphemous and offence to Shrila 

Prabhupada? 

-Isn’t the over-idolization of a member of ISKCON a means of distraction from 

the position of the Founder-Acharya His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami 

Prabhupada? Isn’t this practice as seen in the video below merely repeating the 

zonal acharya fiasco wherein mere disciples posed as enjoying an equal status 

with the spiritual master—right in the ashram of the guru? 

http://www.mayapur.com/2017/hearty-welcome-hh-radhanath-swami  

 

https://geopolitics.co/2016/12/19/mainstream-media-confirm-dalai-lama-is-a-cia-asset/?fbclid=IwAR3h7macg13EA0bTJwUviqkfFJSzudxJYFjkPRnFQAvteQqVWgh_vYP653k
https://geopolitics.co/2016/12/19/mainstream-media-confirm-dalai-lama-is-a-cia-asset/?fbclid=IwAR3h7macg13EA0bTJwUviqkfFJSzudxJYFjkPRnFQAvteQqVWgh_vYP653k
https://belhistory.weebly.com/timeline.html
http://www.mayapur.com/2017/hearty-welcome-hh-radhanath-swami
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As the blunt questions: “Since this yoga nonsense and The Journey Home are not actual 

Gaudiya  parampara, why on earth are they being promoted in Prabhupada’s centers? 

-Does the introduction of yoga exercises into Prabhupada’s centers mean that 

Shrila Prabhupada’s instructions were meant only for a certain time and to a 

particular social climate—and now his message needs to be revised, upgraded, 

changed and improved? Or was Shrila Prabhupada wrong or maybe too strict so 

that it is no longer necessary to follow all his instructions—just the ones we 

prefer? Has today’s GBC come up with something better and more advanced than 

the eternal message of the Gaudiya sampradaya? 

-Where is it stated that advancement in Krishna consciousness entitles the leaders 

to “rise above” the rules of the ashram. Doe the principles of bhakti-yoga no 

longer apply to a certain select group? 

-Why does the GBC promote mundane videos with mundane messages such as 

“life coach” relationship diatribes from Radhanatha, Shivaram and Gaura Gopal? 

Shouldn’t the internet be used for preaching Krishna consciousness instead of re-

inventing ISKCON’s so-called gurus into “motivational gurus”?  
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There was a time when the emphasis in a Hare Krishna Temple was only the dissemination 

of the Absolute Truth in the form of sankirtana and book distribution. When will that day 

return? 

 

-Therefore, what will happen when the gullible yoga clients wake up and see the 

light? What will the GBC tell them when they realize that the practice of physical 

yoga exercises is nowhere found in the scriptures that the Hare Krishna devotees 

follow?  

-How will ISKCON’s yoga clientele feel when they realize they have been sold a 

false bill of goods that the sellers themselves do not believe in? What happens 

when the Mayavadi vegan New Agers ISKCON is attracting realize that they have 

been cheated by another sleazy con game to separate the easy to fool public from 

their money?  

-ISKCON should have learned its lessons when exposed for false claims during 

sankirtana collections; or pretender acharyas stealing the Vyasa Asans; or 

staffing gurukulas with child molesters; or changing Prabhupada’s books and 

spending millions to defend those changes. Now what will happen with the leaders 

putting on a false front that yoga is part of our sampradaya? In short  
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Chapter Forty-six 

From Here to Eternity … 

The Eternal Hitchhiker’s Guide to Vaikuntha  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to Vaikuntha: Shrila Prabhupada’s centers are meant to be the last stop on the 

road back to Godhead. Pictured: ISKCON’s Shri Krishna-Balarama Mandir, Vrindavana.  

Shrila Prabhupada created centers of Vaikuntha in cities and towns all over the 

world so that all sincere souls might find shelter from the world of samsara 

through pure devotional service. He created his temples for executing the 

principles of genuine bhakti-yoga and nothing else.  

For the loyal followers of ISKCON (and I hope that I may include myself in that 

mix), Shrila Prabhupada is none other than an empowered pure devotee of the 

Supreme Lord Shri Krishna. His Divine Grace is a Shaktyavesha Avatara who has 

appeared on behalf of the Supreme Personality of Godhead Shri Chaitanya 

Mahaprabhu to re-establish a genuine understanding of sanatana dharma all over 

the world. For the less advanced persons struggling to enter into transcendental 

devotional service, he is a traditional Indian Swami teaching Vaishnavism. Such 
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neophytes see him as a saintly personality who, on the order of his spiritual master, 

came to spread the lessons of Shrimad-Bhagavatam to a suffering world. 

However, no matter how Shrila Prabhupada’s mission is viewed, from whichever 

level of vision the devotee is trying to understand, the purpose of ISKCON 

remains one: the deliverance of fallen souls. Krishna consciousness is only meant 

for a single purpose—returning Krishna’s disenfranchised parts and parcels to the 

divine transcendental service of the Lord’s lotus feet. The final word is that Lord 

Krishna sent His empowered pure devotee for this purpose and his success all 

over the world is proof of that.  

There are many side benefits that follow in the wake of Krishna consciousness 

which come naturally for the surrendered devotee. Such perks include better 

health, happiness, a satisfying social life, a nice family life, a sense of self-

confidence, knowing what is to be done and what is not to be done, common sense, 

philosophical wisdom and proper use of wealth. Although Krishna consciousness 

is the blueprint to living joyously, the many benefits that follow along are actually 

by-products of the essence—bhakti-yoga. The devotee does not need any 

extraneous endeavor—he simply relies on Krishna by the grace of the pure 

devotee spiritual master. 

To this end, for delivering fallen souls all over the world, Shrila Prabhupada 

named his magazine Back to Godhead. In other words, his Hare Krishna Centers 

are meant to be localized spots of Vaikuntha wherein conditioned souls can walk 

in and personally experience a taste of transcendental devotional service. Shrila 

Prabhupada’s Shri Shri Radha-Krishna Temples are meant to restore the jiva 

living to his eternal function of loving servant at Krishna’s lotus feet.  

But when the by-products become emphasized—when exercise, happiness, peace 

of mind, or physical health become the goal—the shelter of pure devotional 

service becomes lost. This means that when temples sponsor programmes that 

emphasize vegetarianism, yoga, life coaching, festivals of color or even voting—

then there is no difference between ISKCON and the world of samsara wherein 

the three modes of Nature are supreme. Reflecting mere piety or a material sense 

of goodness destroys the Society’s set purpose for delivering fallen souls. There 

can be no deliverance from the world of birth and death if ISKCON comfortably 

merges into the world it was meant to deliver. Therefore, when the ISKCON 

centers are used for “bridge preaching” with pure devotional service de-
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emphasized or even hidden from the agenda, then movement is being destroyed 

from the inside. 

This is not mere paranoia because assaults on the principles of pure devotional 

service as taught by Shrila Prabhupada have become a very real threat to the future 

of ISKCON. Substituting pure bhakti with mundane activities has become more 

prevalent especially since the publication of Radhanatha’s The Journey Home. 

Since the GBC in their ignorance has accepted this book as bona fide, this 

approval has become a convenient carte blanche to introduce mundane activities 

such as yoga exercises and life coaching into ISKCON centers. Things have gone 

so far downhill that the “Ira the Yogacharya of Hair Yoga” has been invited to 

teach her exercises for enhanced physical beauty at Govardhan Eco-Village (see 

Part Forty-Nine of this series). This domino effect to hell has begun, and other 

ISKCON centers are joining in one after another by falling into the trap of offering 

paid yoga lessons to karmis. Since Radhanatha and the other GBC members have 

decided that charging money for instructing mundane exercises is a swell way for 

ISKCON to rake in the shekels, who are the obedient members of ISKCON to 

object? Practically the entire society in its obedience has become diluted, polluted 

and convoluted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“People actually do not know what is religion; therefore we have got so many religious 

system, man-made, or concocted ideas.”-Shrila Prabhupada 

 

Religion is the Same for Everybody 
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But Shrila Prabhupada said it best and we have taken some instructions of the 

Founder-Acharya from a lecture delivered in Honolulu: 

“People actually do not know what is religion; therefore we have got so many 

religious system, man-made, or concocted ideas. Actually, religion means the law 

given by God. That is religion. Dharmaṁ tu sākṣād bhagavat-praṇītam (SB 

6.3.19). Just like the law given by the state, by the government, you have to accept 

it. There is no question that the government is Christian government or 

Muhammadan government or Hindu government. It doesn’t matter. The law given 

by the government, you must accept. You cannot deny it. So actually God is 

neither Hindu God nor Muhammadan God nor Christian God. God is God. His 

power is omnipotent. It is equally applicable to Hindu, to Muslim, to Christian—

anyone—to animal, to human being. Just like God has given this law, ‘You must 

die.’ This is applicable to everyone—Hindu, Muslim, Christian, man, animal, 

trees, birds, beasts, everyone. It cannot be disobeyed. That is law. That is God’s 

law. You may be very much advanced in knowledge or so-called science, but 

because God says that in the material life you must die, you cannot avoid this law. 

That is called dharma. Dharma means the characteristic, that God has given this 

law that everyone should die; therefore all living beings' characteristic is that he 

must die. This is called religion.  

Similarly, God says that ‘You are My eternal servant. You must obey Me.’ That 

is religion. You try to understand the meaning of religion. Religion means the 

law given by God, and you must accept it. That is religion.” 

The Eternal Dharma Cannot Be Manufactured 

“So people do not know. They manufacture religion. So how you can manufacture 

religion? Law can be given by the king, by the state, by the government. If you 

manufacture some law at your home, consulting your wife or father and mother, 

who will accept it? Nobody will accept. You may be puffed up that you have 

manufactured a law, but nobody will care for it. The law given by the state will 

have to be accepted, either you like it or don’t like it. The law will not depend on 

your liking and disliking. You must accept. If you don't accept, then you are a law 

breaker; you will be punished. Similarly, the religion means, as Kṛṣṇa says in the 

Bhagavad … sarva-dharmān parityajya mām ekaṁ śaraṇaṁ vraja (Bg. 18.66). 

That is religion, that ‘You have manufactured so many types of religion. You give 

it up. Kick it out. This is religion: you surrender unto Me.’  

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dharmam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavat
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/pranitam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/sb/6/3/19?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hindu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hindu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hindu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/hindu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dharma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dharma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dharman
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/parityajya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ekam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/saranam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vraja
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/18/66?d=1
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So if you become a surrendered soul to God—that means you become a 

devotee—then you are religionist. Otherwise you are criminal.  

Therefore śāstra says that you should follow the great devotees. That is religion. 

You cannot manufacture religion, you cannot concoct religion. You just try to 

follow the great personalities, and that is religion.” 

All Devotees Are Mystics Who are Protected by the Supreme Mystic 

“A devotee never practices any mystic power. But a devotee, being protected by 

the supreme mystic, Kṛṣṇa, a devotee is never in danger in all circumstances. That 

is the instruction in this... So just to try … Try to remain a devotee always, and 

Kṛṣṇa will give you protection in all circumstance. There is no fear. Devotees, 

they remain devotee of Kṛṣṇa, and Kṛṣṇa does everything. If something mystic or 

magic has to be shown, the devotee does not take any credit for that magic, 

because the magic is done by Kṛṣṇa for the sake of devotee. So he doesn't require 

to learn the art of magic to cheat the people. That is not. When magic is required, 

Kṛṣṇa plays. Kṛṣṇa is called Yogeśvara. Yoga is mystic power, and He is the 

Yogeśvara, master of yoga, mystic power. Yatra yogeśvaraḥ hariḥ. Just like Kṛṣṇa 

was on the chariot of the Kurukṣetra battle, Arjuna. Arjuna was facing enemies, 

big, big enemies like Bhīṣma, Karṇa, Dronācārya, and many other who were very 

very powerful. Arjuna was nothing before them. They are compared with 

timiṅgila, timiṅgila, a big fish which swallows up the whale fishes. So Mahārāja 

Parīkṣit said that ‘Although they were timiṅgila-like, they could kill thousands of 

Arjuna, but still, because You were protecting him, sitting on his chariot, they 

were killed; Arjuna was not killed.’  

So the devotee, he doesn't require to acquire any mystic power. What mystic 

power Prahlāda could attain? He was only five years old. So there was no 

opportunity of acquiring any mystic power. But he was being protected by the 

supreme mystic, Kṛṣṇa. That should be a devotee's point of view.  

Don’t waste your time for acquiring so-called mystic power. Just devote 

yourself to remain a pure devotee of Kṛṣṇa, and you become the supreme 

mystic.  

That is confirmed in the Bhagavad-gītā (6.47): 

yoginām api sarveṣāṁ mad-gatenāntarātmanā 

śraddhāvān bhajate yo māṁ sa me yuktatamo mataḥ 
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https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yogesvara
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yoga
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yogesvara
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yoga
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yatra
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yogesvarah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/harih
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kuruksetra
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/arjuna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/arjuna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhisma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/karna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/arjuna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/timingila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/timingila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/maharaja
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/pariksit
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/timingila
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/arjuna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/arjuna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prahlada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/6/47?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yoginam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/api
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarvesam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mad
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sraddhavan
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https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/matah
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“There are many yogis, mystics, but Kṛṣṇa confirms that ‘Of all the yogis, of all 

the mystics, a person who is always thinking of Me,’ śraddhāvān bhajate yo 

mām, yoginām api sarveṣāṁ mad-gatenāntarātmanā, ‘always thinking Me, 

Kṛṣṇa, within himself: Hare Kṛṣṇa, Hare Kṛṣṇa, Kṛṣṇa Kṛṣṇa, Hare Hare/ Hare 

Rāma, Hare Rāma, Rāma Rāma, Hare Hare...,’ so Kṛṣṇa said, ‘he is the best 

yogi.’ Yoginām api sarveṣāṁ. Sarveṣam means ‘of all.’ ‘Of all kinds of yogis, 

the best yogi is who is always thinking of Me.’ That is Kṛṣṇa's philosophy, He is 

teaching in the Bhagavad-gītā. Man-manā bhava mad-bhakto mad-yājī māṁ 

namaskuru (Bg. 18.65). Four things. If you sincerely do these four things—

always think of Kṛṣṇa, man-manā; just become His devotee, man-manā bhava 

mad-bhakto; mad-yājī, worship Kṛṣṇa... Just like we do in the temple room. 

Man-manā... You can do worship anywhere if you are a devotee. A devotee can 

worship Kṛṣṇa anywhere, underneath a tree. Because Kṛṣṇa is in everyone's 

heart. Īśvaraḥ sarva-bhūtānāṁ hṛd-deśe 'rjuna tiṣṭhati (Bg. 18.61). So if 

underneath a tree you think of Kṛṣṇa and chant Hare Kṛṣṇa, that is sufficient.” 

The Devotee Should Not be a Mercantile Man 

“Kṛṣṇa does not require any big paraphernalia. He only wants how you are a 

sincere devotee. That’s all. And that devotional service can be discharged in any 

condition. Ahaituky apratihatā. It cannot be checked by the material 

circumstances. This is the process of Kṛṣṇa consciousness. And you see the five-

years-old boy, how he was protected from all kinds of dangers and he refused to 

take any benediction. He refused. 

“The devotee should not be a mercantile man: ‘If you give me something, then 

I shall give you something.’ That is business. A devotee is not like that. He 

understands that he is eternal servant of Kṛṣṇa, his duty is to serve Kṛṣṇa.”  

“In the material world a servant works when money is paid, wages. A devotee is 

not like that. A devotee serves Kṛṣṇa out of duty. That is God consciousness, 

Kṛṣṇa consciousness, that ‘It is my duty.’ And then Kṛṣṇa takes the responsibility, 

‘It is My duty to protect this devotee.’ This reciprocation is called Kṛṣṇa 

consciousness. There is no question of business transaction. Then he will be 

protected.  

“Kṛṣṇa is nobody's servant, but everyone is Kṛṣṇa's servant. If everyone 

becomes Kṛṣṇa's servant, then everyone is protected by Kṛṣṇa.”  
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https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarvesam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sarvesam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yogi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhava
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mad
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mad
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yaji
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/namaskuru
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/18/65?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mana
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https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dese
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tisthati
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/18/61?d=1
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“Kṛṣṇa is protecting. Kṛṣṇa is God, so He is protecting everyone, He is giving 

food everyone, but especially inclined to the devotees. Samaḥ sarveṣu-bhūteṣu. 

So try to become devotee of Kṛṣṇa. Our Kṛṣṇa consciousness movement is 

teaching this philosophy. We have got so many books. Whoever comes here must 

read the books, devotee, the inmates of the temple, outsider, then you will 

understand what is Kṛṣṇa consciousness. Or you should chant Hare Kṛṣṇa only. 

Don't talk rubbish things, waste time. That is not good. A single moment is so 

valuable that you cannot purchase it by millions of dollars. Now today is 25th May, 

four o’clock gone. You cannot bring it back. Four o'clock, 25th May, 1975, if you 

want to get it back again by paying millions of dollars, it will not be possible. 

Therefore we should be very careful of our time. Time once wasted, you cannot 

get it back return. Better utilize this time. The best utilization is to chant Hare 

Kṛṣṇa or think of Kṛṣṇa, worship Kṛṣṇa. That is Kṛṣṇa consciousness movement. 

Thank you very much.” (end) 

Lecture delivered 25 May 1975 Honolulu. Full lecture with text and sound is here: 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/classes/general/honolulu/may/25/1975   

What other instructions are required, Prabhus? Everything has been very plainly 

said right here in this very talk. There is no need for any extraneous effort to learn 

mysticism when he Supreme Lord—Yogeshwara—is protecting the devotee. 

There is no need to become a mercantile man by using Prabhupada’s temples for 

personal business and profit. Anyone who claims to be a devotee yet violates these 

simple instructions is either daft, or he is a member of a willfully devious cabal of 

conspirators who are out to destroy the very foundations of ISKCON from the 

inside. This yoga deception is yet another one of ISKCON’s indiscretion waiting 

to come to light. 

In short, unless the so-called rank and file, who outnumber the GBC by 100,000 

to one, speak up, the movement is risking either another scandal or it will be 

lost to Mayavada 

 

 

 

 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
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Chapter Forty-seven 

Brave GBC Member Agrees … 

Danavir Goswami Objects to ISKCON’s 

Bogus Yoga Classes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HH Danavir Goswami Maharaja 

Part fifty-six of this series on The Journey Home focuses on an article found 

on the internet that was ostensibly written by HH Danavir Goswami. But first 

let us share some words of a disenfranchised disciple of Shrila Prabhupada 

seen on the world wide web. 

“I fear that some of our leaders have sipped too deeply from the Kool-aid cup 

offered up by the spa-sampradaya which is the new ISKCON. They have stepped 

into line to salute the shapeshifting glory boy on their GBC who wants to replace 

all of the previous godmen with his pictures and books. Most, if not all, of the 

leaders have become poisoned and deluded by drinking milk touched by the lips 

of this serpent. We can see it all happening right on the stage playing out before 

our eyes. Soon all of Shrila Prabhupada’s ISKCON could be lost. 

“They teach all of the new seekers a message that is radically different from that 

which Shrila Prabhupada taught us while inviting the new flock of suckers to join 

in their Kool Aid Festival.  
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“Any member who speaks out will be the next one banned and excommunicated. 

Any member staying within the a New Age ISKCON center will be ruined and 

unable to progress on the path of genuine bhakti. Rather, they will dwell in the 

dungeon of illusion by convincing one another how spiritually elevated they have 

become while scoffing at any true followers of Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu who 

happen to remain. “end of quote 

Though it is appears hopeless to preach against the machinations of Kali, some 

progress is being made. One member of the GBC has unequivocally stated his 

opposition to teaching phony baloney gymnastic “yoga” in ISKCON in an article 

that is supposedly written by him. And the voice of one honest man can save the 

Society just as much as Shrila Prabhupada’s insistence on preaching the pure 

message of his spiritual master saved the teachings of the Gaudiya sampradaya—

and spread Bhagavata Dharma worldwide. 

In the Bible there is the story of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, a city 

wherein the citizens had turned their backs on the path of virtue. Abraham asked 

God if the city, slated for destruction due to the population having gone astray, 

could be saved even if a small number of honest and righteous persons could be 

found living therein. It takes the voice and example of only one righteous person 

to save an organization, or a country, or even the world—and this has been proven 

by the work of the empowered Gaudiya Sampradaya acharya Shrila Prabhupada. 

Just by his speaking—and of course by his example—Shrila Prabhupada threw 

open the door to the spiritual kingdom as the authorized representative of Lord 

Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. Thus through his tireless speaking His Divine Grace 

has saved the world by re-establishing a genuine conception of dharma. These are 

dark days of ISKCON when a corrupt GBC—goaded on by Radhanatha’s The 

Journey Home—has with a straight face introduced gymnastic “yoga” into 

ISKCON centers in complete violation of Shrila Prabhupada’s teachings. But 

hope is not lost. 

Can the voice of one honest man save the day? There is an article on the internet 

that was apparently written by GBC member His Holiness Danavir Goswami. In 

this article (linked below) we can see how by moving against the tsunami tide of 

deceit and confusion that infects today’s GBC, one man of character has given 

the formula to weed out this yoga deviation from the Hare Krishna Movement. 
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From Wiki <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodom_and_Gomorrah> “The 

Destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah” (1493) 

This article gives an overwhelming amount of evidence about why this yoga 

outrage must be stopped at once throughout ISKCON, and why Shrila Prabhupada 

absolutely forbade gymnastic yoga courses in his centers. 

We urge all honest GBC members to read this article carefully, to think over its 

wisdom, and then do the right thing. If the GBC does not vote to ban so-called 

“yoga” from ISKCON, then individual GBC members who, like Danavir 

Goswami, are likewise incensed at this Guru-aparadha are encouraged to just 

walk away—resign—because a GBC that is violating Shrila Prabhupada’s 

instructions cannot be accepted as representing the will of the Founder-Acharya 

or the Gaudiya parampara. 

Here, then, is the link to the article.  

<http://iskcontheology.blogspot.com/2016/11/iskcon-yoga 

market.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Fe

ed%3A+TranscendSocialIssues+%28Transcend+Social+Issues%29>  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodom_and_Gomorrah
http://iskcontheology.blogspot.com/2016/11/iskcon-yoga%20market.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TranscendSocialIssues+(Transcend+Social+Issues)
http://iskcontheology.blogspot.com/2016/11/iskcon-yoga%20market.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TranscendSocialIssues+(Transcend+Social+Issues)
http://iskcontheology.blogspot.com/2016/11/iskcon-yoga%20market.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TranscendSocialIssues+(Transcend+Social+Issues)
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Chapter Forty-eight 

Reform Your Fellow GBCs or Walk Away 

Open Letter to His Holiness Danavir 

Goswami 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Danavir Maharaja, 

Please accept my humble obeisances, All glories to Shrila Prabhupada. My 

greetings to you are not mere words—I sincerely put my head into dust of your 

feet and beg that you convey the blessings of your spiritual master.  

For years you have been soldiering on, serving Shrila Prabhupada in all sorts of 

capacities. And first and foremost you have continued to speak the message of 

His Divine Grace as it is … the simple, basic and essential formula for extricating 

fallen souls from the excruciating bonds of material Nature. Your article linked 

as Part 56 of this ongoing series (at least the article is attributed to you, so we 

assume that it is genuine) reveals that you have spoken up to oppose nonsense so-

called “yoga” in ISKCON. Your words demonstrate your loyalty to your spiritual 

master and the Gaudiya parampara. 

ISKCON’s current corrupt practice of deceiving the public with “yoga lessons”—

and thereby bastardizing Shrila Prabhupada’s entire movement—got its grand 

boost with the GBC’s acceptance and promotion of Radhanatha’s The Journey 

Home. Not only does this vile Diary of Guru Aparadha glorify Mayavadis—many 

of whom would rank among the world’s sleaziest characters—but the book has a 
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Brijabasi print of the Supreme Lord Shri Gopal Krishna sitting next to a mountain 

of skulls! In the history of the aparadhas, this ranks as supreme—and it is going 

on under your leadership since you are a GBC member.  

Does the GBC no longer care for the teachings of the Founder-Acharya? Do your 

fellow GBC members no longer fear the terrible reactions that they will have to 

face by promoting such abhorrent pseudo-literature? Does the GBC only concern 

itself with policing others and not themselves? Is this not a first class symptom of 

hypocrisy? 

Since you have wisely spoken out against cheating the public with gymnastic 

exercises that pretend to lead to self-realization and enlightenment, I am 

addressing these issues to you. We are absolutely positive that Lord Shri Krishna 

and Lord Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu have taken note of your dedication to Their 

message, the selfsame teachings that have been delivered by Their pure devotee 

representative Shrila Prabhupada.  

As things stand today when the Movement is teeter-tottering on oblivion, you still 

need to boldly speak out against the sorry dilemma created by your fellow GBC 

member Radhanatha. His book The Journey Home sits at the very root of 

ISKCON’s Great Yoga Deception now prevalent in centers all over the world. 

First of all, Radhanatha’s memoirs from his Richard Slavin days as a vagabond 

Mayavadi collector should never have been written by a presumed member of the 

fourth order. Vedic culture absolutely proscribes that any sannyasis should dally 

like that while reflecting on his past supposed glories. Therefore I would like to 

put before Your Holiness how it is that your GBC has allowed the wool to be 

pulled over the eyes of millions of devotees worldwide through the publication of 

a Mayavadi-oriented book that glorifies one deviate impersonalist after another? 

If Your Holiness has been following this series aimed at dismantling the 

asphyxiating influence of The Journey Home on the Hare Krishna Movement—

and I hope that we can count you and your fellow GBC members among our 

readers—then you have seen the evidence regarding the duplicitous, dishonest 

and double-dealing characters of bogus yogis whose photographs appear 

alongside our worshipful Shrila Prabhupada, Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati 

Thakura and Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. Three or more of these duplicate 

sadhus—whose likenesses appear in The Journey Home—were accused by 

dozens of ladies of sexual molestation and rape. Another is an avowed bi-sexual 
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promoter of brain-destroying intoxicants. Has the GBC lost its collective 

intelligence and become deaf, dumb and blind to the state of ISKCON? What 

other explanation can there be when they promote demons in the dress of yogis? 

As devotees we are avowed to avoid the association of non-devotee demons—

except when as preachers we take the risk of giving them Krishna consciousness. 

Do your fellow GBC members think that everything is hunky-dory with a book 

that pictures Lord Krishna alongside a pile of skulls, and which glorifies rapists 

who demand money in exchange for the right to “become God?” Only a non-

devotee Mayavadi could think for a nano-second that such villainous reprobates 

should be featured in a book sold worldwide in Prabhupada’s ISKCON 

temples?—a society wherein (and forgive me for reminding you once again) you 

sit on the GBC. Since as members of ISKCON we are avowed to eschew the 

association of such non-devotee demons, your job should be either to straighten 

out the lot of your fellow GBC members, or just flat-out resign and walk away. If 

they refuse to retract this offensive book, then, hey, these people do not deserve 

your association, and you should not contaminate yourself with theirs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rupanuga Vedic College, Kansas City, Kansas. www.rvc.edu 

Over the years we have observed your struggles in developing your Rupanuga 

Vedic College. How much have your fellow GBC members supported your 

efforts? Probably that figure is an amount equal to the goal of the Dalai Lama—

zero You have written a wonderful and enthusing book about Shrila Prabhupada-

lila entitled His Divine Grace. How many of your fellow GBC members have 

http://www.rvc.edu/
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considered translating this book into a dozen languages instead of the much-

translated swill contained in The Journey Home?   

Your Guru Maharaja often said that that a diamond merchant gets maybe one 

customer a week while the seller of imitation diamonds attracts thousands. You 

have worked hard to give the genuine message of Shrila Prabhupada to the 

devotees, yet only a few are taking part. It appears that the GBC is intent on 

attracting watered-down personalities and is content to let the Hare Krishna ship 

with the real McCoy on board simply drift rudderless out to sea.  

Cheap preaching has compromised the entire character of the Hare Krishna 

Movement and ISKCON has morphed into a shadowy reflection of itself. As 

Prabhupada stated, demons are at work on the inside of the Krishna consciousness 

society. These satanic yet charismatic entities feel more content serving and doing 

the bidding of their lord Kali than serving Lord Shri Krishna, the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead.  

Your spiritual master—His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami 

Prabhupada, the Founder-Acharya of the International Society for Krishna 

Consciousness—said it best when he issued the following instructions in a letter 

to Satswarupa Goswami on November 5, 1972,  

“Advancement in Krishna Consciousness is not the result of material 

conditions. I shall not expect to find some perfect circumstances of 

occupational duty which will cause me to be automatically Krishna 

conscious, no. So why shall I think that by changing this, going here or there, 

doing something else—why shall I expect that I will become happy by 

adjusting material conditions in this way? They have not understood. Real 

attitude of devotional service is, whether I am here or there, whether I am 

doing this or that, it doesn't matter, just give me little prasada, little service, 

or if you make me big leader, that's all right—that is devotee, satisfied to 

serve Krishna in any circumstances of life. So try to impress this fact, we 

should kill this restless spirit. Enthusiasm and patience, these things required. 

If under changing conditions, I lose my enthusiasm, if I cannot endure the 

difficulties of my duty, therefore I go away—then how I can be leader? These 

things must be understood. Otherwise the whole thing will fall.” 

The conclusion is that a leader must lead, and leading means that the leader must 

unequivocally follow his leader. When this programme—the disciplic order—
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becomes corrupted by changes and transgressions, then the battle for Krishna 

consciousness has been lost and Maya emerges as the winner. And that is the 

current situation with the poison now spreading in the form of The Journey Home.  

You must save the movement, but if you cannot do that, then you must at least 

save yourself. Again, I entreat Your Holiness: Either reform your fellow GBC 

members or walk away and leave them to their own vainglorious fate. You are 

precious to Shri Guru and Krishna and you do not deserve to go down with a ship 

that the GBC is willfully sinking. 

Thank you very much for reading this. It has been my pleasure to write to you. 

Your servant, 

Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 
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Chapter Forty-nine 

Envious Demons Can Not Know the Supreme Lord 

 

Renegades Who Are Destroying the 

Sampradaya 

 

 

Living entities are blessed with the opportunity for liberation under the guidance of 

Brahmā, Lord Shri Krishna’s own representative 

In the Bhaktivedanta Purport to Shrimad-Bhagavatam 2.9.19 Shrila Prabhupada 

explains the duty of bona fide members of the Brahma sampradaya, and 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
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denounces the activities of the renegades. The full text and purport to that verse 

follow: 

 

taṁ prīyamāṇaṁ samupasthitaṁ kaviṁ prajā-visarge nija-śāsanārhaṇam 

babhāṣa īṣat-smita-śociṣā girā priyaḥ priyaṁ prīta-manāḥ kare spṛśan 

“And seeing Brahmā present before Him, the Lord accepted him as worthy to 

create living beings, to be controlled as He desired, and thus being much satisfied 

with him, the Lord shook hands with Brahmā and, slightly smiling, addressed him 

thus.” (SB 2.9.19) 

BHAKTIVEDANTA PURPORT: The creation of the material world is not blind 

or accidental. The living entities who are ever conditioned, or nitya-baddha, are 

thus given a chance for liberation under the guidance of His own representative 

like Brahmā. The Lord instructs Brahmā in Vedic knowledge in order to diffuse 

this knowledge to the conditioned souls. The conditioned souls are forgetful souls 

in their relationship with the Lord, and thus a period of creation and the process 

of dissemination of Vedic knowledge are necessary activities of the Lord. Lord 

Brahmā has a great responsibility in delivering the conditioned souls, and 

therefore he is very dear to the Lord. 

Brahmā also does his duty very perfectly, not only by generating the living entities 

but also by spreading his party for reclaiming the fallen souls. The party is called 

the Brahma-sampradāya, and any member of this party to date is naturally 

engaged in reclaiming the fallen souls back to Godhead, back home. The Lord is 

very much anxious to get back His parts and parcels, as stated in the Bhagavad-

gītā. No one is more dear than the one who takes the task of reclaiming the fallen 

souls back to Godhead. 

There are many renegades from the Brahma-sampradāya whose only business is 

to make men more forgetful of the Lord and thus entangle them more and more 

in material existence. Such persons are never dear to the Lord, and the Lord sends 

them deeper into the darkest region of matter so that such envious demons may 

not be able to know the Supreme Lord. 

Anyone, however, preaching the mission of the Lord in the line of the Brahma-

sampradāya is always dear to the Lord, and the Lord, being satisfied with such a 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/nitya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/baddha
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sampradaya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sampradaya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sampradaya
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preacher of the authorized bhakti cult, shakes hands with him in great satisfaction. 

End of Purport 

The modern perversion of yoga is a perfect instrument for the sinful Kali since it 

is so far from the reality of genuine yoga that a dumbfounded public is basically 

afraid to openly speak out. Gymnastic exercises masked as the means to 

enlightenment have become the perfect device to keep its followers docile and 

obedient. While the yoga crowd applauds their imitation realizations with the 

sound of one hand clapping in the trance of pretended nirvana, their “yoga master” 

laughs all the way to the bank. Having reached a state of utter senseless 

illumination (read: stupidity) the “yoga students” can be spoon fed more garbage 

in the form of motivational wisdom. And from their cloud of feigned awakening 

the yoga flock gulps it down obediently. 

Shrila Prabhupada taught that before becoming a student, a teacher’s character 

must be examined. That way, for example, it may be understood whether the one 

we have allowed to teach us is genuinely dear to the Supreme Lord as His 

representative in the work of delivering fallen souls, or is a renegade whose work 

is to (as stated in the above purport) “make men more forgetful of the Lord and 

thus entangle them more and more in material existence.” 

In these days of the internet it becomes easy to investigate these teachers of so-

called “yoga” that the GBC has invited to invade Shrila Prabhupada’s movement. 

Radhanatha’s headquarters, ISKCON Chowpatty, openly advertises classes by 

one Kush Panchal that help one burn fats (sic), tone up, and get free from ALL 

mental and physical stress.” Does this sound like it is the deliverance of fallen 

souls, or the activity of renegades? 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Radhanatha’s picture ISKCON News here: 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhakti
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 <<<https://iskconnews.org/radhanath-swamis-new-book-is-on-the-new-york-times-top-

list,5670/>>> 

 

So-called “yoga” has bifurcated into so many shadowy reflections that—and you 

can look these up on the internet—naked yoga and dog yoga have become 

popular.  Is this what the future holds for ISKCON? It may sound far-fetched but 

these things are drawing closer to home than the ostriches on the GBC would 

openly admit.  

Does the GBC actually believe that the propagation of gymnastic exercises is the 

reason why Shrila Prabhupada sacrificed everything—risking his precious life 

hundreds or thousands of times in the service of his spiritual master—so that this 

aberration of Vedic culture could be invited into his temples? Does this appear to 

be something that is pleasing to the acharyas of the Brahma Sampradaya, to Lord 

Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, or to Shri Shri Radha-Krishna? If not, then what is 

it doing in ISKCON? Or is this a symptom of (to quote the purport one more 

time): “many renegades from the Brahma-sampradāya whose only business is to 

make men more forgetful of the Lord and thus entangle them more and more in 

material existence.” 

We close with a couple of photos from the Facebook page of Kush Panchal, 

teacher of “yoga” at ISKCON Chowpatty. Take a look and decide whether this is 

the movement that you joined—because apparently the GBC thinks that it is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sampradaya
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A dog doing human yoga, or a human doing dog yoga?Snoop Doggy Dog Yoga? 

On his FaceBook page, Kush Panchal teaches “dance yoga” whereby the students 

can learn “some basic asanas and some sweet Bollywood moves.” Yes, he urges 

that his teachings are “not just a yoga class, it is an experience you don't wana 

(sic) miss. 
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Chapter Fifty 

Time to Ban The Journey Home from All ISKCON 

Centers in your Zone 

Open Letter to Mother Dina Sharana, GB 

 

 

https://gbc.iskcon.org/dina-sharana-devi-dasi/ 

My dear Shrimati Dina Sharana devi, 

Please accept my humble obeisances. All glories to Shrila Prabhupada and the 

Gaudiya sampradaya. I am writing to you today because of my concern that 

Mayavada is being proliferated throughout ISKCON much in part due to the 

influence of Radhanatha’s book The Journey Home. Although the sheepish 

somnambulists within ISKCON—which unfortunately includes many so-called 

“leaders”—are celebrating this book, in fact it is nothing less than poison. It is a 

killer of the Society’s aggregate creeper of devotion in the garden of Shrila 

Prabhupada’s temples. We are asking that you see to it that this book must no 
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longer be sold within your zone which, according to the official ISKCON website, 

includes Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Lichtenstein. 

Not only does this book severely minimize the Founder-Acharya of ISKCON—

His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada—but it openly glorifies 

enemies of devotion who Shrila Prabhupada referred to over and over again as 

“rascals, miscreants, bogus imitators of yoga and demons.”  

A number of these demons that The Journey Home speaks highly of were accused 

of serial rape many, many times over. Since men—in their “superior wisdom and 

intelligence”—generally do not understand the severe trauma of forced sexual 

abuse, I have tried to alert in this ongoing series two ladies who are considered 

leaders of ISKCON. I have expressed my concern in open letters to Mother Malati 

(Part Fifty-three: “Open Letter to Mother Malati—You Know Better”), and 

Shrimati Urmila Devi (Part Thirty-Seven: Does the GBC Know Shastra?  “Open 

Letter to Urmila Dasi, SAC”). Neither letter received a reply.  

I have also written, again without reply, to HH Prahladananda Swami, ISKCON 

Minister of Sannyasa, (Part Thirty-Nine: Open Letter to Prahladananda Swami—

Re: A Dangerous Trend among ISKCON Sannyasis) to question why a book that 

violates the rules of sannyasa—e.g., bragging about one’s past—is being 

promulgated as a very bad example for any other would-be glory-seeking, self-

promoting sannyasis who might still be hanging around ISKCON. Again, no reply 

despite the fact that I have pointed out in Part Seventeen “Mayavadi Literature 

Gives Impetus to Illicit Sex Life—“Sex and the Swami” that Radhanatha as a 

sannyasi describes an act of failed allurement wherein a lusty woman attempted 

to seduce him.  

The following articles discuss the so-called “yogis” who were accused of serial 

rape along with articles by reputed journalists and statements by violated members 

of their respective shadowy organizations. Keep in mind each one of these 

storefront yogis figure prominently into The Journey Home. 

1, The Journey Home is The Worst Form of Guru Aparadha—Swami 

Muktananda (Part One) 

2, The Journey Home: Destruction by Design—From Krishna-loka to 

Yogaville—Swami Satchidananda (Part Twenty-two) 
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3, Another Sexy Swami: Yogi Radhanatha Meets Swami Rama (Part Twenty-

seven) 

Additionally Dr Richard Alpert, America’s 60’s “LSD guru,” who was largely 

responsible for that era’s horrific LSD epidemic, is not only featured prominently 

in the book, but his review appears on the outside rear cover. We have discussed 

him in Part Fourteen “It isn’t Gay and it’s Not Not-Gay” Part Fourteen: “The 

LSD Baba.” The title of that particular article refers to this “Baba Ram Dass” 

openly claims that his “awareness” has given him the license for sex with anyone 

he likes, male or female. Again, the references to these statements are given in the 

article and we request you to see them there. 

This Baba Ram Dass is a “disciple” of the Mayavadi so-called “guru” who lived 

in Vrindavana, Neem Karoli Baba. Please see our article on him in this series:: 

“The Oneness of Ignorance—‘Ek, Ek, Ek’” (Part Nine) This Neem Karoli Baba 

is the guru of the singer Krishna dasa whose so-called “bhajans” have been 

invading Shrila Prabhupada’s temples since the publication of The Journey Home. 

To get an idea of how offensive this Krishna dasa is to genuine bhakti, have a look 

at what this avowed Mayavadi follower of Neem Karoli Baba is capable of in this 

Sun article http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/01-

15/editorials12492.htm. 

 

Photo: https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-sannyasis-gurus-gbcs-and-bbt-leaders-meet-in-india,6868/  

ISKCON’s leaders make a show of dancing and chanting before the Shri Murti of the 

Founder Acharya, But together they have conspired to support the translation and 

distribution of a non-devotional book which is destroying his movement from the very roots. 

http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/01-15/editorials12492.htm
http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/01-15/editorials12492.htm
https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-sannyasis-gurus-gbcs-and-bbt-leaders-meet-in-india,6868/
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The Journey Home is basically Mayavadi garbage that not only minimizes Shrila 

Prabhupada, who your fellow GBC Radhanatha claims as his guru, but it is openly 

offensive to the pure devotee and to his teaching. For example, Shrila Prabhupada 

described the so-called Maharishi Mahesh Yogi as “rascal number one” many, 

many times as you may read in Parts Eleven, Twelve and Thirteen of this series. 

In fact, your fellow GBC members will do really well to read those and other parts 

of this series, too, because apparently the GBC men are way behind the times in 

their blind attempts to appear ahead of the times. In short, the lot of you GBC 

people needs some catching up to do before the train you are driving goes off the 

track for good. 

In our series we point out that this Mayavadi poison is not merely coming from 

the bogus yogis and imitation swamis who are extolled in The Journey Home. 

Radhanatha himself has the temerity to write that when he read the Bhagavad-

gita at Kurukshetra it was as though Krishna had come to speak to him directly. 

You can see this for yourself in Part Four The Radhanatha Gita: With the 

American Swami on the Battlefield of Life—“Kurukshetra and Bhagavad-gita As 

It Isn’t” Is this how a supposed disciple of a pure devotee spiritual master should 

write? This is unadulterated Mayavada pure and simple. There is no need for Shri 

Guru when one can directly go to Krishna. Correct me if I am wrong, Mataji, but 

you might have seen this in Shrila Prabhupada’s Shri Chaitanya Charitamrita 

(Madhya 11.28). These are the words of Lord Shri Krishna—the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead—as He spoke them to His disciple Arjuna. (Krishna 

spoke the Gita to Arjuna and not to Radhanatha, by the way): 

ye me bhakta-janāḥ pārtha na me bhaktāś ca te janāḥ 

mad-bhaktānāṁ ca ye bhaktās te me bhakta-tamā matāḥ 

Lord Kṛṣṇa told Arjuna, “Those who are My direct devotees are actually not My 

devotees, but those who are the devotees of My servant are factually My 

devotees.” 

BHAKTIVEDANTA PURPORT: Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu quotes this verse 

from the Ādi Purāṇa. The verse is also included in the Laghu-bhāgavatāmṛta 

(2.6). end of purport. 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/arjuna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/caitanya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mahaprabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/purana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/laghu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavatamrta
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Furthermore, this series of articles proves how the glorification of envious and 

long gone Mayavadis has also opened the door to today’s present generation of 

Mayavadi bogus gurus. You can see how the seeds of poison have sprouted and 

are choking the collective flowering vine of ISKCON in Part Sixteen “Reviewing 

Bad Association—“The Company We Keep” And what will be the effect on the 

GBC if this Mayavadi rubbish is allowed to continue in Lord Krishna’s temples? 

That you can read in Part Twenty-three: The Journey Home Or Journey to Hell?—

“A GBC that Promotes Mayavada Dooms Itself” 

Yet, to make things even worse, this dubious “autobiography of an American 

swami” has a Brijabasi print of our beloved Lord Gopala Krishna, the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead, in the book next to a picture of a pile of skulls. Yes, that 

is a fact and you can read about this in Part Seven “The Journey Home: Has it  

Caused Mass Hysteria in ISKCON?—Get the Picture” 

In the history of aparadhas, demonic offenses caused by asuras like 

Hiranyakashipu and Ravana, has there ever been a greater offense? And yet this 

is the book that you and your fellow GBC cronies are enthusiastically publicizing 

and have already overseen its translation into over a dozen languages. This is the 

very book that you so-called “leaders” of ISKCON have set aside separate tables 

for selling at ISKCON events. Are you not ashamed of this hypocrisy, Mataji? Is 

it not shameful when leaders of a Society that worships Krishna as the Supreme 

Lord has put the Supreme Deity next to an impious pile of skulls? How could you 

allow this to happen? This is the question that many of us rank and file members 

of ISKCON have for you. In case you and your fellow GBC members have 

forgotten who factually is God, you may review this verse once again and jog 

your memory: 

 

ete cāṁśa-kalāḥ puṁsaḥ kṛṣṇas tu bhagavān svayam 

indrāri-vyākulaṁ lokaṁ mṛḍayanti yuge yuge 

“All the lists of the incarnations of Godhead submitted herewith are either plenary 

expansions or parts of the plenary expansions of the Supreme Godhead, but Kṛṣṇa 

is the Supreme Personality of Godhead Himself.” (SB. 1.3.28) 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ete
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/kalah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/pumsah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/bhagavan
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/svayam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vyakulam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/lokam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/mrdayanti
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/yuge
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/sb/1/3/28?d=1
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Since when did Shrila Prabhupada establish his International Society for Krishna 

Consciousness in order that a few self-anointed “privileged members” could use 

the Acharya’s sacrifices and hard work for their own aggrandizement? Would you 

want your own “Dina Sharana Fan Blog” that supports Positive Thinking 

(whatever that means)?    

 

http://www.radhanath-swami.net/ 

Is the not the same sort of ego-trip that almost destroyed ISKCON during the 

ostentatious days of the “Zonal Acharyas”? Mataji, what will it take for you and 

your GBC chums to come to your senses before your (lack of) guidance destroys 

the movement with this egregious infiltration of Mayavada that is seeping in under 

the door during your watch?  

In the official GBC website https://gbc.iskcon.org/dina-sharana-devi-dasi/ there 

are some nice positive-sounding but empty words of praise about you: “Dina 

Sarana Devi Dasi’s primary goal as a GBC member is to do whatever she can to 

help ISKCON Germany’s present and future leaders reach their full potential.” 

Why is it important that everyone should become a leader? Did Shrila Prabhupada 

ever state that his goal was to become a leader in the movement of his spiritual 

master? Or was his example one of service to the lotus feet of his Shri Guru 

Maharaja—and with every breath? This “leadership disease” that you GBC’s have 

is another nonsense Mayavadi infection and under the leadership of you and the 

other GBCs we can see that the entire society is on a journey to hell in a hand 

basket. Shrila Prabhupada gives the definition of leadership: 

http://www.radhanath-swami.net/
https://gbc.iskcon.org/dina-sharana-devi-dasi/
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“’He is servant of Kṛṣṇa; therefore he is my prabhu.’ This is Vaiṣṇava mentality. 

Gopī-bhartur pada-kamalayor dāsa-dāsa-dāsa-dāsānudāsa. One who wants to 

become servant of the servant of the servant of the servant, he is actually prabhu 

[Cc. Madhya 13.80]. If falsely one thinks that ‘I am prabhu,’ then his life is 

spoiled. So this word we use amongst ourself, prabhu, means that ‘I am your 

servant, you are my master." But that should be practically exhibited. That is 

called tapasya, to learn all these things.” (Shrila Prabhupada, Vrindavana lecture 

23 Oct 76) 

I therefore fall at your feet and beg you to do your job in a way that will be pleasing 

to the Founder-Acharya Shrila Prabhupada who gave you initiation in 1974. 

Forget the fancy motivational talk that now infects a Mayavadi-saturated 

ISKCON and return to the basics. Some may object, but Shrila Prabhupada will 

be very, very pleased with you. 

Thank you very much for reading this and for going over all the chapters 

mentioned in this letter. It is very important. I might mention that you will do well 

to also read the entire series. May Shri Guru and Krishna guide you to do the right 

thing for their pleasure. 

Your humble servant in Prabhupada, 

Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/krsna
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vaisnava
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gopi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/pada
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/dasa
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/madhya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/cc/madhya/13/80?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/prabhu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tapasya
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Chapter Fifty-one 

When a Person with Good Vision Accepts a Blind 

Leader  

Following the GBC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yoga as Subtle Sex 

Coming soon to an ISKCON near you? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRDabJNx_Ng  

These days popular yoga is defined with women in strange seductive poses that 

they pass off as the means to enlightenment. These enticing positions of yoga are 

enhanced by loosely knit cotton see-through yoga garments. Since pornography 

has become dangerous, expensive and risky, yoga has become the new porno. 

Although Patanjali only specified five yoga position, today’s gymnastic yoga has 

more alluring poses than the Kama Sutra has positions. 

For its part, ISKCON is supposed to be the leader of all the so-called “Vedic”, 

“bhakti”, or “yoga” movements in general. Prabhupada established his disciples 

in positions of undefeated preachers. His Divine Grace referred to his followers 

as “kings” because, he explained, “no one can defeat the devotee preacher fixed 

in Krishna consciousness.” Shrila Prabhupada preached in such a way that all the 

Mayavadi “yogis” feared his lion roar and gradually withdrew. Basically they 

were all scared away by the powerful acharya speaking the Supreme Absolute 

Truth. 

But today things have changed. These days under the “leadership” of the spent 

bullets who sit on the GBC, ISKCON has become a beggar at the door of those 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRDabJNx_Ng
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who first learned some of the basics from the devotees. ISKCON spread kirtana 

only to have devotees now attending sahajiya kirtan festivals. ISKCON taught 

what it means to become guru only to have self-appointed gurus in ISKCON 

become bad copies of the hackneyed collection of today’s motivational “gurus” 

who teach materialistic goals. ISKCON preached the essence of dharma as 

bhakti-yoga only to see its leaders running to Bhakti Fests in their quest for cheap 

recognition. ISKCON popularized a vegetarian prasad diet only to see it morph 

into veganism with even some devotees becoming vegans. ISKCON taught the 

Hindus the essence of religion, and when they began joining en masse, the GBC 

decided that ISKCON is actually a Hindu organization. ISKCON preached the 

Mayavadis into oblivion until, lo and behold. Radhanatha published The Journey 

Home and made Mayavadi demons into worshipful figures for watered down 

disciples of ISKCON’s motivational gurus. The list goes on.  

All these are symptoms of poor leadership which prove that the GBC is afraid to 

preach straight-forward and truthful Krishna consciousness. It proves that there is 

no genuine leader, and that the GBC is unable to replicate the orders and 

instructions of the Founder-Acharya which is what they were meant to do. It 

means that the Society which Shrila Prabhupada envisioned is in danger of being 

lost—absorbed back into the three modes of material nature and utterly useless as 

a vehicle for delivering fallen souls. 

Motivational Gurus or Gurus with Ulterior Motivations? 

Shrila Prabhupada ordered his disciples must evolve to become gurus. Apparently 

some of them thought that becoming guru was an excuse to exploit others and get 

their daily free lunch to boot. Those who believed that guru simply means sitting 

on a giant throne and getting their tootsies washed saw the utter collapse of their 

imagined empires. While fallen ex-gurus have found themselves back at square 

one, some who came after them and who are more prone to compromise have 

turned to become ISKCON’s “motivational gurus.” They have made the 

appearance of succeeding in their new role of jolly compromisers by following in 

the footsteps of mundane You Tubers.  

Witness the Motivational Speeches all over Youtube by Shivaram, Radhanath, 

Gaura Gopal and many others. We have given the links to several of these 

motivators in previous parts of this series. We are seeing a phenomenon wherein 

the rubber stamped gurus of ISKCON have abandoned being Vaishnava gurus in 
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order to imitate motivational gurus like Tony Robbins. For many newer devotees, 

initiation into ISKCON means getting a guru who is more like some Youtube 

blabbermouth than the example Shrila Prabhupada set for ISKCON members to 

follow. Why, then, should anyone beg initiation from an ISKCON motivational 

guru when the original is right here: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bV9sqhfvC4 

“We are Not Hindus” 

Prabhupada often instructed that “we are not Hindus”—as though His Divine 

Grace could see what was coming in his movement.  Through Prabhupada’s 

example the Hindus came running to join his movement by the tens of thousands 

because he offered them the essence of Vedic culture without the superstition and 

dogma of “Hinduism”. But then, wouldn’t you know it, ISKCON’s leaders like a 

dog chasing its own tail, turned around and declared themselves as “Hindus.”   

How far will the flimsy Hindu “leaders” of ISKCON go in their quest to deviate 

from the teachings of Shrila Prabhupada in the very centers that he created? Well, 

have a look at the authoritative “Educational Services Heart of Hinduism 

Resource Pack from ISKCON” here: 

https://iskconeducationalservices.org/HoH/   On that site there are thousands of 

Gems of Mayavada including this one: 

“Within Hinduism there are diverse practices, but most fall within four 

main paths or margs. Since these are aimed at union (with God) they are 

also termed yogas. They are: 

1. karma-yoga – the yoga path of action 

2. Jnana-yoga – the path of knowledge 

3. Raja (astanga) yoga – the path of meditation 

4. Bhakti-Yoga – the path of devotion” 

You read that right, all the paths are aimed at union (errr… with God, that is). 

Like, this watered down drivel that equates pure devotion with karma is straight 

outta Radhanath his phantasmagorical study in Mayavada The Journey Home. 

Next we’ll try to make it through a video of the GBC’s sputtering spokesperson, 

Anuttama dasa—complete with mystical Hindu sitar music—posing as self-styled 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bV9sqhfvC4
https://iskconeducationalservices.org/HoH/
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“Hindu Vaishnava teacher.” Try to stay awake as he mumbles on about “God.” 

He quotes Krishna but, like a good Hindu Schmindu, he leaves it up to you to 

figure out who God really is. It is The Journey Home Mayavadi change-up 

gimmick wherein Krishna appears to be speaking about some God who is beyond 

Himself. In this classic Mayavadi video, Anuttama actually places a Bhagavad-

gita on a public chair where people put their arses! What sort of lamebrain “Hindu 

Vaishnava Teacher” does not respect the book he claims to be preaching from? 

As if this wasn’t enough, the “Hindu teacher” from the GBC quotes Bhagavad-

gita 4.34 and shares with us the Hinduized version. But first let us see the original 

4.34 from Shrila Prabhupada pre-1978 Bhagavad-gita As It Is:  

tad viddhi praṇipātena paripraśnena sevayā 

upadekṣyanti te jñānaṁ jñāninas tattva-darśinaḥ 

tat—that knowledge of different sacrifices; viddhi—try to understand; 

praṇipātena—by approaching a spiritual master; paripraśnena—by submissive 

inquiries; sevayā—by the rendering of service; upadekṣyanti—initiate; te—unto 

you; jñānam—knowledge; jñāninaḥ—the self-realized; tattva—truth; darśinaḥ—

the seers. 

“Just try to learn the truth by approaching a spiritual master. Inquire from 

him submissively and render service unto him. The self-realized soul can 

impart knowledge unto you because he has seen the truth.” 

Now in the Hindu teacher’s version, the words “he has seen the truth” have 

morphed into “they have seen the truth.” This is one of the most egregious 

posthumous editing by the BBT-I’s rascal editors. It is an obvious conspiracy that 

was created to accommodate the eleven zonal acharyas, all of whom who “had 

seen the truth” (namely, that it is very true that exploiting the innocent in the name 

of religion is dead simple).  

Now, in person, here is ISKCON’s GBC Hindu Vaishnava Teacher: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkkiSqa5XDA 

Did you catch Anuttama dasa informing us that God wants us to serve “others”? 

Well, there is the story of a disciple of a zonal acharya who was so moved by this 

Hindu teacher’s video that he opened a restaurant with a sign, “Free service to 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tat
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/viddhi
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/pranipatena
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/pariprasnena
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sevaya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/upadeksyanti
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/te
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jnanam
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/jnaninah
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/tattva
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/darsinah
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkkiSqa5XDA
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anyone who can prove his name is ‘Others.’ Everyone else has to bus their own 

dishes.”  

Sorry for that one—I could not resist a little comic relief after the drudgery of 

Anuttama’s diatribe about how his music tracher challenged him. Along the way 

the video has people hugging, an African lady teacher with her class, a Hidndu 

sitting on the street, some flowers, the ocean with a sunset and a herd of 

wildebeasts. Real serious stuff. The video ends on a cheery note with the words, 

“Brought to you by your friends at ISKCON.”  

Well, I’ll tell you and your GBC cronies something, Mr Hindu teacher. You are 

not my friend because only demons change the teachings of their pure devotee 

Vaishnava spiritual master into Mayavadi slop to suit their own need for adulation 

and free sense gratification—which pretty much describes the situation of the 

GBC these days. 

As a final note, the good news is that in the seven or eight years since this toxic 

video was created, it has less than 800 hits on Youtube, which just might be the 

number of the Hindu teacher’s extended family members and yoga friends. 

Bhakti Fest or Bhukti Fester? 

No one had even heard of bhakti-yoga when Shrila Prabhupada stepped foot on 

American soil. Now bhakti is so popular that there are huge fairs called Bhakti 

Fests in the West. This has all come from Prabhupada but the rub is that the 

ISKCON of today provides no leadership for such people. Without any 

understanding of bona fide devotional service, these festivals are merely nuvo 

hippie gatherings. However, that does not stop a certain segment of ISKCON’s 

leadership from running to them to drink the milk touched by the lips of Mayavadi 

serpents—and to offer some of their own. 
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ISKCON devotees on a video made at California’s bhakti fest. (L) Gaura Vani Buchwald 

and (R) Radhanatha, author of The Journey Home.  

We’ve shown it before in this series, but here is the link once again to this ridiculous “Stay 

Strong” video replete withMayavadi tripe: 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10154799835882164  

 

Yoga with Leela is advertised as a “women’s power gathering” within ISKCON.  

Source: https://www.facebook.com/DurbanKrishna/photos/women%E2%80%99s-power-

gathering-this-is/10157510777030968 / 

Yoga or Schmoga? Yogis or Schmogis? 

Shrila Prabhupada presented Bhagavad-gita As It Is in which the Supreme Lord 

Shri Krishna Himself gives the actual definition of yoga. It was expected that all 

practitioners of yoga should learn the genuine meaning of yoga—union in loving 

devotional service with the Supreme Lord. But this detail has not deterred 

ISKCON’s GBC from approving baseless gymnastic yoga exercises in Shrila 

Prabhuada’s Radha-Krishna Temples all over the world in direct violation of the 

orders of the Founder-Acharya. But, hey, when there is need for “women’s 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10154799835882164
https://www.facebook.com/DurbanKrishna/photos/women’s-power-gathering-this-is/10157510777030968
https://www.facebook.com/DurbanKrishna/photos/women’s-power-gathering-this-is/10157510777030968
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empowerment through yoga” then who needs to pay attention to a few instructions 

of the Founder-Acharya? 

Let us hope that there is a change in the winds coming soon. Interestingly, well 

known devotional journalist Steven Rosen, aka Satyaraja dasa, has written an 

article ever so gently denouncing the yoga baloney now going on in ISKCON. 

Interesting indeed, since  his book Yoga of Kirtan helped kick start the bogus yoga 

trend. So, we end with the link to his article “Does Asana Equal Yoga?” 

https://iskcondesiretree.com/profiles/blogs/does-asana-equal-yoga 
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Chapter Fifty-two 

The Real and the Reflection 

Bogus Preaching Has Splintered ISKCON  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gaur Gopal’s worst nightmare: when devotees preach the Supreme Absolute Truth—Or 

merely two splinter groups having it out? 

With this article we share below a video called “Teaching or Cheating” that is 

making its rounds in devotee circles. Featured is a righteously disgusted 

brahmachary named Shriman Tatvavit dasa of Singapore. His well-spoken and 

intelligent presentation is about ISKCON’s motivational guru fad and he targets 

Radhanatha’s pet disciple Gaur Gopal das during his visit to Singapore’s 9th 

International Indian Expo (2019). On the other side of the coin, this outspoken 

brahmachari is a symptom of ISKCON’s splintered condition because he is a 

member of a splintery so-called ritvik group who unfortunately have lost all faith 

in the disciplic succession beyond Shrila Prabhupada. 

As our readers know, Gaura Gopal is the million-hit pretty boy of Blabber-tube 

and ISKCON’s A-number-1 soapbox wiseguy. This Cherub of Chowpatty has 

emerged as the “who-asked-you” celebrity expert of all wit and wisdom. Sooner 

or later it is possible the GBC will bless him with his own Vyasa Asana and silver 
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feetwash bowl, much to the chagrin of any old remaining die-hards still out there 

struggling for air. Since he wears the saffron trappings of renunciation and is 

worshipped by a clueless following, he is already considered a guru by thousands 

of mouse-clickers.  

The trend of blathering mundane wisdom scented with “wisdom” that resembles 

the sweet fragrance of a spray can of bathroom deodorant has been dealt with in 

several parts of this series. This includes Part Twenty-eight “The Son of 

Radhanatha—Lineage of the Love Swami.” We have also discussed the divisive 

syndrome that non-parampara katha has created in ISKCON in Part Forty-two 

“Kali’s Sinful Fingerprints—When the God of Sin Divides and Conquers” 

What Elvis did for the fifties and Michael Jackson did for the eighties, Gaur Gopal 

has brought to the internet of the 2010’s. But Tatvavit dasa nails Gaur Gopal at 

the very beginning of the video. He explains that such Krishna-less claptrap is 

aimed only at the speaker’s own desires for personal fame, following, wealth and 

the sidelong glances of adoring young ladies. Unlike Gaur Gopal dasa, however, 

Tatvavit dasa Brahmachary actually quotes shastra, beginning with the fourth 

verse of the Supreme Lord Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu’s Shri Shikshastakam: 

na dhanam na janam na sundarim 

kavitam va jagad-isha kamaye 

mama janmani janmanishvare 

bhavatad bhaktir ahaituki twayi 

“O almighty Lord, I have no desire to accumulate wealth, nor do I desire beautiful 

women, nor do I want any number of followers. I only want Your causeless 

devotional service birth after birth.” 

From there Tatvavit Prabhu goes on to give Radhanatha’s pet Smiley Boy a fine 

raking over the coals. As he says:  

-“He (Gaur Gopal) is making a brand of his own that has nothing to do with 

Krishna consciousness at all.  

-“Shrila Prabhupada said ‘No compromise’ and that should be the principle of us 

devotees.” 

-“We have to please Shrila Prabhupada. We cannot water down the standards just 

to please the public—but this is the trap (Gaur Gopal) has fallen into.  
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-“Gaur Gopal’s book is simply hodge podge. We are distributing Shrila 

Prabhupada’s books. A drop of purity is better than an ocean of poison.” 

Tatvavit and his fellow brahmacharis also gave a presentation, but one that 

included kirtana and which began with the following verse 

tasmāt saṅkīrtanaṁ viṣṇor jagan-maṅgalam aṁhasām 

mahatām api kauravya viddhy aikāntika-niṣkṛtam 

“My dear King, the chanting of the holy name of the Lord is able to uproot even 

the reactions of the greatest sins. Therefore the chanting of the saṅkīrtana 

movement is the most auspicious activity in the entire universe. Please try to 

understand this so that others will take it seriously.” 

 

When one splinter takes out another splinter: “It’s not worth the paper it’s printed on.” –

Tatvavit dasa 

Gaur Gopal’s talk was an approximately USD $29.00 ticketed event with over 

200 people (read: suckers) in attendance. He told the crowd that he had a mantra 

that would give them peace of mind: “Om Ignore-aya Namah.” It appears that 

you don’t always get what you pay for.  

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sankirtana
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Now have a look at Tatvavit dasa Brahmachary’s video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXNEnQTG9js&feature=youtu.be&fbclid

=IwAR0bMWbUv18cMtLwlg71VBgqGjVcgu50B7ZNZsYg5-nF-_lmeBtUXQkqjlw  

However as much as we laud Tatvavit’s fidelity to the teachings of Shrila 

Prabhupada, it should be pointed out that Tatvavit dasa is a part of a group called 

the International Sri Krishna Mandir Singapore with branches in many other 

countries. Their preaching is overall quite successful. However, this is a so-called 

“ritvik group.” According to the Vedic tradition, a genuine ritvik is a deputed 

agent of a guru who has been ordered to conduct initiations on behalf of his 

spiritual master. It is expected that such a ritvik should ascend to the post of 

diksha-guru once the spiritual master has departed. There is no such thing as 

“postumhous initiation” in any of the bona fide sampradayas. This 

misinterpretation of a ritvik’s position is a case of mental speculation that was 

founded upon only one word out of millions of instructions of ISKCON’s 

Founder-Acharya. And that word is “henceforward.”  

Ritvikism or ritvik-vada—at least the way it is presented today—falls under the 

apasampradaya umbrella—a misunderstanding of disciplic succession and hence 

mental speculation. All these points are explained in Rocan Prabhu’s Defeat of 

Ritivk Vada right on the front page of every issue of the Sampradaya Sun. Having 

said that, observation reveals that different classes of ritviks have emerged. 

(1) There is a class of “devotees” who have latched onto the “ritvik way” 

because they think it gives them a carte blanche to criticize everything and 

everybody in ISKCON wholesale. These “ritviks” have made a profession out 

of calling anything that has to do with the Hare Krishna Movement as 

‘bogus—except themselves.” 

 

(2) The next class, which is rapidly shrinking, consistes of either a failed 

guru or would-be gurus. In order to save face from falling down from the 

platform he had adopted as “acharya” the failed guru became a ritvik so that 

he could continue on as guru but without any obligation to “disciples.” A few 

ohers who failed to realize their wishes of being rubber stamped as “guru” 

became ritviks in order to throw out the baby (ISKCON’s parampara) with 

the bathwater.  

 

(3)  Tatavavit’s group appears to be another story. They appear to be among 

the ritviks who are mostly sincere devotees, but who became righteously so 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXNEnQTG9js&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0bMWbUv18cMtLwlg71VBgqGjVcgu50B7ZNZsYg5-nF-_lmeBtUXQkqjlw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXNEnQTG9js&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0bMWbUv18cMtLwlg71VBgqGjVcgu50B7ZNZsYg5-nF-_lmeBtUXQkqjlw
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dissatisfied, disappointed, and disgusted with the GBC’s fumbling and 

bumbling of the parampara that they divorced themselves from it and claimed 

to go to Shrila Prabhupada directly. The fault for the disenfranchisement of 

this class lies with the GBC whose poor management has splintered ISKCON. 

To this class of “ritviks” we say that there is no problem with accepting His 

Divine Gace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, the Founder-Acharya 

of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness as the de facto guru of 

everyone in the organization. That is because first and foremost, all his books 

and instructions are the heart and soul of any member for the Society. 

Furthermore ISKCON has witnessed the resultant tragedy of neophytes trying 

to equal the Krishna-empowered potency of Shrila Prabhupada. It is an 

obvious fact that Prabhupada is the Jagat Guru and all others in his mission 

are his servants. However …  

 

Now You Become Gurus 

Having said that, it is still Shrila Prabhupada’s clear instruction that there must be 

gurus who represent him and take on the responsibility for the next generation—

the next, and the next. He repeatedly told his devotees, “I expect all of you to 

become spiritual masters.” To make the correct adjustment, the leader or leaders 

of Tatvavit’s International Sri Krishna Mandir Singapore should just admit to their 

initiates that they are really disciples of whoever taught them, accepted them, and 

then blessed and conducted their initiation ceremonies. What is the harm if the 

devotee who chanted on their beads take personal responsibility?  One of the 

guru’s jobs is to purify a disciple by taking on his karma, and he cannot make that 

decision fort the previous departed guru—he must do it himself. Guru means 

taking on responsibility, but for the guru who accepts qualified disciples, then the 

position is blissful and not a headache.  

Thus for Tatvavit’sSingapore-based group, what is the harm in becoming guru 

and moving to the next level? You are already doing the work—running temples, 

seeing that the schedule and regulations are followed, preaching the message, 

guiding the candidates. You are already doing the needful. So own up to what you 

are doing as de facto guru and admit that you have taken the job as a spiritual 

master who is directing your initiates as their transparent via media to the previous 

acharya Shrila Prabhuapda. Nothing need change at the International Sri Krishna 

Mandir except a slight adjustment in understanding and attitude. There is no need 

for the ostentation and demand for worship as with the gurus in ISKCON—
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something that has wracked this organization for decades. Continue as you are 

doing, but rise to the occasion. 

In fact Shrila Prabhupada gave a similar instruction to a boat party of Mayapur 

devotees who were visiting villages along the Ganga. These devotees were 

handing out beads for chanting. Shrila Prabhupada cautioned them not to do that 

saying, “Then they become your disciples.” This means that by giving initiations, 

the initiates are your disciples and not the previous acharyas. 

I do not know much about the International Sri Krishna Mandir Singapore or who 

is the leader there giving the initiations; or for that matter who it was who initiated 

him. However, since the preaching there has experienced some degree of 

success—especially when compared to ISKCON’s watery motivational preaching 

which is today aimed at mental-speculation, yoga postures and adoration-seeking 

motivational talks—what is the harm of preaching as linked-up members of the 

sampradaya? The GBC has not been open-minded enough—or is too miserly—

to allow this form of progress to continue. But despite the great efforts of your 

International Sri Krishna Mandir, as long as no leader in your organization takes 

the role of Shri Guru, then the link to the parampara will not be complete. 

Electricity comes from far away, but if your lamp is unplugged it does not light 

and is a lamp in appearance only and not in fucntion. 

Look at it this way. We know that both Shrila Prabhupada and Shri Krishna, are 

more pleased with devotees who have free kirtan performances, who quote the 

Bhagavata and the Shikshastakam, and who boldly speak out against nonsense 

motivational rascal “gurus.”  We don’t expect anyone to seriously follow the 

current GBC, a dysfunctional body that promotes The Journey Home and Life’s 

Amazing Secrets, and which produces motivational videos with strictly karmi-

appeal. We know that Shrila Prabhupada said many times that ISKCON is where 

his sincere followers obey his instructions and preach his message. It does not 

take linking up to a renegade GBC to become guru. It is a matter of the heart—

Krishna’s direction from within and the Founder-Acharya’s instructions from 

without. The elder there in Singapore should take the step and move your 

programme into the highest gear by accepting the responsibility for the authorized 

procedures of the parampara. Now is the time for the sincere ritvik initiator(s) of 

your society to move up and become guru. And then by Shrila Prabhupada’s 

command go out and save the land. 
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For the readers, here is an introduction to the ritviks at the International Sri 

Krishna Mandir  

https://www.iskm.international/about-iskm/  
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Chapter Fifty-three 

A Leader Speaks Out  

“Why Is ISKCON So Wishy-Washy?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I should think that the young people joining our movement these days are thinking that 

yoga is important. It is not at all important. This bodily yoga is of zero importance to 

Krishna consciousness.” 

Shrila Bhakti Vikas Swami has a reputation in ISKCON for his lack of political 

correctness and blunt explanation of the Absolute Truth. According to him, he is 

speaking nothing different from the very time he joined the Hare Krishna 

Movement in England in the mid-70s. Apparently, what was understood to be 

preaching then is disruptive to the Society today. He has experienced that his 

traditional (read: parampara) approach has not been widely appreciated in all 

quarters of ISKCON, especially among the upper levels. In fact, there are temples 

wherein his books have been banned; which is a shame because his three-volume 

Shri Bhaktisiddhanta Vaibhava is the most authorized biography of His Divine 

Grace Shrila Bhakti Siddhanta Saraswati available. It is a great literary 

achievement and a long labor of love for which the GBC has given no recognition 
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because they have a preference for Radhanatha and his adventures as a Mayavadi 

collector as told in The Journey Home. 

His Holiness has penned the authorized biography of His Divine Grace Shrila 

Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Thakura—yet the GBC in their infatuation with The Journey 

Home has hardly taken notice. 

In the lecture / video that appears at the end of this Part 62, His Holiness explains 

the hidden history of ISKCON from the time of the 1978 Zonal Acharya era till 

today—a new era in which the GBC makes life coaching videos and Mayavadi 

serial rapist “swamis” are glorified in The Journey Home. The GBC would prefer 

that much of that history—make that “practically all of it”—should be kept as dirt 

under the rug. But how long can the dust stay underfoot while those who walk 

over it pretend it doesn’t exist? As His Holiness points out in the talk, the wrong 

decisions of the GBC after 1978 have shaped the movement into what it is today—

and those who are sacrificing their lives to the mission have a right to know these 

details. 

In ISKCON it should be common sense that sooner or later someone—a person 

with more of a conscience or fidelity towards the Founder-Acharya—must open 

his mouth discuss record of taboo subjects. And that is exactly what this lecture 

is about. Call it “ISKCON History 101.”  
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Looking back to the era of Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta, it took only one faithful 

disciple out of the entire sixty-four Gaudiya Maths to fulfill the prophecy of 

worldwide sankirtana. Shrila Prabhupada said that he was the only son of his 

Guru Maharaja and that all of the other disciples were daughters. That is because 

a son goes away from the family to establish himself on his own while the 

daughters remain under the family’s protection. It takes self-reliant son or a 

genuine disciple to represent his origins while standing on his own two feet. For 

the preacher in the line from Shrila Prabhupada, that means revealing the truth 

fearlessly. Otherwise there is no question of becoming guru. 

As the current acharya of the Gaudiya sampradaya Shrila Prabhupada explained 

that he adopted the “chopping technique” for preaching the message of 

Mahaprabhu. In this age of political correctness the atmosphere is imbued with a 

fear of fault-finding, and for obligatory genuflecting. Back scratching has 

replaced any discussion of the many sordid transgressions that have thrown 

today’s ISKCON off track. When straight-forward honesty is not widely 

appreciated it must be investigated by whom—which parties are afraid of the 

truth? It is well known that persons with hidden agendas do not appreciate 

discussions about their past. Here in this talk the Maharaja directly specifies that 

agents of Kali could very well be the culprits and the misleaders who are sending 

the Hare Krishna Movement into a high-speed disaster. 

It is obvious that the Maharaja has nothing but the best intentions for the mission 

of his spiritual master His Divine Grace AC Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. 

His talk is meant to clear the air and for watering the root of genuine Krishna 

consciousness that is nourishing and liberating. But for undertaking such a 

thankless task, he has had to tolerate rude and offensive rebukes that are shorn of 

any element of Vaishnava etiquette that is expected towards a member of the 

renounced order.  

Here is one such letter from the then Vice Chair of GBC Tamohar Das. 

(http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/09-12/editorials9058.htm) After 

seeing this letter ornamented with the usual insincere ISKCON hierarchical 

formality (“Please accept my obeisances,” etc.) to hide the vitriol coming down 

from the upper echelons, I found myself wondering whether Tahoma deserved the 

hyphen in his Vice-chair title. 

http://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/09-12/editorials9058.htm
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I know, Tamohar, it only hurts when you smile.  

 https://gbc.iskcon.org/tamohara-dasa/ 

Dear Bhakti Vikasa Maharaja,  

Please accept my humble obeisances. All glories to Srila Prahupada.  

There seems to be some confusion regarding your coming to the 

Alachua/Gainesville area and giving classes. Both the temple presidents of 

Alachua and Gainesville have told you that they prefer you do not give 

classes or preach here. This must be, and will be respected.  

As the GBC of Alachua, I fully support this decision. We feel that your 

opinions and style of preaching has tended to be disruptive and at times 

offensive to devotees, the GBC, and ISKCON.  

Of course, any devotee is always welcome to visit, take darshan of the 

deities, etc. But, you will NOT be asked to preach, do programs, or give 

classes. Thus, I would suggest you may want to alter your September 

schedule.  

Your servant,  

Tamohara das GBC - Southeastern USA 

Vice-Chair GBC Executive Committee  

https://gbc.iskcon.org/tamohara-dasa/
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After listening to the following talk of His Holiness, the readers of this series may 

decide for themselves whether the Maharaja or the Vice Chair should be 

preaching, and which one of them should be sent away to practice a few years of 

silent yoga exercises. Here is the video.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anVTEgo4CvU&fbclid=IwAR1iO0P_b5o22Czirzk2r1DR

0yIzcpFNoTt8Kc0dZtazZ_I5whNM9zINTl4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anVTEgo4CvU&fbclid=IwAR1iO0P_b5o22Czirzk2r1DR0yIzcpFNoTt8Kc0dZtazZ_I5whNM9zINTl4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anVTEgo4CvU&fbclid=IwAR1iO0P_b5o22Czirzk2r1DR0yIzcpFNoTt8Kc0dZtazZ_I5whNM9zINTl4
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Epilogue: Your Time is Running Out 

Wake Up, Blind Fools! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just as Lord Shri Krishna beheaded Shishupala with his Sudarshana chakra, so Shrila 

Prabhupada taught his followers to cut off the heads of Mayavadi arguments. 

Our long series exposing the atheistic, voidist and Mayavada elements now 

contaminating Shrila Prabhupada’s Movement has covered many of the flaws that 

are expressed in Radhanatha Swami’s The Journey Home. In this series we have 

written open letters to several key members of the GBC challenging ISKCON’s 

leaders to respond. These letters included three to female leaders in ISKCON 

(Shrimatis Malati, Urmila and Dinasharana) to ask them if the Society they help 

lead should be selling a book that glorifies serial rapists in the dress of yogis. But 

the only response we received in opposition to any our arguments was from a 

devotee in France who attempted to correct a minor detail about a condolence 

gathering that was not related to any of our statements about The Journey Home 

itself.  

In other words, our arguments against The Journey Home and its shameless 

introduction of the warped presence of poser Mayavadis into Shrila Prabhupada’s 

movement has been air tight. That is because we stand on the authority of the Shri 

Guru parampara of our Brahma-Madhva-Gaudiya sampradaya of which Shrila 
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Prabhupada is the current acharya. This is a fact and a position which no 

Mayavadi can justly claim. 

Since the beginning of this series, there has been no so-called “leader” in today’s 

ISKCON, no GBC, no SAC, no sannyasa minister or any other minister, no sub-

secretary, no guru, no parivrajacacharya, no member of the Radhanatha camp—

nor even Radhanatha himself—who has dared to raise a single argument against 

this presentation exposing the abominable praise of characterless so-called 

swamis in The Journey Home by an ISKCON guru. Although silence is sometimes 

said to be golden, it can also be a very loud admission of guilt. And by 

promulgating Mayavada in the form of The Journey Home, the leaders of 

ISKCON have become complicit and very culpable indeed. They have miserably 

failed the Society, its members and— most of all—its Founder-Acharya. 

The reason for the deafening silence coming from ISKCON’s so-called “leaders” 

is plain. Shrila Prabhupada is on the side of the Supreme Absolute Truth—which 

our series represents and, bluntly stated—which The Journey Home does not. We 

are merely humble yet outspoken defenders of the faith. Our firm conviction is 

that Krishna consciousness represents the Infallible Supreme Truth Personified 

and that Mayavadis are enemies of this process. We are duty-bound therefore to 

stand as opponents of all self-adulating glory hounds infiltrating ISKCON in the 

dress of motivational gurus seeking to adulterate the message of the pure devotee 

with quasi-spiritual, mind-bending, impersonal Kali Yuga rubbish.  

Kali’s representatives, the enemies within, are very real. But they are easily 

silenced when genuine adherents openly preach the Supreme Absolute Truth—

unchanged and in its original form—as taught in the books, lectures, 

conversations and letters of His Divine Grace AC Bhaktivedanta Swami 

Prabhupada, Founder-Acharya of the International Society for Krishna 

Consciousness. 

ISKCON wasn’t always a hodge podge or motivational videos, Mayavadi yoga, 

humanitarian activities, karmi schools and professional kirtan singers. There 

actually was a time when the family of Hare Krishna devotees was a unified 

movement for the highest social change. Back then the Society was not an open 

microphone on a free stage wherein any clown could present an attractive song 

and dance routine for the sake of entertaining and boggling the minds of the GBC 

and its obsequious minions.  
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Recently I was reading an excellent memoir by a disciple of Shrila Prabhupada 

called My Glorious Master by Bhurijana dasa. It is about wonderful days of an 

ISKCON that is no more. In that book Bhurijana recounts an event in 1972 when 

in Kobe, Japan. Shrila Prabhupada had been invited to speak before a Hindu 

gathering. The Hindus had also invited one Mayavadi named Swami 

Kaivalyananda on stage with the Jagat Guru Prabhupada.  

Shrila Prabhupada spoke first. During his talk, Shrila Prabhupada—no doubt 

anticipating the impersonal Swami’s foolish mumbo jumbo—ripped to shreds the 

monistic ideas of Shankaracharya even before the swami could open his mouth. 

Bhurijana has nicely presented the event as a play in his book. As quoted in My 

Glorious Master Prabhupada declared from the stage, “There is no truth to the 

rascal Mayavada idea that after liberation we all intermingle and become a 

homogeneous lump. Even after we attain liberation, we remain individual 

particles of consciousness. This Mayavada philosophy is false. We are individuals 

eternally … 

“You cannot say, ‘I am the Supreme Being.’ Yet the rascals say, ‘I am God.’ How 

can you be God? Are you Supreme? As soon as we ask this question—‘Are you 

Supreme?’—you must answer, ‘No.’ Then how have you become God? Just try 

to understand how foolish they are. Will any sane man say, ‘I am moving the sun, 

I am moving the moon, I am moving the seas?’ Will any sane man say that? No. 

Will anyone here say that you are moving the sun and the moon? Anyone? Who 

will say? Nobody will say this. And still these rascals are claiming, ‘I have become 

God. We are all God.’ This rascal atheistic philosophy has killed the whole world. 

So many so-called ‘incarnations,’ so many ‘gods’ are preaching false theories 

only. So many gurus—all rascals. Take my word for it. Anyone who is speaking 

against the principles of the Bhagavad-gétä is rascal number one. That’s all. Don’t 

give him any credit. On every page of the Bhagavad-gétä Krishna is referred to 

as Bhagavan, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. Ask anyone if they accept. 

Ask him to his face: ‘Do you accept Krishna as the Supreme Personality of 

Godhead?’ If he says, ‘No,’ tell him, ‘Then you are a rascal.’ That’s all. There is 

no exception. Know that Krishna is God, the Supreme.” 

After this fiery introduction to Krishna consciousness to the somewhat 

complacent Hindu audience, Swami Kaivalyananda spent some minutes trying to 

explain in Hindi his speculative version. Shrila Prabhupada was listening 

attentively when suddenly His Divine Grace instructed his disciples sitting on the 
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stage, “Stop him! Start kirtan immediately.” At once on the order of the pure 

devotee the Vaishnavas began the mellow beat of the mridanga and the clanging 

of the caratals drowning out the Mayavadi’s impersonal harangue. Swami 

Kaivalyananda could do nothing but meekly retreat off the stage. 

Later Prabhupada would explain to the devotees, “These Mayavadis think of 

themselves as Vedantists. Danta means teeth and vi means no. So in front of the 

Vaishnava acharyas, all their big, big arguments have got no teeth. Just like they 

say: ‘We are all God, but have forgotten.’ God has forgotten? How is that? How 

forgetfulness has covered God? That means forgetfulness is greater than God. No 

sane man will accept this.” 

But that was then and those days are now far behind since ISKCON’s situation 

has turned 180 degrees. In today’s ISKCON GBC Radhanatha Swami rushes to 

all sorts of political, world peace, and yoga gatherings to posture and pose with 

the politicians, wealthy magnates, movie stars, politicians and impersonal 

swamis—ewhile the rest of the Society is jumping into his footprints. Today’s 

corporate and yoga-crazed ISKCON is riddled with ridiculous misconceptions 

that are all rooted in Mayavada and have no foundation in anything that Shrila 

Prabhupada ever taught. Many of these flaws are subtly presented as some sort of 

revelation in The Journey Home as we have shown in over sixty parts of this 

series.  

Sadly, if Swami Kaivalyananda appeared among the devotees today, his 

presence would have been taken as a joyous photo opportunity for ISKCON 

leaders to posture with an orange-robed Mayavadi—and to discuss 

motivational topics like “meaningful relationships,” or “being positive,” or 

“achieving desirable goals,” or “the oneness of all religions.” 

ISKCON leaders no longer break the teeth of Mayavadis—rather they genuflect 

at their feet in order to obtain yoga degrees or make smiling videos in their 

company. 

At one point I considered expanding this series to include some of the missing 

chapters of The Journey Home—discussing Radhanatha’s languid days at New 

Vrindavana as described in Henry Doktorski’s sensationally-titled book Killing 

for Krishna. Doktorski, who himself was a devotee at New Vrindavana, claims 

that Radhanatha had some peripheral involvement in the dark plot to eliminate a 

troublesome member of the community. In only five months after its first release, 
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Killing for Krishna has already gone into eight printings. It is being widely read 

and so we have concluded that it is better that Doktorski’s book should speak for 

itself, and that we shall remain focused on the central point of this series—that 

Mayavada has no place in Prabhupada’s ISKCON. 

Yet, even more sinister than “killing for Krishna” is one who tries to kill Krishna 

Himself, and that is the sum and substance of Mayavada. Impersonalism is so 

devious that it’s only purpose is to destroy the faith and devotion within a budding 

devotee’s heart. Mayavada means killing a devotee’s chances to serve the all-

blissful, all-spiritual, transcendental, Supreme Personality of Godhead Shri 

Krishna by hopelessly misleading the bhakti candidate through a maze world 

jugglery. That is why genuine Vaishnavas led by the acharyas of the Gaudiya 

sampradaya speak out so forcefully against impersonalism. Defeating Mayavada 

has nothing to do with competing for disciples or proving oneself superior in 

debate. Eliminating Mayavada is literally a struggle of life versus death. It is a 

war of good versus evil and of atheism versus pure devotional service. 

The bottom line is that impersonalists are no different than the demons who 

appeared in Vraja during Krishna-lila, and who tried to kill Krishna Himself on 

behalf of the wicked Kamsa. Such Mayavadis are compared to counterfeit 

Putanas, foolish Dhenukas, angry Aristasuras, windy Trinavartas, duplicitous 

Bakasuras or slimy Aghasuras. And it is the duty of all soldiers in Krishna’s 

army—each and every genuine Vaishnava—to mercilessly root out these demons 

through sampradayic arguments. Success does mean offering a limp handshake 

after yoga class to the agents of Kali. No, it means breaking their teeth as they 

speak, and then watching them run away in the humiliation of defeat, The Lord’s 

true Vaishnava followers must be willing to show their courage so that no 

Mayavadi with his poisonous tongue will ever again dare to try to adulterate the 

pristine philosophy of Krishna consciousness. 
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The Gaudiya acharyas are united in breaking the teeth of Mayavadi rascals 

Personally we have nothing against Shriman Radhanatha. But as followers of 

ISKCON and the Gaudiya sampradaya we are simply making a few points in 

this series to back up some reasonable requests. We ask Radhanatha Prabhu to 

get in line with the standards set by the Founder-Acharya and to immediately 

institute the following changes: 

(14) Wear tilaka at all preaching events. Lord Chaitanya Mahaprabhu has 

said that a forehead without tilaka is a “slaughter house” and Shrila 

Prabhupada insisted on this standard especially for sannyasi disciples and 

grand disciples. 

(15) Distribute Bhagavad-gita As It Is rather than your own syrupy and 

potency-free feel-good literature when you meet persons in places both high 

or low. 

(16) Stop all your autograph book promotional tours. Rather, the pictures of 

the Gaudiya saints and Supreme Lord should be carefully removed from your 

books, and then the copies should all be destroyed including all those that 

have been translated into languages other than English. 

(17) Avoid comporting yourself like some celebrity swami. Keep a low and 

humble profile befitting a proper Vaishnava sannyasi.  

(18) Refrain from being received in a manner worthy of an acharya at 

ISKCON Centers including Shrdham Mayapur. Vaishnava acharyas do not 

write books glorifying Mayavadis as you have so therefore you are not an 

acharya and you accepting that form of adulation is a form of theft. Your 

acceptance of high worship echoes back to the zonal era and it is an offense 

to the actual Founder-Acharya who deserves all worship within ISKCON. 

(19) Cease all yoga classes at your centers including Govardhana Eco-

Village and Chowpatty. Encourage those ISKCON centers that have been 
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contaminated by your terrible precedent of teaching physical yoga to cease 

and desist immediately. These yoga classes have nothing to do with spiritual 

realization and only mislead the public. They represent false dharmic practices 

and are offensive to the actual principles of the Hare Krishna Movement. 

(20) Stop associating with Mayavadis including Sri Sri Ravi Shankar and 

Sharon Gammon. Stop attending yoga gatherings like California’s Bhakti Fest 

and Shivananda retreats in the Bahamas. This habit of yours of bouncing 

around to Mayavadi festivals is an extremely bad precedent for the newer 

devotees, and by doing so you have succeeded in confusing the entire 

ISKCON Movement. 

(21) Have all articles about how your association with Mayavadi swamis 

deleted from ISKCON News. 

(22) Stop making those whiny, gut-wrenching motivational videos of yours.  

(23)  Order your followers like Gaur Gopal to follow suit. If they refuse, they 

may abandon Vaishnava dress and give up all pretenses to being part of 

Krishna consciousness. 

(24)  If your disciples making videos and life coaching books wish to be 

identified as devotees, they must toe the line and cease and desist all nonsense 

videos, speaking and publishing. All copies of your disciple’s book Life’s 

Amazing Secrets should likewise be destroyed along with yours. Send them 

out on the streets with cartalas and a book bag. 

 

As followers of Shrila Prabhupada’s teachings and example, we have in this series 

endeavored to bluntly speak out the truth about the situation of Radhanath’s 

Mayavadi friends in The Journey Home.  

-When Shrila Prabhupada spoke, the bogus yogis of the sixties were forced to 

hang their heads in shame as the sankirtana yagna of Lord Shri Chaitanya 

Mahaprabhu began purifying the world.  

-When Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati first pioneered the concept of organized 

Gaudiya ashrams filled with preachers in saffron, the village incarnations and 

avataras all became exposed as laughing stocks.  

-When Shrila Bhaktivinoda Thakura re-established the strict principles of 

Gaudiya siddhanta, the sahajiyas were forced to dance off into the sunset as the 

light of the Bhagavata once again shone in its true glory.  

It is the avowed position of ISKCON’s devotees to follow the examples of our 

previous acharyas, and not fall victims to the gymnastic yoga exercises and 

mental masturbation of the hopelessly misguided speculators found in the pages 
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of The Journey Home. Those of us who are not sleeping must expose the many 

defects lurking within today’s somnambulistic and once-great ISKCON. We 

encourage all readers to assiduously study each and every installment of this 

series, forgiving any copy errors that have crept in, and then fearlessly make your 

voices heard above the din of confusion that now reigns in Shrila Prabhupada’s 

temples. The time has come to wake up and represent Shrila Prabhupada rightly. 

I now end this series with all praise for the staff at the Sampradaya Sun who are 

among the very, very few followers of Shrila Prabhupada who have not been 

hypnotized by the impersonal two-card Monte and Mayavadi change-up routines 

lurking in the pages of The Journey Home.  

However we will be back in due course once we have had time to study 

Radhantatha’s The Journey Within and compare what is there to actual Vaishnava 

siddhanta.  We close with the advice that our readers make their lives sublime by 

always chanting: 

 

Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare 

Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare 
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Reviewing this work: 

How this Disgraceful Book is Destroying 

ISKCON from the Inside …   

And Why it Should Never Have Been Printed 

For the sake of review, we summarize some of the most important points that 

have been elaborated upon in the previous chapters. 

1. Sannyasis are proscribed from writing tales about their past experiences 

and The Journey Home sets a terrible example for other ISKCON leaders. The 

holy ashram of sannyasa is meant for renunciation rather than a for ambitious 

swamis to ruminate upon their past imaginary glories. The initiate into the 

fourth order is considered dead to this world. Therefore, any sannyasi’s 

mental attachment to his previous samsara is considered a deviation from the 

austere path of sannyasa.  

 

2. The Journey Home glorifies many Mayavadi swamis, holy mothers, 

avataras and social workers all of which only minimizes the Founder-

Acharya of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness, and waters 

down his teachings of pure Krishna cosnciousness. 

 

3. Nowhere does The Journey Home quote scripture to defeat Mayavada 

and establish Vaishnava dharma as the supreme and eternal religion. As such 

The Journey Home is a useless and meaningless imitation of genuine 

Vaishnava literature. 

 

4. The Journey Home appears to equate mundane humanitarian activities 

as being on par with devotional activities, and as such reveres a cow-eater like 

Mother Teresa as a saintly personality. 

 

5. The Journey Home actively misleads devotees into thinking that New 

Age practices such as physical yoga exercises for health are part and parcel of 

Krishna consciousness ,even though such practices are nowhere found in the 

books of the Founder-Acharya. 
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6. Sales of The Journey Home at ISKCON centers hinder the distribution 

of Shrila Prabhupada’s books and other genuine Vaishnava literature by 

sincere devotees that are proper glorifications of the Founder-Acharya and the 

bona fide Gaudiya philosophy he taught. 

 

7. The Journey Home has been used as a platform for other devotees to 

create self-glorifying Mayavadi Youtube “motivational videos,” which are 

spreading like an epidemic within ISKCON among ambitious persons seeking 

fame and recognition. 

 

8. The Journey Home has been translated into nearly a dozen languages 

by devotees. This is a major distraction and deviation from their actual 

devotional service to the mission of the Founder-Acharya—such as worship 

of the temple Deities, participating in street sankirtana, book distribution, 

distribution of prasada, studying Shrila Prabhupada’s books, japa, etc. 

 

9. The Journey Home creates divisiveness between the stalwart devotees 

and those members who would seek to modify and change the philosophical 

presentations of the Founder-Acharya. The International Society for Krishna 

Consciousness has suffered from the plague of disintegration in the past over 

such issues of adjusting the philosophical focus of the Movement. Now The 

Journey Home has introduced such controversies once again which are 

actively weakening the infrastructure of ISKCON.  

 

10. The Journey Home has established Radhanatha Swami as a worshipable 

charismatic cult figure in the minds of many neophytes, which only recreates 

the dilemma that was caused by the ambitious “acharyas” during ISKCON’s 

unfortunate “zonal era” and which threatened to destroy the movement from 

the inside out.  

 

11.  The Journey Home demeans the gradual and steady path of progress 

that is devotional service. It contains many fallacious statements that cheapen 

bhakti-yoga such as Lord Krishna appearing to be speaking directly to 

Radhanatha Swami from the pages of Bhagavad-gita, or the Ganges River 

chanting Hare Krishna to him. 
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Lord Shri Gopala Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead 
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Special Bonus Section: 

No Joking matter … 

It Only Hurts When I Laugh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-sannyasis-gurus-gbcs-and-bbt-leaders-meet-in-india,6868/  

“…So after gazing into the sparkling blue eyes of Baba Ram Dass, dreaming 

of Maharishi, and touching the feet of Ananda Mayee Ma I knew that 

merging into the New Age is our only hope!” 

 

 

 

https://iskconnews.org/iskcon-sannyasis-gurus-gbcs-and-bbt-leaders-meet-in-india,6868/
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Wisdom of the Ages become Spiritual Half-Truths:  

How to Be a Guru 

Become a guru … it’s so quick and easy, 

Just a few fancy quotes and a grin that’s cheesy. 

Then hold out your palm to get it greasy. 

 

Speak of love and forgiveness and always give thanks … 

That you’re not with devotees stuck in the ranks, 

And your accounts are swelling in dozens of banks! 

 

Thanks to The Journey Home, ISKCON’s all-knowing Mayavadi gurus, wise 

corporate gurus and witty motivational gurus have all become wildly popular. 

They are a veritable Order of the Happy-sounding Cliché (the O,H.C.) unto 

themselves.  And you, too can be a member of the O.H.C. by coming up with a 

banal half-truth, posing for a smiling picture, and photo-shopping in a picture of 

flower, a karmi doing yoga at the beach, a bird or whatever meaningless image 

you’d care to share. 

Anyone who invested a few rupees into ISKCON’s guru business just ten years 

ago would be a millionaire today. And it is so simple … just recite a few cleverly 

worded phrases, show off a toothy grin while rolling your eyeballs in ecstasy. 

People will come running to offer their services, give you airline tickets and lay 

bags of free cash at your feet.  

Just find a rectangle like this one online.  
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Then insert a photograph off the internet like some attractive yoga lady at the 

beach or some athletic guy on a mountain top (crop his car out of the picture). 

Then think up some trite sayings that does not offend anybody. Cut and paste your 

grinning likeness (with your eyes rolling in ecstasy) into the mix and you have 

joined the elite club, the O,H.C. If you can’t come up with anything that is 

sufficiently wise sounding, you can always plagiarize. Members of the O.H.C. dig 

up old trite saying for re-cycling all the time (or steal verses from the shastras and 

claim them as their own) which is one reason that they never criticize each other. 

So for starters, as a new member of the O.H.C. club who is just beginning your 

career as a wise guru, you can start with any of the following meaningless truisms: 

Today is the first day of the rest of your life. 

Yesterday was the last day of your life before today. 

Tomorrow will be another day in your life unless you croak today 

I am here now because I was there then. 

Be free as a bird but don’t stand under their tree. 

Be green and recycle—before someone recycles you 

Have you hugged your pet cockroach today? 
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For more ideas and inspiration you can visit Radhanath’s divine wisdom site: 

http://www.radhanathswamiquotes.com/tag/love/  

Radhanatha even has an entire book of meaningless maxims and you can 

purchase your copy of his Nectar Drops here: https://www.flipkart.com/nectar-

drops/p/itme2yaapt6hfnft 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forgive me for saying this Radhanatha, but have you learned to forgive yourself all the way 

to the bank? 

http://www.radhanathswamiquotes.com/tag/love/ (from his site) 

 

 

 

 

http://www.radhanathswamiquotes.com/tag/love/
https://www.flipkart.com/nectar-drops/p/itme2yaapt6hfnft
https://www.flipkart.com/nectar-drops/p/itme2yaapt6hfnft
http://www.radhanathswamiquotes.com/tag/love/
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Purport: “How to get free work and web-seva out of people.” 

 This one is not from Radhanatha’s site –  

http://umodakart.blogspot.com/2013/06/portrait-with-inspirational-

quote.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Love all men as God, even if they hurt you …”  

Errr, Neem Baba … since when is the business of God to go around and hurting people? 

And. will you be abnle to love God if he sends His Sudarshan Chakra to cut off your head? 

 

 

 

 

 

http://umodakart.blogspot.com/2013/06/portrait-with-inspirational-quote.html
http://umodakart.blogspot.com/2013/06/portrait-with-inspirational-quote.html
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Here is a motivational guru who constantly speaks about speaking less. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Retreat? For one who is so immersed in the Holy Names, why does he need to run to a 

“Retreat” 
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For all guru wannabes: If you would like to see your half-baked  clichés accepted as 

eternal truths, just include a picture of the ocean (or a flower, or the sun)  like ISKCON 

gurus Romapada and Sacinandan Swamis have done here. 

Is this plagiarism or what? Because this quote has a ring of familiarity to it. Hmmmm … 

let’s check  Bhagavad-gita As It Is 2.22 
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Herewith Gadadhara Pandit dasa Brahmachary has re-invented himself into the all-knowing 

“Pandit Das.”Devotees who morph themselves into all-knowing motivational gurus like you, Pandit 

Das, are some of the real difficulties for the genuine followers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

That is, if a person—or rather an impersonalist—who dismembers the Supreme Personality 

of Godhead can be considered kind! (Notice Radhanatha’s “body halo”)  

From his site: 

http://www.radhanathswamiquotes.com/radhanath_swami_quotes/radhan

ath-swami-on-kindness/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.radhanathswamiquotes.com/radhanath_swami_quotes/radhanath-swami-on-kindness/
http://www.radhanathswamiquotes.com/radhanath_swami_quotes/radhanath-swami-on-kindness/
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Are you listening ISKCON’s social welfare gurus? How much would these Mayavadis 

appreciate someone cutting off THEIR arms and legs? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mantras--$35.00.  Lessons in Guru-smiling also $35.00. Today only get both for $50.00. 

Now you can sacrifice your $50.00 and you will get to become $50.00 poorer. 
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And to become a real live “mercy representative of the LORD” for all your cheap followers 

of Lokanatha Swami, just place a giant picture of yourself with a teeny tiny picture of the 

actual spiritual master in the far corner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“As many living entities are there, there are that many Krishna…” 

‘Scuse me, Loka, ! Like … say,  w-h-a-a-a-t … ? 
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True, Sadh Guru, nothing is more incredible than Radhanatha’s The Journey Home—

except for the incredible stupidity of the GBC who promotes this trash. 
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Oh Yeah … what are you supposed to do when a serial rapist (see Part One of this series) 

says to” honor yourself because you are God”? Which God to rape next, I suppose? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sounds like a good plan, Sivarama, but how about some of those loving relationships—the 

ones you gurus like to talk about—coming down from the ivory tower of your ISKCON 

GBC? 
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A real horror story is imagining you are a guru and then finding out that you don’t really 

have a clue about what a guru is. “Because the mind is a horrible thing to watch.”I wonder 

if there is a movie theater in hell where the Yamadutas force you to listen to this guy’s 

mental speculation for eternity. 

 

Are you listening to Mother, ISKCON gurus? “Do not PRETEND to be a guru. Do not 

PROMISE to liberate disciples with your corny clichés. Do not DREAM of becoming the 

next acharya which you with your promotion of Mayavadi rubbish like The Journey Home 

are obviously not. 
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GURUS NEEDED 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Become an ISKCON Guru Now and Get a Free Rolex! 

That’s right, boys and girls, Prabhus and Matajis. ISKCON is looking for some 

new gurus. And as a special incentive we’re giving away absolutely free and 

without obligation free Rolex watches to the first 1,000 approved gurus. 

Let’s face it, the tired old set of gurus has become bogged down with disciples 

who don’t actually believe in the process of Krishna consciousness. They’ve 

worked hard at being gurus but it’s exhausting to cut the guru profile 24 / 7 with 

no chance to chill out. Another problem is that many of their so-called disciples 

just want to chat online and take selfies with the gurus—even when they are not 

even good enough to be real Mayavadis!  

Now this is the opportunity you’ve been waiting for. We’ll pass the buck onto you 

so that you can find out what sort of karma you get when disciples mix your foot 

wash with strawberries and serve it out with the Midday Meal programme in some 

Mumbai slum! 

Zones Available 

There are lots of wonderful places on earth where preachers are needed. Zones 

include the floating island of plastic the size of Texas in the Pacific Ocean. And 

what about those artificial islands China is building off the Philippines? Why, the 
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opportunities are practically unlimited. And don’t forget we need a guru for our 

new Mayavadi Land Project right here in Mayapura. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s fun. It’s easy. Apply today! And Good luck to all you guru wannabes! 

Here’s All You Have to Do! 

Just visit your local ISKCON Center and fill out the 98-page Guru Application 

Form (#GAF-98b) in triplicate and in jet black ink. Then make an appointment to 

hand it over to the third under-assistant to the first clerk of the Regional Secretary 

for your zone. Once the Regional Secretary has made sure your application is in 

order, it will be delivered to the Minister of Applications himself or herself, who 

represents your local GBC’s filing division and who approves it for your GBC to 

reflect on. Once your GBC has considered your application, he will decide 

whether you should have been allowed to apply in the first place due to your being 

some merely insignificant and ambitiou fringie.  

Once your application passes this stage, the GBC will present your paperwork to 

the spokesperson of the Mayavadi Land Steering Committee who will request that 

all the members read and initial your forms at a future power lunch. Then, when 

your application process is complete, you might be one of the lucky ducks selected 

to spin the ISKCON Guru Fortune Wheel which will tell you whether you qualify 

as the next real life ISKCON Paramhamsa Guru. 

And be sure to inquire about any applicable entry fees.   
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Classes at Mayavadi Land 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At ISKCON’s new Mayavada Gurukula., after morning studies of The Journey Home, the 

students are introduced to a new understanding of the goal of life. 
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Giving Back: Becoming Better ISKCON 

Motivational Sannyasis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bhakta Bob and Bhaktin Jane with the young Bhaktas Billy,Elinor and Lauren. 

Hi! I’m Bhakta Bob and this is Bhaktin Jane and my family. Let’s face the facts, 

householders are all a bunch of stupid people who need the advice of celibate 

priests to be happy. Over the years my wife Jane, my devoted family and I have 

been truly benefited by the wonderful advice of ISKCON’s sannyasi and 

brahmachari “Relationship Counselors.” We hang on every YouTube “Nectar 

Drop” of Radhanatha Swami and his clones like Gaura Gopala dasa, Shivarama 

Swami, Pandit Das and Sachinandana Swami.  

Before hearing the sagacious advice of these wise renunciates, Jane and I had 

planned to take up skydiving over the ocean—without parachutes! However, since 

learning “Yoga for Better Sex” from the teachings of swamis who are glorified in 

Radhanatha’s The Journey Home, we are now happy and welcoming a new child 

each year. Sharing true love is fun thanks to ISKCON’s wholesome and celibate 

Relationship Gurus.  

Now to give back and repay the generous celibates who are experts on the nature 

of women, and who are so interested in counseling dull-witted married men like 

us, Bhaktin Jane and I are offering our workshops on becoming better sannyasis 

and brahmacharis. Just put down your copy of The Journey Home for a few hours, 
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and sign up today for the entire 500-hour video presentation entitled “You Can Do 

It, Swamiji!” The price is just a moderate $2999.99 which is but a very small fee 

for ISKCON’s wealthy “Relationship Swamis.” 

Here are just a few of the topics that Bhaktin Jane and I cover: 

-Right hand in the kitchen—left hand in the bathroom:  This will be especially 

appreciated by the motivational sannyasis who never cook but eat only the 

sumptuous meals on silver plates that they are served right off the stove.  

-Laundry and ironing: A recent survey has found that no motivational guru 

swami in ISKCON has ever washed his lungi. Jane and I offer a great refresher 

course for swamis eager to learn new things like how to switch on and heat up an 

iron. 

-Washing dishes: Yes, it certainly is a chore to clean up after eating all that palak 

paneer, puris and those samosas, but sooner or later you will have to learn how 

to do it—and Jane and I recommend that you learn these techniques before you 

turn 70! 

-How to sweep your room: The broom is a wonderful invention that many 

motivational swamis may not be aware of. This 3-hour video presentation teaches 

(1) Learning which end of the broom goes up,  

(2) How to hold the broom for various sweeping techniques,  

(3) And it even has a bonus feature on using a dustpan. 

-Taking out the Garbage: Yes, generating trash is one of life’s genuine 

dilemmas. Garbage is a fact of life and in this video Bhaktin Jane and I show the 

swamis who, those who may not have heard about trash cans and the disposal of 

waste, everything they need to know about this necessary chore of life.  

-Life without massage: A recent survey by Stanford University has found that 

many swamis have lost their minds when forced to forgo their daily massages. 

This 4-hour video presentation will show you how to tackle those difficult days 

when your brahmachari masseuse is out romancing his future dharma-patni. 

-Differences between men and women: Of course we know that you 

Motivational Swamis are expert in this field, but just to review, this 12-hour 

presentation discusses salient features of the fair sex that interest all of us. 
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-Telling time without a Rolex: A recent study has revealed that 92% of all 

ISKCON Motivational Guru Sannyasis think that they can tell time only by 

looking at their gold Rolex. This video explores other means of finding out the 

time of day through wall clocks and other ingenious devices. 

-Guest appearances: Our video presentations also include guest appearances 

from other joyous householder families who have found family warmth and cheer 

from the daily classes of ISKCON’s Motivational Gurus. You’ll delight at the 

wisdom of celebrating Christmas, Easter, New Year and birthdays which we know 

you already agree with.  

Sign up now and become a better ISKCON Motivational Guru sannyasi today! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Celebrating Christmas, New Year and Happy Birthdays: one of our bonus presentations 

from Bhakta Hugh, Bhaktin Barbara and their “yoga boys” Tony and Jerry. 

 

And thanks to ISKCON’s Motivational Relationship Gurus for your 

invaluable wisdom which continues to inspire us: 

Pandit Dasa: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBa8gTu0jWs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBa8gTu0jWs
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Radhanatha: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6fBWFLdqSk 

Gaura Gopala Dasa:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGI16cZmgug 

Sivarama Swami: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KaejM8492fA  

Caitanya carana dasa: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAf2xBk0LlM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6fBWFLdqSk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGI16cZmgug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KaejM8492fA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAf2xBk0LlM
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Bridge Preaching at its Finest 

Coming to a Street Corner Near You 

 

Meet Jala-Amrita dasa, 

ISKCON’s new generation of stalwart bridge preachers 

Jala-Amrita dasa (to a passer-by): Excuse me, Sir, my name is Jala-Amrita 

dasa and my guru has asked me to introduce our literature to the public. We 

have some books by His Holiness Radhanatha Swami and a few others, too 

Karmi: Oh, that interests me. By the way Jala-Amrita dasa is an interesting 

name. What does it mean? 

Jala-Amrita dasa: “Amrita” means “the nectar of eternal life.” And jala means 

“water.” So my guru explained that it means something like “water in the milk.” 

Karmi: I see—and who is your guru? 

Jala-Amrita dasa: His name is “The GBC.” They are all the ultimate spiritual 

authority for ISKCON. 

Karmi: Which one of the GBC is actually your guru? 

Jala-Amrita Dasa: Well, I’m not really sure that it matters very much because 

all the GBC agree on the same things. The main point is that I am initiated into 

their religious beliefs and that I am now a bona fide member of their church. 

Here take a book. 
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Into the drink with Shriman Jala-Amrita dasa Prabhu 

Karmi:  Hmm, The Journey Home. I’ve heard of this one. It has stories of some 

of India’s greatest “Anandas” such as Muktananda, Sachidananda, Sivananda, 

Chidananda, Yogananda and Ananda Mayi. It even tells all about the famous 

enlightened Jewish-Hindu-LSD guru Baba Rama Dass. 

Jala-Amrita Dasa:  Yes, please take it home to read and leave a donation for 

it… 

Karmi: What I like about all these enlightened Anandas is that each one has 

realized the ultimate truth in Oneness. Each divine Ananda has become the same 

One God through meditation. 

Jala-Amrita Dasa: I hadn’t thought about it that much, but now that you 

mention it, that must be true. God is One. 

Karmi: Yes, and since all is One, therefore all are God. So you and I are also 

God. Correct? 

Jala-Amrita Dasa: That must be also true—but only as long as you can also let 

the GBC, my ultimate spiritual authority—become God, too. 

Karmi: Well, of course the GBC is also God since everyone is God. 

Jala-Amrita Dasa: Then it’s OK. 
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On the road with ISKCON’s new generation of Bridge Preachers 

Karmi: By the way, just curious, how much have you collected today? 

Jala-Amrita Dasa: Oh, around a hundred dollars so far.  

Karmi: Well, since you and I—and the GBC, too—are all One God, you can 

hand it over. 

Jala-Amrita Dasa: All of it? 

Karmi: Yes, every penny, and your book bag, too. As God speaking to you I 

have a right to it. And it looks like you have some interesting books in the 

bottom of the bag, Bhagavad-gita As It Is, Sri Isopanisad, and some others by 

Shrila Prabhupada. 

Jala-Amrita dasa: Yes there are some other titles, but God—I mean, the 

GBC—has told us to concentrate on selling The Journey Home as “bridge 

preaching” to the karmis. 

Karmi (taking the money and bag): Well, then, fine. I’ll just relieve you of your 

collection and your books also. 

Jala-Amrita dasa: Sure, since we’re all One like it says in The Journey Home, 

then what’s the difference. Go ahead and take it. 

Karmi: Thank you. I’m sure the GBC—I mean, God—will be very proud that 

you live by your realizations. 
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Jala-Amrita dasa: But can I have a dollar back to catch the bus back to the 

temple? 

 

“What is night for all beings is really night for the bridge preachers …” 

Karmi: Of what use does God have for a bus? But I’ll tell you what—I’ll keep 

the hundred dollars, and Bhagavad-gita As It Is and Sri Isopanisad, and you can 

keep The Journey Home and sell it to some other sucker for your bus fare. 

Jala-Amrita dasa: OK, great. And please drop by the temple for yoga exercises 

and a vegan lunch sometime! 

 

Somehow ISKCON’s  “Bridge Preaching” does not quite make it to the other side 
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New Vrindavana Holi Festival 

A very special event to celebrate the popularity of  

 

The Journey Home 

 

Everyone welcome! Come and celebrate Radhanatha’s Book. 

Participants will be given absolutely free colorless and 

invisible Holi powder to throw into a void as they 

absorb themselves in the fun, merge with the 

excitement and become one with the spirit!! 

You loved every minute of reading The Journey 

Home … 

You hung on every word and dreamed that 

someday you might visit every Mayavadi ashram 

in India like Radhanath. Well get ready, 

armchair Yogis, because it’s time for the 
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The Journey Home Video Game  

 

Picture from here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czig6mhOSYA 

That’s right, this is your time in the Sunshine—for merging into the great glare of 

oneness. When you play The Journey Home Video Game you’ll travel all over 

heavenly India and meet holy mothers, avataras, divine swamis, merged yogis, 

and other incarnations. From ashram to ashram you interview sages who tell you 

“It’s All One.” But your challenge will be to determine which one out of all the 

ones is the actual one. It’s fun, it’s challenging, it takes you to the ultimate goal 

of ego-less impersonalism where you become God. And along the way …  

-You’ll discover the challenges and joy of Mayavada. 

-You’ll have a meaningful conversation with the Ganges. 

-You’ll meet bearded businessmen dressed in robes who get rich selling mantras  

-You’ll have the blessed darshan of old men who rape teenagers and pets dogs. 

-You’ll grovel at the feet of a Holy Mother.  

-You’ll clean pots with Mother Teresa.  

-You’ll take knowledge from a yogi who wipes his hand on your forehead, and 

gives you instant enlightenment.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czig6mhOSYA
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Here are a few testimonials  

“I couldn’t stop playing The Journey Home Video Game—that is until I came to 

the nuns of the Christian Missionary. so I immediately went out and got a job 

cleaning toilets for poor people in their hospital. I am so glad that I became 

enlightened.” Raja (Calcutta) 

“The The Journey Home Video Game is so real that when the dog came out of 

the screen to bite me, I was really afraid until Swami Muktananda appeared and 

saved me with his mystic powers.” Rosie the Yogi (Los Angeles) 

“Every time I play when I come to the part of The Journey Home Video Game 

where Maharishi teaches how to get heaven on earth, I fall asleep and have a 

dream of Maharishi’s immaculate aura filling the universe with divine bliss.” 

Jimbo (New York) 

“I like the part in The Journey Home Video Game where you try to touch Ma 

Anandamayi’s feet and she keeps jumping away. Finally when I got to touch her 

lotus feet I got 50 points per foot!” Ivan (Moscow) 

“I liked The Journey Home Video Game so much that now I dream of Radhanath 

each night with his glowing halo and speaking the wise words of a genuine 

motivational guru.” Sunita (Mumbai) 

“I really love The Journey Home video game, except the part where Swami 

Sachidananda needs his massage.” Samadhi Sally (Virginia) 

“After three weeks of playing The Journey Home Video Game without sleep, I 

finally came to the end of the game. This is where you encounter the ISKCON 

GBC at their special hall in Mayapur. After they all welcome you with their big 

enlightened smiles, then you can watch them merge together into a divine halo of 

oneness. And it’s Game Over.” Bhakta Jose (Mexico) 
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Here’s your chance to win a free trip to Mayapur. You’ve slogged on the 

streets for years and have collected millions of dollars. But somehow there just 

was never enough money to give you that trip to Mayapur you always wanted. 

Well here’s your chance. Simply fill out the form in the box with The Journey 

Home Video Game and win a trip to Mayapur to play The Journey Home 

Video Game with all the members of the GBC. They love the game, and so will 

you! 

That’s right, kids … Get your Journey Home Video Game now! 

*Available at Toys-R-Us, Walmart, or wherever quality games are sold. 
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Our Ever-Frugal GBC 
After seeing the photograph of the Catacomb Tombs in Radhanatha’s The 

Journey Home, the wise members of the GBC figured out how they could save 

their valuable dollars instead of wasting money on building their samadhis. 
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Doing it Wholesale 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There was a very innocent and simple brahmachary who was out preaching 

and distributing Shrila Prabhupada’s books. He was a very unsophisticated 

yet sincere new bhakta. One day when he drove past a Wholesale Club he 

became inspired. He went into the club office where he insisted on speaking 

with the manager. So manager asked him what was on his mind. 

The brahmachary explained, “You see I’m from the local Hare Krishna 

Temple. Our President has stated that the GBC have all become Mayavadis 

from reading The Journey Home, and that we should send them on their 

own journey home “wholesale.”  

So I came to ask you how we can do that?!” 
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Who is the Life Member of Who? 
A devotee from the Chicago temple was 

sent out to collect donations by signing up 

life members. He went into a motel and 

introduced himself to Mr. Patel, the 

owner. 

Mr. Patel said, “Oh yes I am familiar with 

your organization and its glorification of 

our Indian saints. I have read The Journey Home by Radhanatha Swami. It 

is wonderful how your society recognizes our great saints like Neem Karoli 

Baba, Maharishi, J Krishnamurthi, Muktananda, Shivananda, Yogananda, 

Maharishi, Ananda Mayi and so many others who realized the oneness of all 

religion. 

Then as the brahmachari listened with rapt attention over the next several 

hours Mr. Patel narrated the glories of each of those Indian swamis and yogis 

just as they are glorified in The Journey Home. 

Finally Mr. Patel looked at the brahmachari and asked, “To become a Life 

Member, how much should I make out the check for?” 

The brahmachari answered, “No, Mr. Patel, you have realized the glory of 

Indian swamis just like Radhanatha has. I would like to become your Life 

Member.” 

To which Mr Patel replied, “Do you have any cash on you?” 
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Our Intrepid Leaders 

… Spreading the Holy Names Around 

Remember when the early devotees surrendered everything to chant on the 

streets of America for ten hours a day 

 

 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…. So that sankirtana could be stopped all over America and paid professional singers 

could become idolized instead. 
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Our Intrepid Leaders 

… Building for a Better Future 

Remember when surrendered devotees wore old rags and built a palace... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… So that after the palace was built, the “gurukulis” could have “fashion shows” 

attended by GBCs. https://iskconnews.org/the-devotee-wears-prada,5882/  

 

 

https://iskconnews.org/the-devotee-wears-prada,5882/
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Our Intrepid Leaders 

… Meet Sachinandan Swami, the “New Radhanatha” of Europe 
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 “You are already perfect, you are already full of bliss—you just have to come to that place 

of the self.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“There is no need to become perfect—only to discover your spiritual identity that is already 

there!” 

But just for once, do us all a favor and get your act straight, 

Swami 
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Our Intrepid Leaders 

… Relationships 

Remember when the leaders took good-as-God leadership positions in a society 

based on relationships—relationships of the members with one another; with the 

founder-acharya Shrila Prabhupada; and with the Supreme Lord Shri Krishna … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… And, after posing as acharyas and destroying all those loving relationships in ISKCON, 

they have now emerged as expert motivational gurus making videos on relationships. 
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Our Intrepid Leaders 

… Every Town and Village … And Now Mayavadi Ashrams, Too 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember when there were ISKCON Swamis who were at the forefront of preaching and 

sankirtana … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… And not wringing out senseless sentimental talks by “author, spiritual leader and social 

activists” at Mayavadi Yoga Retreats? 
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Our Intrepid Leaders 

Better Late than Never 

 

 

 

After a forty year white-knuckle, nail-biting wait, the GBC has finally released an 

official statement about why they inadvertently stepped on ISKCON’s rank and 

file devotees who, unlike them, actually support Krishna consciousness and would 

like to see their Mayavadi books like The Journey Home burned.  

Their long-awaited GBC memo declares, “The members of the GBC honestly 

misunderstood when our inferiors, the movement’s peons like you, signed their 

letters ‘Your servant.’ We sincerely thought that you disposable foot soldiers had 

written ‘Your Serve-ant.’ Since ants are frequently stepped on, crushing some of 

you from time to time was unavoidable. The GBC apologizes for this 

misunderstanding and will try not to put on any of you menial commoners 

underfoot again.” 
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The Journey (into your) Home:  

Swami Relationship Gurus  

Wisdom Eternal for Married Morons 

Since the publication of The Journey Home, a new Radhanatha-inspired market 

of relationship guru clones has appeared throughout the internet. These videos 

include heartfelt harrangues by experts on love such as Pandit das—the Ex-Urban 

Monk, Chaitanya Charan dasa Brahmachari, Gaur Gopal dasa Brahmachari, and 

Shivaram.  

A bright star among these YouTube celebrities is “Relationship Master Swami 

Yoginatha” whose “Relationship Nectar” series has trillions and trillions of hits 

from grateful householders all over the cosmos. Here, then, are a few hints at a 

happy household life from the Relationship Master himself, Swami Yoginatha: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shri Relationship Master Swami Yoginath solves all your household problems 

Hi there, folks, I’m Relationship Master Swami Yoginatha, and I have a little 

advice for you—yes, you. That’s because you are an inept and brainless 

householder who urgently needs a good dressing down from a wise swami. Just 

listen to me and get a good earfull of nectar gems—much like the Relationship 
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Videos of Radhanatha and his YouTube clones. I have a few details to add to the 

wise counsel of all those celibate experts about marriage, love and the activities 

of householders.  

Poor helpless jackassess like you who are trapped in the bleak, dark well of 

married life need us sannyasis and brahmacharis to instruct you since only we are 

wise and you are a complete moron. Naturally, it is just plain common sense that 

celibates are the true experts in managing households and worldly affairs. Since 

we are not married and don’t have children, naturally we understand everything 

better than you do.  

So listen up! 

Women like affection. So from time to time give your wife a good handshake, 

gripping her hand firmly. On special occasions she’ll love a friendly pat on the 

back. Try to think of something that sounds affectionate like, “Good job, lady!” 

Or, “You rock girl.” Or “Keep up the good work and someday I’ll buy you that 

brand new vaccum cleaner you’ve always aspired for.” She’ll love to hear that. 

Put notes around the house reminding her about how you want your bed made, 

the best way to wash and iron your clothes, and reminding her of how you want 

your dinner served. She’ll be grateful for all your thoughtful advice. 

Remember to let her know when you are leaving for that pilgrimage to India to 

get your special darshan of the GBC. Don’t just pack up and leave without 

remembering to say good-bye or she might start wondering where you are after a 

few months. And remember to bring her back that silver plated necklace with the 

glass beads that she’s always wanted. 

Below is a gallery of photos of persons whose relationships we’ve enhanced 

through our YouTube words of wisdom. 
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The happy wife is obedient: “Yes, master, I vow to obey thy commands!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Invite your wife to meditate with you at least once a year on special occasions like your 

birthday. 
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Have regular family get-togethers. She’ll love that! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Happy family, happy household. No need to waste hard earned money on air conditioning! 
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From time to time a friendly pat on her head keeps her working hard to please you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There’s just something special about being smeared with ashes that attracts women. 
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Ask her to wash her hands frequently and show you her palms so you can make sure 

they’re clean. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sometimes it’s just nice to sit together and ruminate on life’s wonderful gifts—even if you 

live on the sidewalk. 

And while we’re on the subject of wise renunciates sharing sacred wisdom 

from the East about better enjoyment in the material world, have a look at this 

Dandapani to see what could very likely be the inspiration behind many of 

ISKCON’s motivational YouTubers … 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CL6le-a9SiA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CL6le-a9SiA
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Win Your Own Samadhi at Mayavadi Land 

Your chance of a lifetime … 

That’s right, boys and girls, Prabhus and Matajis, ISKCON’s GBC is sponsoring 

a Samadhi Sweepstakes with your chance to win your very own samadhi at 

Mayavadi Land. Your Samadhi will sit right next to the pushpa samadhis of all 

the avataras, yogis, and babas in Radhanatha’s exciting study of so-called 

“gurus,” The Journey Home. Yes, this is a chance of a lifetime. Just fill out the 

form at your local ISKCON Yoga Seminar—and you’re entered. 

For decades upon decades you’ve struggled to remain bona fide throughout your 

service to all those ISKCON “authorities.” You have spoken only parampara 

shastra, preached continually, and sold hundreds of thousands of books on the 

streets. You have freely given whatever service you could offer for decades on 

end.  

You have slogged, and worked hard—only to be treated like some unwanted pest 

by politically savvy personalities who were better than you at climbing their own 

imaginary social ladders, and who lived the high life—at your expense. You 

watched as the guys you preached to and shaved up became the very persons who 

demanded that you worship them, and then turned on you to banish you from the 

temple as an outcaste. You have seen new concoctions, misinterpretations, novel 

speculations, ridiculous changes and manufactured ideas introduced by 

ISKCON’s leaders all of which were declared as bona fide.  

Well, now this is your chance for the recognition you’ve always felt you deserve. 

You’ll meet with our specially trained staff of architects to design your Samadhi 

just the way you envision it. And if you are a winner, all you have to do is just let 

the Sweepstakes Committe know a few weeks before your planned demise so we 

can make all arrangements to ship your remains to Mayavadi Land to celebrate 

the big occasion.  

Good luck! There are three unbelievable chances to win: 
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-3rd Prize: A gravestone with your name emblazoned on it. (Please specify whether you 

would like a cross or a Star of David on it.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd Prize: Your very own brick samadhi. 
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1st Prize: Your own marble samadhi. 

Imagine, people will be visiting your tomb for thousands of years to come, 

speaking about what a great guy you are—or were. Why they’ll even pay an 

entrance fee to put flowers on your very own samadhi! 

And along with that, the “BBT (XYZ)” will publish your very own 

autobiography. 

Yes, you get to decide the title of your very own book recounting your own 

innumerable and infinite glories. Why, we even have professional ghost writers 

to help you fabricate as many anecdotes, witty sayings and heart-wrenching 

episodes with Himalayana yogis just to embellish your glorious exploits. Maybe 

you’ll call it Autobiography of a Western Mahatma? How about My Journey to 

Samadhi? Or maybe My Bliss-Saturated Life?  Whatever glorious title you 

decide upon, be sure to embellish your life story to the hilt so that your readers 

can fully appreciate you.  

And your very own biography will become suitable for translating into every 

language on earth.  

But first, be sure to devour the book that Radhanatha describes as a “classic”—

on page 131 in The Journey Home—so you understand the suave and humble-
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sounding methods of self-glorification in that rare, yoga-hip dialect known as 

Yoga-speak. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes, your very own auto biography can soon join the ever-growing library of self-praising 

yoga-memoirs. 

Enter to win today for a happy tomorrow  

 

You loved The Journey Home.  

 

You stayed up all night to read The Journey Within.  

 

Now get ready for … 
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The Journey Inside 

 

Yes, The Journey Inside is the definitive guide to prostate 

examinations compiled by a team of Life Member urologists and 

proctologists.  

 

*Available wherever yoga wellness books are sold. 

When in Mayapur—be sure to drop into the GBC Boutique for the latest in 

GBC fashions and design. You already know about the joy of merging and 

speculating your own religious principles. in The Journey Home, Gaur 

Gopal’s “Life’s Amazing Secrets,” and “The Heart of Hinduism.” But we’ve 

got lots more, Prabhus  

Now check these out … 

Brand New From the GBC Boutique  

-Cement footprint impression of all GBC members’ footprints in one place. 

Suitable for worship. Mesures 16 feet by 8 feet Shipping weight: 673 kilos. 

 

That’s right! All GBC footprints on one cement slab for offering flowers and 

incense right in your temple! 

-Tee shirts that read, “I support the GBC and I don’t vote!” 
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-Tee shirts that read: “I support the GBC and I couldn’t vote if I wanted to!” 

-Tee shirts that read: “My GBC Motivational Guru Moves Me So Much I’m 

Taking Anti-Diarrhea Medicine” 

-GBC coffee mugs for your morning cuppa joe. Photographs of your favorite 

GBC member right on the mug! 

-GBC Songbook containing the 108 Prayers to the GBC. Available in 243 

languages and tribal dialects. 

-CDs of Motivational Guru Talks from each member of the GBC—Complete 

1008-hour Set. See lots of flowers, ocean waves, sunsets, animals, childen 

playing, smiling poor people, hot girls doing yoga, guys on mountains, and 

laughing karmis on their way to getting drunk. Hours of video fun! 

-New Book: “How the GBC Executes it Mission—and Executes Those Who Do 

Not Agree with It” 

-Life-size cardboard cutouts of Radhanatha along with all the Mayavadi Gurus 

in The Journey Home. Great for photo ops at centers that are so unfortunate that 

Radhanatha does not visit them. 

-Hindu instruction kit includes booklet with official head bobbing lessons. 

-Forget Hatha Yoga—the GBC is your new Yoga Tribe. That’s right! Now 

we’ve got GBC Yoga videos with the entire GBC teaching you different poses 

from the Ultimate Yoga Authority. Many of the poses are shown right on the 

Vyasa Asan so you know they’re bona fide and sampradaya approved! 

-And remember, Prabhus, the GBC Boutique is your official source for Monk 

Mantra videos: 
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Overheard at Mayapura 

 

“Hari Bol, Prabhu” 

1st Devotee:  Hari Bol Prabhu, have you read The Journey Home? 

2nd Devotee:  I certainly have! It’s the remarkable story of Richard Slavin that 

everybody’s talking about. 

1st Devotee: The book wonderfully describes all the great yogis of the “Ananda 

lineage:” Yogananda, Shivananda, Muktananda, Satchidananda, and Maa 

Ananda Mayee.  

2nd Devotee:  Yes, there are so many “Anandas” in there that Radhanatha is still 

remembered as Shrila Slavin-ananda in many Mayavadi ashrams. 
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1st Devotee:  Jai! But did Shrila Prabhupada approve of all these “Anandas” and 

now teaching their Mayavadi yoga in his Hare Krishna Temples? 

2nd Devotee:  Well, it must be in Prabhupada’s books somewhere. I haven’t read 

many of them. After all, I’m concentrating on reading Shrila Slavin-ananda’s 

memoirs. That’s more important for me at this stage. 

1st Devotee:  And we must not look for criticisms, either. That would be Slavin-

ananda aparadha! Have a nice yoga workout at the temple, Prabhu. 

2nd Devotee:  Jai Yoga! Slavin-ananda ki jai 

WORLD LECTURE TOUR 

Shri Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary will be lecturing at a Hare 

Krishna Temple near you. He is speaking on: 

The Importance of Uprooting Nirvishesha 

and Shunyavada 

SCHEDULE 

Venue                          Date 

Chowpatty ISKCON Temple             CANCELLED 

ISKCON Juhu                               Just now coming, Sahib 

ISKCON Vrindavana                       Postponed Indefinitely 

ISKCON Mayapur                 Date Changed to Some Other Yuga 

ISKCON Moscow                                         Nyet 

Radhadesha                                          Yoga, anyone? 

Bhaktivedanta Manor                      Pardon me, are you daft? 

ISKCON Alachua                                 Later, Alligator 
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ISKCON Washington DC                       Voted out 

ISKCON Philadelphia                           Fuggedaboutit 

Sadhu Sanga Retreat                     When Hell Freezes Over 

ISKCON Chicago                        Namaste, Get Out of the Way 

New Dwaraka                                 Oh Yeah, Like Really Dude? 

Bhaktifest                                      Like, no tats or dreds, like never 

ISKCON Silicon Valley               What part of No! don’t you 

understand? 

ISKCON Mexico City                              No way, Jose 

ISKCON Honolulu                                     Gone surfing 

ISKCON Cardiff                                      “Let’s not and say we did” 

SOME TEXT CORRECTIONS FOR THE JOURNEY HOME 

 

**And now for a couple corrections to the text of The Journey Home:  

5. On page 131 you have written that Anandamayi Ma is “the guru of 

Indira Ghandi.” That is a common misspelling that was probably made by 

your editor. I am sure that you know that the proper spelling is “Gandhi.” 

6. On page 187 you write that autorikshas spewed trails of black diesel 

smoke. Sorry, autorikshas of that time period all had gasoline engines, mostly 

built by Bajaj. Many of the buses and trucks during that time period in Delhi 

had diesel engines.  This is an important consideration for anyone who knows 

about internal combustion engines. These errors might have been made by 

your editor (or ghost writer?) Kyra Ryan. I’ll check to see in any future 

editions if these have been corrected—that way I’ll know you read this series, 

Maharaja. 
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World’s Biggest Copy of The Journey Home   
Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 

What weighs forty-two tonnes and is as tall as the Taj Mahal? Yes, you guessed 

that right: now at Mayapura’s Mayavadi Land the GBC will install this Sunday 

the world’s largest edition of The Journey Home. That’s right, folks—it’s just like 

the world’s largest Bhagavad-gita in Delhi (https://iskconnews.org/800-kg-

bhagavad-gita-set-to-be-largest-sacred-text-in-the-world,6769/) except 

BIGGER! Why it takes seventeen people to turn a single page. But if they all 

become Mayavadis in the process, then our mission will be fulfilled. So come out 

this week-end and celebrate.  

Only At Mayavadi Land 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember: “You’ll have lots of Mayavadi fun in the Sun when you become One.” 

 

https://iskconnews.org/800-kg-bhagavad-gita-set-to-be-largest-sacred-text-in-the-world,6769/
https://iskconnews.org/800-kg-bhagavad-gita-set-to-be-largest-sacred-text-in-the-world,6769/
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The Useless Disciple Un-initiation Kit 

Now only $9.99 

 

 

 

 

 

GURUS:  

-Are you fed up with unqualified disciples who actually believe that The 

Journey Home is some sort of holy shastra?  

-Are you tired of seeing people you initiated smoking marijuana on Bhakti 

Fest videos?  

-Are you embarrassed when you see your disciples parading around at 

Gurukuli Fashion Shows? 

-Do your disciples think they will achieve perfection of life by listening to 

ISKCON’s motivational guru videos? 

-Do you have disciples who actually believe ISKCON News is a news source? 

Well, now is the time that you can do something about that. Yes, now you can 

order the Useless Disciple Uninitiation Kit and be free from hangers-on who 

merely used you to join some imaginary Mayavadi organization. 

It’s so easy to un-initiate any useless hanger-on follower that has been 

bringing you down.  

In the kit you receive a cup for filling up with water, a pack of matches and 

some twigs. Just fill the cup with water, light the twigs on fire and pour water 

on the fire. Then simply mail the wet ashes of the yagna to the ex-disciple with 

a note explaining that they can now look for some other GBC and Sannyasa 
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Ministry authorized Guru who actually believes what is written in The 

Journey Home.  

Order now! Bargain priced at only $9.99 

 

 

END OF PART THREE –  

END OF THE JOURNEY HOME DEBUNKED 
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The Journey Home Debunked: 

Exposing Mayavadic Infiltration into Shrila 

Prabhupada’s Family 

 

 

 

Essays by  

Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary 

 

 

PART FOUR 
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FINAL THOUGHTS  

While the GBC Slept: Vile Invasion of Mayavada into 

ISKCON  

 

 

... As Shri Krishna continues to dance upon the head of Kaliya, we write a few final 

observations for the benefit of ISKCON’s members and loving leaders. 

 

After our friendly little laugh-fest in Part Three of this compilation, it is necessary 

to return to the seriousness of the subject at hand. Indeed, the misguidance of 

ISKCON into a cesspool of Mayavada by the GBC is no laughing matter—it is 

tragic. The GBC is responsible for this tragedy, and the karma that waits patiently 

at their door is heavy. But there is still time to make a turn-around before doom 

strikes. Such pseudo-Krishna conscious fabrications that have been discussed in 

the earlier parts of this book are nothing but fabrications and mental speculations. 

Krishna will not tolerate this invasion by the Mayavadis forever, and time is now 

running out. 

I first heard of The Journey Home in an article entitled “Radhanatha’s Magical 

Mystery Tour” that appeared some years ago in The Sampradaya Sun: 
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https://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/10-09/editorials5224.htm. Since, at 

that time, I had not read The Journey Home; my opinion was that the article’s 

author, Rocan dasa, might have been overly harsh. However, when I finally read 

the book, I was shocked to find that his alarm over Mayavada’s “creeping 

gradualism” was certainly appropriate. Any sincere disciple of Prabhupada should 

be alarmed, and up in arms, over this devious nonsense which is nothing less than 

the rot of Mayavada seeping in from the corners.  

Additionally, it is hard to believe that the Radhanatha met with each one of these 

bogus yogis and mundane religionists in such a pre-planned orderliness, My 

impression was that the book sounds like one fabrication after another, but 

apparently that is what it takes to get such a book into all the yoga outlets. So, 

wherever he went, the next Mayavadi guru on his laundry list was only a bus ride 

away. Each was waiting for him with open arms, begging to initiate him, or at 

least serve him tea and heed his saintly counsel born of Radhanatha’s bottomless 

pit of ageless wisdom. 

Prabhupada is the Empowered Representative of Krishna 

ISKCON’s leaders blithely claim that they have realized Shrila Prabhupada’s 

position as none other than a divinely-empowered representative of the Supreme 

Personality of Godhead Shri Krishna although behavior (like Mayavadi 

glorification) speaks otherwise. Nonetheless, it is a fact that it was Prabhupada 

alone who spread Krishna consciousness all over the world, and this clearly 

testifies to his empowerment.  

 

 

 

As described in CC Antya 7.11: 

kali-kalera dharma—krishna-nama-saṅkirtana 

krishna-shakti vina nahe tara pravartana 
 

“The fundamental religious system in the Age of Kali is the chanting of the holy 

name of Krishna. Unless empowered by Krishna, one cannot propagate the 

sankirtana movement.” 

https://www.harekrsna.com/sun/editorials/10-09/editorials5224.htm
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“Unless empowered by Krishna, one cannot propagate the sankirtana movement.” Picture: 

BBT© 

Therefore, it is a mystery why ISKCON’s leaders have so casually taken it upon 

themselves to shamefully disobey both the Supreme Lord and their spiritual 

master through publishing such an appalling book filled with Mayavadic rubbish. 

The GBC’s propagation of the activities of slick rascals—like Maharishi Mahesh, 

the 16-year-old Godboy, Muktananda, Neem Karoli, or Baba Ram Dass—is 

actually treasonous to the tenets of the Founder-Acharya’s movement.  

Such wayward behavior will never serve the cause of pure devotion to Krishna or 

to the world. They are in violation of their duties to the pure devotee who placed 

them there. And the ominous sound of the mantra “punar musika bhava” 

(“become a mouse again”) might be heard at any time now—just as it has sounded 

so many times before in the hallowed halls of ISKCON due to well-known 

escapades of GBC mental speculation over the past decades.   

In short, Radhanatha’s penchant for propagating mundane isms including 

humanitarianism, voidism, yogaism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity, Judaism 

and Radhanathism as seen in The Journey Home can never equate to spreading 

the absolute message of Krishna consciousness. This book can never encourage 

any devotional candidate to take up the chanting of the Holy Names of the 

Supreme Lord in the proper mood of pure bhakti. This book appears to be little 

more than a gross self-glorification aimed at establishing a cult of worship around 

an individual rather than around the Holy Names of the Supreme Lord. 
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Krishna makes short work of the poisonous Kaliya demon 

The Yogis Described in The Journey Home are Businessmen 

In fact, the so-called “Mayavadis” described in The Journey Home are not even 

genuine Mayavadis at all—not one of them. They are non-self-realized cheaters 

posing as impersonalists who have donned the garb of swamihood to enjoy 

various forms of sense gratification from subtle to gross. No proper dasa-nami 

sannyasi initiated into the Brahmanandi (impersonal) Shankaracharya 

sampradaya would even look in the direction of any one of these vile pretenders 

that are featured in The Journey Home. The hoax of simply dressing up in the 

orange robes of a Mayavadi swami does not make such cheaters, frauds, con men, 

prostitutes, and crooks into ascetics. They are all swindlers of the first order, and 

ISKCON’s leaders and their followers have become complicit in their atheistic 

chicanery and duplicity. Now the society has lost all discrimination to the point 

that nowadays some members are keeping the photo of Neem Karoli on their 

altars. 

 

 

Polluting Krishna’s Movement is not Very Wise 

ISKCON’s leaders should once again think over who they are dealing with since 

Prabhupada designated ISKCON as Krishna’s movement alone. Krishna 

consciousness is supposed to be a doorway to Vaikuntha, and a manifestation of 
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the transcendental abode here on earth. For those who are actively introducing 

Mayavada into Krishna’s temples and ashrams, there will be heavy karmic 

reactions. 

 

 

Behold the destinations of the Mayavadi posers and those who facilitate them. 

The Supreme Lord tells Arjuna,” asmi yamah samyamatam aham: “Among the 

dispensers of law I am Yama, lord of death.” (Bg 10.28) And then: dando 

damayatm asmi: “Among punishments I am the danda or rod of chastisement.” 

(Bg 10.38). One who understands that ISKCON is Krishna’s world, and that 

Shrila Prabhupada is His representative, should grasp that introducing Mayavada 

and its scoundrel swamis into the sankirtana movement is a punishable offence. 
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And no unrepentant so-called “leader” will escape the danda of Yamaraja once 

their little motivational Youtube show is over. 

With their propagation of The Journey Home, ISKCON’s leaders are giving 

impetus to worshiping false and deceptive icons of Kali, each of whom are 

destined for the darkest regions of the hellish lokas for a very long time. As proven 

in our collection of articles, the yogis in Radhanatha’s book include the lowest 

grade imitation Mayavadis, shunyavadis, beef-eaters, prostitutes, con artists, 

rapists, sexual perverts, government intelligence agents and accused attempted 

murders. Nonetheless, he has the chutzpah to mix up these false icons with 

Krishna’s genuine pure devotee Shrila Prabhupada right in the pages of this 

offensive book—except that he has placed Prabhupada at the end. The message 

appears to say that by following such a Mayavadi trail, you will eventually come 

to the right goal. This is the same tired lackluster message that all these false 

prophets wholesale—“Just follow any path and you’ll get to the right destination.”  

Any proper Vaishnava will see that crooked men and anyone who follows them 

for exactly what they are. They are abhorrent because these Mayavadis will only 

lead their unfortunate victims down the dark roads of great fires, smoke and 

savage dogs to the twenty-six narakas of the nether regions. 

Those Who Propagate Mayavada will Go to Hell 

Shrila Shukadeva Goswami tells King Parikshit (SB 5.26.6), “The King of the 

pitas is Yamaraja, the very powerful son of the sun-god. He resides in Pitriloka 

with his personal assistants and, while abiding by the rules and regulations set 

down by the Supreme Lord, has his agents, the Yamadutas, bring all the sinful 

men to him immediately upon their death. After bringing them within his 

jurisdiction, he properly judges them according to their specific sinful activities 

and sends them to one of the many hellish planets for suitable punishments.” 

What could have been the destination of the Mayavadi swami who Radhanatha 

glorifies in his book—the one who gave his male disciples sannyasa so he could 

seduce their wives?  Have a look at SB 5.26.9: 

“The destination of a person who slyly cheats another man and enjoys his wife 

and children is the hell known as Andhatamisra. There his condition is exactly 

like that of a tree being chopped at its roots. Even before reaching Andhatamisra, 

the sinful living being is subjected to various extreme miseries. These afflictions 
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are so severe that he loses his intelligence and sight. It is for this reason that 

learned sages call this hell Andhatamisra.”  

In his book, Radhanatha has overlooked that several of his heroes like Mother 

Teresa or the Dalai Lama are beef eaters. This verse is from SB 5.26.13: 

“For the maintenance of their bodies and the satisfaction of their tongues, cruel 

persons cook poor animals and birds alive. Such persons are condemned even by 

man-eaters. In their next lives they are carried by the Yamadūtas to the hell known 

as Kumbhīpāka, where they are cooked in boiling oil.” 

The Boy God who Radhanatha claims to have met in Delhi as he was departing 

for America is alleged to have ordered the murder of a follower (who survived) 

because he threw a cream pie in his face. The Bhagavata describes the 

punishment for this sort of behavior in SB 5.26.14: 

“The killer of a brahmana is put into the hell known as Kalasutra, which has a 

circumference of eighty thousand miles and which is made entirely of copper. 

Heated from below by fire and from above by the scorching sun, the copper 

surface of this planet is extremely hot. Thus the murderer of a brahmana suffers 

from being burned both internally and externally. Internally he is burning with 

hunger and thirst, and externally he is burning from the scorching heat of the sun 

and the fire beneath the copper surface. Therefore he sometimes lies down, 

sometimes sits, sometimes stands up and sometimes runs here and there. He must 

suffer in this way for as many thousands of years as there are hairs on the body of 

an animal.” 

None of the teachings of any of the imitation sadhus in The Journey Home 

resemble anything that comes near genuine Vedic knowledge. They have all 

concocted their own forms of “yoga” with their own novel trademarks, and then 

they proceed to deceive the general public in exchange for wealth and sense 

gratification. Have a look at SB 5.26.15: 

“If a person deviates from the path of the Vedas in the absence of an emergency, 

the servants of Yamaraja put him into the hell called Asi-patravana, where they 

beat him with whips. When he runs hither and thither, fleeing from the extreme 

pain, on all sides he runs into palm trees with leaves like sharpened swords. Thus 

injured all over his body and fainting at every step, he cries out, ‘Oh, what shall I 
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do now! How shall I be saved!’ This is how one suffers who deviates from the 

accepted religious principles.” 

Yogis are meant to be detached and renounced, yet The Journey Home glorifies 

many greedy men who have merely dressed as yogis to grow wealthy and enjoy 

sex along the way. In fact Radhanatha even describes a lady who tried to seduce 

him. In the book, she declares in her passions, “You’re so good.” Good at what, 

Swami? This verse from SB 5.26.19 describes the destination of such wicked 

fellows:  

“My dear King, a person who in the absence of an emergency robs a brahmana—

or, indeed, anyone else—of his gems and gold is put into a hell known as 

Sandaṁśa. There his skin is torn and separated by red-hot iron balls and tongs. In 

this way, his entire body is cut to pieces.” 

Many of the phony yogis in The Journey Home proved to be very interested in 

illicit sex life with their students. The Bhagavatam explains in SB 5.26.20:  

“A man or woman who indulges in sexual intercourse with an unworthy member 

of the opposite sex is punished after death by the assistants of Yamarāja in the 

hell known as Taptasūrmi. There such men and women are beaten with whips. 

The man is forced to embrace a red-hot iron form of a woman, and the woman is 

forced to embrace a similar form of a man. Such is the punishment for illicit sex.” 

In fact, one of the yogis glorified in The Journey Home is said to have been 

addicted to oral sex. According to SB 5.26.26, this is likely where he is now: 

“If a foolish member of the twice-born classes (brahmana, kshatriya and vaishya) 

forces his wife to drink his semen out of a lusty desire to keep her under control, 

he is put after death into the hell known as Lalabhakṣa. There he is thrown into a 

flowing river of semen, which he is forced to drink.”  

Despite the GBC’s having Shrila Prabhupada’s fifth canto of Shrimad-

Bhagavatam at their fingertips, it remains a mystery why they have mixed up the 

pure devotion taught by Prabhupada with despicable Mayavada through the 

world-wide distribution The Journey Home (in thirteen languages!). Each and 

every one of the Mayavadi so-called “yogis” in The Journey Home is an imposter, 

so how have ISKCON’s leaders become Slavin’s slaves by willingly doing his 

bidding and building bridges to the hells of Yamaraja?  
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GBC’S Failure of Duties 

The society’s leadership has failed miserably in their duties to the spiritual master 

and to Krishna—what to speak of to the members of the organization. Failure to 

protect the integrity of the family; failure to protect the teachings of the Founder-

Acharya from change disease; failure to live in accordance with the examples of 

their predecessor spiritual master—all these constitute serious dereliction of duty 

on the part of the GBC. 

Today, due at least in part to the so-called “leaders” unquenchable greed for 

whatever Krishna is already providing anyway, Shrila Prabhupada’s movement 

has become seriously compromised. Because of their treasonous behavior, many 

branches of the Society have become so diluted and watered down, that soon all 

could be lost to the point of oblivion, if the GBC does not somehow quickly return 

to its senses. We are issuing fair warning, but he one who rings the alarm bell is 

not the enemy—he is the lifesaver. 

A poser whose consciousness is deluded can never lead anyone. Whereas all great 

sadhus and acharyas have accepted Shrila Prabhupada as an empowered Jagat 

Guru, no genuine transcendentalist will accept any of the GBC members as even 

ordinary sadhus. At best, the GBC has become a body of inept and unqualified 

neophyte devotees entangled in some very basic conflicts that anyone who has 

even lightly studied the books of the acharya should be able to resolve. Yet today 

things in Prabhupada’s movement have gotten so far out of hand that criticizing 

some demon dressed as a saint is considered crossing the line of proper ashram 

manners and may even be construed as an offence to the GBC. 

As seen in the several tell-all books of Henry Doktorski; or as seen in the Youtube 

“Let’s Talk” series by Jagat Guru Swami; or as seen through Facebook 

confessions by devotees who were in New Vrindavana in the 1970s—spreading 

Mayavada is merely one of GBC member Radhanatha’s peccadilloes. When so 

many indications of guilt are stacked up high on one side, any knowledgeable 

person would believe that the other side should offer some arguments and proof 

of their own to the contrary—instead of a wall of a dubious silence in the matter 

of the murder of Sulochan dasa Brahmachary. 

Any sort of imagined “leadership” that is based upon the “guru’s” desire for 

personal profit can only lead the poor fools who follow such posers to hell—along 

with the false guru they have adopted. The puffed-up fool who thinks that being 
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guru means that he can authorize himself to disobey the rigid orders of the acharya 

based upon an imagined principle of vox populi is deluded because Yamaraja is 

waiting patiently for him. And because of this willful disobedience on the part of 

the leaders, ISKCON is in trouble and needs a great turn-around right now. Soon 

it will be too late. 

Destination of the Impersonalist “Soul Killer”  

Any GBC member who continues to support The Journey Home should read once 

again this verse and purport from the Shri Ishopanishad (3). It not only gives the 

very introduction to the Krishna consciousness movement—we are anti-

impersonalism—but it also explains the reason why Vaishnavas do not tolerate 

the sinful lies of Mayavadis. 

asurya nama te loka andhena tamasavrtah 

tams te pretyabhigacchanti ye ke catma-hano janah 

 

“The killer of the soul, whoever he may be, must enter into the planets known as 

the worlds of the faithless, full of darkness and ignorance.” 

BHAKTIVEDANTA PURPORT: Human life is distinguished from animal life 

due to its heavy responsibilities. Those who are cognizant of these responsibilities 

and who work in that spirit are called suras (godly persons), and those who are 

neglectful of these responsibilities or who have no information of them are called 

asuras (demons). Throughout the universe there are only these two types of human 

being. In the Ṛg Veda it is stated that the suras always aim at the lotus feet of the 

Supreme Lord Viṣṇu and act accordingly. Their ways are as illuminated as the 

path of the sun. 

Intelligent human beings must always remember that the soul obtains a human 

form after an evolution of many millions of years in the cycle of transmigration. 

The material world is sometimes compared to an ocean, and the human body is 

compared to a solid boat designed especially to cross this ocean. The Vedic 

scriptures and the acharyas, or saintly teachers, are compared to expert boatmen, 

and the facilities of the human body are compared to favorable breezes that help 

the boat ply smoothly to its desired destination. If, with all these facilities, a 

human being does not fully utilize his life for self-realization, he must be 

considered atma-a, a killer of the soul. Shri Ishopaniṣad warns in clear terms that 

the killer of the soul is destined to enter into the darkest region of ignorance to 

suffer perpetually 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/veda
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/visnu
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/atma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/ha
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There are swine, dogs, camels, asses, etc., whose economic necessities are just as 

important to them as ours are to us, but the economic problems of these animals 

are solved only under nasty and unpleasant conditions. The human being is given 

all facilities for a comfortable life by the laws of nature because the human form 

of life is more important and valuable than animal life. Why is man given a better 

life than that of the swine and other animals? Why is a highly placed government 

servant given better facilities than those of an ordinary clerk? The answer is that 

a highly placed officer has to discharge duties of a higher nature. Similarly, the 

duties human beings have to perform are higher than those of animals, who are 

always engaged in simply feeding their hungry stomachs. Yet the modern soul-

killing civilization has only increased the problems of the hungry stomach. When 

we approach a polished animal in the form of a modern civilized man and ask him 

to take interest in self-realization, he will say that he simply wants to work to 

satisfy his stomach and that there is no need of self-realization for a hungry man. 

The laws of nature are so cruel, however, that despite his denunciation of the need 

for self-realization and his eagerness to work hard to fill his stomach, he is always 

threatened by unemployment. 

We are given this human form of life not to work hard like asses, swine and dogs 

but to attain the highest perfection of life. If we do not care for self-realization, 

the laws of nature force us to work very hard, even though we may not want to do 

so. Human beings in this age have been forced to work hard like the asses and 

bullocks that pull carts. Some of the regions where the asuras are sent to work are 

revealed in this verse of Shri Ishopanishad. If a man fails to discharge his duties 

as a human being, he is forced to transmigrate to the asurya planets and take birth 

in degraded species of life to work hard in ignorance and darkness. 

In the Bhagavad-gita (6.41-43) it is stated that a man who enters upon the path of 

self-realization but does not complete the process, despite having sincerely tried 

to realize his relationship with God, is given a chance to appear in a family of 

shuchi or shrimat. The word shuchi  indicates a spiritually advanced brahmana, 

and shrimat indicates a vaiśya, a member of the mercantile community. So the 

person who fails to achieve self-realization is given a better chance in his next life 

due to his sincere efforts in this life. If even a fallen candidate is given a chance 

to take birth in a respectable and noble family, one can hardly imagine the status 

of one who has achieved success. By simply attempting to realize God, one is 

guaranteed birth in a wealthy or aristocratic family. But those who do not even 

make an attempt, who want to be covered by illusion, who are too materialistic 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/asurya
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/gita
https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/6/41?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/suci
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/srimat
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/suci
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahmana
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/srimat
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/vaisya
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and too attached to material enjoyment, must enter into the darkest regions of hell, 

as confirmed throughout the Vedic literature. Such materialistic asuras sometimes 

make a show of religion, but their ultimate aim is material prosperity. The 

Bhagavad-gita (16.17-18) rebukes such men by calling them atma-sambhavita, 

meaning that they are considered great only on the strength of deception and are 

empowered by the votes of the ignorant and by their own material wealth. Such 

asuras, devoid of self-realization and knowledge of ishavashya, the Lord’s 

universal proprietorship, are certain to enter into the darkest regions. 

The conclusion is that as human beings we are meant not simply for solving 

economic problems on a tottering platform but for solving all the problems of the 

material life into which we have been placed by the laws of nature.  

End of Purport 

Since all of the so-called yogis in The Journey Home fit Shri Ishopanishad’s 

description of asuras who are “killers of the soul,” why then is this false form of 

neo-yoga literature being forced onto Shrila Prabhupada’s movement?  This 

obvious deviation is nothing less than a spiritual crime against the innocent 

members of the Society who are trying to serve the Supreme Lord. 

When Vaishnava Dharma is Lost 

Has the GBC become Bollywood-ized to the point that any Mayavadic hypnotist 

can wave his magic wand before their sleepy gaze and lull them into a dull stupor 

of bamboozlement? Even though the GBC meets yearly in the very dhama of the 

Supreme Lord Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu Himself, the very essence of Gaudiya 

Vaishnava dharma has been lost since The Journey Home is vended all over the 

world at book tables alongside the divine writings of Shrila Prabhupada. 

How has the intelligence of ISKCON’s leaders become so shamefully 

confounded? Shrila Prabhupada would never have approved of any of this—His 

Divine Grace would have hit the roof in frustration and anger. And neither could 

The Journey Home possibly win the endorsement of any other Vaishnava acharya 

in the line back to Lord Chaitanya which then goes back to Lord Brahma himself. 

Concerning the deviations, adjustments, compromises, changes, misguidance and 

artificial concoctions that are found in abundance in The Journey Home—what 

do you suppose would be the opinions of Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati, Shrila 

Bhaktivinoda Thakura, Shrila Vishwanatha Chakravarty Thakura, Shrila 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/bg/16/17?d=1
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/atma
https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/sambhavita
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Krishnadasa Kaviraja, Shri Narottama dasa Thakura Shrila Rupa Goswami, Shri 

Madhva, Shrila Vyasadeva, Narada Muni, or any other acharya in our line? 

The only solution to push back this tsunami of Mayavada wrought by a 

lackadaisical GBC is for the devotees to speak up boldly in the fashion of true 

Vaishnavas. The members must raise their voices when the  leaders are acting like 

silent, spineless political jellyfish. The battle against Mayavada is a full-scale 

war—but, alas, there are no generals left within ISKCON to meet this challenge 

of a dedicated yet crafty and subversive enemy. Following Prabhupada’s example 

of only preaching genuine Krishna consciousness is the only weapon that remains 

to save Shrila Prabhupada’s movement. Read these words of Lord Krishna one 

more: 

“The Supreme Person (Bhagavan) said: ‘My dear Arjuna, how have these 

impurities come upon you? They are not at all befitting a man who knows the 

progressive values of life. They do not lead to higher planets, but to infamy.’” 

(Bg 2.2) 

“If, however, you do not fight this religious war, then you will certainly incur 

sins for neglecting your duties and thus lose your reputation as a fighter.”  

(Bg 2.33) 

“People will always speak of your infamy, and for one who has been honored, 

dishonor is worse than death.” (Bg 2.34) 

“The great generals who have highly esteemed your name and fame will think 

that you have left the battlefield out of fear only, and thus they will consider you 

a coward.” (Bg 2.35) 

“Your enemies will describe you in many unkind words and scorn your ability. 

What could be more painful for you?” (Bg 2.35) 

Perverted Priorities 

Whenever Radhanatha visits Mayapur, crowds throng on either side of his divine 

procession as though Krishna is now entering Dwaraka. 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10155900335438413. As devotees in the 

line from Shrila Prabhupada, we are supposed to be atoms at the dust of the lotus 

feet of Lord Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu instead of accepting worship in His 

domain. Those who should otherwise know better have begun acting like a pack 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10155900335438413
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of fools. Only a fool on the path to hell will demand such worship in the holy land 

of Mahaprabhu, but it takes a bigger fool to worship a fool.  

When Radhanatha along with Sachinandana and Bhakti Charu “Swamis” went on 

a luxurious karmi cruise ship vacation with newlyweds and nearly deads, 

ISKCON leadership just sighed as though such escapades are GBC business as 

usual. Somehow tridandi swamis jollying over the seas on a karmi cruise was now 

considered normal. Radhanatha hangs with Mayavadis in India, at yoga seminars 

in the Caribbean and California, and wherever he wanders. He snatches up photo 

ops with politicians and so-called “celebrities.” He has bamboozled the entire 

GBC, and there is not one member on a once-revered council with the courage, 

integrity and understanding of dharma to speak up against these outrages against 

dharma. Is Mayavada today considered the new normal, or have the over-

populated ivory towers of Mayapur become too filled with timid and feminized 

self-serving politicians? 

When Mayavadis are worshiped in Mayapur, it means that GBC priorities have 

become topsy-turvy. They have been attacked by Maya en masse. Their very 

path—once gloriously aimed towards the Back to Godhead destination of the 

Supreme Lord’s Holy Names—has now become so crooked that it is leading the 

society they are supposed to govern 180 degrees back into the hellish jaws of 

Maya. Now, due to the sinful results of this vikarma-phala, the GBC’s debt to 

Lord Yamaraja—king of the nether regions—is huge. And when Lord 

Dharmaraja’s personal secretary, Chitragupta, reveals some interesting 

photographs from the akashic record to the culprits as evidence of the deviations 

mentioned in these pages, it will be too late. 
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“The killer of the soul, whoever he may be, must enter into the planets known as the worlds 

of the faithless, full of darkness and ignorance.” Picture: BBT© 

 

Stay Strong 

Today impersonalism abounds in ISKCON. At California’s Bhaktifest as seen on 

with Radhanatha’s embarrassing imitation celebrity appearance on the “Stay 

Strong” video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TTbEJrPm7AI. This video 

reminds me of a grade school joke: “You are so strong—but body odor isn’t 

everything.” It is such an awful video, with both Radhanatha and Gauravani 

hamming it up before the GoPro camera, that it incites one’s urge (and one’s right) 

to spill his lunch from the Bhakti Fest Snack Plate all over the meditation mat.  

Because of what Radhanatha’s book and activities have done to ISKCON, the 

once halfway-righteous GBC can themselves no longer “stay strong”—it is a body 

of thoroughly compromised weaklings with a milquetoast of a sobbing wet noodle 

for its official spokesperson who alternates his act with cheesy grins. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TTbEJrPm7AI
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This effect of weakling and rancid leadership upon a once-united spiritual family 

is sickening. But that is the result of replacing Prabhupada’s original Krishna 

consciousness with different forms of robotic blindness that is now dooming a 

somnambulated ISKCON to Radhanathism. A true guru opens the eyes with the 

torchlight of knowledge, but the false guru who brings Mayavada into the temple 

has placed practically the entire congregation into an administered coma.  

As stated above, today speaking out against some blackguard who parades as a 

babaji is mistaken as a form of Vaishnava-aparadha in the eyes of the twisted 

followers of The Journey Home. The idea among ISKCON’s new crop of 

impersonalists is that if you criticize any of the bogus yogis who are extolled in 

Radhanatha’s book, then that is a form of Radhanatha-aparadha. 

But the real aparadha that we, as devotees, must be very wary of is offending the 

Paramhamsa Vaishnava Thakura who founded his movement on the basis of 

nirvishesha-shunyavadi paschatya-desha-tarine. Disobeying his instructions 

regarding mental speculation, and teaching impersonalism as standard fare, is the 

worst offence to the pure devotee and therefore to the lotus feet of the Lord. Is it 

not a sadhu ninda of the worst order that the very “fools, rascals, cheaters and 

bluffers” that His Divine Grace identified as demons, are today glorified on the 

book tables at ISKCON events? Is this aparadha at the lotus feet of Shrila 

Prabhupada not something to truly fear? If such aparadhas against Krishna’s direct 

representative are allowed to continue in the hallowed halls of ISKCON, then 

what will be the result? It is said that “Vaishnava aparadha can destroy a town 

or city.” On the contrary, criticizing and exposing scoundrels is no offence at 

all—rather, it is welcomed by the bold Vaishnavas who preach the actual glories 

of Mahaprabhu according to the chain of disciplic succession.  
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Change disease in ISKCON began with touching that comma that Shrila 

Prabhupada warned everyone not to touch. That comma was like the forbidden 

fruit on the apple tree in the Garden of Eden. By touching that comma, the 

gateway to the slippery slope has now opened wide and the actual message of the 

parampara is quickly becoming lost. 

Today ISKCON has been forced to suffer so many useless and offensive 

Mayavadic changes, that the society is hardly recognizable from the original 

vision that the Founder-Acharya intended. It should be no surprise that much of 

what is accepted as normal today in ISKCON would never have been allowed 

under the personal guidance of Shrila Prabhupada. Gymnastic yoga postures are 

taught in temples. Offspring of gurus croon Mayavadi songs at events. At the 

Man-tra festivities men hold hands like eunuchs as they leap around a bonfire 

beneath a midnight moon. At guru-kuli fashion shows, lost middle-aged men and 

women, celebrate their last hurrah from a makeshift stage, while GBC Malati Dasi 

(once Malati Swami), looks on approvingly. Hindus join ISKCON to learn about 

Hinduism. Today, even women and non-sannyasis desire their very own samadhi 

monuments.  

No one minds the Hindu-ization of ISKCON’s Bhaktivedanta Manor as long as it 

brings in cash to conveniently pay the Hindus who work there. Varnashram 

dharma has been turned into a Disneyland at some “devotee recreation parks.” 

Rather than going on sankirtana, some devotees have attended global warming 

protests as featured on ISKCON News, which serves ISKCON as the e-doorway 

to a form of karmi life sugar coated with imitation Krishna consciousness. Rising 

generations think of Krishna and His associates as jolly cartoons. Through their 

cheesy smiles, ISKCON Chowpatty’s army of “motivational gurus”—some 

dressed with neat tilak—speak falsehoods mixed with half-truths on Youtube. 

There are sannyasis with female secretaries that dance with them at Mayavadi 

events. Millions are spent by GBC sannyasis on useless films that have no 

connection to preaching Gaudiya dharma. Some ISKCON gurus promote 

themselves through Photoshop, or through outright intellectual theft with simple 

“cut and paste” formulas. Frustrated sannyasis hold seminars on marital 

relationships. Each of these deviations, and many, many more, has turned the once 

divinely-inspired mission of Shrila Prabhupada into a top-heavy farce. And each 

of these concoctions are products of what Shrila Prabhupada identified as “change 

disease.”  
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Today, these bizarre changes assault the lost pilgrim like some blinding 

sandstorm. But it is important to ask, from where has this “change disease” 

originated?—since none of these artificial concoctions would have been allowed 

forty years ago during Shrila Prabhupada’s era. 

Change disease is the nature of the conditioned, embodied soul and that is why he 

stay in samsara. Though the confounded entity tries to speculate himself out of 

every entangling situation by laying lies upon lies, his only result is to condemn 

himself to unlimited rounds of rebirth. At the time of initiation into the 

sampradaya of Mahaprabhu, the disciple must take the hard and fast vow of 

“no mental speculation.” But after the disappearance of His Divine Grace, some 

ISKCON’s leaders ignored this little detail and fell down into the very Mayic 

forms of mental speculation that are advocated by the bogus yogis in The Journey 

Home. 

Editing Should Not Be a Means of Promoting Change Disease 

Within days of the disappearance of Shrila Prabhupada in Kartika of 1977, the 

GBC plotted to replace His Divine Grace with eleven neophytes posing as gurus 

in their disastrous and unauthorized “zonal acharya coup.” In effect, these 

Americans rubber-stamped themselves as “instant acharyas,” although usurping 

the throne of the previous acharya is merely another symptom of impersonal 

callousness and change disease. No proper guru would have behaved in such an 

envious, yet impersonal, fashion as these eleven instant gurus—and that, too, it 

was at a time when any cultured person should have been in mourning for the 

great loss of ISKCON’s spiritual leader.  

But the GBC blithely ignored the fact that their zonal escapade soon cost the 

movement thousands of Prabhupada’s initiated disciples who became disgusted 

with the antics of these eleven “naked emperors.”  
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His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, 

Founder-Acharya of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness 

 

Instead, the GBC met with Jayadwaita Swami around 1981 and agreed to begin 

enthusiastically editing (read: changing) Shrila Prabhupada’s books, even though 

there was absolutely no necessity to do so. But the books needed to be adapted to 

the whims and fancies of a new ISKCON that would be based upon the mental 

speculation of its new defiant Divine Graces.  

Sometime around the early 1980s Jayadwaita Swami petitioned the GBC to 

change the Bhagavad-gita As It Is, and the GBC instantly rolled over, because 

apparently some verses needed to be edited to accommodate ISKCON’s new 

impersonal direction of out with the old and in with the new. It is sadly apparent 

that would-be “editor” Jayadwaita was oblivious to the strictures governing 

posthumous editing, which, in his ignorance, he proved by violating every 

scholastic rule in the book. Even though Jayadwaita was uneducated and 

unqualified for the task, which eventually would cost the wasteful GBC millions 

in legal fees, nonetheless the GBC did not have the backbone to admit that the 

“editor” they hired was tasteless and incompetent. Editing Bhagavad-gita As It Is 

was like a botched surgery that was not actually not even necessary in the first 

place. However, the bottom line is that only a deluded disciple believes that he 

has the right to change the words of his spiritual master. In this way change disease 
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is yet another symptom of impersonalism. No true disciple can ever think for a 

nanosecond that he has the right to alter the priceless instructions of his spiritual 

master. 

To make the situation of Mayavada in ISKCON all the more absurd, the GBC 

would eventually pass a resolution that Jayadwaita should be sent to the various 

temples simply to argue that his changed books were better than those which 

Krishna’s pure devotee had left for the deliverance of the world. In other words, 

the entire society became embroiled in a debate over grammar due to the GBC’s 

and Jayadwaita’s symptoms of change disease. This itself caused a huge fracture 

to Prabhupada’s family from which it has never recovered.  

Now with ISKCON blind sighted by issues, like editing, based on mental 

speculation, it became easy for Radhanatha to waltz his way into the inner circle 

with his circus of Mayavadi yogis, hypnotic tales of phony mystics, and 

glorification of mundane religionists who in fact are dangerous government 

agents. Confused and fractured, a floundering society turned to accept him with 

open arms and the original ISKCON’s very existence is now threatened. 

ISKCON’s Wiki Disease 

To this day, Jayadwaita’s ludicrous statements about himself that are found on his 

Wiki page, states, “Jayadvaita Swami is a Gaudiya Vaishnava swami, is an editor, 

publisher, and teacher and a disciple of A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, 

founder of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON). He 

has been the seniormost editor for the Bhaktivedanta Book Trust for more than 

forty years.”  

It is very suspicious that words “Founder-Acharya,” do not appear, and that Shrila 

Prabhupada is the labeled as the “founder” only, whereas Jayadwaita is given the 

dignity of being “the seniormost editor for the Bhaktivedanta Book Trust for more 

than forty years.” When minimization of Shri Guru is obvious, like smoke, there 

must be fire. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaudiya_Vaishnava
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swami
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A._C._Bhaktivedanta_Swami_Prabhupada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Society_for_Krishna_Consciousness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhaktivedanta_Book_Trust
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhaktivedanta_Book_Trust
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ISKCON initiates are instructed to avoid mental speculation, although many gurus within the 

organization are misleading new members with unsubstantiated fantasies of their own. 

 

His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada did not create ISKCON 

as a global opportunity for promoting ambitious personalities into lives of luxury 

or sense enjoyment or self-worship. Yet, just like Jayadwaita, many of the GBC 

members have revealed their mundane ambitions with self-written praise on their 

own Wikipedia pages, and on their personal sites. 

From where has originated this desire for recognition, for worship, for this unholy 

pratishtha, which has spread through the GBC like the fires of Naraka? Such Wiki 

glorifications are merely self-written braggadocio of persons who wish to 

convince others that they are not frightfully inept at their duties.  

In ISKCON, the editors who are senior to Jayadvaita Swami include Rayarama, 

Satswarupa and of course—the most senior of all—Hayagriva. And, truth be told, 

in the final analysis since Jayadvaita Swami apparently does not know the actual 

rules that qualify one to be an editor—or he willfully believes himself so 

privileged that he can invent and set in stone his own system—he cannot really 

be called an editor at all. There are many websites that absolutely lay bare 

Jayadwaita’s unholy incompetence as well as Facebook pages and a book called 

Arsha Prayoga. One who claims to know his job—any job—has the duty and 

obligation to be adequately skilled in that line of work. One who poses as qualified 

but is not so is a fraud and a cheater. This editing of Shrila Prabhupada’s 

Bhagavad-gita As It Is is nothing but bluffing, misdirection, mental speculation, 

and an eternal case of change disease. Jayadwaita Swami has violated every rule 
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in the rule book of posthumous editing by his hatchet job on the words of 

Krishna’s pure devotee. He has alienated every genuine scholar from his never-

ending GBC-approved hack job. But Lord Krishna’s divine message cannot be 

manufactured by a mundane wrangler. 

It must have been a shock when the GBC came to grips with the little detail that 

they had hired an unlettered poser to do the work of a Vyasa. Their reactions 

behind the scenes are well known. However, it is unlikely that the GBC will ever 

publicly admit their blunder because it goes to the root of their own colossal 

incompetence and impersonalism, and they know it. 

There was never any need to change the message, and the life’s work, of the 

Supreme Lord’s pure devotee through diminishing the author’s words, meanings, 

voice and expression as Jayadwaita’s version of the Gita has done. The original 

Bhagavad-gita As It is is Shrila Prabhupada’s monumental transcendental literary 

accomplishment and his gift to save the world. A gift is given As It Is. The words 

of Lord Krishna and His pure devotee are meant for the very salvation of the 

planet, and these words must not be tampered with by anyone, what to speak of 

changes by incompetent and unlettered charlatans.  

The Karma of the Vanities 

Since changing Prabhupada’s Gita was a very bad idea in the first place, there is 

no doubt that very soon the original As It Is version will soon reappear as standard. 

At that time, the work of ISKCON’s self-appointed “senior editor” will be tossed 

into the dust bins of history. And, when Jayadwaita’s own book, appropriately 

named Vanity Karma, appeared, a BBT(I) blurb advertising it carried the worst 

“bridge preaching” blurb that has ever been written. It stated: “In ancient India, 

too, such questions drove a despairing warrior to seek answers from his divine 

friend Krishna.”  

What is this nonsense? After editing the Gita for decades, does Jayadwaita really 

believe that Krishna is some “divine friend of a despairing warrior”? Has he read 

Shrila Prabhupada’s Bhagavad-gita As It Is with an eye to learn from the spiritual 

master, or only to infect the work with his own concoctions born of change 

disease? How many times is Krishna described as “the Supreme Personality of 

Godhead in Bhagavad-gita As It Is”? How can any true devotee write that Lord 

Shri Krishna is merely some “divine friend.” This is impersonalism, and no 

impersonalist should touch Prabhupada’s instructions. 
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“What the Hell is That?!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“What the hell is that?” 

There is a video of a talk by Jayadwaita, linked below, that has rightly prompted 

discussions in every quarter questioning this man’s qualifications—or lack of 

them. In the video ISKCON’s “senior editor” has stated: “The next thing that 

disturbs me, sometimes we hear, right in the middle of samasara dava ‘Jaya 

Prabhupada, Jaya’ What the hell is that?! Samsara dava is not the Prabhupada 

song! It’s the guru song … which doesn’t mean the founder-acharya of ISKCON. 

Samsara dava is not the Prabhupada song.” 

Are these the words of a mad man whose soul has been eaten alive by envy and 

desires for his own pratishtha? These unbelievable statements can be nothing less 

than the utterances of a true guru-drohi—the disciple who is despised for his envy 

of Shri Guru and whose visage is so reviled in every sampradaya. 

It remains a wonder that, after seeing Jayadwaita’s slander of the Founder-

Acharya, in his own ashram, that the GBC has not fired him and returned all 

printing to the original literatures. Any organization that has found itself saddled 

with such a “senior editor” of the founder’s work would toss him out on his ear in 

an instant in return for such boorish and insulting behavior. But—not ISKCON’s 

GBC club, which simply lumbers on as though such abhorrent behavior by a 

member of their clique is business as usual. 

You may see the video for yourself—the only one I can find has some 

commentary, most of which is reasonably stated. After seeing this video, one 

should decide whether he wants to read any book that has been edited, or even 

touched, by any such person. Our opinion is that Jayadwaita should come clean 
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before the worldwide body of assembled devotees. He is growing old and he must 

put down his folly. He should confess his own editing incompetence, and admit 

that his bungled posthumous editing has been a mistake of stupendous 

proportions. He should then repair for some inconspicuous ghat along the Ganga, 

and perform penance till the end of his days. Watch at your own risk. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRTtkGMAg8Q   

Fifth Class Men Follow Fourth Class Men 

What more will it take to open the eyes of the sleeping stooges who have become 

sworn Radhanatha-bhaktas—either on the GBC or elsewhere? Prabhupada 

remarked of one set of Mayavadi guru-disciple show-bottles, “It takes a fifth class 

man to follow a fourth class man.” 

 

Once upon a time people protested when their spiritual leader was minimized. Not any longer—at 

least not in the GBC. 

 

During the 60s, even Beatles Christian ex-fans, burnt their albums when the news 

reported that John Lennon had stated, “We are more famous than Jesus.” When 

Christians could stand up for their holy teacher; why, then, does no one in the 

higher ranks of ISKCON have the gumption to speak out against this deplorable 

change disease which has invited Mayavada into ISKCON? It appears that in the 

official new ethic offences against the Founder-Acharya can be tolerated, as long 

as neither Baba Ram Dass or Jayadwaita’s editing are criticized. The ashram’s 

thought police will control your opinion of punctuation marks and force you to 

love rapists and thieves dressed as swamis.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRTtkGMAg8Q
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Therefore it is no wonder that no one is burning copies of The Journey Home or 

Vanity Karma. And that is because today‘s ISKCON consists of far fewer bold 

Vaishnavas than the movement boasted when it was directly under Shrila 

Prabhupada’s personal direction. Kali has stormed in, and the leaders have 

allowed the clouds to cover the full Moon of the Founder-Acharya. But 

someday—hopefully sooner than later—those clouds will dissolve into the winds 

of desirable change—when beneficial winds return things back to their original 

form in ISKCON—as it was and As It Is.  

As It Is 

What does it take to understand these three simple words—As It Is? As 

Prabhupada always said, “There are hundreds of other Bhagavad-gitas in English, 

but not one of them has made a devotee. Yet now that I have introduced 

Bhagavad-gita As It Is, many thousands of devotees are coming forward.”  

And editing those sacred words has created the opposite situation—because it is 

nothing less than divisive mental speculation. Members of ISKCON should see 

Kali’s trick of planned editorial divisiveness for what it is, because this editing 

issue has fractured Shrila Prabhupada’s family and made enemies of brothers and 

sisters. 

How many times have we heard the argument “I think Jayadwaita’s Gita is 

better”? Fine! This means that the person has mentally speculated the version that 

itself is produced of mental speculation is better based upon more speculation. 

When something becomes better only because someone fancies that it is better, 

then that is mental speculation. Our concern is what Krishna thinks as better—the 

original words of the pure devotee, or some upstart disciples? 

ISKCON is a literary movement and many devotees have produced books, 

numbering the into the thousands. How many of these authors—even those few 

who might still be holding on to the last gasp of advocating Jayadwaita’s Gita—

wish for their own books to someday be posthumously edited? Try asking any of 

them. 

As devotees, do we care for Krishna’s opinion or Jayadwaita’s opinion? 

Jayadwaita’s speculated Gita, or Radhanatha’s The Journey Home are both 

products of mental speculation, and are therefore admired by other mental 

speculators. Therefore, today rampant mental speculation is the institutional 
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disease du jour of ISKCON. ISKCON is dying from a cancer that is eating out the 

soul of a once-great movement. If this disease is not eradicated at its root, then the 

entire society—once, the great ship of the acharya—will capsize and sink. 

ISKCON today with its changes, additions, adjustments, and compromises based 

upon impersonalism, is much closer to the verge of collapse than most will admit. 

And this is all thanks to these seeds mental speculation.  

Of course Jayadwaita and Radhanatha are not “Divided ISKCON’S” only mental 

speculators, there are many others at the upper rungs of ISKCON’s yoga ladder 

who are also infected with Mayavada. Mundane humanitarian activities and social 

work like “poor feeding” abound. And, with no one speaking up against such 

deviations. Now with the boldness to speak out lost—many feel that it is a coin 

toss whether the agents of Kali will fall away on their own, or succeed in dragging 

what is left of the original movement to hell. But Prabhupada created this 

movement with Krishna in charge and the will of the Supreme Lord will prevail. 

As folks say in the countryside, “Don’t have anything to do with them, or with 

anyone who thinks good of them.” And that is the formula for the Vaishnava sanga 

which explicitly forbids the poisonous association of Mayavada, to which so 

many unfortunate victims in the upper ranks of ISKCON have fallen prey.  

But there is hope. A few stalwarts did follow and few obeyed, and these few 

genuine disciples of Shrila Prabhupada are the hope of the sampradaya. They have 

understood that there is no room in the golden halls of Gaudiya Vaishnavism for 

changing the words of the previous acharyas, or for association with Mayavadis.  

Any true devotee might find himself running from a once-spirited family that has 

since fallen prey to the insanity of mental speculation. Perhaps a few of the 

greatest—the mahatmas among the mahatmas—will stand and fight while 

practicing the tolerance of the rock of Gibraltar.   

“Don’t Touch One Comma” 

Regarding posthumous editing, Shrila Prabhupada has famously ordered 

unequivocally, “Don’t touch one comma,” How hard is this to understand? 

Prabhupada wrote millions of words of Bhaktivedanta Purports around this 

principle of following the previous acharya to the letter. Could there be any chance 

that this “one comma” was touched in the polluted version of the BBT(i)? In fact, 
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commas and even word meanings and translations were touched around 5,000 

times, a literary crime and sin.  

It has come out in the wash that the entire BBT now with the “i” after it is nothing 

more than legal mumbo-jumbo. Documents accessible online, as seen on the 

Facebook page of Jayadwaita’s ex-supporter and ex-friend Graham Schweig, 

PhD. (Garuda dasa Adhikary) reveal that the BBT(i) has tried to legally claim that  

Prabhupada is their “author (or worker) for hire.” Legal documents allege 

something to the effect that, the BBT(i) is the author of his Gita while the actual 

author was paid by them. Since many devotees affirm that they copies of such 

documents proving these horrific allegations, if it is true then it would be 

considered the greatest criminal malfeasance against the sampradaya since the 

invention of sahajiyasm. What sort of blackguard “disciples” could live with 

themselves after describing the spiritual master—he from whom all mercy 

comes—as a “worker for hire”? What will be the fate of the aparadhis who have 

created this train wreck? While there is still time, those wayward fools and rascals 

who have been party to this deplorable offence to the heaviest person in the 

universe should repent, and do it sincerely. For such notorious designs will never 

go unnoticed by Shri Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead.  

It is said that “Just as a man at the beach can tolerate the heat of the sun on his 

head, but not to his feet; similarly, Krishna may tolerate an offense against 

Himself—but not to His pure devotee.” Or as Prabhupada always reminded his 

devotees, “Be very, very careful for you are dealing with Krishna.” 

BBT(i) is Mental Speculation 

Therefore, the entire basis of this imaginary BBT(i) is mental speculation. Any 

sand castles, no matter how elaborate, that are built upon that false and imagined 

foundation will fail due to this mental speculation. Parampara is not mental 

speculation. It is the Supreme Absolute Truth who is personified ultimately as 

Lord Shri Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead. He is not a statue in the 

temple. Rather in His numerous forms He is the killer of great demons including 

Madhu and Kaitabha, Hiranyakashipu, Ravana, Putana and Kamsa. Since 

Prabhupada has never been an “author for hire,” therefore he is not the author of 

a book that has been stolen from a legitimate trust. Jayadwaita’s edition of the 

Gita from the people who brought you “the divine friend of the distressed warrior” 

has nothing like any sampradayic link. There can never be any mental speculation 
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within the confines of the pure and sacred sampradayic teachings as gifted to the 

world by Krishna’s divinely-empowered Shrila Prabhupada. 

Deviants who pose as all-knowing must be kicked aside. Otherwise the price to 

pay for this corruption in Krishna Land will be heavier than anyone cares to 

imagine. “One bad apple ruins the barrel,” it is said. But Kali, through his tricks, 

sends so many demons to confound the cause of pure devotional service. There 

are many very rotten examples of persons whose selfish deeds beneath the cloak 

of saffron can only categorize them as infiltrators sent by Kali! 

This mental speculation must be brought to a rapid halt now and forever. If the 

last remaining semblance of what Prabhupada wanted for ISKCON becomes 

forever lost, then who will come again to re-kindle his teachings? Great gaps 

appear in sampradayas due to deviation in high places and the entire spirit of 

dharma becomes traded for bricks and mortar. Due to the lingering greed of 

pratishtha-hungry mental speculators, much time and resources have been thrown 

away. Having finally given a proper examination to Jayadwaita’s work on the 

Gita, no PhD in ISKCON will any longer support his karma of the vanities. Every 

ISKCON PhD has finally realized that his decades of whimsically tampering with 

Prabhupada’s sacred words is nothing more than a ludicrous slander of anything 

that resembles either scholarship or shastra. 

Indeed, shastra it cannot be—for it is a hard-and-fast rule of the sacred Vedic lore 

that no disciple is ever allowed to correct the spiritual master. He cannot do it 

even once—what to speak of 5,000 times. But that is exactly what Jayadwaita and 

the cohorts at BBT(i) have done to the dismay of all real scholars and devotees 

everywhere. 

No genuine acharya, preacher, sadhu, sage, shastri, pandit, brahmana, demigod, 

expansion of the Lord, or Bhagavan Shri Krishna Himself could ever be pleased 

with an upstart disciple turning the message of Krishna consciousness into word 

jugglery. And it is this original sin of changing the books to support a falsified 

system of zonal succession that fell to pieces decades ago that has splintered 

ISKCON like no other offence at the lotus feet of the spiritual master. 

Indeed, the BBT(i) has painted itself into a corner with a can of never-drying paint. 

Yet, before the final curtain call (when there so much is at stake especially for the 

wayward disciple), there is still time left to repent. And repent they must—for, 

while posing as devotees, the changers have inflicted the greatest harm into the 
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eternal work of Shrila Prabhupada. Remember that the example of the previous 

acharya is one of loving service to his acharya, to his diksha guru. Disciplic 

success is always based upon total surrender to the previous acharya, and through 

following his example of humble service. This includes neither changing his 

teachings, nor inventing compromises that “sound better” to the ears of a 

whimsical public. The disciple accepts the words and purport of his spiritual 

master as they are. 

A Failure to Understand 

And it was by failing to understand the meaning, or the “Purport,” to these three 

words, “As It Is,” that the entire movement has succumbed to Kali’s reprehensible 

representatives. For Shrila Prabhupada used the harshest language to characterize 

Neem Karoli and other so-called “babajis” of Vrindavana. But, nowadays, when 

a self-appointed “senior editor’s” sleight of hand crosses paths with the 

legerdemain of ISKCON’s chief Mayavadi-in-residence, neither gets brought out 

into the open. But our interest as followers of Shrila Prabhupada and his bona fide 

representatives should be to put our minds at the lotus feet of Shri Guru, and do 

as he wishes for the sake of the growth and prosperity of ISKCON. When His 

Divine Grace has given us everything, as he has also assured us, then what is the 

need for artificial changes based upon selfishness, mental speculation and 

atheism? And remember—all these Mayavadis are nothing but demonic atheists 

who are sworn enemies of devotees and of the Lord Himself. 

And that is why this impersonalism—whether found in a guru poser, or in 

tampering with guru-vani, or by introducing sahajiya kirtans—must be rooted out 

wholesale. Enemies within the camp must be sent packing. The GBC must return 

to printing only the original books. The Journey Home and all other materialistic 

nonsense so-called “nectar nuggets” of Radhanatha have no place in ISKCON. 

The Eco-village must expunge all traces of Mayavada and yogic classes given by 

non-devotees from devious “lineages,” and replace them with acts of genuine 

devotion as taught by Prabhupada. All concoctions from the Man-tra to Youtube 

Motivational pep talks must be ruled out for ISKCON leaders. Sankirtana must 

be enthusiastically re-ignited. 

The sad truth is that changing the teachings of Shrila Prabhupada through the 

explicit approval of a wayward GBC has become standard fare—with things 

becoming more diluted after each GBC meeting. If the GBC was so infallible, 
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why was zonal acharyaism allowed before it crumbled on its own? If the GBC’s 

management cannot be criticized, then why were hundreds of children molested 

in ISKCON gurukulas—many of whom later committed suicide—under their 

watch? If GBC is so perfect why are they making Krishna into some “divine 

friend?” As long as Kali can entrance the leaders of the Society and their blind 

followers with his darkness of ignorance by forcing the society into arguments 

over grammar, then no one notices when an army of Mayavadis has waltzed in 

carrying a hand-written invitations from Radhanatha. 

It is a golden rule that is set in stone—no disciple ever has the right to change the 

instructions of the bona fide spiritual master. Why does Jayadwaita think that only 

he alone can be so privileged among all residents in the universe that he has a 

carte blanche to violate this rule? The words of the Founder-Acharya are taken as 

eternal instructions.  

As it is said, “Just as it is impossible to separate the soul from the physical body, 

so it is impossible for the disciple to separate himself from the instructions of the 

spiritual master.”  

Still, under the banner of ISKCON, and protected by the GBC, Bollywood yoga 

teachers who claim some sort of tantric sex “lineage” continue to teach gymnastic 

exercises to willing brahmacharis at ISKCON centers in India. Like invertebrate 

worms, some pusillanimous ISKCON diksha gurus have turned themselves into 

talking Youtube heads who advocate “life coaching” instead of preaching the 

genuine philosophy of Krishna consciousness.” Symptoms of diseased Mayavadi 

consciousness abound in ISKCON from top to bottom, and things are getting 

worse. Mental speculation today runs rampant under the complacent noses of the 

GBC whose only focus is how to make further compromises that continue to infect 

the society they are supposed to protect. Yet the fact remains that the only 

salvation for ISKCON, and for the world Prabhupada’s sanga is intended to save, 

is preaching the Supreme Absolute Truth As It Is without Mayavadic changes 

from wayward disciples. 
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Bhaja Govindam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shri Shiva-avatara Adi Shankaracharya 

 

One thousand years ago in his Moha Mudgara Stotra, Lord Shiva himself, the 

greatest Vaishnava of all, described ISKCON’s pathetic situation. In his 

incarnation of Shankaracharya, he gave the following warning, but who is paying 

attention?  

bhaja govindam bhaja govindam govindam bhaja muudha-mate  

sampraapte sannihite kaale nahi nahi rakshati dukrin karane (1) 

 

“Worship Govinda, worship Govinda, worship Govinda! Oh you stupid fool! 

Your rules of grammar will not save you at the time of your death.” 

PURPORT (By Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary): The relics on the GBC are 

at the point of antya-kale. Although great changes are soon coming, and death is 

imminent, the GBC has continued to allow ISKCON to while away its time by 

debating over whether unauthorized changes in grammar and philosophy should 

be acceptable. Meanwhile, the instructions of the Founder-Acharya—to only 

worship Govinda and become Krishna conscious—have been swept aside due to 

mental speculation at the highest level. In the very first chapter of Bhagavad-gita 

(1.32-35) Arjuna reveals the identity of Govinda with this appeal:  

“O Govinda, of what avail to us are kingdoms, happiness or even life itself when 

all those for whom we may desire them are now arrayed in this battlefield? O 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/govinda
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Madhusūdana, when teachers, fathers, sons, grandfathers, maternal uncles, 

fathers-in-law, grandsons, brothers-in-law and all relatives are ready to give up 

their lives and properties and are standing before me, then why should I wish to 

kill them, though I may survive? O maintainer of all creatures, I am not prepared 

to fight with them even in exchange for the three worlds, let alone this earth.” 

Fatal Effects of Change Disease 

Time is quickly approaching when the GBC must look at the futility of forcing 

unnecessary changes to ISKCON as a whole, and to upon Bhagavad-gita As It Is. 

Both Radhanath and Jayadwaita have wasted many years by uselessly trying to 

change Krishna consciousness into something that suits them better—an 

atmosphere that they feel is more comfortable and compliant to them. With its 

debates over editing, many devotees have become exactly as described in the 

above verse from the Moha Mudgara Stotra. Millions of dollars donated by pious 

devotees have been thrown away on lawsuits defending change diseases. All the 

while the very members of the society who collected the money that propped up 

the society, were long since alienated, while the new generation of devotees that 

the GBC is avowed to lead and protect have been mercilessly tossed out into the 

cold. It is anybody’s guess how many devotees (or would-be devotees) will 

needlessly perish in the coming world collapse, because the Society’s funds that 

were intended for creating varnashrama farms were diverted to greedy lawyers to 

defend change diseases in the courts! 

 

When Shrila Prabhupada, the purest devotee of the Supreme Personality of 

Godhead Lord Shri Krishna, has stated, “Do not change anything,” what is so 

difficult to understand? ISKCON was founded by Prabhupada to be non-different 

from Krishna, a society or family that represents the Supreme Lord Himself along 

with His abode. Our Gaudiya sampradaya comes from the Supreme Lord’s advent 

as Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. What will the changers and their followers tell the 

Lord when it is their turn to come before Him?  

Time and again over the forty-three years since Prabhupada left our vision the 

entire society has been threatened with dissolution several times due to this 

infiltration of impersonalism into management. Many of the impersonal-based 

GBC policies such as zonal acharya-ism, “liberalizing” the movement by watering 

it down, worship of show-bottle gurus, or failure to institute farms and 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/madhusudana
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varnashrama, etc, have threatened to destroy the very foundation of ISKCON. 

Mundane wranglers have attempted to wrench Prabhupada’s family into some sort 

of speculative church-like organization, complete with ostentatious popes and 

bishops who savor their own foot-wash. Unnecessary scandals from grand theft, 

to murder, to child rape and suicides of victims, have rocked the society in rapid 

succession due to this propensity from the top to conveniently adjust, modify, add 

or subtract according to impersonal influences and temporary needs.  

When leaders run after fame, wealth, women, adoration and sense gratification—

and all wrapped up in saffron cloth—they can only lead others to hell. As seen in 

the Bhagavata shlokas given above, unqualified leaders who feel the need to 

change the philosophy or invite crowds of greedy Mayavadis into Prabhupada’s 

organization will themselves be sent to hell along with their Mayavadi colleagues 

and followers, for as Shri Ishopanishad warns, “whoever they might be.” 

Jayadwaita has shown on numerous occasions, not only at Hare Krishna Land, 

that he cannot control either his tongue, or his anger. Sannyasa should not be a 

carte blanche to poison Lord Krishna’s temple atmosphere with distortions based 

upon making up new and whimsical rules that apply only to the elite. Members 

new to ISKCON must decide whether such people as these are fit to be followed, 

since mental speculators do not actually represent Shrila Prabhupada. Any 

disciple new to ISKCON has to ask himself what is the destination of those who 

follow cheating Mayavadis infected with mental  concoctions instead of actual 

spiritual realizationx. 

In the ultimate analysis, Shrila Prabhupada came into the world because he is 

directly empowered by Krishna Himself. Therefore, in no way can changing the 

words and the philosophy of the pure devotee ever be authorized in Krishna 

consciousness. No previous acharya could ever be pleased with either The 

Journey Home or the useless changes in Bhagavad-gita As It Is, least of all the 

Supreme Lord Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu Himself. Counterfeit adjustments, 

alterations, and newly-manufactured experimental processes will never save 

anyone, least of all the culprits in high places who have engineered and who 

approve of such symptoms of change disease. 

To counter this terrible scourge of change disease and Mayavadic infiltration into 

ISKCON, the devotees must speak out boldly against these outrages to the 

Founder-Acharya. Each Prabhu must preach and act boldly by seeing that all 
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copies of The Journey Home are eliminated from their temples because they such 

literature has no place in the holy realm of Shrila Prabhupada. If your local 

management refuses to speak out against these outrages, then consider finding 

service at another temple where the preaching is genuine, pure and not watered 

down by the malevolent influences of Mayavada. Only through your pure 

preaching can ISKCON be saved and become turned away from this terrible curse 

of Mayavada. 

We close our series of essays with the immortal words of Shrila Prabhupada from 

Shrimad-Bhagavatam (3.24.12): 

“Lord Brahmā said: My dear son Kardama, since you have completely 

accepted my instructions without duplicity, showing them proper respect, you 

have worshiped me properly. Whatever instructions you took from me you 

have carried out, and thereby you have honored me.” 

Bhaktivedanta Purport: Lord Brahma, as the first living entity within the 

universe, is supposed to be the spiritual master of everyone, and he is also the 

father, the creator, of all beings. Kardama Muni is one of the Prajapatis, or creators 

of the living entities, and he is also a son of Brahmā. Brahmā praises Kardama 

because he carried out the orders of the spiritual master in toto and without 

cheating. A conditioned soul in the material world has the disqualification of 

cheating. He has four disqualifications: he is sure to commit mistakes, he is sure 

to be illusioned, he is prone to cheat others, and his senses are imperfect. But if 

one carries out the order of the spiritual master by disciplic succession, or the 

parampara system, he overcomes the four defects. Therefore, knowledge 

received from the bona fide spiritual master is not cheating. Any other knowledge 

which is manufactured by the conditioned soul is cheating only. Brahmā knew 

well that Kardama Muni exactly carried out the instructions received from him 

and that he actually honored his spiritual master. To honor the spiritual master 

means to carry out his instructions word for word. END. 

Shrila Prabhupada wished for one moon among the stars. Today there are a few 

genuine such moons of His Divine Grace. Just look for the revelation as the 

Supreme Absolute Truth Personified as He emerges as Shri Krishna. Then go 

forth and boldly preach the supreme absolute truth as it is found in Prabhupada’s 

original teachings of Bhagavad-gita As It Is. 

https://prabhupadabooks.com/d/brahma
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All Glories to Shrila Prabhupada! 
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The A.I.S.F. is composed of followers of Shrila Prabhupada, who 

used to tell his disciples to wipe out Mayavada wherever it raises its 

atheistic head, by ripping out its poisonous roots with expertise. 

 

1 January 2021 

Dear Prabhus, 

We take the dust of the feet of each one of you upon our heads as we bow down 

together before the greatest prophet and acharya the world has ever seen in recent 

times: Shrila Prabhupada.  

We are sending out this letter to you with a great sense of personal urgency, for 

there appears to be little time left to get this message across. Attached herewith 

please find our book—or rather our collection of articles—entitled The Journey 

Home Debunked. The fact is that the ISKCON Shrila Prabhupada visualized is in 

trouble. And it is up to each of us as devotees—as personal servants of Shri Guru 

and Gauranga—to do something about this peril to his Society by speaking up. 

It was Shrila Prabhupada alone who brought us Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu’s 

sankirtana-yagna as the yuga-dharma, to save the entire world. Based upon the 

highest philosophy as contained in all Puranic lore—the Shrimad-Bhagavatam—

Krishna consciousness as presented by Shrila Prabhupada contains every facet of 

India’s personal Vedic civilization. As shown by the founder-acharya, Krishna 

consciousness is based upon the supreme Vaishnava principles contained within 

the realms of sanatana dharma.  

Therefore, by introducing this wonderful personal philosophy, Shrila Prabhupada 

gifted a genuine conception of religion to the entire world. So, in this way, Shrila 

Prabhupada has actually saved the planet through his stupendous transcendental 

contributions as an offering at the lotus feet of his spiritual master. It is no secret 

that his message of pure devotional service has been explicitly detailed in his bona 

fide translations of Sanskrit and Bengali Gaudiya Vaishnava literature.  

Yet today, that works of Shrila Prabhupada are under attack. With great stealth, 

Kali has crept into the sanctum sanctorum of Shrila Prabhupada’s Krishna 

conscious ashrams. The future of his movement as he visualized it is in danger. 
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Therefore, on behalf of the A.I.S.F., we are sending you herewith The Journey 

Home Debunked, Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary’s collection of articles 

which exposes chapter-by-chapter Radhanatha Swami’s tired rehash of Mayavada 

in his book The Journey Home, Today due to many such Mayavadic 

“contributions” to Prabhupada’s programmes  that neophytes in ISKCON cannot 

differentiate between a genuine acharya and an imitation poser. Many so-called 

“babajis” of Vrindavana, and elsewhere, are merely demonic atheists who only 

represent the four sinful fangs of Kali Yuga: meat-eating, illicit sex, intoxication 

and mental speculation.  

We ask that you study the enclosed collection of articles, make up your own 

minds, and then—if you agree—please share The Journey Home Debunked, 

widely with sincere devotees who you know everywhere. 

At the 1936 Shri Vyasa Puja celebration of his spiritual master, Shrila 

Prabhupada, or Abhaya Charanaravinda, the Kavi of Gaudiya Math, wrote a 

famous poem: 

 

HIS DIVINE GRACE 

Adore adore ye all 

The happy day, 

Blessed than heaven, 

Sweeter than May, 

When he appeared at Puri, 

The holy place, 

My Lord and Master, 

His Divine Grace. 

Oh! my Master 

The evangelic angel, 

Give us Thy light, 

Light up Thy candle. 

Struggle for existence, 

A human race. 

The only hope, 

His Divine Grace 
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Misled we are, 

All going astray. 

Save us, Lord, 

Our fervent pray. 

Wonder Thy ways 

To turn our face. 

Adore Thy feet, 

Your Divine Grace. 

Forgotten Krishna, 

We fallen souls, 

Paying most heavy 

The illusion's toll. 

Darkness around, 

All untrace. 

The only hope, 

His Divine Grace. 

Message of service 

Thou hast brought. 

A healthful life 

As Chaitanya wrought. 

Unknown to all, 

It's full of brace. 

That's your gift, 

Your Divine Grace 

Absolute is sentient, 

Thou hast proved, 

Impersonal calamity 

Thou hast removed. 

This gives us a life 

Anew and fresh. 

Worship Thy feet, 

Your Divine Grace, 

Had you not come, 

Who had told 
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The message of Krishna, 

Forceful and bold? 

That's your right. 

You have the mace. 

Save me of alien, 

Your Divine Grace. 

The line of service 

As drawn by you 

Is pleasing and healthy 

As morning dew. 

The oldest of all, 

But in new dress. 

Miracle done, 

Your Divine Grace 

Shrila Prabhupada took to heart the actual message of his spiritual master by 

dedicating his every breath to pleasing Shrila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati 

Thakura.. He never changed anything, but considered himself a mere eternal 

servant of his spiritual master. With such a great conviction and faith in the great 

chain of the Gaudiya sampradaya, he sailed off penniless to America in 1965 and 

succeeded in spreading Krishna consciousness all over the world in merely a 

dozen years. 

Yet, establishing the world order of genuine dharma was a lonesome, difficult,  

and single-handed battle for Shrila Prabhupada, because Kali fought back at every 

step. That is why in 1969 Shrila Prabhupada himself composed this verse for his 

disciples to recite many times daily. His Divine Grace made recitation of this 

prayer mandatory the moment he noted elements of Mayavada creeping into his 

Society: 

namaste saraswati deve gaura-vani-pracharine 

nirvishesha-shunyavadi pashchatya-desha-tarine 

“Our respectful obeisances are unto you, O spiritual master, servant of 

Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati Goswami. You are kindly preaching the message 

of Lord Caitanya and delivering the Western countries, which are filled 

with impersonalism and voidism.” 
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Notice the emphasis on service to Shri Guru with the words “namaste saraswati 

deve” which emphasizes obedience to the great chain of the sampradaya as the 

number one priority. And by following the previous acharya, genuine Godliness 

abounds as the divine message of Lord Shri Chaitanya is revealed. As devotees, 

we must preach openly and in a manner that is straight-forward and pleasing to 

the previous acharya. In his Introduction to his Bhagavad-gita As It Is, 

Prabhupada introduced the disciplic succession by delineating and naming each 

previous acharya of the Brahma-Madhva-Gaudiya Sampradaya. It is noteworthy 

that none of the Mayavadi yogis in The Journey Home have anything like a 

sampradaya behind them. Not one—for they were all ambitious characters trying 

to sell some invented technique with their own charisma. Yet as long as there are 

fools to fall for the charade of rascals, then the show will go on. But for the 

genuine disciple, such foolishness ends when the bona fide spiritual master opens 

his eyes with the torchlight of knowledge. 

As we see in the words paschatya deshatarine, Mayavada and Shunyavada are 

especially prominent in the West. Yet, today false concepts of proprietary 

enjoyment, the result of impersonalism, have infected each and every so-called 

“civilization” of the earth. Anyone who considers himself an enjoyer of the Lord’s 

property is identified as a thief by Krishna Himself in His instructions to Arjuna, 

for only Shri Krishna is the Enjoyer, and we infinitesimal jiva souls are His eternal 

servants. Since Mayavada infiltration is the greatest contributing factor to this lack 

of proper understanding of Krishna consciousness (and is the root cause of 

minimizing His genuine servant, the founder-acharya) the Vaishnava shastras 

forbid even a minute of their poisonous association. 

As you will see throughout the pages of our The Journey Home Debunked, 

impersonalism is a very deadly weapon that Kali uses to send his victims to hell 

by destroying from within its victims any semblance of genuine love for Krishna. 

Through false notions of “becoming God” the Mayavadi reaps bitter fruits in the 

karmic cycle of birth and death. Just as Ravana dresses as an ascetic arrived in 

Panchavati to kidnap Mother Sita, so the villain Kali attires himself in the dress 

of an orange-robed Mayavadi sadhu in order to cheat the gullible public. Such 

villainous “Ravana Swamis” are nothing more than camp robbers who enter the 

ashram to steal every last ounce of genuine bhakti from the devotees. And they 

do that by replacing pure love of Godhead with mundane hero worship, 

sentimentality, mundane humanitarianism, witty-sounding motivational pep talks, 
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cult mentality, church-ism, and finally initiation into a cold and impersonal 

structure of bricks and mortar.  

At other times, Kali comes with the pretense of nourishment dressed up as some 

falsely-gorgeous Putana witch. Whenever such motivational gurus who offer 

hollow, meaningless counsel, are confused with the bona fide acharya, it is a 

strong indication that any impersonal “bridge preaching over troubled waters” has 

collapsed in the middle of the stream sending any pedestrians on that path to their 

doom. Yet, with Radhanatha’s The Journey Home having been translated into 

over a dozen languages, and enthusiastically hawked at ISKCON events, that is 

exactly what has happened to many. If this dilemma caused by the tired members 

of the GBC is not corrected immediately, then ISKCON as visualized by the 

Founder-Acharya will cease to exist. 

Kali dons all sorts of false cloaks when he presents his own legerdemain of false 

reflections of genuine truth. In all his guises Kali is the villain of the age, but by 

the power of the Holy Names and by strictly following the precepts of Shrila 

Prabhupada, genuine Krishna consciousness will prevail. The gross infiltration of 

Mayavada into Prabhupada’s movement by a handful of ungrateful disciples—

guru-drohis—must be put to an end because the poison is rapidly spreading.  

There is no other recourse—the GBC must act now and save the Society they are 

avowed to protect on behalf of the Founder-Acharya. There is little time because 

the world is heading towards certain disaster. 

There is nothing more adorned nor adored than Truth Himself, for that Supreme 

Beauty of transcendental genuineness and complete honesty is personified as none 

other than Bhagavan Shri Krishna, whose Holy Names uplift the world. Shri 

Krishna alone is the divine Object of worship for the devotee. The Supreme 

Personality of Godhead can never be some illusory void, or imaginary “oneness.” 

These are deluded conceptions of God that are false at the core, yet which 

comprise the speculative and manufactured doctrines of each one the bogus 

Ravana yogis with whom Radhanatha consorts in The Journey Home.  

Shrila Prabhupada tirelessly fought against Mayavada by directing thousands of 

verbal assaults against such soul-killing evils that have fool confounded jivas into 

temporary melodramas of false enjoyment. Any association with impersonalists 

offers nothing more than another padlock on the unending chains of samsara. For 

this reason, Shrila Prabhupada took aboard everyone on his Hare Krishna Noah’s 
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Ark—except for the impersonalists whom he tossed overboard and into the waves 

below. And he defeated each one with his acute Gaudiya Vaishnava logic, reason, 

and even humor.  

The bona fide acharya is like a great shark that is always feared by the Mayavadi 

minnows, because he can devour them with only a single bite. But now, with the 

current invasion of Mayavada into ISKCON led by Radhanatha and supported by 

the GBC, many devotees have been left out in the cold to wonder whether behind 

the bricks and mortar there are any sharks left to swim in the currents of 

ISKCON’s leadership. Or has the GBC, which is standing up to Mayavada like a 

bevy of eunuchs, lost its teeth altogether in what was once a fight against false 

philosophies?  

Nowadays, many of the very rascals Shrila Prabhupada sent running with his 

Vaishnava lion’s roar have resuscitated from the dead, like deadly, slippery snakes 

slithering onto the deck. It has been reported that, in some devotee in different 

parts of the world, Godless Mayavadi infiltrators are today worshiped on the altars 

of misguided so-called devotees. According to Rocan dasa, editor of the 

Sampradaya Sun, such things are a product of the “Radhanath-ization” of 

ISKCON. 

Today, a great and dark cloud of ignorance has swept over a once-integrated 

family of devotees. Stark and cold divisions drawn by the hand of Kali are 

everywhere. There has been an impersonal invasion of mental speculation into 

Shrila Prabhupada’s cultural revolution. His Divine Grace gave his very life—and 

every breath along the way—to establish the eternal understanding of personalism 

in Godliness as taught in the Bhagavata, and there is much to lose through this 

suicide pact of Mayavadi association. 

As Shrila Prabhupada taught, only Krishna consciousness presented unchanged 

since time immemorial can save the world. With Kali Yuga upon us, only 

sankirtana-yagna can be the salvation of the world. The Holy Names of the 

Supreme Lord Shri Krishna will bring to a brighter and happier future to the 

devotee through this soul-nourishing process. This chanting the divine names of 

the Supreme Lord Shri Krishna is the authorized process found in the bona fide 

Gaudiya parampara that has been so wonderfully delivered to the world by Shrila 

Prabhupada. And yet His Divine Grace referred to himself as only the “postman” 

of his spiritual master—merely a messenger who delivers the message of the 
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higher authority. Though himself a great empowered shaktyavesha avatara and 

current acharya, he considered himself as only the servant of the divine vani of 

his spiritual master. And in this way, as the acharya, His Divine Grace kept the 

message intact. It is for his followers to do the same and, by doing so, to protect 

the purity of the message against the evil assault of Mayvada. 

Thus, with this letter, the friends and members of the Absolute Is Sentient 

Foundation, urge you to become aware of the subversive methods that Kali is 

employing through Mayavada tactics to creep into ISKCON. It is up to each 

devotee—we are all individual persons—to speak up. Only by preaching will each 

of us be able to clear the air of impersonalism’s destructive and sinful clouds. 

Therefore, when Radhanatha visits your temple, why not ask him personally if he 

knew that Muktananda was accused of being a serial rapist. Or did he know that 

the boy god Guru Maharaj ji ordered a hit on his own disciple? Or that Prabhupada 

referred to Maharishi as “the biggest rascal?” Or Prabhupada considered Neem 

Karoli Baba a direct agent of Kali? Why are these Mayavadis—and many 

others—pictured in a book that is sold, distributed and encouraged by ISKCON? 

Whatever these bogus con artists named their “paths”—whether this or that 

“yoga”—their so-called “teachings’ consist of various false promises of 

promotion into a world of so-called “oneness.” When Mayavadic rubbish is 

expounded by cads, curs and fiends inside and within the Hare Krishna Temples 

due to this influence of The Journey Home, then what can we expect next? Will 

such base and shallow imitations of the genuine principles that Shrila Prabhupada 

intended now cause devotees to resemble members of a Rajneesh camp filled with 

bogus “swamis”? It will unless we act, and the time to act is now. 

And the only solution is to take shelter of the message of Prabhupada’s sankirtana 

movement, beginning with properly following his directions to the letter. When 

the founder-acharya has laid down certain ground rules in his worldwide 

ashrams—such as never to associate with Mayavadis and to avoid mental 

speculations—why are these precepts not being followed? Why is The Journey 

Home vended all over the world by ISKCON? This is not ISKCON—this is a 

duped so-called ISKCON. Today what is seen in Krishna Temples has less and 

less to do with Shrila Prabhupada’s concept of purity in devotional service. Every 

time a devotee is seduced into bobbing his head in hypnotized bewilderment at 

some carefully injected Mayavadic remark from an agent of Kali, the movement 

sinks a little lower. Hence this impersonal disease is everywhere with the eternal 
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well-being of billions of souls now at stake. By translating and distributing 

Radhantha’s The Journey Home, and bringing its author within its circle, the GBC 

has utterly failed in its duty to represent Shrila Prabhupada. And with payback 

time practically upon us, a proper return to normalcy must be observed by the 

GBC by banning this book and all such Mayavadic rubbish from ISKCON once 

and for all. 

Krishna consciousness was created as a wonderful social order to bless each and 

every sector of society. This divine path is for everybody, since Krishna is pleased 

more than anything else with the service attitude of His devotee. Therefore 

compromising with atheists is never required. As the genuine Gaudiya Vaishnava 

Paramhamsa Thakura who walked amongst us, Shrila Prabhupada has given us 

everything. Nothing is lacking. Therefore the need of the hour is to blow away all 

dark clouds of confusion with the winds of purely chanting the Holy Names of 

the Lord in the company of genuine sadhus and eschewing the imitators in saffron 

dress. Nothing will be more pleasing to the Founder-Acharya than tossing out 

whatever does not contribute to progress in Krishna consciousness. No one will 

be denied by Mahaprabhu—except the vile poser whose falsely-assumed attitude 

of “becoming God” puts him in the company of the world’s greatest liars.  

The A.I.S.F. will continue to expose such Mayavadi rogues, brigands and yoga 

posers who employ a pack of impersonal lies in order to deceive the public and 

ruin their chances to become Krishna conscious for eternity. The A.I.S.F. seeks to 

broadcast only the unchanged message of Shrila Prabhupada. There is no need to 

add anything new to attract cheap following. Therefore, we ask that you read for 

yourselves the instructions of ISKCON’s Founder-Acharya in the pages of The 

Journey Home Debunked as opposed to the impersonal rubbish hawked by 

Mayavadis found in ISKCON today.  

We must continue to remain forever within the teachings of Shrila Prabhupada 

through adhering to the actual message of Krishna consciousness. Eschew all false 

idols of yoga-dom as spoken by demons that are repeated glorified in The Journey 

Home. That is the vision of ISKCON’s Founder-Acharya.  

Hare Krishna.  All glories to Shrila Prabhupada, I am, 

 

Your servant in Prabhupada, 

Kaliya Mardana dasa Brahmachary  

A.I.S.F. 
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